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MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

Commmz ON FINAN z,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Ofice Building, Hon. Abraham Ribicoff
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Dole, and Danforth.
[The press release announcing this hearing and the bills H.R.

2492(S. 1258), H.R. 2535 H.R. 2537 H.R.8046(S. 1004), H.R. 3317,
H.R. 3591, H.R. 3755, H.R. 4309 (1. i275), H.R. 4738, H.R. 6089,
S. 1851, S. 1852, follow:]

(1)
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Press Release #H-1

PRESS - RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 21, 1980

UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE TO
HOLD HEARINGS ON MISCELLANEOUS TARIFF BILLS

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Ct.), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on Finance,
today announced that the Subcommittee will hold a public hearing
on miscellaneous tariff bills. The hearing will be hold at
10:00 A.M., Tuesday, February 5L 1980, in Room 2221, Dirksen
Senate Office Building.

The following bills will be the subject of the hearing:

H.R. 2492 -- To continue a previously-expired suspension
(S_ 1258) of duty on crude feathers and down through

June 30, 1984.

H.R. 2535 --

H.R. 2537 --

To provide a temporary duty suspension on
certain alloy steels used for making chipper
knives through June 30, 1982.

To suspend through December 31, 1981, a
portion of the duties on strontium nitrate.

H.R. 3046 -- To suspend through June 30, 1981, a portion
(S. 1004) of the duties on assembled freight cars.

H.R. 3317 --

H.R. 3591 --

H.R. 3755 --

To admit an organ and accompanying parts
and accessories duty free.

To reduce through June 30, 1981, the duty
on titantium sponge.

To admit components of a tracker pipe organ
duty free.

H.R. 4309 -- To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United
(S. 1275) States to provide for the proper classifi-

cation of certain cold finished steel bar
products, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4738 --

H.R. 6089 --

To reduce through June 30, 1981, the duty
on titanium sheet, plate, and other rolled
titanium products.

To prohibit until January 1, 1982, the con-
version of specific duty rates on certain
unwrought leaA to ad valorem equivalents.

S. 1851 -- To continue present duty-free status of
equipment purchased in Panama for, and
repairs made in Panama to, U.S. vessels.

S. 1852 -- To suspend through June 30, 1982, the
duty on certain peppers.
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Ruesta to testify.--Chairman Ribicoff stated that
witnesses desiring to testify during this hearing must make their
requests to testify to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on
Finance, Room 2227, Dirkuen Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
20510, not later than Thursday, January 31, 1980. Witnesses will
be notified as soon as possible after this date as to whether
they are scheduled to appear. If for some reason the witness is
unable to appear at the time scheduled, he may file a written
statement for the record in lieu of the personal appearance.

Consolidated testimony.--Chairman Ribicoff also stated
that the Subcommittee urges all witnesses who have a common position
or with the same general interest to consolidate their testimony
and designate a single spokesman to present their common viewpoint
orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable the Subcom-
mittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might other-
wise obtain. Chairman Ribicoff urged very strongly that all witnesses
exert a maximum effort, taking into account the limited advance notice,
to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.--Chairman Ribicoff observed
that the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, and the
rules of the Comittee require witnesses appearing before the
Committees of Congress to file in advance written statements of
their proposed testimony and to limit oral presentations to brief
summaries of their arguments.

Chairman Ribicoff stated that in light of this statute
and the rules, and in view of the large number of witnesses who
desire to appear before the Subcommittee in the limited time avail-
able for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify
must comply with the following rules:

1. All witnesses must include with their written
statements a one-pa e summary of the principal
points included in the statement-.

2. The written statements must be typed on letter-
size (not legal size) paper and at least 100
copies must be delivered to Room 2227, Dir-sen
Senate Office Building not later than noon of
the last business day before the witnoss Is
scheduled to appear.

3. Witnesses are not to read their written state-
ments to the Subcommittee, but are to confine
their oral presentations to a summary of the
points included in the statement.

4. No more than five minutes will be allowed for
the oral summary.

Witnesses-who fail to comply with these rules will for-
feit their privilege to testify.

Written statements.--Witnesses who are not scheduled to
make an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their
views to the Subcommittee, are urged to prepare a written statement
for submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearings.
These written statements should be submitted to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Washington, D. C. 20510, not later than Thursday,
February 15, 1980.

P.R. #H-1
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Union Calendar No. 216
98'rn CONGRESS

I He R 2492
(Report No. 96-3751

To correct an anomaly in the rate of duty applicable to articles of apparel in
which feathers or downs are used as filling and to extend until June 30,
1984, the duty provisions applicable to crude feathers and downs.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FsBRUARY 28, 1979
Mr. JENKINS introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee

on Ways and Means

JULY 24, 1979
Reported with amendments, committed to the Committee of the Whole House on

the State of the Union and ordered to be printed
[Strike out all after the eating clause and insert the pu printed in italic)

A BILL
To correct an anomaly in the rate of duty applicable to articles

of apparel in which feathers or downs are used as filing and
to extend until June 30, 1984, the duty provisions applica-
ble to crude feathers and downs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repnesenta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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2

P hta i'"tof leeu e f e er ehedd os f the

2 United States (49 -1&T 02) is amended by ineiing -

3 -^-itely after heete 2.o part6 hednete the fowing
4 new eednte.,

5 !Fe o rpse o bp rt erf ehedule --

9 item.

10 0. -m 908.70 of the Appendi- to the Trff

11 ehed-les of the United States ( 14 .T -- 0.) is amended

12 by ehenging the dte shown in the " effective pe ui',i eeh."n

13 f(rm !off befo e Jun 80; 09 to son o, befoe Jtne W,

14 1984

15 &: g. m aaa.en ede by the fist A seeend

16 seetions f this Aet shel ap ply to a'ieles entered, of with-

17 drawn from waehose for enumpti ff on after the dote

18 of enetmenof thiAet.

19 That items 903. 70 and 903.80 of the Appendix to the Tariff

20 Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) are each

21 amended by striking out "On or before 6/30/79" and insert-

22 ing in lieu thereof "On or before 6/30/84".

23 SEC. 2. (a) The amendments made by the first section

24 of this Act shall apply to articles entered, or withdrawn from
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6

3

1 warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of enactment

2 of this Act.

3 (b) Upon request therefor filed with the customs officer

4 concerned on or before the 90th day after the date of the en.

5 actment of this Act, the entry or withdrawal of any article to

6 which item 903.70 or 903.80 of the Tariff Schedules of the

7 United States (ais in effect on June 30, 1979) applied and-

8 (1) that was made after June 30, 1979, and

9 before the date of the enactment of this Act, and

10 (2) with respect to which there would have been

11 no duty if' any of the amendments made by the first

12 section of this Act applied to such entry or withdrawal,

18 sha notwithstanding the provisions of section 514 of the

14 Tariff Act of 1930 or any other provision of law, be liqui.

15 dated or reliquidated as though such entry or withdrawal had

16 been made on the date of the enactment of this Act.

Amend the title so as to read: "A bill to extend until
July 1, 1984, the duty suspension on crude feathers and
downs.".
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96TH CONGRESS
lsT SESSION *12 58

To correct an anomaly in the rate of duty applicable to articles of apparel in
which feathers or downs are used as filling and to extend until June 30,
1984, the duty provisions applicable to crude feathers and downs.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 24 (legislative day, MAY 21), 1979

Mr. COCHRAN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to
the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To correct an anomaly in the rate of duty applicable to articles

of apparel in which feathers or downs are used as filling and

to extend until June 30, 1984, the duty provisions applica-

ble to crude feathers and downs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That part 6 of schedule 3 of the Tariff Schedules of the

4 United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by inserting im-

5 mediately after headnote 2 the following new headnote:

6 "3. For purposes of this part and of schedule 7,

7 feathers or downs used as filling in articles of apparel
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2

1 shall be disregarded in determining the component ma-

2 terial of chief value or chief weight in the apparel

3 item."

4 SEc. 2. Item 903.70 of the Appendix to the Tariff

5 Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended

6 by striking out "6/30/79" and inserting in lieu thereof "6/

7 30/84".

8 SEc. 3. The amendments made by the first section of

9 this Act shall apply to articles entered, or withdrawn from

10 warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of enactment

11 of this Act.
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96TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION HeR. 2535

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

DECEMBEl 4 (legislative day, NOVEMBER 29), 1979

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to suspend

for a temporary period the duty on certain alloy tool steels
used for making chipper knives.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subpart B of part 1 of the appendix to the Tariff Sched-

4 ules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 inserting in numerical sequence the following new item:
9ii.29 Alloy sleel containing, in addition to iron and by]

weight, not les than 0.48 nor more than

0.55 percent of carbon, not less than 0.20
nor more than 0.50 percent ot manganese,
not less than 0.75 nor more than 1.05 per-
cent of silicon, not less than 7.25 nor more
than 8.75 percent of chromium, not lest than
1.25 nor more than 1.75 percent of molybde-

num, none or not more than 1.75 percent o(
tungsten, and not Iens than 0.20 nor more
than 0.55 percent of vanadium (provided for "
in ite m 6 0 8 .5 2 , p a n 2B , sc h tle 6 ) ....... ....... F r e e N o c l uan e o n c

before
6/30/
82
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2

1 SEc. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

2 Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn

3 from warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of the

4 enactment of this Act.

Passed the House of Representatives December 3, 1979.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk.

By BENJAMIN J. GUTHRIE,

Assistant to the Clerk.
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Union Calendar No. 308
96TH CONGRESS

IST SESSION Ho Re 2537
[Report No. 96-531

To suspend until December 31, 1982, a portion of the duties on strontium nitrate.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 1, 1979

Mr. BAUMAN (for himself, Mr. FINDLEY, and Mr. HILLIS) introduced the
following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

OCTOBER 26, 1979

Reported with amendments, committed to the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union, and ordered to be printed

(Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To suspend until December 31, 1982, a portion of the duties on

strontium nitrate.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subpart B of part 1 of the Appendix to the Tariff Sched-

4 uWes of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

59-253 0 - 80 - 2
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2

inserting imm dis'y after 4m M4

quence the following new item:

in numerical se-

OWW~44S~k.m ne~I"e~e fe e-- 44I
iw Il s ,l~ k L.,. .......................... . -e .M I. 0

1 907.45 Slrotium n nde (p eided for in item 411.74,
part OC, seAedule 4) ...................................... Free .or.aage On or

Ike. 31,

SEc. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn

from warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of the

enactment of this Act.

Amend the title so as to read: "A Bill to reduce until
December 31, 1981, the duty on strontium nitrate.".

0
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96TH CONGRESS
IST SESSION H. R. 3046

To suspend the duty on freight cars until the close of June 30, 1981.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 19, 1979
Mr. FITHIAN (for himself, Mr. VANDER JAOT, Mr. STANGELAND, and Mr.

FINDLEY) introduced the following bill;, which was referred to the Committee
on Ways and Means

A BILL
To suspend the duty on freight cars until the close of June 30,

1981.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subpart B of part 1 of the Appendix to the Tariff Sched-

4 ules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 adding, immediately after item 912.12, the following new

6 item:

1 2.13

*r

Asembe keib can (pro-
vde for in item 690.15, ul).
pan A, pat 6, wbedue 6) ................. Free No heup On or befor1

6130/81
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2

1 () The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

2 with respect to articles entered on or after the date of enact-

3 ment of this Act.
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1ST SESSION S 1004
To suspend the duty on freight cars until the close of June 30, 1981.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APartL 25 (legislative day, APRM 9), 1919
Mr. BENTSEN (for himself, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. BAUCUS, Mr. DOLE, and Mr.

MELCHE) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Fince

A BILL
To suspend the duty on freight cars until the close of June 30,

1981.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represnta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assebled,

3 That subpart B of part 1 of the Appendix to the Tariff Sched.

4 ules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 adding immediately after item 912.12, the following new

6 item:

912.18 Assembled freight ues (provided for

in item 880.1IS, subpart A, pen S.
schedule 6) ................................... Free No Change On or w es

6/30!81
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2

1 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

2 with respect to articles entered on or after the date of enact-

3 ment of this Act.
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96TH CONGRESS HST SESSION H. Re 3317

IN THE SENATE OF TRE UNITED STATES
NovZxxiz 28 (legislative day, NOVEMBER 15), 1979

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Fimance

AN ACT
For the relief of Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Secretary of the Treasury shall admit free of duty

4 one organ (including all accompanying parts and accessories)

5 for the use of Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio,

6 such organ being provided by Johannes Klais Orgelbau K.G.,

7 Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany.

8 SEC. 2. If the liquidation of the entry for consumption of

9 any article subject to the provisions of the first section of this

10 Act has become final, such entry shall be reliquidated and the
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2

1 appropriate refund of duty shall be made, notwithstanding

2 section 514 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1514).

Passed the House of Representatives November 27,
1979.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,

Ckrk.

By BENJAMN J. OUTHRIE,

Aesitant to the Clerk.
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Union Calendar No. 310

H. R.3591
[Report No. 96-565]

To reduce temporarily the duty on titanium sponge.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
APRIL 10, 1979

Mr. VANDER JAOT introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means

OCTOBER 26, 1979
Reported with an amendment, committed to the Committee of the Whole House

on the State of the Union, and ordered to be printed
(Omit the pan struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To reduce temporarily the duty on titanium sponge.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subpart B of part g 1 of the Appendix to the Tariff

4 Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended
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1 by adding in proper numerical sequence the following new

2 item:

911.50 Titanum spoiig (provided for in item 629.15,
pa 23,chedule 6) ...................... 9%uad. al. No ch&Wg On or

8/30/81

3 SEc. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

4 Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn

5 from warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of the

6 enactment of this Act.
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96TH CONGRESS

H.R.SESIo He Re 3755
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBER 28 (legislative day, NOVEMBER 15), 1979

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Fimance

AN ACT
For the relief of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Riverside,

Connecticut.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Secretary of the Treasury shall admit free of duty

4 the components of the tracker pipe organ which were built

5 (pursuant to contract with Gerhard Hradetzky of Austria) for

6 St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Riverside, Connecticut, and

7 which entered at New York, New York, on January 19,

8 1979 (entry number 266710).
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1 SEc. 2. If the liquidation of the entry for consumption of

2 any article subject to the provisions of the first section of this

3 Act has become final, such entry shall be reliquidated and the

4 appropriate refund of duty shall be made, notwithstanding

5 section 514 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1514).

Passed the House of Representatives November 27,
1979.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk.

By BENJAMIN J. GUTHRIE,

Assistant to the Clerk.
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96TH CONGRESS HST SESSION He R. 4309
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

DECEMBER 4 (legislative day, NOVEMBER 29), 1979

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to provide

for the proper classification of cold finished steel bars; and
for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) headnote 36) to subpart B of part 2 of schedule 6 of

4 the Tariff Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is

5 amended by striking out "or cut to length" each place it

6 appears therein.

7 (b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply

8 with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-

9 house, for consumption on or after March 1, 1980.
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2

SEc. 2. (a) Subpart B of part 2 of schedule 6 of such

Tariff Schedules is amended by striking out item 608.50 and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

CoWd foed.
606.87 FinisWe. dran, n btula product, d my eram-

secti configmtioa, cut to length, vW not over
0.703 inch in mintum cos-aection dimaeuio
W containing not over 0.25 percent by weight of

c b n .................................................................... 5% ad W . 0.125€ per
lb. +20D%
&d Val.

606.89 Other .......................................................................... 7.5% ad va . O.lSe per
lb. -i-20W%
ad va. .

4 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

5w4ith respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-

6 house, for consumption on and after March 1, 1980, and be-

7 fore January 1, 1982.

8 SEc. 3; (a) Effective January 1, 1982, subpart B of part

9 2 of schedule 6 of such Tariff Schedules is amended by strik-

10 ing out items 606.87 and 606.89 (as added by section 2(a) of

11 this Act) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

12

13

14

W 6.88 1 COidlor d ................................................................ 17.5% ad v . 0.12 per II1b + +20%

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply

with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-

house, for consumption on or after January 1, 1982.

Passed the House of Representatives December 3, 1979.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,

Clerk.

By BENJAMIN J. GUTHRIE,

Assistant to the Clerk.
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96TH CONGRESS
IST SEssIoN S.1275
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to provide for the proper

classification of cold finished steel bars; and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JuNE 5 (legislative day, MAY 21), 1979

Mr. BAYH, (for himself, Mr. RANDOLPH, and Mr. HErNz) introduced the following
bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Flnmce

A BILL
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States to provide

for the proper classification of cold finished steel bars; and
for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprenta-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That headnote 3(i) to subpart B of part 2 of schedule 6 of the

4 Tariff Schedules of the United States is amended by deleting

5 the words "or cut to length" wherever they appear therein.

6 SEC. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

7 Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn

8 from warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of en-

9 actment of this Act.
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96TH CONGRESS H R 473
IST SESSION H R

To reduce temporarily the duty on titanium sheet, plate, and other rolled titanium
products.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuLY it, 1979
Mr. PH.iP M. CBANE introduced the following bill; which wu referred to the

Committee on Ways and Meam

A BILL
To reduce temporarily the duty on titanium sheet, plate, and

other rolled titanium products.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 tive8 of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That subpart B of part 2 of the Appendix to the Tariff Sched,

4 ules of the United States (10 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 adding in proper numerical sequence the following item:

rolhd fiM= P~pro-
edeein item 62920. pen 2jOghfe

ehed4 ) ........................ 9 a W '4. .... 0 w

6 SE. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

7 Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn
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2
1 from warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of the

2 enactment of this Act.

59-253 0 - 80 - 3
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96'r CONGRESS

1ST SSSION H. R. 6089
To prohibit until January 1, 1982, the conversion of the rates of duty on certain

unwrought lead to ad valorem equivalent.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
DzcnUsKz 11, 1979

Mr. FnENZEL (for himself, Mr. OMONS, Mr. Moom, and Mr. VBo) intro.
duced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and
Mesas

A BILL
To prohibit until January 1, 1982, the conversion of the rates of

duty on certain unwrought lead to ad valorem equivalents.
to

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houme of Reprwenta-

2 tives of the United State of America in CongrW assembled

3 That notwithstanding any other provision of law or any ex-

4 ecutive action having the force and effect of law, until Janu-

5 ary 1, 1982, the column 1 rate of duty for unwrought lead

6 other than lead bullion (provided for in item 624.08 of the

7 Tariff Schedules of the United States) shall be 1.0625 cents

8 per pound on the lead content, and the column 2 rate of duty

9 for any such article shall be 2.125 cents per pound on the
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1 lead content. Any conversion to ad valorem equivalents of

2 specific rates of duty on articles provided for in such item

3 624.03 that would, but for this Act, have taken effect on

4 January 1, 1980, shall apply with respect to articles entered,

5 or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption after Decem-

6 ber 31, 1981.
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96TH CONGRESS
IST SESSION S.1851

To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to continue the present duty-free status of repair
pars, materials, and equipment purchased in Panama for, and repairs made
in Panama to, vessels documented under the laws of the United States.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
OcToBER I (legislative day, JuNE 21), 1979

Mr. CRANsMON introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Fiance

A BILL
To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to continue the present duty-

free status of repair parts, materials, and equipment pur-
chased in Panama for, and repairs made in Panama to,
vessels documented under the laws of the United States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United Staes of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 466 of the Trade Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1466)

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 subsection:

6 "(g) The duty imposed under subsection (a) shall not

7 apply to the cost of repair parts, materials, and equipment
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1 (including fish net and netting) purchased in Panama or to

2 the cost of repairs made in Panama.".
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96TH CONGRESS S*18521sT SESSION S

To provide for a temporary suspension of duty with respect to certain peppers.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

0c'roBmt 1 (legislative day, JuNE 21), 1979
Mr. DECONCINI introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To provide for a temporary suspension of duty with respect to

certain peppers.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprteenta.

2 lives of the United States of America in Congre,s assembled,

3 .That subpart B of part 1 of the Appendix to the Tariff Sched-

4 rules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 adding, in numerical sequence, the following new item:

903 .8 Peppers. anaheim, 64, long Veen (provided for
in item 137.10. pen 8A, schedule I) .............. Free No ehange On o

6/0/1

6 SEc. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this

7 Act shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn
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1 from warehouse, for consumption after the date of enactment

2 of this Act.
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Senator RIBIconF. The committee will be in order.
This hearing is being held to receive testimony on a number of

miscellaneous tariff bills. Oral presentations should be summaries
of the main points which the witnesses wish to make and each
witness has been informed that there will be a time availability of
5 minutes.

If the witness has a more complete written statement it will be
incorporated in the record of the hearing as if read.

The first witnesses will be a panel consisting of Mr. Ross and Mr.
Denison to present testimony on H.R. 3046.

Please proceed, gentlemen.
Mr. Ross. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Stuart Ross

and I am the general counsel for the Railway Progress Institute.
I would ask that my statement be submitted and accepted into

the record.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.

STATEMENT OF STUART P. ROSS, GENERAL COUNSEL,
RAILWAY PROGRESS INSTITUTE

Mr. Ross. I will attempt to summarize it briefly.
We are testifying in opposition to S. 1004, a bill which would

waive the 18-percent import duty on railcars into the United
States. We believe that this legislation is uncalled for under gen-
eral principles and uncalled for specifically in this situation.

With respect to the introduction of this legislation, it was intro-
duced by Senator Bentsen in the Senate in April of 1979. I believe
that the genesis for this legislation was a particular situation deal-
ing with the Mexican freight car industry. Mexico as a developing
nation had enjoyed, in previous years, exemption from the 18-

rcent duty because they had been importing into the United
states less t=an 50 percent of all freight cars which were imported.
In March of 1978, as a result of the operation of the law, and

their importation of approximately 95 percent of all cars which
were imported, Mexico lost that waiver from the duty.

Over the period of the last several years, there have been some
hearings which focused on this situation. We are informed that
during 1979, Mexico did not import 50 percent of all freight cars
which were imported into the United States and we are of the
belief that Mexico will become the beneficiary of the developing
country exemption which would mean that they would be exempt
from the 18-percent duty.

Therefore, we believe that the specific need which gave rise to
this legislation insofar as it related to Mexico was no longer
present.

There are several other points which we believe more generally
address this subject. I represent domestic railcar builders, an ex-
tremely cyclical industry. Presently that industry has a backlog of
orders of approximately 119,000 cars.

But, as recently as 1976, there were only 30,000 cars ordered, and
in 1975, 36,000 cars were ordered.

Historically, when you go back as far as 1966, the average yearly
order was 66,000 cars. Present domestic capacity is approximately
90,000 cars.
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All orders, I might add, are cancelable, and when there has been
an economic downturn, as has been predicted by many of our
economic seers, the industry has suffered.

So we believe, based upon both the specific need, which we
believe the legislation was introduced for, and general principles
which would protect our domestic industry, that this legislation is
unnecessary.

I want to be mindful of my colleagues' time, so I will stop right
now.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Denison?
Mr. DENISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF RAY DENISON, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION,
AFL-CIO

Mr. DENISON. I am Ray Denison, director of legislation for the
AFL-CIO.

The AFL-CIO and the Railroad Labor Executive Association op-
poses this bill to suspend tariffs on imports of freight cars. We
believe the bill could permanently export U.S. production and jobs
from an industry which is essential for U.S. energy and agricul-
tural needs.

Freight car production directly affects the jobs of car men, elec-
tricians, machinists, boilermakers, steelworkers, and many other
workers, as well as miners and farmers whose output is shipped on
the cars.

I might point out that the most recent unemployment statistics
that were revealed last week show that there is a rise now in
unemployment among adult males, particularly in the blue-collar
field, where unemployment has risen now from 7.2 to 8 percent and
undoubtedly some of that would be felt in this industry.

It is our view that the suspension of this duty will not produce
one additional freight car and will not move I additional ton of
cargo. There is no way any foreign supplier can increase his capac-
ity through this period and the duty suspension will simply give
railroad car lessors and car purchasers a multimillion-dollar wind-
fall.

This freight car producing industry is a stable, efficient industry
that provides 65,000 to steelworkers, machinists, electrical workers,
and others and has met all previous shortages and is now expand-
ing to meet U.S. need.

Whenever a duty suspension is voted it has been historically a
clear signal to multinational corporations and foreign producers to
expand their capacity in that industry. It also has been a signal to
domestic firms to abandon any expansion plans and to consider
relocation abroad.

This duty suspension bill is not for the relief of Mexico, but
would be a bonanza to Canada and other exporters of railway
equipment to the United States, including Romania, Brazil, and
Korea and could, in the long run, actually hurt the balanced
United States-Mexican trade.

The United States is now buying every freight car that Mexico
has for export at the 18-percent duty. Mexico's carbuilding industry
is booked to capacity and so is Canada's and, in fact, Mexico is now
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receiving critically scarce freight car parts from the United States,
reducing the U.S. ability to manufacture additional freight cars.

So, for these reasons and others indicated in my testimony, the
AFL-CIO and the Railroad Labor Executives Association opposes
this bill and, attached to my testimony, is a list of shops and
facilities throughout the United States capable of expanding and
enlarging on any orders that might be received, if there is a cer-
tainty that we have a continued, stable industry.

Thank you.
Senator RIBicoFF. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 52.]

STATEMENT OF STUART PHILLIP Ross, GENERAL COUNSEL, RAILWAY PROGRESS
INSTITUTE

My name is Stuart Phillip Rose. I am a partner in the law firm of Hogan &
Hartson of Washington, D.C., and serve as General Counsel for the Railway Prog-
ress Institute.

The Railway Progress Institute (RPI) is the national association of the rail and
rail rapid transit equipment and supply industry. We represent approximately 150
of the country's leading industrial concerns which provide railroads and transit
authorities with locomotives, cars, component parts, tracks, cross ties, signals, just
about everything that goes into making a railroad or rail rapid transit system.

RPI supports retention of existing law which imposes an 18 percent import duty
on railroad freight cars. Supporters of S. 1004, a bill to suspend this duty until June
30. 1981, say the legislation is needed to help alleviate the shortage of freight cars in
the United States. Making reference to an unusually large backlog of orders, they
say that domestic freight car producers cannot meet the demand for new cars in a
timely fashion. Despite the backlog, which the industry views as very soft, RPI
believes enactment of the legislation will have adverse effects on the U.S. car
building industry and its employees. We also believe that waiving the import duty
will have little effect on the total number of freight cars delivered in this country.
In considering this proposed legislation, we respectfully urge the Subcommittee to
note the following points:

BACKLOG OF U.S. INDUSTRY

The freight car building industry in the United States currently has a backlog of
orders of approximately 119,000 cars. There is concern in our industry over the
firmness of orders currently committed. While it is difficult to assess the solidity of
such orders, very few orders are non-cancelable; and history proves that a downturn
in railroad traffic will result in cancellation of some of the backlog. A spotcheck of
several or our car builder members last week indicated new car orders have slowed
down considerably, and cancellations of orders already placed are occurring. Space
is available for purchasers wishing delivery in 1980. There is an excess of box cars
in the fleet today. Auto and steel traffic is down, and the effect of the recent
Russian grain embargo on railroad traffic is still unclear. You can well understand
that the freight car building industry considers this backlog as very soft, and they
predict the backlog of orders will decrease much more rapidly than deliveries would
indicate.

CAPACITY OF U.S. INDUSTRY

U.S. freight car builders and their component parts suppliers are victims of a
highly c.clical market. Orders for freight carm in 1978 totaled nearly 130,000 units;
and while twelve-month statistics are not available as yet, we estimate about
110,000 orders for new cars in 1979. However, three years ago in 1976 only 36,000
cars were ordered; and the year before that 35,300 orders were placed. These peaks
and valleys are a recurring trend in our industry. Obviously, such severe business
cycles make long-range planning impossible, operations less orderly, and cause
hardships for employees who, every few years, are furloughed because of lack of
work. Freight car orders resulting in shipments have averaged less than 65,000 a
year for the years 1966 through 1978. The U.S. industry including both private and
railroad shops have an estimated production capacity of 85,000 to 90,000 cars a year,
more than ample to satisfy demand; more than ample, in fact, to satisfy peak
demands in all but five of the years since 1966. The U.S. car building capacity
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exceeds the availability of certain components; thus, it is directly related to the
supply of the critical components such as truck castings, bearings, couplers, and air
brakes. Since foreign builders are dependent, to a certain extent, on U.S. suppliers
for many of these critical component parts, it is not likely that ordering cars from a
foreign manufacturer would alleviate the current freight car shortage. Since there
is a limited supply of component parts available, those that go to foreign builders
would not go to U.S. builders and would reduce their building capacity. Further-
more, there is currently a resurgence of railroad rolling stock maintenance now due
in part to the infusion of capital from federal sources as well as that indirectly
offset by leasing companies.

EMPLOYMENT IMPACT

We touched briefly on the detrimental effect this legislation would have on U.S.
employment. The import of only 3,000 freight cars means the export of as many as
625 jobs or 1.2 million hours of work. The lost jobs not only cause hardship for U.S.
employees affected but also mean payment of less federal, state, and local taxes and
a dampening of the economies of the communities in which affected workers live.
Fully constructed cars imported from Canada and Mexico are only part of the
problem. Duty reduction would also create an argument for waiving the import duty
on component parts further compounding the problems of that segment of U.S.
railway supply companies and their employees. Furthermore, importation of foreign
cars will exacerbate the problems already experienced by the U.S. steel industry by
reducing the demand for U.S.-produced steel plates, sheets, and structural shapes as
well as other basic materials sourced in America.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Although the U.S. balance of payments deficit is improving, it will continue to be
a problem as long as demand for imported oil remains high. Our country will not
benefit from legislation that will exacerbate the balance of payments deficit. En-
couraging the purchase of foreign-built cars will slow down the improvement of U.S.
balance of payments.

CONCLUSION

The Railway Progyes, Institute has considered this issue several times. Both the
RPI Rolling Stock Committee, whose membership includes major U.S. freight car
builders and components supplies, and also the RPI Executive Committee, which
sets RPI policy, concluded that existing U.S. law imposing an 18 percent duty on
imported railroad freight cars should remain unchanged. There is serious concern
that, if the duty is removed and a precedent is set, it will be very difficult to have
the duty reimposed regardless of the market conditions in the U.S. If cars are to be
imported into this country, the existing duty should be paid, just as duty must be
paid when U.S.-built freight cars or components are sold in foreign countries.

As a point of further consideration, it would be grossly unfair to reduce U.S.
tariffs without there first being a corresponding drop in Mexican and Canadian
duties. While this bill contemplates waiving our import duty causing harm to the
U.S. industry and its employees, I know of no reciprocal offer from Canada or
Mexico to waive duties on freight cars imported into those countries.

In today's market conditions, car orders are regularly being shopped in Canada;
and even the Mexican government, which owns not only the Mexican rail car
building plant but the national railroad as well, last year was seeking quotes on
cars from U.S. builders because there was no car building capacity available to
them at that time.

It should be stated that freight car building, as in any heavy manufacturing
business, is based on economies of scale. To upset those economics will ultimately
result in the U.S. railroads having to pay a higher price for their cars. Long-term,
U.S.-built cars will remain more economical if employment and the demand for
componentry are maintained at consistent levels.

I would like to make one final point. It is our understanding this bill was
originally introduced in the 95th Congress to help Mexico which lost its duty
exemption for railroad freight cars granted under the Generalized System of Prefer-
ences.

There are certain competitive need limits pertaining to the Generalized System of
Preferences. These limits provide that any beneficiary country that exports to the
United States during the most recent calendar year, 50 percent of total U.S. imports
of the article or the value of its exports exceeds $25 million, adjusted annually to
reflect changes in the Gross National Product is to cease receiving duty-free treat-
ment under the GSP for that article. In 1977, Mexico exceeded the 50 percent limit
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for railroad freight cars; and in March 1978, the 18 percent duty was reimposed for
railroad freight cars.

These competitive need limits are reviewed annually by the Trade Policy Staff
Committee of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. It is
our understanding that Mexico did not exceed those limits in 1979 and will probably
become eligible for duty-free treatment for railroad freight cars in 1980.

With this duty waiver for Mexico being reimposed in 1980 under existing law, the
original goal of the sponsor of the legislation -will have been met. Special legislation'
such as S. 1004, which would give duty-free benefits to all countries wishing to
export railroad freight cars into the U.S., is not needed.

RPI strongly urges this Subcommittee reject S. 1004, passage of which would only
add to the uncertainties of our cyclical industry.

(From the Washington Post, Sept. 5, 19791

AUTO-TRAIN GmrS 10-YEAR RAIL CAR JOB

Auto-Train Corp. announced yesterday it has signed an agreement to manufac-
ture 10,000 covered railroad hopper cars over the next 10 years for PLM Inc., a San
Francisco rail car leasing company.

Auto-Train President Eugene Kerik Garfield said his company will receive at
least $60 million under the contract, and PLM officials said the total value of the
order could exceed $400 million.

The order is the first to be placed with Auto-Train's newly organized subsidiary,
Railway Services Corp., which has yet to build its first freight car.

The agreement calls for Auto-Train to assemble the first 1,000 cars from "kits" of
parts supplied by PLM. After that Auto-Train may manufacture the car bodies for
the remaining 9,000 cars, the company said.

Under the contract, PLM is to pay Auto-Train $6,000 for assembling each car for
PLM, and about $40,000 for each car it builds from scratch.

Auto-Train's announcement said the cars are to be built in a Seaboard Coast Line
Railroad plant in Portsmouth, Va. that Auto-Train has leased with an option to
purchase.

Under the contract, however, Auto-Train must by Nov. 30 "use its best efforts" to
invest $750,000 in the Portsmouth plant to prepare it for operation.

The announcement said Auto-Train expects to raise that money through a new
public stock offering some time in the next three months. Auto-Train executives
have discussed several possible methods of raising money for the financially trou-
bled railroad recently, the latest of them a plan to sell new common stock.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, however, has indicated it will not approve
issuance of any new securities by Auto-Train until the company repays more than
$800,000 in refunds due to passengers.

Last week, the Seaboard agreed to give Auto-Train until the first of the year to
pay overdue charges due Seaboard for use of tracks and train crews to carry the
Auto-Train from Lorton, Va., to Florida.

__ That extension also requires Auto-Train to come up with large amounts of cash
before the end of the year.

The hopper contract was announced late yesterday, after increased trading in
Auto-Train s shares had pushed the price of the stock from 3Y3 to 4 on the Ameri-
can Stock Exchange. The stock closed at 33/4 per share, up % and was the Amex's
biggest percentage gainer, as the value of each share increased by 20 percent.

The stock has bounced back and forth between $2 and $7 a share in the past few
months, propelled by positive and negative reports about the company's financial
problems. Because its railroad business has never produced consistent profits, Auto-
Train several months ago said it was diversifying into rail car maintenance, repair
and construction. -

PLM Inc., for which Auto-Train is to become the exclusive hopper car supplier,
was organized in 1972 to arrange the sale and lease of freight cars, most often as a
tax-sheltered investment for high-income persons. The company has leased 1,700
freight cars since it was organized.
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* Frdaitanslot Anie e Corp. l .A

0 -I A. K. W. FAA. T, notTe,

Bweoa-rwind Aeaway ServiceCo

A. W. rFAA C, T.

UDOS i-ton TankCa Co. (ATIIF& W. KFA. C, T
t -serasa'a-os EeoolanMnA.CoA,(W,

Ltk.m-CtaeoCo jtA, A. Wi.Fll

North A ercan Ca Corp. WMA A. , W,
FRAAC. W nie

CwAenle- Soano MANl Ca' Co. MWO. UP) A.
*A. W. FA. C. 1.- Aeaea-PocCifc rmexp Iress co onP

* A W 
fAA.0 OF.rameae-A on coeinsd ule

Cos owD W & Urethan Car iswln

Co. n. A. K . 0 *cmer
SWIMlerilcas,

Weal Cale-Oenera Abooeocan Towee

WWRON-hrwoimi Railfowrv Ca,

COLORADO
*eldo-Trenaponaton Service Ceners.

Ioc. (0Sl A. A W, FAM, C, , T
spa ar beg repairs.

ODNr-Tra potaton S Ice WCnters
Iron. ChA.IAw, FAA.C.?.

Pusie (AvedllAl Ca Corp.T.AF UP) A. W, A, FAA. C. hopperca'

racarFa"-4ikoCrtOsabl Co. (AT&"F,
MA. CIL DoAGS A. A, W. FAA. raloca

-rvnti malnterianes.
esebil-Mcoteo Malhop bIii Cip-
I A.AW,FRA.

O AWANI
W&UMOMels-MchIMso kInosarl Inc.

4Cora c l) A. , W, .AA. P, RT. AA cean.
~hol shop. Manomioaree car Prs,

eano rslgob pasener ca'c.
relorllshoe Passenger tar A won;

Transaerleiarm o. Cownes. 540A.
R. W, FAA. T, salesior salings, special

JOOSWlAe-Fnst Gmwrs Expraea Co.
C111.1 A. A. W. FAA. esterior pointing,.
41niga P~at- rap4a60~n6. air bralol

oanoerlebangropiatameotes.
iift aer Specialies. boo. PlC4J A.

A W, FA C.
MeropI-@ V Fro"llC evince .

MWs. A. mobo"e repais, Spelalaoo in
0"-s-lpal a i a toal shws. lop

R aner 0 s, "WOW A E*.
mast Inc. (SCLA. AW.FA

Salard-Aafasy Soatlesa &Sp
05J A. A, W. FMA P, ~lea Shop,

AIOasl-Ovdsonktennad Co, PO0r A.
W, FA
Souter 00 Iran lpan Ma OpEa
lions. Evans Ma= = =M.(C. . ,C
FAA.ai ske emhop.

Cerleos-ta Aeltc, Ins. SA00 A. A,
W, FRA.

Chommlls-other" rn&Eolmn
WI.Operations. Emilnefller ON.

00 A. AW. FAAl orm AShop,

"-J J. Finnsgan lnotaas kItV
OW A. A. W. FAA. aw ow"

Uao-TNao. kn (SOl A, K W, FAA.
C. ,

Wayee-Genars Ameria TrportW
eo OrpCI K W. FAA. T.

Mfa .St. Leida-TwA Fralm owsC
1aplr Co. 4l1) A. R, W. FA. P, . T.

Generl Al rodselan a erv, cei. sVi 0"A. W. FA.P
, .lobad-Us.1 Aals Equipmenl moe

Opaalne SaMoa Ma, ice Ol. Vi.A
Owues.vee RA DIVl~eC, pU. 

' A. W,1AI. C,
.OOWhM-Fs* CI. PNIp AAR-Co,

~atoa a " vhow &a a frit" baa'
yoke011011 rpa* shop, Al.

A&u rew - ~~l ,rj c cp 1¢

041-C-ictOlFr e ,ol Cal Co.

General Electric ISA0) P. AT?
ftokna4tandMlA. AFA
hoeca'. kn- (111ACI A. A, W. FA C.

P,. lops"

V5)N~ A' Lining Corp.

Three CarMfg.CO. 1C14T)A.A .
INIsrlal AMl Ca Serso Co, (WA.
CK A.llK A . A C. spa In* .
ca.on..

C~~-Noflh Ama Ca

Da~-oanelh ndusria, Inc (Ip.
NW. ConraU114 A. lit W, MAA C,

Deseae-feon AffercanCWCcrP. 1310
A. W. FA. linins.

Sea Feesla-AmArica Alied RAeway
J41001'SpMen 00o 0P1). Ml A. P. W. FA

"Smel-i~ cer we M Ma
P. A111.

JeAM-al a k~ote" Gerninc , o
IWOl A. A, W, FA &~eo bu*odin.
Promolvralnsace.

Kale Usola Freights Ca Co. 9MC A.

MNLsee Clef 04. Lami-EW4n toduc I
Co, oftvi A. W. FA losirlo equ0p.
maiins & Moar

POWl-1111111CA, tWos Mob"e MWa~ s.

I
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Sites of car repair shops
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To favos
Wqop y-for over
Wlm I m1 r"e "e. Wd.

h" " a siw best a lwoe o No*
Seredbrs ell ey, Titire

a&d tg-,M d f Wm Anaf
me" ofAAR' ,aidemr oeON,

ftms o " w no4wl pegs

am alnDow way 10 w..0'
-SW M-1

PW -SC~aN.u In. UNW epi a

W W-DKWA aWy w"s

iT' A. W. FAA

ensw Co s C. A W. T.
Iozaw-='20 in A.n.eks
An= Pi. tf IA. NPW, ,F C

.l =eO CAc
fme-aea tftd "41 A. P

josN. . O C mess 00. 1% A AW. Fm C. OWeN"s powe ON OWN
-enmoea

C-CAR WORK

I. FlatluppoI

I FArNepscgss

I MAiNm e- q.

* Geam seocame

RAILWAY
& INDUSTRIAL

SE RVICES, INC.
am N. Caw It.. mm, . Uma

(3 1 1) 2 u43 4 I (3 1 ) 7 2 6 42

C4 d~ I

QUALITY
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Rallesy S10eo A ISueel 0.MM A. A.
W. FA.* .

LOUISIANA
MONOl~l~ -Usae Tub Cuar ,A

A. FAA.
koaw"-Tisopl Nydro C""llt C..

Io. A. FAA. soa..lor. Tlog.
PsIida -suwiteo Traovspone lIameto

Wh InC. (LOAM. MP. KC ICO A. A.
W. FA.1A. P. .T
Noth AseetAA Cur Corp. PLAN) A. P.

L& ,W, rAA.oiip..

VS Pla-Lichcos Co. 0i A. A. W.
FA C,. T

twAA. C.?. PW AAW

MARYLAND
Ewae-P&R A Cur 11elcs Corp.

fCoftv A. P. W,. A 1, C" L
Ceolo@ 1. MM Group 1. molor
pslollog ~he 014-8ce1ssl. 1.-, -I

Worth Anst Cur Corp. fCoavslf A. A.
W. FA1A.?.tioucto-w"510.

Nsgerl~eaR~ulvi~sFebrcalo
W"We gKsois4 A.11. W. AN.T

MIOTAN
.Poo-Man" Corp. 0" A. (LW AT.

11Upese-Twso atW. 411N0 A. A. W. C,
FA
Nor*S Aimarice Cs. Corp 004 A. (L W.

FPseag s-JAL Fablalg has - II M& (L
LAlW. FAA.CQ

'less Cily-AEAAR ha& Mobft mpe

MOANS ARIC CrCorpLp(C1A. (L W.

kJsssgO.-AUECAR. haW Moble repair

6S. Leook-S LOUIS PW Cu Repair. has.
(I'A"A A. K. W. FAA.a
IN. Is" Roteukot Cur Ca IMR A.
KLW. F1AA ,.

TMWas-ASCAA. ha4 Mobile Wel v

MONTANA
LeNOe1-01loo TWAo Cur " (WN A. FA

T.
MW" OlY-Rofcs. modoneosce Co

IMILw) A. W. FAA. wheat replacement
-i brs.o dlSsolog rows beo"

1119RASIU
A111sce-111ol Mainoiset (IN)A.

W. FA unil vin mtin.A. wwo
Imop. wh~ se(Not d mra wl
MnP&cesOt beSo s , em . L

emil hhil-Osuw~ipmiM oo
P) A. P W, FAA. peoolve oW

SMACS.
OIM-Ass Cur NIorosks ICNW. tUP.

ON. MP. P. MILVIA A. A. W. FA
(Uteo Trooeaooo~ gquipmeoai Dv.

PPT.

Vomo hs-s ee. hat.l PN t) .W

816 W-Aolk Cu SsII" Cup. 1 .
4 A. LW. PA C. wirrls.y vo label.

ME1W NAMPSIIN
PISISNOW-KINHeae Eoglesrlag Irs.

tal.?. e. *k~.ez~o

MkssA-Mt obWas lo a Co. a m ,
OConN)A. FAA.
UPewevoduirle. le. (orvlo P. l'

N"a seme-owel Sac O St
A.LW, P. AT.

MIWVORM
Seffdo-Morrisciii Aallway supply Curp.

P~orselA. KLW. FA C.
Traoco lo. K4oomllA.FAM

IFJG) A. K W. FAM P.
lwsmsl-Gaus 1105 o CWs4 P.

RT.
Aseosel-Gss a WVomhs A Co.

MKll CtIISSWO Cow"q A. MAA t

NORTH CAROLINA
Inc. 0 C KeW.F eC ONrps

ins, painting. NerillOig. to at P a

Mob"l Wsh of CleySloe Int. (1101
Cuersd hopes cssod. WA 61
UM ao ew sty. sVe" 555110g. exterior
-snli, -xel wowt Wo50550

OVINaSe110-61v1AmS Prodkit C" (81 A.
2"" 1011equipmast lod too"~

Pslow-ftlg a Tulkes, lot. (Coomil
A. K W. buMlo W buW oldat fly i,

PWW-AMMO Service, C" OM40 Chesoa
W (A rspo.'

Kent-Tank Lin"t Corp ICorB,I C
Msl.Is-sowind IAaliwy Ser#e C.

fCuvW. A. IW, F A., C. T
I Or-Ortw Froit Ca Co. (NW) A.

4.W.
PIqa-suckeye aft" Car Corp.

K~o'va A. W. FIRA P. speeca1.aino In
mtr olf hw ft care.

Telead - Nor Ateh i1 Car Cu. (T) A.
A. W.F AA. 611t,1.

To-Isst We gl Sersces Cetlledb
a vad"o a sooi W4 storn car SO%
labrilceo.Waneslk EksRda|ea-Trselo lot.
j1hbesle, ConrWQ A. FR& C.

OKLAHOMA
*seA"-CssA"o Tank Car. ftc.IAT ASF)

A. K, W. FRA. C, tank cat clitnOg. (CM-
' 8 Class S. Csiog L. Male
Group ,,Iotl . TCI28.

Nogo-HIugo P44 Ca,Inc - SLSF)A.PW.
1. ir* otIA. Xal Work

OREGON
spatleld --mIaenance OpoIlllOB.

611104 Railari. (" PA. K W. FA C.

PENNSYLVANIA
AlIonss-aflcar Mlit.solnoce 0v.. A-

"A0ol Ipe & Steel Ge. (C0Ka i A. A, W.
FA. Vel Iron mltlnnc, 0le wot I*-
Ig aenrcs a, 51 ki membly avd to-
k oOa .wt fleet rsm ageeio.
LIIoe Co. (Coos) A. t. W. FA. C.

Aa -s~ars Railway lqvbiront
Cop Qci~A.

soefoe-es~iem~ Fralors. Inc.
KicoovA A. K.W, FA

Osleia-ESCAA. Inc. (BM0 A. A. W.
FAA. C. T. CAss 5. C ogore 1, 4.
Ma4etel GOsp 1. 2.) MONO e pair set

fteseil-Sefti .. i, IPIEI A.W.
Neitsoo 015108PANss-MiAlsofics

11Pply Oil.. SUMCNIP1 R& at uSoevit.
lot K(Cooi .Cltssie) AAA44n~if led aw
brok ow. Neow. vOWd led reusill CMr
Paris; 5510 or leas used fro"I~ cars:

,low. reNli d *S . W" au

6 i6A .KFAA . T.
Jesallo5w-Bethlhem Sio4 Corp.

lCWoeva, Cholla1 1. i
Lamewlsle-Ainhst sdusltles, et.

KooaqlA A. W1,: FA. P. C. T.
UWsee-Ul1ton OW. SONOCO Produce

Co. -W Appeved axis jouniys ropw.

Now C44111-06" ftft sie CeA
EqupmnW Iot. (PALE) A. A. W. FA
pelolilt A brake..

OebdlesTWA LloCorp. (Coo~)C.
@elOftb-?ao Car Corp. of Affiefa

ICoorsI A. K.W. FA C, T, roo~ia FA

Fdk'ahl -The Budd Co (CooaQ A.
W.P .
0Oswal 11.01*10 Co (oN1 P. Al. A.
W.

ft " M e-R1outerol Fabicaing A
WeVdb SAC lot. Cfele. WM. NM) A. 1%
W. FA T.

NtAniors Cate (Cor. N)(A. K
W. FAA. T sns.

Shwl~-0.sh AniericasP Trosports.
lOft Corp. (Coova ItW. C. FAA, ?.

Wassa -W~ mCar " foo&4 A. K W.
FA C.I

59-253 0 - 89 - -

LOCOMOIWIO FREIGHT CAM RAIL

Lees Leas A000600oo
Sevie Pars somioebl a's

NAPORANO IRON & METAL CO.
RAILROAD OVSO

Ft. of Hawkins 81., Newa.t", N.J. 07108
2014444370 Tlex 138-411

1043-447G

0P4te In Perormance"

tsweseftsuor Cod
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I

R T LAMPING
UMD SYSTEM

FAST." S TRONO TO SA VE YOU TME AND MONEY

1

We ge-Ruauwl FhbncN"gA ONi CiP. IMP. S" A. W. FA.C, T.
WtW4. CNsv4 uA. N W. FRAY. T. N-C - Smvsu Ens

WIInOPOW-CWC0 E1 g A. A W.. PAP. "WRNA. FAa , C. T. "sima *Vi.

W1idW b-SuWlAd R, i Swvle CcE i-Teuo" ,w.* C*Wft C, Wis.
KowR, . V. FA. IeW cfA5. momie Wmss*

SOhCAMOUSA LMPW-SCA. es W , , 0 , .KW,
Ma.uq-emvt.~ lnessPui. 1gw. V AA C. OCc 1. .qnse,
001 A. KW. FP. Wos .21 -o k.".*1 W

SOUTH 6AZ01A Wub -Tuum TV* Cu 4fg'6 kms 4MP) A.
UpgeE PI -SWe Trmug A . FA T.

tl w"kW-(4A . ,R k" Wm Cm C^ CM
A.tiWnsAC lu3fiu ches. EN) A.d A.k Ageol mevTwi Cu WCup IE.

FtAA PC, AD.W.FPA A. W 4A P. .
UM A . (" A. K.W. FRA, . TIzM, Pe0w" C-r,.
M Fas-Neht ,aM A Cs FR. C T.u Cu AA, C..
PK WOnWM-. .., i A oE kw oA..

M AM. AlO A. A W. FAtA. Cw. . NM144
A "ee "96-ouim 'I" "a SMalesI -esstWdnil

Weopuelns. 9"ms Rat ON,. N"ah Amue- Cu CWP. ~Ml A. At
C. A.W.FA. W tFRA.? A

- e UA" 0sg . 014 a02 Ti A@u-p C" ioA. W.
rum 0 -FL Woe, now"me SuV6oe

AigE1on-Rebmond To*b Cu Cs. OAF) We5.(FW&DOA.A. W. FA a
A, K. W. FA C. T.j signs &oWe Smi bAsesl-uTaftynA CuW Wom,C
tank ors. LAT&OFAAKW.FPAC. T.

god's - Lthoe Cc, IMPIA A. IN,. FAA.?T. ee"Usue-?ank LM"~n CWV. o4p) Q
Clwaie~e-Sm AIWn Raiw *96"SeuE-SM "ta~Iy Slw (MP) A.

Co (MMl A. P, W. FAA, C.. FA A-le Wpet sic.
Ow Pt-IpelIns EPYA) . FA.C.S u-Als~mod Yank Cuf Co. "N A.

no c sV euqtW4n ed repo&e 1% W, FmA 1, meoW FRA reaeis. wo-.
FL W"tlim-cW Ou , Oe. FmuIV* W"aNpO4nnee

Uas~or(FWD.ftAkAW. FAA C.uulls V16EOWE-S&vNYAN~e S-rllegSPA. A
r"vnsllamhienenss. W. FRA. c...
W. FAA IRkI

NOu-Ouasu Amuilm Tr&Wapvte Abxmed"M-Fet Omoe Exwm C&

RESCAR
INCORPORATED
Recondition - Rebuild

Repair - Modify
All Types of Freight Care

*Longvtiew, Tex"s
OvhWAP, PeNaW96 a

Mobile Units In "van smEeo

lm~Shops Per vow, Speamai
Sedo RqWvwes.

Nom" ONfic
Ph" 31a P13W@

Phone 014) 70415

P14S7~GO~2f5217Qs 1745

(AOP) A. A W. FAA. laletrW Pollens

"W46. "et aw "W iig "ft V"

L- esM-Snh AsS 1PWCuf ',is Co.
Mns OCEAW. FA C. T. ~W,&~g

MeW Oma-MCAA. I8s. M0ble MWel

15)4 A. Ot

Csw-Affiuu -~WI ens
PWasteA, NW. FAAP.?.

A. K W. FA, **q"L

ENUIme-L foos C. OM A. AW. FAA

CANA"A
11oie"lA"W-Ptao WUd EPAAW.

C,?.Ueni. k e.-PvnsotW IIEA.W.T.
CeWdlm Genun TuaW" Col Lid. rCN4
A.?T.

Meow M% iL-Cenadim Newe
ViW*Ng Ce. Lit.CMPA T.

CehiWl. OSE.-Phssa. Lid. "~. CPg A. K
W. ckI.

PeAl OW. ARL e-CWadMn Ow"sa TmIW
alt Cs.. Lit IC0NIA. .

I
*1
I

CALL TOLL FREE "
800/828-1004
NfAM YORK 01O1N CA4 60014.106
JAMES MORTON INC. BATAMIIY.Id4lg

... culel - NU~oe

i*
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AMHERST INDUSTRIES. INC.-"Pov
Affilesol. Cileheslon WNVi.230 Tot
304134*1171. Vwp09 lil Pail AJtiIWO
end LedlosvlleA. PA 11135.

ANIKO SERVICE CO. DewV C"Weenl
0b.-10 OVII St. P.O. So 42,
Dovw.0 44612 Tot 2 VX344i.

SAME05 TARVAS IN.-5O Grant SLDweon.0 O4 44611. Tot614I146S4.

S4CIVE RAJWAY CAR COP.-4

Tot 113786

SUN 00 . THL Reow.-Rod Lion

ANSEI. CORP.-233 So Vox Ad. 11t91e'---Tl25l47

FRA Inspections, Recon~ltkrIcng.
Derailment/Wreck Repair, and
Car Modifications
a ut t-A in mintnanCe Sd pofeesora

Seet monasent
* Cometlt?"lck4 AAR tkliae swafta
o Weasmble and buld Cat Icm ,
• Fast though-u svI Wc¢
* Otsand fadtly and mawinw ac
* A donton i oand Wt in

out wodL

Per Wwwa101 l wfto"otg

Fetw J. 14w. I"""t VICe An"dg
Raker M&Wie~AGA OM
Alleow P"p oen Smael Co6. lea,
Ateefe PA 114116

514.S44.1431

A Nrm Yu- AIsocofe vIN l Ooding

Cowne.se old

mIOlQ.

cu o. wwede & Roe
CelP.-144 Old Eogle Schwo Ad.,
SftMWeynm. PA 107. Tot 215
611404 114p&I Will SPO.L PA.

CUSHG RAN. CAR M,-P.O. So
136K OeMn& OK MOM Tot $IV
WM158L

DAIMLIS IDUSTRIS. INC -213 Can-

TANK CAR CORP. OF AMERICA
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
MT* CIolean" .w ,mb**ea

SPECIAL PROGRAMSVIA ,eoecgoo. TeV*tm ow Feedk 414504 Smqme~ I,41

OfIOe & Plant Oretand, P. 19075
Phox. (21S)TU&4450

Obeoie Nleedw lnee.Cw

01003400 Ree e Sve leCote
RAILWAY AGE

S 'navIson-IM0d1, Co
Raloar Division

* F.R.A. Inspections
* General Repairs
* A.A.R. Approved
Contalc: JA. "Zeke Isaacs

Walter Couch
(404) 765.2657

l3IE@Wi-Ihiuwlk A. T".i. ww.IW TX I'MI. leo rM"11rar... ' XK . S., J ,,URI W:-V,
Mr* A ,Ci arp IC.) A. A. W. " o4 l SftiVI.PA. So 3247, HIS 3 ,o S1, LylbwiL

T#RAe.' ~n"& m ldb eee ANI..11.NnAe~ue~ VA 14503. ToO W=0430Tqw4* X.-KWtW cke C41%4146 ISARNMY. LT(.-Nw t& a "044
LH1d.gC . te. ON A. GlI PA 15045 Tot IV FREIOHT CAR SEI E INC.-P.O.

WlidewwlelwN.-Icew,Lb.L * 41114710 S 7. 0*AM, FL 3386 Tot M1Y4

AW.WWN0 RAILWAY SERVICE CO.-P.O.
ON 340. MOMdibnybb. PA 1N41 Tot ULM co.-$= S 6s4 Way,
114ol-444. wp at SwpI wl MeLew..CA9IS1ToTeIT14q4I54L
%160000%0 CAMgle.OH; Neode~h.

CompanIes KI; I eOM Idw WWd PA; CANADIAN GENERA O TRANSICO. LTD.
clowoo.owTL -P.O. Sm Wt Slalm *", Montrel,

ACEiI RMiFOlCEO PASOS I C. Ce. lm W S YeTt s1446.-si 1191
-S44 M~ 4, fbo .01. See Front. oma WtumSgvlV .tgi Skyw* d Moiat; maom0e. sa . 4
d0o, CA94L Tot 4146&2311 09 Or.,Tr .OH4 4 T.t 1413"361541 OWARL
at SeUwW IeCA.

SIYNENEl FAIRICATORS. INC.-A CAPE FEAR CAR SERI CO, INC.-
ALLOY CtUTS CO.-$ I % D, Oo, IN Sbeololey of WIeeed A KMelm N4o. P.O. a" "3us. Faylwei, NlC 101

41M Yet W64144141. left. PA. Tot: 1154674J1. Tee etlO* S3o

ALTOOO A PI EA E COSTEELM ReNew iT1JEM $ Copp,-! IL 31d CHICAGO FRP.1GW? CAR CO.-205 W.
M mtenee N.-llS fth A", A1- 6 S e110"e PA 011. Tot 2 ToTy As. Pet Rid IL S0N$ Tot
lenePA 101 Tot 1 !444.1631. Shop41 M 4 Jo elMee, PA. Maipi. at-19 $.I0t W. I I kSt..

AMERICAN ALLIED RAILWAY F04919 SRAqMj gNOINEERNG Co. INC.- 1'?C17SO~ l~t OT
menT CO-302 IN. Hlong" Sat WeeA. ftf$, o&ALWNCASIGTt SEND RR-Ceo AOUTH MHIIeS SOUT
k *I-IqSI 61570. Tet 304444334. ?1AS4440 . T U4D RR-Cwtrl Av3. Mic Oty,
444.4411.Sheopt "of PeeRS I. IN 4M Tot 1174-421.
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~. ,- 4.. I- tWIMiAN RW1bI U f*--U 6ON "V^ %I V . |e JIac I JIW6.
443.4.4. 136l Oik, tm GA 3013. Tt 404 pop of EasSt. LOW ~A*ofoN K.&78.1M?1

OAiY CORP. THE-Fkil A Wlk, Kah.
gatCy, K$41 tO. Tot it311.144lt.

AVtIOSO.XENNIDV CO.-P.O. Do'
3. AI14i. 3031L T 4041

574.44113

DELAWARE O14100 lYSTIE-1 Rt.
mee Ave. Caopevllown. NY 13336L Tot:

DERUY TAN CAR & WFG. 4,0-P.O.
11a X6 VW~r. KY 4011?. Yet 50W

DOME RAILWAY SURVICES l11. Of IL

$?.'700. 100, *13US Old 64. LOUB Rd.

ENPAX. IN-20 WeOO LIMP SOVINt
Wite IO. $"too. TX 7703. Tet. 7131

4234.003 (Pt4ftt) 00401. "10 SO OWe
Park TX

EVANS PRODUCTS O.-?o1 W. 41h
Sl., C tgcao. IL 60609 Te: 31 &523400
61.94 Ct WW O. and "IoW
057,.L

FORTH WORTH ALWAYS SEIC,.
0C, S*.ierli of SL Law% ROM rWew

Ceo C,-345O d h .1SoIewar. 1.
Loull 3118. TL 3447.1MM. MW 401
Sealn e."X.

P3M GROWERS EXRSS Co.-$t1
VWmfon Av.. N.W. WasahkW . OC
O00L Tel: 202ft4" 1 1,0P6 o 8 Ale
Wt VA; JeCk"oiWfte FL.

AuRRET RAILOAD CAR 8 60UlM
VENT. 110-P.O. So0t 220. 68w
Ch"9p4NOW Caite. PA 16102. Tot

lectern O. - 1321 019.11 Cille Ad.
Nebenle FL 335411. Tot 4137224 1-03

ENEAAL AIMICAN TRANSPORTA,
nIoN oR.- ii0 s. Rhvewde Plt",
CM0e.94. 60L 2 GO e1t4 31M414M6.
&Mpg at Agenin. KS; I- CIHe0go IN,
915.3 NOM. I1& ; Hee"*liX SINS000, PA;
Wrgcrnee0A; W CclienCA.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. AM l We.
vice Seelve Waolve-Orwe Rvrw Rd,
SIde 4-23F. Sch4eew*tp1. NY 1234.
Tet 12.5 . Sltoo at Clwvole.
Ot; Net Yorit (Nov11 Serg^n MA
Honti. NY, FNIadePt"e PA.

GENIEIS ANO WYOMING RAILROAD
0.-**dS Reis td. Retso NY
1451 F. Tt 7 16123-377.

GRIPFIA ALWAYS REPAIR 00.-P.O.
bs 17". E Oe"d AR 7130. TolSOW6St462.U2 4166.

111"9o, INDMI*PRE. O0le.-P.O. S"S
642. Noth AJuvW. SC 2M549. T4el

HAWKER ICOELEY CANAOA LTD.-S
"Oorheet e EWd. W, Sll sut Isis, .
st. Oft H35 1XI Tol: 51411714M50
"I9 at Tr1o Nov& SlCl

HUO RAILCAR. I,.-Rt. 11, SeK 0,
Hugo, OK ?4743 To: 4013S*l11.

1LN0W4 CENTRAL oULP AR, WIeAeAC
11"7e175W0 & ASNJeid Avg.. HOMe.od.ILSG1430, TeI: 31240.600

ILLINOIS FIGHT CAR CO.-P.O Son
47, K inoy, IL 11749. To: 1174iM.20.

INTERSTATE A CAR SERVICES. INC.
-O stle 6II. awg ". ItL

EVANS RAILCAR DIV.-P.O Soo SA ITL RAILCAR. INC.-ISMTheExcr.t..
m,416 MIe RI, Otel, AL 36M. Tell GENERAL RAILROAD EOUIIN'T & 11de 2W6 AUtMIa,, GA 30M36. Yet 404
205074-mi2. SER11VICES O760-P.O. Sec 5A Mut. O49W5g

v To all Types of Railroad
Freight Equipment

0 1
• , Facl!ltles include track space under

roof for 60 cars, 5 overhead cranes
with 15 to 80 tons capacity. Plus, 3
main buildings; 200,000 square feet
of work area, a modern paint shop, a
wreck repair bay. F.R.A. Inspection,
AAR repair and billing departments.
Located alongside the main north
and south line of the L&N railroad.
ideal Inspection and repair location
for unit train cars,

41 f a
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J.L FAICATING. INC-PO. foe 1a.
Ptkngtno. MS. 305M1 Tot OW
3631.

LEAVENWORTH STEl. IC. WAN1et of
oey Cvpj1- 604 so. Spwt Cotr
wils, M 15 7. Tot 31601-3M01

THWTK CTEC.-1t N. Jt4aw a B .
a. 1C 00604. Tot 31f43314f

e S Aftoolb PA Sof. TX Evans
ftn. WY; M uscallknLk VM* Platte, LA.

(OX EGIPMENT CO-3G S& Vess Rd
Lkfners.CA4SGO. TYt 4t 51414061

MAINTENANCE OPEIPt.ONS of EvnRtants o.-950. ell Rd. Roilmn
Meawo, I. 6000.L TotS354006.
Slee at Rdenofeld ORL

MARSHALL RAILWAY I900PMENT
COIR.-2 Conml oid.. Swnmon
PA 160 Tot 7t43tt1. Shep a
Aflsy. PA

MASON CORP.-P.O. Boo 431. S.
Pose. MN 55164. Tot: 6t1214&M-50.

MECHTROWN INOIISTRIES IN0-P.O.
See t=A &nd " Lembwl Sto, W11-
fflntieee.OfE Me. Tot 3=W46211"&

inoenWAS" OF etsVIEauD, INC.-
I= Suner Ave.. Cloveond. ONl
441156 ToL-316l7S1431

MOSGLI WAS" OF LOUISVUL. TOnO &C
0t, Me--P.O. See tI3. Lsovlsvme,
KY4Mt3. T1.1. 4540.

MORRISON RAWAY SUPPLY CORP.-
o0 Main S. S tllo, NY 14231. Tot

1164314430. 'pe 01 55W14. NY;
Council Slus. (A: Sleotng CO,
Osedoljaro si Mnksm Of. Meico.

MULf-SERVICE SUPPLY DV. wl
RAN Con Semie. M--mas Wod
PlIasbrgl, PA 1IS3. Toel: 41251-2460.

NAPORANO IRON S METAL CO.-Fo o
Haww"l ILt Nawale, NJ all6. Tet aw

NATIONAL RAIL CAR. INC.-es 215.
N s 4. TX 1545. Tot. SIVMt JI.

NORTH AMERICAN CAR CORP.-22 S.
Ai M Plaza, Cocago. 1L 0060 Tot
312454000 Sleps 0t: fas Can
oMd Toua toe Af, Mwa Loma. CA
€ fto Rd" i Decatur, IL Walow

e A Kansas Cty. %, P Frddy, LA
Elon. MD. Kane Ciy. MO;. Swi
MN, Tolodo. ON; Sayre. PA. Slows Fas.
W1: na W. 841So 1. 1 Supro.

ORYNER FREIGHT CAR 0O.-25S IEf
Ave. Ckcinnl. O4 450 Tot I1$
611460. Sleeps at Cevlnglen. Y Mt
OrkOs.

PAR RAIL CAN SERVICE CORP.-Tdwoc
lodysrsl Pe, P.O, So 461. Elke. MO
2162I. Tot 30V306411.

PACIFIC CAR A FOUNDRY 0o.-140 N.
Fourth I., Rnolen WA L066 Tat 3W
My2133

Jrly230 11

Cut Costs onF _R12 N Q&
HAMWALRE

Order From Buffalo Brake Beam fot
* Past Delivory 9 AAR Standards

Easy Application

Bufflo Unit Brake Beams
in stocitanl ike m 41wery sin4 O v e 10 n1ge in use, e4 wake horots. SMU &rd b,""s ihwys

U
BuffaloBill flaps

ldevwaftlyol
lsopesnd s es

Iwet you cuslom
= Tw iy

Buffalo
Unit

Ladders
l ha l . no y so
renm V to S tn,-

Clips sod Brckets
Can be Iltory a ache I*
Suffdeo ddoos weraoted asMepWOIllento1 Sag sizeaage

Buffalo
Connector System
Easy ue. lotc" system Forft ca okle rod Woin.

Buffalo
End Platform Support
Ounr pidscen now Ble yoeu
,o t WWIs0te ringo

FREE CATALOG-
F o,-. 0-sp.oawo,.
owns 'ooAw eF ~ &

Today we're a oor mo
Mean ow rnam. Iknp

Buffalo Brake Beam Company
ON W+k40 Aauan 6000 ta VY 1 $
RantS 5123-44
In CAs
Conoatndwt O1170
Pl nans a ' 1 $wIs

Otulseo 0ftwoi sagmneCV I1
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PACIFIC FRUIT EXPRESS CO-16 New
m roo oy SI. Sa Feamsco. CA
94I0V 1.4 4 1 V0 I.- 13 Sh0oo of RCOe
i1., %. V, 0TuCOOn. Al.

PAO. 1 '5 . NGINEERING. INC.-0 N001t
Mo..' I, .14lISlw. NH 03M ro. 60
3624W7.

PROCOR UOAITEO-2001 Sooce ftd..O.1
vfNe, CO, L6.1 51 Teg: 41 -4111.

o. €s of Edoloolo. As A, ItonG1l
ftaM. 0>.$. OAhVW ON'; Regoh& 114.5
Wwndso Jw~ncftk Ns.

PULLMAN STANUARD-M0 S. MkW41
Ave. COhcego. IL 60604 rot 3021
22100. Flawm *I CiftoApI K4~ NaNW

mood. IN.

PVRDY CO.- m0 W. 35111 St, CdeoL
60642 Tot 3235.206 SI 211
had". IL
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OUCC CAR. A OIW*l, f, FrieghgAl iaje SIreIs. Omaha. N9 6007. Tot 402
-P.O. 9or 40M5. Fs WorlS TX 16140. 71O.
To 5I1 ,361 ShM at FL Wuoc.
TWo.AAL;ft6,CO. PAIAROULW 0N-PO 5o. 2 , 0".

goKtCA9=10. Te. I141254 24.24.
GISCK-CANIGRANO ISLAND-OFrMW

oINn4NiU o. RJUILROAD CAR LEIVIC4 CORP.-P.O.
Gft 41331. W44ooneolhS. IN 46241. T..

OUSCKCAOMPESLO CO-NI1 LOWWW 3174645 114 Sh lidroos, IN;
54.. fPsik CO 61401. Tot 3W1 s". NL

PAILWAYS IN&USTRIAL SIRVICES. INC.
RMil CAA COROs-303 3. Cascade. CM -=I NO. Cooler $I, Moisi. IL 90435

ceo 65rog. C00 SM& Tot 3W5 Tot 6116.4M2. 311242-1526. go
011-371Z 

5
e%0 a Pw*W lAvWftf 4354149.

CO.
RAILWAY 5PII CEA SUPPLV_-PO

AILCAR M1AAT ACE .- 0 Coi 90 21511. UAowle. L 2772. Tel 30
Iomgol1 San Froom ico.CA 94 11 t.Tot 20m sho6 at Snf, FL. 4W
411" i. 00 1 111 Allaco, MR Loeluvefl1.KY.
IwoA City, WT.

REaCAR. INC-M N. Lake S$cro Ortmo
RAL "A NIOR1AaICA-Mh a "tr- subs 1252cw.#miko. IL k 6011 o

Con"I~lts Lq4d~m* Genral Repairs
ReolIlding 9 Coatings

P.O. sOX NO. 31 a wrci RepaIrs a Tank Cas
Rpc WWN:tt =*~ d M •-97 FAA Inspection&sRw nf. Ai7o,, RAILGARDILUNDEEN

P.O. Box 278 a Dggstt, CA 9M327
Tel: 714 ! 264.2424COMPLETE PERIOD IC INSPECTONS oM12444

HIGH IUTILI;ATION CARS For Ipul Ramcara..
* UADY ENOINEERING CO., INC.

HEAVY DUTY SPECIAL CARS 57 5o. "F" Ste"
SSem Beasdini CA 92410

COMPLETE UNIT TRAIN 1 o, 0 AI55440
MAINTENANCE t 14161444%

1740.ea WikbiW ik r Cwol so heNer so.m Care

62 RAILWAY ACE

RAIL CAR
NEBRASKA

The MdWes Newos MOW FrelgM Cw A
Faefily. Over III mfts Of VAa, 11140fe --e----l
wlh UP, Sm. CNW. MLW, R1, MP, 10 end NEW. Al
type of omainonnce ard repews.

Ift & "N' SreeO
OWAIM, Now~m "M10?

ciselo t,1 rsP a lO

Texas Tank Car Works
a All classes of repairs and

rebuilding
a Roller bearing conversion

Texas Tank Car Works
PO. Box 5700

San Angelo, Texas 76902
(915) 653-2344

¢me44 MPm4, $~idc

RAILWAY AG E
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26.1310 S40,3 54 Cinic&o; v Sol0.
PA .Lwo i.. Ix. MONS ServiC 5

4, Cr..c . Pekin. 9,,o,,. So
K.0454 C",y KS, K443441 CAtY. St.
Jose Imaom. MO. Ow Sons. PA.
Long.44w, TX; New ChYMN V'A.

RICHMOND TANK CAR CO.-1Mt WOWl
L Sop. th, s31 e 5 1300. Ho.,ostoc,% TX
17021. Te. 135 274040. 50. a3t
Aimon 11Y17510430. 4M.4125 aid
Shteldon 734 a410.

ROJZgPV.LL PAIRUCATINO A WfLO.
pl4. INC,-pO 4. Wayn.bom PA
17266 top. p1mafl621. 511094 at
owe" tt, 00 Wymeso. PA;

ltagerstowv. Mo.

SFETY RAILWAY SEAVICII-PO. Go
2296. Vi32ode T. ?1901. Tor. 51O
S714541. GNPS0 at VbaloO' ".64.s
dlt TX.

ST. LO.S RAIL CAR REPAIR, INC.-000
Han Si.5S. .LOos, MO 43141. Tol. 3141
23-2203.

ST. LOUIS REFRIGERATOR CAR CO.-
MO5 Souoth Stodwiay. St. LouiS MO

53113. Tet 314464401. Sho 1 103
CherokeeS.SLovis,

SOLANO RAIL CAR CO.-M 010"gg.t
A4, Oro4l1. CA 16164. Tel tiff
s340436.

ONOO #3OOM¢1S CO. Mon Ma.
dlime O3.-Mllon. PA 11147. Tel.

SOUT1 AITERN SPCCIALTIES, IN.-
73T Kings Rd. Jack"G.ile, FL 32211.
T91:9047561356

SOUTHERN IRON & 10OPMENT MFO.
OPERATIONS. lios Ila41w GOP.-552
New Peacht i Rd Chambl. GA.
302d1. TOP 4044511176. Sho0&I Altus-
to a4 Chamb" OkA Ashlarl City. TN.

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION IT1RA.
TIONAL. 105.-SIo 20 Unson Sta-
tion. Kiasea, City, MO 6410S. Tot
816m447M Shoo at Knas City,
MO: Kanas Oty. KS; fenrdo. LA.
TOM" O SOP* . WI; .fEPdp t.SOo

TANK CAR CORP. OF AMERICA-P.O
oiAOaieftd. PA 1601. Te 210

TANK UNING CORP.-PO i 14,
Oek4a, PA 15071. Tel: 41& 3.2 5.
63409 at CW."ao He61thts. IL: 0814.43
PA.A.ON.P P lTN.SlIl.--TX.

sS 5 461 IL ism56 Tot 2144

TI RAILWAY CAR CORP. As aftifE
of INlaih Amertc Ca 03.- P.O. So,

115. ReOgo.. TX 7470, Tel 6171
647-3223 Shool at Ra&A, and oA.oAo
TX. Tel: 915I114217.

TEXAS TANK CAR WORKS, INC.-So,
610 00 N. 81a St. Sim Agol, TX

163.Te619534344.

TO RAILWAY ENTERPRISES, INC.-1900
t991 Ave.. Fan Wank4 TX 10. Tel.
6171321.S0l.

THEURER INDU$TRAIS. INC.-ISO
POW&W St. NaaS, NJ *401 Tel.
20tI56200

THRALl. CAR MANUFACTURING CO.-
P.O. So 218. 26k & SIate Sit. C pc
NeigN l11. 041. Teo 311?AO0

TUC ENGINEERING (RVtC0 -,.23*
Wodwonl. Houaoo, TX 7?013. Tel.
113145.1541.

TOPEKA RAILWAY EQUIPMENT. INC.-
P.O. Box Is9M. Pavl,". K. C64t Tel,
I130141202A

TUNS CAR SERVICE& CO.-F o
MdAsonn S 5941 Sl., P0. Bog 2662,
Wibotoot. 0E 1065. Tot 3V
66.4361.

TILANSW NC.- asu, 2100, 5 E Jack
Rom Slid, Chicago. IL 60604, Tel 121
42?14 Shops at facon. GA. 0043gm.

- - m m um - al minid inm gu
* *ELLCONfI

'.1 NATIONAL
5 20 KING ROADTOTOWA, NEWJSR$11Y 07512 201.2S.-71110

I A COMPLETE LINE OF PRODUCTS FOR I
LOCOMOTIVE * FREIGHT * PASSENGER o TRANSIT * MARINE EQUIPMENT 9

SLACK ADJUSTERS * HAND BRAKES
TRAINLINE GAGES * EMPTYILOAD DEVICES

1 .-~ IMPACT RESISTANT WINDSHIELDS * HEATED * UNHEATED i
1 HAND HOLDS * STANCHIONS * WIND SCREENS I
SEAT BARRIERS * STAINLESS STEEL FITTINGSU INTERIOR TRIM ITEMS * WINDOW SASH

I - OISPOSASLE AIR FILTERS

I RAIL OAR PARTS . FRUEHAUF • MAOOR I
C---6 O- - m -m - - ma-
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W LOP Sa0ol. IN. Wmn Lo wdsIL RIegd Ave. [anI Cocao. IN 46.t2. WARREN CAR C0.-PO. box 5 WW.OtHI.OS1181, NY Tot 231.10M1500. S" *I soon MNPA163. T36eILS14a J-.

Rouge. LA: El Cored. XS; El Sequ n.TRANSJTANK CAR CORUP.-20 N. Weacw CA. Lamirl, MT. WIu1ftI, N- WESTERN REPAIR SERVICE. IC.-PO+Oftl C646"g. IL 60M.0 Tot 3121 1o0 M3. 1301 Sylsby Ave, Gren. fy.641-50M0 SIM 41 IM Cagen end UNITRAM CORP.-PO. gag S& Edge i 54306Tet41Q43445SI.Foeyce. AR. gl (o 50 17735. Tot 4
62.1721. WIITENAO A ELLS KA CO-5 kIahinTRANSPOMTATION SERVICE CENTER, 54. Rive Roug. M1 4525 Tot 31&.114.-P. Box 113, 4415 Mciinisl St. UAL RAJLWAy [OUNI[mNT Mic. Op.A. 840.1200.Golden. C 0401. Tet 30215S. 1004. Ey Raft& 0Rd .-- Il0 CoShop asGoldenaidOnv 00. Ad, Aol Meo*. IL 0006. Tt ZWOLLI MAILCAR O, A ON. Ui MF 1,312q~010M So ait Wle 1ork ft4 00$46fltso I¢--O oSa $,47, Zwolle, LATRIANGLE HYDRO CLEANING CO. Inc s~zct.oo 5104, . lslIMgl. I 1NCt. K& s lW4. IL CI. 4I& L

-- N2 Lnton ", TX ?7450. TO. ?15Y
6614145. 51o4 m Katy, TX and D.
OAnCy. LA.

nWE FRINGT CAR RIPAIR CoRp.-3NO0 MisavdA" AWJ'on, IL l .
i

,,,.*,N-- "THE AIR BRAKE SPECIALISTS,
UNARCO TRANSPORTATION EWIP. bu% OIftJE UNE OP A1CONGNTO*14eoMiNT 0M1V. U0l.1 Innlwle. V.- AIR SPIAKI MATi[AL1ON40 "L" St, G oar. NE 45131. Tot WIJAR4E ANO R-CONODTIONE04025 .1156, PIr0T CARS ANO FROICt CAR PAM#S
UNION TANK CAR CO.-5 . fi4 6 nd McOT CREPAIR URW

AMERICAN AWED RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

m " Al4A 4N.UII

Chw46 on Res Sengee C&V

Valley Hot Forming Company
A D"" e ye"" N" r.5 C1

, J524 Marshall Avenue, Valley Park, Mo. 63088
(314) 225-5222 Telex 44-2314

• Sm 0. ,,miewg Rseny 165 Pa*ivel Pin
. c~m,, , sm, aww u lato eri o shorm wit"*000

WAS Onl "To pIoprie l4 itg h u Pna• tW AO65o A Cmli AmR €e w Rage Wel yf %v tlyoS,
ftar C4~r. Pado Ln.J wa lso Lni Rl Rwa.s iWeOelso

Pih 4W Lons " ae:. S we vn 9ow NW 1114w~;amie M60 C~ylo e Manganese S"81

0.0.416AAi. Ne0eat

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES OF FREIGHT CARS
-+*.C . lio h alIM Runn .RaAL AY E

*Canrted Iw FjA wiapecons

k""lno Lkn*ns SayLa

* Moi5e avintei
V6Oflar Serv " Ce Viw * A full serice Shop with 50.000 Sq. ft.

* Ce~mn Iwen~e~ Coejo sld S~illtYunder-roof shop space and 75 people
s ~* *.* . dedicated to providing the quality ser.

*N,&* , PI S-k Npooms viceS You Want an the turnaroundSo fo 34 Con wde ow1 homed. wel" time YOU 14ed.
Noted S" 0.. Box 1909

with~ ourSevko IwS. TAA Paugiii, Kansas 8619
CONTACT: 11382-0226Jals W. SNwcMIici

H 84 str. St4 Lowse. Mo 4314? Telex: 43-7646
014 N62m

AILWA Y .AG .E
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RAILWAY LABOR EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

American Railway Supervisors Association
American Train Dispatchers Association
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Ways Employes
Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of the United States and Canada
Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and Steamship Clerks
Hotel and Restaurant Employees' and Bartenders' International Union
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers and Blacksmiths
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers
International Longshoremen's Association
International Organization of Masters, Mates & Pilots of America
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association
Railroad Yard Masters of America
Railway Employees Department, AFL-CIO
Sheetmetal Workers International Association
Seafarers International Union of North America
Transit Workers Union
United Transportation Union

STATEMENT OF RAY DENISON, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The AFL-CIO and the Railway Labor Executive Association oppose H.R. 3046 and
S. 1004, bills to suspend tariffs on imports of freight cars until 1981. We believe
these bills could permanently export production and jobs from a U.S. industry
which is essential for U.S. energy and agricultural needs.

The United States last year concluded extensive tariff negotiations with trading
partners in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) to lower U.S. tariffs in
exchange for reductions abroad. The tariff on freight cars was not reduced. Our
trading partners have not reduced their tariffs. H.R. 3046 and S. 1004 would amount
to unilateral action for an emergency that does not exist. In our view, it could
further weaken the potential for expanding a necessary industry which has already
been eroded by a variety of U.S. tax benefits and by imports.

Freight car production directly affects the jobs of car men, electricians, machin-
ists, boilermakers, steelworkers and many other workers, as well as miners and
farmers, whose output is shipped on the cars. The integrated industry affects the
jobs of maintenance and service employees, whose skills are essential to maintain
an effective rail system and rail repair and production. The attached list of repair
facilities throughout America shows how many shops are available now. Many of
these have the potential for railcar production-a growing need for America's
railroad future.

In June 1979, some 63,000 jobs were reported in rail equipment production alone.
Imports of sets of components called "kits" are now finally assembled into freight

cars by U.S. workers. The Washington Post recently reported that Autotrain will
assemble kits in Portsmouth, Virginia. The source of those components was not
reported. In addition, the Metal Trades Council of Pascagoula, Mississippi, reports
that some of their members are assembling "kits" imported from Romania, in a
subsidiary of Litton Industries, called Ingalls.

These reports show that the United States is increasing the import of compo-
nents-rather than the full production of railcars, when the United States has both
the competence and the need to develop a fully-integrated industry. This erosion of
a U.S. industry is occurring at a time when other manufacturing jobs are shrink-
ing-often because of energy-related problems which this industry can help reduce.
Last month the number of unemployed jumped by 338,000, from 5.9 percent to 6.2
percent, with more bad news to come.

Freight car production underpins the U.S. transportation system, the jobs that go
with it, and the ability of the U.S. to serve its national needs. The railroad industry
is increasingly important in the future as the U.S. faces energy problems of the
1980's. The U.S. has the workforce to supply our needs.

In 1980, unemployment is rising. Freight car shipments are now declining as
orders dry up. The reported "shortages" of freight cars only a few months ago are
now seen as an invalid rationale for lowering U.S. tariffs. This is particularly true
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because railroad union experts have made it clear that the U.S. has the capacity
and the workers available to supply U.S. needs for freight cars.

The United States has been importing railroad freight cars at an accelerating rate
despite the U.S. tariff. Foreign subsidies and low wages affect this flow of trade.
According to the U.S. Government, imports in the first six months of 1979 from
Canada and Mexico alone exceeded total imports for 1978. In 1977, the total import
of freight cars was $14,760,000; in 1978, $60,016,000; and the first six months of 1979,
$93 million.

Mexico has continued to send railcars into the U.S. even though its special zero
tariff preference ended in 1977, and imports have been rising from Canada and
Mexico in 1979. There is no U.S. quantitative restraint on imports.

Both supplying countries have tariffs about as high as the U.S. H.R. 3046 and S.
1004, therefore, amount to a unilateral reduction of tariffs-however temporary-
that would merely encourage productive expansion abroad of a product the U.S.
needs and can produce.

But H.R. 3046 and S. 1004 would not, in our view, be "temporary" in its impact.
Virtually the same bill was introduced in the last Congress with the same explana-
tions of a vital need to supply "temporary" domestic shortages. The fact that the
date for an end of "temporary" reduction in tariffs has been changed from June
1980 in the former bill to June 1981 in H.R. 3046 and S. 1004 does not mean that
the same arguments will not-be advanced next year to extend the tariff cut. The
erouragement of the export of productive capacity through the special tariff break
will lead to pressure in the future to make the tariff cut permanent. The result will
be that other nations with protected markets will supply the U.S. industry needs if
they have enough capacity to do that when the recession ends. At that point, with
further depleted U.S. capacity and greater dependence on foreign suppliers, the U.S.

rice of the freight cars could be determined by the countries with the capacity. The
.S. shortage would become permanent. Then a permanent duty suspension would

be sought because the U.S. cannot supply its need.
Tax avoidance, special incentives of foreign governments for exports, nationalized

rail systems abroad, plus protected markets abroad are already encouraging expan-
sion of foreign capacity.

The removal o the 18 percent tariff on imports of freight cars amounts to a tax
break of that amount (in addition to export subsidies and investment incentives
abroad, plus forei tariff protection and other trade barriers).

What H.R. 3049 and S. 1004 would accomplish, in or view, therefore, is an extra
tax break, courtesy of the U.S. Treasury, to expand production abroad of a product
vitally needed in the United States.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, we urge the rejection of H.R. 3046 and S. 1004.

Senator Rinicon'. H.R. 2537, Mr. Waidner.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. WAIDNER, PRESIDENT, STANDARD
RAILWAY FUSEE CORP., ON BEHALF OF THE PYROTECHNIC
SIGNAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
CARL JOHNSON, DIRECTOR OF SIGNAL PRODUCTS, OLIN
CORP. AND RICHARD S. CHARIN, ESQ., PATTON, BOGGS &
BLOW
Mr. WAIDNER. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert A. Waidner, president

of the Standard Railway Fusee Corp. and a member of the Pyro-
technic Signal Manufacturing Association. Accompanying metoday
are Richard Charin of the law firm of Patton, Boggs & Blow, who
represent us, as well as Carl Johnson, Olin Corp., who is particular-

s ly involved with his company in this particular legislation.
Strontium nitrate is the principal composition used in the manu-

facture of highway flares and fusees, both items being an essential
to safety on the line of roads for the railroads and for the daily
safety on the highways of the United States, especially the turn-
pikes where the traffic is fast moving and difficult.

Many other uses for strontium nitrate within this country, espe-
cially for the military and all branches of the Navy, Air Force, and
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ground forces. Also it has been very effective for backfiring torches
in the case of forest fires.

These devices have been used for a long time and remain effec-
tive mainly because the burning of strontium nitrate emits rays
when weather conditions are most adverse. It is the most effective
device.

The suspension of the 6-percent ad valorem duty as set forth in
House bill 2537 will serve the interests of national safety and will
serve the interests of national security, also for the survival of
employment in the industry and also will keep the price of the
manufactured product at a lower level and therefore enable the
users in the interests of safety, to use more of them.

It seems as though the higher the price gets, the tougher the
dollars are to get into our safety budget.

As to the future of these signals, we believe that in the event of a
national emergency that there would be a tremendous increase in
the need for strontium nitrate. Too, as the Government forces the
utilities to go to coal use in the utility plants, the railroads will
increase their car loadings. Also, the Coast Guard has now promul-
gated regulations whereby pleasure craft will be required to use
signals, the main ingredient of which is strontium nitrate.

So that it appears that the requirements for strontium nitrate in
the United States will be getting higher and higher.

Now, as to the domestic supply, we only have one plant in the
United States owned by the FMC Corp. located-and this plant is
located in Modesta, Calif., far removed from where most of the
strontium nitrate is used. It is a multiproduct plant and there has
been switching in the past from one product to the other to the
detriment of the production of strontium nitrate.

Therefore, we should encourage the supply from foreign sources,
especially from friendly nations such as Switzerland, Germany, and
Italy and thereby have the lowest landing price possible, which
would be a constraint on prices within the United States.

The Federal Government could help us a great deal by eliminat-
ing this tariff.

Thank you.
Senator RIBiconT. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I think I

understand the problem.
Are there any questions?
Your testimony will be included in full. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Waidner follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 68.]
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Summary of Testimony of the Pyrotechnic
Signal Manufacturers Association on
H.R. 2537, Strontium Nitrate Duty Suspension
Bill, Before the Subcommittee on International
Trade of the Committee on Finance of the Senate

The Pyrotechnic Signal Manufacturers Association
supports suspension of the present six percent
ad valorem duty on strontium nitrate as provided
in H.R. 2537.

2. There are no substitutes for flares and fusees
in meeting the essential national security and
transportation needs of the United States.
There is no satisfactory substitute for strontium
nitrate in the manufacture of flares and fusees.

3. There is a critical need to assure the continued
availability of the necessary quantities of
strontium nitrate to the U.S. pyrotechnic signal
industry at reasonable prices. Unfortunately,
there is only one domestic producer of strontium
nitrate. Duty suspension legislation is essential
to encourage non-domestic producers to supply
the needs of the pyrotechnic signal industry and
to keep the costs of these supplies at a competitive
and reasonable level.

4. There are four reasons why the duty on strontium
nitrate should be suspended:

(a) the maintenance of a strong pyrotechnic
signal industry serves the national
security of the United Statesl

(b) the viability of the domestic pyrotechnic
signal industry would be assisted by the
continued access of the U.S. industry to
strontium nitrate at the lowest price
possible;

(c) domestic employment would be increased by
the reduction of the duty; and

(d) U.S. consumers, and efforts to control
inflation in the United States, would
benefit from lower-priced pyrotechnic
products.
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STATEMENT
of

THE PYROTECHNIC SIGNAL
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Regarding
H.R. 2537

STRONTIdM NITRATE
DUTY SPENSTON B31.

Before
;*E SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

of the
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OF THE SENATE

I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert Waidner, President of the

Standard Railway Fusee Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland. I am

submitting this statement on behalf of the Pyrotechnic Signal

Manufacturers Association, an organization of businesses involved

in the manufacture of pyrotechnic signal devices. I am accompanied

by Carl Johnson, Director of Signal Products, Olin Corporation, and

Richard S. Charn, of Patton, Boggs A Blow, Counsel for our

Association.

The Pyrotechnic Signal Manufacturers Association believes

that the present six percent ad valorem Column 1 duty on strontium

nitrate (T.S.U.S. Item No. 421.74) should be eliminated. Therefore,

we support H.R. 2537, a bill which, as amended, would suspend the

six percent Column 1 U.S. tariff on strontium nitrate until

December 31, 1982.

There are no substitutes for flares and fusees in meeting

the important national security and transportation requirements

of this country. Flares and fusees are necessities for both
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military and comercial transportation and more importantly provide

for the daily safety of rail and highway vehicles. Moreover,

strontium nitrate accounts for 700 of the cost of the materials

used in flares and fusees, and there is no satisfactory substitute

for strontium nitrate in their manufacture.

Thus, there is an urgent need to ensure an adequate supply

of strontium nitrate without the threat of damaging price

escalation. Unfortunately, our industry has only one domestic

producer of strontium nitrate. Duty suspension legislation,

therefore, is critically important to encourage non-domestic

producers.!/

This legislation is needed to guarantee the fulfillment

of continuing national security requirements; to provide adequate

and necessary signalling for railroad operations; to provide

warning devices for safer highway operations; to ensure a continuing

supply of an essential tool in fighting forest fires; and lastly,

to provide "alert" and 'locate* signals for pleasure boats and

fulfill the mandatory requirement for such items on U.S. ships.

II. Uses of Strontium Nitrate

Strontium nitrate is the principal chemical used in highway

flares, railroad fusees, marine signals and military pyrotechnics.

,/ The United States agreed to a reduction of its duty on strontium
nitrate from six (6) % ad valorem to 4.21 ad valorem at the
Multilateral Trade Negotations. However, even if this duty
reduction is put into effect, it will be made effective in Ostagesm
over an eight year period beginning January 1, 1980. Such a
reduction is, therefore, not a solution to the immediate and urgent
needs of the U.S. industry that uses this product.
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Strontium nitrate imparts a brilliant crimson color to a warning

device along with light emitting rays which bank up and become

highly visible in rain, fog and snow. These qualities are essential

for an effective pyrotechnic signal and there is no satisfactory

substitute for strontium compounds in producing these effects

in pyrotechnic devices.

Military Uses of Strontium Nitrate

The military usage of strontium nitrate is extensive, as

set forth below

Tracer Ammunition. A principal direct military use for

strontium nit:rate is in tracer ammunition. When tracer ammunition

is used in intermittent rounds of fire, the accuracy of the aim

of the weapon and person can be determined. The ability to

determine accuracy is necessary to all fighting branches of the

military in both day and night firing.

Military Flares. The second military use of strontium nitrate

is in flares and signal devices. These flares are used for various

tactical operations, for distress and rescue signalling, and for

illumination. They are produced in various sizes, shapes, and

types and usually are red flares to be used alone or with an

ejecting or propelling device. A strontium flare used by military

aviators will float on water, and may be used, for example, to

expose the movements of enemy naval units. The Army possesses a
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special mechanism to be attached to a rifle for firing flares.

Also, there is a flare that can be released from a submerged

submarine. Strontium nitrate comprises about forty percent (401)

of these formulations by weight.

Marine Distress Signals. Flares are used as marine distress

signals by both the military and civilians. Warning flares are

carried by all merchant vessels, and rec43ntly promulgated Coast

Guard regulations now require most U.S. pleasure boats to carry

aerial flares. In addition, the Coast Guard currently is preparing

specifications that would enable it to put into effect regulations

requiring pleasure boats to carry hand-held flares.

Marine distress signal equipment consists of hand-held

flares, parachute flares, pistol propelled flares, and rockets

for use on ships. Some of the larger d stress rockets can be

fired several hundred feet in the air, and some release showers

of *stars". For small craft a hand-held distress signal is used.

Non-military Uses of Strontium Nitrate

Warning Devices. Strontium nitrate is used in red highway

flares and railroad fusees. Flares are used in great quantity

every day as warning devices by truck drivers, turnpike authorities,

police and motorists. It should be noted that federal regulations

recommend carriage in all power units operated in interstate

coerce, and most states have laws or regulations regarding the

use of use of these emergency protective devices within their states.

59-253 0 - 80 - 5
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Nearly two-thirds of the states require that fusees be carried

on certain types of vehicles.

Finally, and most importantly, railroads, as a safety

necessity, use fusees for signalling in the yards and on the

line of road.

Other Uses. Strontium nitrate is also used in other products

such ass

(a) Back-firing torches for fighting forest fires,
(b) Lighting and warning flares used during repair

of telephone lines,
(c) Chromate coatings (as a rust proofing element);
(d) Reagents used in chemical tests (highly purified

form),
(a) Fireworks

II. Rationale for Suspension of the
Duty on Strontium Nitrate

There are four reasons why the duty on strontium nitrate

should be suspended

(a) the maintenance of a strong pyrotechnic signal

industry serves the national security of the United States;

(b) the viability of the domestic pyrotechnic signal

industry would be assisted by the continued access

of the U.S. industry to strontium nitrate at the lowest

price possible;

c) domestic employment would be increased by the reduction

of the duty; and
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(d) U.S. consumers, and efforts to control inflation in

the United States, would benefit from lower-priced

pyrotechnic products.

The U.S. pyrotechnic signal manufacturing industry today

is in a dangerously exposed position tkat not only threatens

the continued viability of the industry, but also presents a

potential national security hazard for the United States. This

critical situation has resulted from the abandonment of the market

by important suppliers of strontium nitrate, leaving pyrotechnic

signal manufacturers in the intolerable position of having only

one domestic supplier of this irreplaceable component of their

product.

Prior to June 30, 1975, the domestic pyrotechnic signal

industry depended on the Grasselli, New Jersey plant of the E.I.

du Pont de Nemours Company to supply most of its requirements for

strontium nitrate, and imported only minimal amounts of the

product. However, on that date, Du Pont entirely discontinued

the production of strontium nitrate, leaving the pyrotechnic

sigral industry dependent on a single U.S. supplier and on

imports from foreign markets such as Canada, which had the potential

to be a major producer of strontium nitrate for the world

marketplace.

After Du Pont ended production of strontium nitrate, the two

principal firms continuing to supply the pyrotechnic signal

industry were FMC Corporation, a U.S. company with a plant located

in Modesto, California, and Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation
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with a plant located in Nova Scotia. However, in August 1976, Kaiser

Aluminum announced the closing of its Nova Scotia plant, ending

production of strontium nitrate.

It is extremely undesirable to have only one supplier of

strontium nitrate to the U.S. pyrotechnic signal industry. Our

Association believes that it is essential, at a minimum, to have

two suppliers in the strontium nitrate business to supply the

needs of the pyrotechnic signal industry. Fortunately, potential

suppliers in other countries such as Italy, West Germany and

Switzerland have shown an interest in supplying the U.S. pyrotechnic

signal industry with strontium nitrate. We believe that suspension

of the duty on strontium nitrate is essential in order that

supplies from these sources can be obtained at a cost which will

enable the continued operation of our industry.

In addition, suspension of the duty on strontium nitrate

would permit our industry to offer flares and fusees to the

American consumer at a lower price than would otherwise be the

case. It is well known that the prices of many domestic goods

are constrained fairly closely by the landed cost, including

tariffs, of comparable foreign products.!/ Strontium nitrate

is no exception to this general proposition. Suspension of the

/ See Bell, Some Domestic Price Implications of U.S. Protective
-sures", in Commission on International Trade and Investment

Policy Report to the Presidents United States rnternat ional
Economic Policy in an nterdependent World. Papers, Vol. 1,at 455 (1971)."
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duty will mean lower domestic prices of strontium nitrate for

the U.S. pyrotechnic signal industry, which in turn will mean

lower prices for flares and fusees produced in the United States.

The Role of FXC as a Supplier

The reliability of FMC as a producer and supplier of

strontium nitrate is an important issue. The Pyrotechnic Signal

Manufacturers Association believes that its fears regarding the

high prices and the potential non-availability of supplies that

could well result from forced reliance on a single supplier are

well grounded in the past history of the strontium nitrate

.markot.

FXC has been an intermittent supplier of strontium nitrate

in the past, and it is possible that it might again stop

production or be unable to supply the pyrotechnic industry. In

1973 FMC switched out of strontium nitrate to increase its

production of strontium carbonate, citing its belief that

strontium carbonate, due to its usage in television tubes, would

be a more profitable product in the long run. This move by FMC

left the pyrotechnic signal industry with only one supplier

of strontium nitrate, Du Pont, which in turn left the business

in June 1975. It is difficult to believe that FMC would not

again transfer out of strontium nitrate into a more profitable

area should the fundamentals of the market change dramatically.
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Secondly, FMC's Modesto product line includes barium carbonate,

strontium carbonate, barium nitrate, and strontium nitrate.

FMC is, therefore, a less reliable supplier than Du Pont, which

produced only strontium nitrate. Now, without Kaiser Aluminum

in the market, the situation is becoming a national security and

safety hazard for the United States.

Our estimate of the average strontium nitrate consumption

in the United States and Canada for the past five years is

sixteen million pounds annually. Our estimate of industry-wide

sales of fusees and flares in the United States for the pcst five

years averaged 230,000 gross, or 33,000,000 pieces annually.

It is not unrealistic that the usage of flares and fusees

will increase in the years ahead and require a higher production

of strontium nitrate. First, the Federal Railway Administration

has promulgated a strengthened Rule 99 effective as of August 1,

1977. Rule 99, or as it is commonly known, 'The Flagging Rule,"

outlines procedures for protecting the rear of all railroad trains.

If the railroads follow this strengthened rule, there will be an

increased use of fusees throughout our railroad system. In

addition, increased reliance on coal for domestic energy needs

will necessarily increase railroad usage of fusees since railroads

are the primary means of coal transportation.

Second, if marine distress signals are required on pleasure

boats, as presently contemplated in regulations about to be

promulgated by the U.S. Coast Guard, another market will be
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considerably broadened.- Accordingly, usage of twelve thousand

tons of strontium nitrate is not improbable within the very near

future.

Who will supply these needs? A report put out by FMC

indicates that that company's strontium nitrate capacity irres-

pective of other chemicals is 10,000 tones however, we consider

this to be an unrealistic figure. A more representative figure

for industry usage is the 'preferred mix number of 4,000-7,000

tons. The reason the "preferred mix" figure is more realistic

is that FMC also produces three other chemicals at its Modesto

plant, and it's highly unlikely that economic conditions would

permit FMC to use its "maximum capacity* at any one time for

strontium nitrate. FMC's actual or potential capacity to produce

strontium nitrate is essentially irrelevant to a consideration

of the problems of the pyrotechnic signal industry. The point

of primary importance is that because of FMC's 'monopoly' position

as the domestic supplier of strontium nitrate, any decision

regarding the level of production of this product rests entirely

with FMC's management and is substantially independent of the

requirements of the pyrotechnic industry. Most importantly, FMC's

assurances that it can and will supply fully U.S. market demand

for strontium nitrate have not proven reliable in the past.

Clearly, the pyrotechnic signal industry will have to turn

to other sources of supply to meet its requirements, and, in fact,

during the past several years the U.S. pyrotechnic signal industry

has found it necessary to import strontium nitrate.
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Apart from the question of FIC's unrealiability as a

supplier is its monopoly pricing of strontium nitrate since 1976.

FMC in its position as the sole U.S. supplier of strontium nitrate

has consistently raised the price of the product to the U.S.

pyrotechnic signal industry. It should be emphasized that

strontium nitrate represents two-third* of the cost of the

composition used in all pyrotechnic items produced. FNC's prices

have progressed as follows:

Price for Strontium Nitrate
(in cents per pound)

Date F.O.B., Modesto, California

January 1, 1976 $ .25
July 1, 1976 .28
January 1, 1977 .31
January 1, 1978 .33
January 1, 1979 .37
January 1, 1980 .41

Despite FMC's monopoly pricing of strontium nitrate, the

domestic industry that manufactures flares and fusees has not

raised its prices correspondingly. For example, since 1975,

the Signal Products Division of Olin Corporation has increased its

prices only about 45 percent, while FMC has increased its prices

during this period 62 percent. Moreover, since 1973, Olin has had an

eighteen percent decrease in its pyrotechnic signal products

business, due largely to FC's price increases. We estimate that

about 500 workers are involved in the manufacturing of end products

using strontium nitrate in the United States. Many of these jobs

would be endangered if it became impracticable to import strontium

nitrate into the United States.
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National Security. Apart from the impact on the economy

and employment, the national security interests of the United States

should be considered. As noted above, the military forces of the

United States need aerial flares, marine distress signals, and

railroad fusees for their basic transportation operations.

Moreover, in the event of a national security emergency there

would be a greater need to move troops and supplies than normally

exists. It is known to the industry that the greater density

of traffic on highways and rail lines does require use of a

disproportionately large number of flares. An indication of the

massive use of flares in emergency situations can be obtained when

it is realized that 3,000 flares have been used in one evening

to guide traffic through the fog on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.

To ensure access to foreign strontium nitrate supplies at the

lowest prices possible for U.S. military forces, and for any

national emergency that might arise, the U.S. Government should

suspend the present duty on strontiun nitrate as provided in H.R. 2537.

IV. Conclusion

The U.S. pyrotechnic signal industry is of critical

importance to the military, transportation, and overall national

security needs of the United States. The continued productive

capacity of this industry is totally dependent on access to

supplies of strontium nitrate at reasonable prices. The principal

way in which the U.S. Government can contribute to the economic
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well-being of this important industry is by assuring that

strontium nitrate is available to the industry on a competitive

basis. This goal can be achieved by suspending the current six

percent duty on strontium nitrate, thereby allowing foreign

producers to more effectively compete with the single domestic

supplier in this market.

Senator RiBICOFF. H.R. 6089. Is there a spokesman here?

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE E. BLANCHARD, JR., VICE PRESI-
DENT, ETHYL CORP. ON BEHALF OF THE AD HOC COMMIT-
TEE ON LEAD CONSUMERS
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Chairman, I am Larry Blanchard. I am

executive vice president of Ethyl Corp. I am here on behalf of the
Ad Hoc Committee of Lead Consumers.

We appreciate your scheduling the hearing so early in this ses-
sion on H.R. 6089. Also, there is Senate bill 2250, which was just
introduced by Senator Nelson and the blanks in my prepared state-
ment should be filled in with that Senate bill number.

These are bills which suspend until January 1, 1982 the conver-
sion of the rates of duty on certain unwrought lead to an ad
valorem basis and we support these bills.

Joining me at the hearing today are two of my colleagues at
Ethyl, Mr. Jack Wright, director of purchasing and traffic, and Mr.
Max Turnipseed, manager of international trade affairs. Here with
us as counsel is Will Leonard of Busby, Rehm & Leonard.

In addition we have with us a group of the lead consumers, Mr.
Thomas Callahan, senior vice president, finance and administra-
tion, Exide Corp.; Mr. Samuel Goldberg, vice president, Inco,
United States, Inc.; Mr. Bernard Kavanaugh, metals coordinator,
Globe Union, Inc.; Mr. Paul Piccone, director of materials, Exide
Corp.; Mr. Donald Priebe, manager, metal procurement and con-
trol, Gould, Inc.; Mr. William Wilke, vice president, engineering
and manufacturing, Hammond Lead Products, Inc.; and finally,
Mr. Robert Wilbur, who is director of government relations of the
Battery Council International, who would also like to say a few
words, if I can go through fast enough.

Collectively, our companies annually consume over 70 percent of
all the unwrought, unalloyed lead used in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, during my testimony I may make reference to
our written statement-and exhibits-submitted yesterday. I ask
that you include that statement as part of the record.

As part of the Tokyo Round, as you gentlemen know, some 500
specific and compound rates of duties were converted to ad valorem
rates. Included in this conversion was the specific rate of 1.0625
cents per pound on unwrought lead-item 624.03.

In other words, roughly a penny a pound on lead was the old
specific rate. This was recommended to be converted to the rate of
5.1 percent ad valorem which was what it should have beei, if lead
were about 20 cents per pound, which it was back in 1976.
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Actually in the spirit of the Tokyo rounds, this was reduced from
5.1 percent to 4 percent and finally to 3.5 percent and this back-
ground would seem to indicate that the current rate is lower, and
therefore complied with the spirit of the Tokyo round.

In actuality, the rate on lead has been increased over 65 percent
at today's prices and over 100 percent at the price level of just 3
months ago.

At the rate of 3.5 percent, the rate that became effective January
1, it is obvious that at any price level above 30.36 cents per pound
there is an increase in the duty over the old 1-cent rate and, in
fact, the price of lead has not been below 30 cents since 1977.

What has happened is that there has been a quirk in the market-
place. A lot of it has been heavy Russian buying for undisclosed
purposes causing a steep price rise in lead, which has had an effect
on us, as consumers, and substantially increased the price of lead,
particularly in the past year, with the result that the resulting
duty has been dramatically increased.

In essence, we just plain do not think this is fair within the
whole purpose of the Tokyo round and its reduced tariffs. All this
has done is increase the tariff dramatically.

The lead producers may contend that they need this tariff protec-
tion because of stringent, well-known OSHA and EPA regulations
on lead. This is not consistent with the approach in the Tokyo
round and, if it were, certainly the duties on lead antiknock com-
pound, should have been increased, not reduced by 50 percent,
since the same problem applies to the antiknock compound indus-
try, and countless other industries.

Certainly the battery producers face increases in costs from
OSHA and EPA rules that are at least as great as those faced by
the domestic lead producers.

The point is that the lead producers do not have any more OSHA
and EPA problems than we do. This is a cross many industries are
having to bear and while we think there are many solutions, tariff
windfalls are not one of them.

All domestic lead will rise in price by the amount resulting from
the duty increase due to the 3.5 percent ad valorem rate. U.S.
companies purchasing lead will have to pass on most of this in-
creased purchase price to consumers. We estimate that the price
effect of the additional duty over the old rate will be over
$20,000,000 at the current price level. Clearly, this is an unfavor-
able impact on the U.S. economy.

The intent of all these tariff revisions was to reduce tarhs, not
dramatically raise them. Therefore, we urge this subcommittee, the
Committee on Finance and the U.S. Senate to pass H.R. 6089 or
S. 2250, thereby suspending for the next 2 years the ad valorem rate
of duty and returning to the previous specific rate of duty on
unwrought, unalloyed lead. During the 2-year suspension, the price
behavior of lead should be closely followed to see if the ad valorem
rate of 3.5 percent correctly reflects the level of protection that
existed with the specific duty of 1.0625 cents per pound. Congress
then would have an opportunity to provide legislation to enact the
proper ad valorem equivalent. We aren't even arguing for a reduc-
tion in the previous protection received by domestic lead producers.
We just don't think the producers should get a windfall from the
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conversion to an ad valorem equivalent that is based on 1976 lead
price levels.

Senator RICOFF. I think that we understand the problem.
Senator Dole, Senator Danforth, do you have any questions?
Senator DoLE. I would be glad to yield my time to somebody who

wanted to make a comment. There was one other person.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. WILBUR, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
OFFICE, BATTERY COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL

Mr. WILBUR. I am Robert Wilbur representing the Battery Coun-
cil and the Independent Battery Manufacturers Association.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Dole, Senator Danforth. The battery in-
dustry strongly supports S. 2250 to suspend this tariff increase.

The battery industry is already facing a significant impact from
the rising price of lead and from the forthcoming price of compli-
ance with EPA and/or OSHA rules. As Mr. Blanchard has stressed,
we recognize the lead industry also faces similar costs.

We think to increase the tariff which would strike at the battery
industry at a time when sales are already down because of in-
creased prices, but production is off, is the wrong approach. Many
plants are on short weeks or layoffs.

Certainly to throw the cost of compliance of one industry in large
part upon another, through an increased tariff, is inequitable to
the battery industry and only compounds the problem that the
battery industry already faces.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Thank you, gentlemen.
Did you want to add something, Congressman Frenzel?
This panel has been closed, but I extend you the courtesy, if you

have some comments.
Representative FRENZEL. I appreciate that, and I will be brief.

STATEMENT OF HON. BILL FRENZEL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Representative FBENzE Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Bill Frenzel, I am a Congressman from Minnesota's

Third Congressional District and I am here to support my bill
which is pending in the House and a similar one which I under-
stand will be soon introduced in the Senate.

You have heard the testimony of the panel who preceded me and
I have a statement which I hope, and ask, will be accepted in the
record.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, your entire statement will
go into the record as if read.

Representative FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, my interest here is that
I was dismayed to find, because of the rapid increases in this
particular commodity and price increases through a year period
about a year ago caused the new percentage rate to require a very
substantial increase in the duties on lead.

Unfortunately, most of us felt-or rather, most of us felt during
the MTN negotiations that we were lowering tariff and we now
find, with respect to lead, we have almost doubled them.

That places, I think, an unreasonable burden on consumers of
lead in this country and as a buyer of gasoline and batteries and
things like that, and as a representative of constituents who buy
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them, I see that there is no real need to lay an extra $20 million of
costs or whatever it computes at today's price of lead upon the
consuming public.

I spoke to the U.S. Trade Representative on this matter. He
indicated to me that for various reasons he was not able to change
the 3.5-percent rate and therefore, in my judgment, it is necessary
to pass H.R. 6089 or something like it, to indemnify consumers
against unnecessary and unreasonable increases in the cost of prod-
ucts that may contain lead.

Senator, that is all I need to say.
Senator Rnimcon. As I understand your position, Congressman,

there is a definite loss to American manufacturers and consumers
and no correlative gain for American producers of lead.

Representative FRENZEL. That is exactly my point, Senator. We
are going to have to import a certain amount of lead, anyway. The
3.5-percent rate merely means we will pay more for it.

Senator Rrnicon. Are there any questions?
Senator DANFORTH. Congressman Frenzel, you were very active

in the House Ways and Means Committee and also in the confer-
ence on the enabling legislation the Trade Act that we passed last
year, and now we are undoing within a month something that was
part of a total package that was years in the making.

How does it happen that suddenly we are tearing the package
apart?

Representative FRENZEL. I do not think any of us, Senator, were
so naive to think that we were writing on tablets of stone that
would not require periodic adjustments and amendments.

Senator DANFORT. This is sort of writing in air, is it not?
Representative FENZmEL. Pardon me?
Senator DANFORTH. This is not only writing in stone when it is

just a few weeks later. It is sort of like writing on water.
Representative FRENZEL. We are writing with a lead pencil.
At the time we were working on that, I was unaware of the

doubling of the lead price within about a year's time. In my judg-
ment, that condition is one of maybe a series of things that ought
to take some attention on our part. When you will have that kind
of an increase, we ought to be able to act to take care of it.

Senator DANFORTH. Supposing that the lead industry is a cyclical
industry and that it has frequent shifts, changes, in prices and
profits and so forth. Should we be forever introducing bills, chang-
ing from specific duty rates to ad valorem rates and back again
with each peak and valley?

Representative FRENZEL. It depends on how cyclical it is. Yes, if
it is going to double, or half in consecutive years, I think we should
pay attention to it. On the other hand, the history of the commod-
ity prices on most materials has not been that volatile.

My bill, for instance, is a 2-year bill which, I guess, is comparable
to most of our duty suspensions or alterations.

I do not know how long the situation is going to pertain, but I
think we ought to be able to respond to massive changes in price
range, such as we have observed.

Senator DANFORT. Do you think that in considering our position
on duties and trade that we should consider what other countries'
policies are in respect to the same commodities?
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Representative FRm Zam. Yes.
In this case, you are aware who the principal exporters are. We

have been engaged in rather complicated negotiations with them
on a variety of commodities and subjects and I am very disap-
pointed that we could not do better on this one for ourselves, but I
think that we have gotten ourselves in a snarl where to do some-
thing good for ourselves involves giving them something which
they cannot reciprocate for.

Senator DANFORTH. Who "ourselves" is depends on which State
you happen to represent?

Representative FRENZ L. It depends whether you have a mine, or
people who buy batteries.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Senator RIBIcoFv. It seems to me that you have the manufac-

turer of batteries in your district.
Representative FRENZEL. I do not, Mr. Chairman, but I have

them in my State.
Senator RielcoFF. In your State. And our distinguished colleague

on this committee, I would assume, has a lead producer in this
country in his State?

Senator DANFORTH. E' hty-five percent.
Senator RIDICOFF. It would seem to me in a situation like this

with two men whom I respect and have extreme commonsense,
that you ought to be able to work out a formula to take care of an
unusual situation that now pertains and I would hope before the
markup that maybe you, Congressman, and the Senator could have
a little chat together.

Representative FRENZEL. I think that is an excellent suggestion,
Senator.

Senator R[icon. Thank you very much.
Representative FNzzL. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 90.]
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STATEMENT BY LAWRENCE E. BLANCHARD, JR.,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF ETHYL CORPORATION

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

SUMMARY OF THE STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 6089

The specific rate of duty on lead was converted to an

ad valorem rate based on 1976 price levels for imported lead.

Subsequent to that conversion process, unprecedented price in-

creases during the past year have resulted in substantial increases

in duty that adversely affect the U.S. economy.

One of the intended objectives of the Tokyo Round of

Multilateral Trade Negotiations was to reduce tariffs, not

dramatically increase them. We contend that the application of a

3.5 percent ad valorem duty rate to lead (Tariff Item 624.03) has

increased the duty over 65 percent at today's prices and over

100 percent at the prices that prevailed just three months ago.

A steep rise in the price of lead in 1979 (due largely to the

Russians' buying substantial quantities of lead) and the con-

version of a specific duty rate to an ad valorem rate, based on

1976 prices that were about one third of current lead price

levels, have caused a substantial increase in the amount of duty

lead importers and ultimate consumers must pay. We strongly urge

that the Congress enact legislation such as H.R. 6089, thereby

suspending for the next two years the ad valorem rate of duty

and returning to the previous duty rate of 1.0625 cents per pound

on unwrought, unalloyed lead.
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STATEMENT BY LAWRENCE E. BLANCHARD, JR.,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF ETHYL CORPORATION

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

I am Lawrence E. Blanchard, Jr., Execotive Vice President of

Ethyl Corporation. This statement is submitted on behalf of an

Ad Hoc Committee of Lead Consumers. Our Coummittee very much

appreciates that a hearing has been scheduled so early in this

session on H.R. 6089/S. , bills to prohibit until January 1,

1982, the conversion of the rates of duty on certain unwrought

lead to ad valorem equivalents. We support and strongly urge that

the Congress enact these bills.

Our Ad Hoc Committee of Lead

companies and the Battery Council

included are:

Consumers includes six individual

International. The companies

ETHYL CORPORATION GOULD INC.
330 South Fourth Street Automotive Battery Division
Richmond, Virginia 23219 Post Office Box 3140

St. Paul,Minnesota 55165

EXIDE CORPORATION1/ HAMMOND LEAD PRODUCTS, INC.
5 Penn Center Plaia Post Office Box 308
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 Hammond, Indiana 43625

GLOBE UNION INC. PRESTOLITE BATTERY DIVISION,
5757 North Green Bay Avenue an ELTRA COMPANY V
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 511 Hamilton Street

Toledo, Ohio 43694

Collectively, the companies in this Committee annually consume

over 70. of all the unwrought, unalloyed lead used in the United

States.

I/ Subsidiary of INCO Limited of Toronto, Canada
2/ Subsidiary of ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION, Morristown, N.J.
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Collaborating with me in the preparation of this statement

are two of my colleagues at Ethyl Corporation, Mr. Jack C. Wright,

Director, Purchasing and Traffic, and Mr. Max Turnipseed, Manager,

International Trade Affairs; Counsel serving the Ad Hoc Committee,

Mr. Will E. Leonard, of Busby, Rehm, and Leonard, P.C.; and these

additional representatives for the members of our Committee:

Mr. Thomas P. Callahan
Senior Vice Presi ent, Finance and Admiristration
EXIDE CORPORATION/

Mr. Samuel Goldberg
Vice President
INCO UNITED STATES, INC.!/

Mr. Bernard E. Kavanagh
Metals Coordinator
GLOBE UNION INC.

Mr. John A. Peterson
Vice President, Director of Materials Management
PRESTOLITE BATTERY DIVISION2/

Mr. Paul F. Piccone
Director of Mater als
EXIDE CORPORATION'/

Mr. Donald J. Priebe
Manager, Metal Procurement and Control
GOULD INC.

Mr. William P. Wilke IV
Vice President, Engineering and Manufacturing
HAMMOND LEAD PRODUCTS, INC.

Mr. Robert Wilbur
Director, Government Relations
BATTERY COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL

1/ Subsidiary of INCO Limited, Toronto, Canada

2/ Subsidiary of ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION, Morristown, N.J.

59-253 0 - 80 - 6
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BACKGROUND

As part of the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations

(MTN) some 500 selected specific and compound rates of duty, in-

cluding the specific rate of 1.0625 cents per pound on unwrought

lead, tariff item 624.03, were converted to ad valorem rates. The

conversion process began with a request in March of 1978 from the

Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations (STR)

to the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) to provide STR

with the USITC's advice on converting specific and compound rates

of duty to ad valorem rates. The USITC made its conversion to ad

valorem equivalents based primarily on trade data for 1976. Since

the average price In 1976 for imported unwrought, unalloyed lead,

was 20.8 cents per pound, the Commission In June of 1978 recom-

mended that the Column I rate of duty be converted to 5.1%. This

became the rate used by STR for purposes of negotiating a tariff

concession on this item during the Tokyo Round.

The Tokyo Round of negotiations resulted in a reduction from

the 5.1% rate to a 4% rate to take effect January 1. 1980. During

the bilateral negotiations between the United States and Mexico in

late 1979, a-further concession on unwrought lead was provided

which reduced the 4% rate to 3.5%. This is the rate that became

effective January 1, 1980, for TSUS Item 624.03.
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CURRENT TARIFF STATUS

Considering this background one may ask why lead consumers

are now so concerned about the 3.5% rate of duty which became

effective January 1, 1980 -- a rate which appears to be a lower

rate than the 5.1% rate resulting from the conversion process.

In actuality, instead of being a reduced rate of duty, and even

though the reduction of duties was one of the intended objectives

of the MTN, the new rate of duty on Item 624.03 has in effect

been increased over 65% at today's prices of lead and over 100%,

based on prices of lead prevailing just three months ago. As

lead importers and consumers, we will start paying this sub-

stantial increase of duty as of January of this year and our

customers will be paying more for our products because of the

increase in lead costs due to a higher lead duty. Clearly this

increase introduces still more necessary inflationary pressure

on the U.S. economy.

LEAD PRICE HISTORY IN RELATIONSHIP TO DUTY RATES

A perspective on lead price levels over the past 5 years in

relationship to tariff rates and the resulting cents-per-poumd

equivalents is needed to more clearly see how inappropriate the

converted ad valorem rate based on 1976 is when compared to recent

equivalents that result from applying a 3.57. ad valorem rate to

the price levels for lead which have tripled since 1976.
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The price level of domestic lead remained relatively stable

throughout 1976. It ranged from 19 to 25.75 cents per pound. Even

during the four and one half year period from 1974 to mid-1978,

the domestic price of lead just ranged from 19 to 33 cents per

pound. In September of 1978 however, the price began to rise at

an unprecedented rate. It tripled from the 1976 levels of 20

cents per pound to 63 cents per pound In October, 1979. The

domestic lead price history is reflected in Exhibit 1.

The specific tariff rate of 1.0625 cents per pound now

translates to 1.75 cents per pound at the new ad valorem rate of

3.5% based on the current price level for lead of 50 cents per

pound -- a 65% increase. As recent as Just three months ago, In

October of 1979 when the price of domestic lead was 63 cents per

pound, the duty on lead at the new 3.5% ad. valorem rate would have

been equivalent to 2.205 cents per pound. At this price level,

the duty increase will exceed 100% of the specific duty rate of

1.0625 cents per pound which was in effect until January 1, 1980.

A list of relevant ad valorem duty rates and the corresponding

equivalent duty amount expressed in cents per pound at lead prices

ranging from 20-65 cents per pound is reflected in Exhibit It. It

can be seen from reviewing the equivalent cents per pound levels

indicated on Exhibit III in the column for the current ad valorem

rate of 3.5%, that any lead price level exceeding 30.3572 cents

per pound results in a duty which is greater than the previous
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specific rate of 1.0625 cents per pound. At today's lead price

level the amount of increased duty is staggering enough, but over

the next decade the outlook is even bleaker with lead prices

expected to stabilize In excess of 60 cents per pound early In the

decade and rise to an average over 65 cents per pound by 1985.3/

The unforeseen and unprecedented price increases for lead

during 1979 (due largely to the Russian's buying substantial

quantities of lead), and the duty rate being converted to an ad

valorem rate are the basic reasons that such a substantial in-

crease has occurred in the amount of the duty on imported lead.

It is unfortunate that the Administration chose not to reduce the

negotiated ad valorem rate to a level more equivalent to the

previous specific duty rate of 1.0625 cents per pound when it had

the opportunity, even though the President had authority from

Congress to reduce tariff rates up to 60% and this authority was

exercised in many instances.

U.S. LEAO PRODUCERS' POSITION

The Administration's decision not to cut the duty on lead

below a 3.5% level may be due in large part to objections from the

3/ Chase Econometrics, EA~Ltive Summary Report, January 1980,
"Metals Investment '. cc Eight'es: Outlook Unsettled by
Energy Risks,* pa--;d
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U.S. lead producing industry. The duty rate conversion and sub-

sequent unprecedented increase in the price of lead presented the

domestic lead producers with a windfall Increase in protection--all

within the framework of a round of tariff reductions. This is an

unexpected benefit they seem unwilling to give up even though they

appear to be operating at nearly full capacity and cannot produce

enough lead to meet the annual U.S. demand. The United States

continues to be a net importer of lead, currently importing over

15% to meet annual demand. Forecasts indicate that net imports

will have to increase even more over the next decade. 4/

In addition to our requirements for lead Importations to meet

what we might call routine needs, we should also recognize that the

Administration has set a goal for lead metal in our national

defense stockpile of some 865,000 tons. Since the current level is

601,000 tons, this would call for an additional tonnage increase of

264,000 tons as soon as the Congress might agree to the goal.

Meeting this demand would add a further burden to the U.S. lead

producing industry which it is not capable of meeting over a short

term, and no doubt would set the stage for and require even a

higher level of imported lead.

It is not our intention to harm the domestic lead producers at

all, since we believe that they must be a strong viable industry to

meet the critical needs of our country. The fact is, that since

4/ Chase Econometrics, Executive Summary Report, ,anuary 1980,
'Metals Investment in the Eighties: Outlook Unsettled by
Energy Risks,' page 27.
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we must import some 15 percent of the lead metal required to meet

our current needs there should be no excessive barriers thrown up

to hinder these imports or to force prices upward due to factors

other than basic supply and demand. An excessive duty would have

the effect of adding such excess to the price which the ultimate

U.S. consumers must pay. We feel that the domestic producers are

adequately protected from any foreign competition at the 1.0625

cents per pound duty level.

U.S. lead producers may contend they need additional tariff

protection because of strenuous OSHA and EPA regulations. But, we

submit that additional tariff protection was not an objective and

is not consistent with the overall results of the MTN. If the

approach of the MTN in the tariff negotiations were to provide

additional protection as offsets to other costs, certainly the

duty rate on antiknock compounds should have been increased, not

reduced by 50%, since the same problem applies to the antiknock

and countless other industries adversely affected by EPA and OSHA

regulations. Certainly the battery producers face undefined

increases in costs from EPA and OSHA rules that are at least as

great as those faced by the U.S. lead producers. The point is

that U.S. lead producers do not have any more EPA and OSHA

problems than we do. This is a burden that all industries are

having to bear, and while we think there are many solutions,

windfall tariff protection is not the appropriate solution.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ON U.S. ECONOMY

The economic effects, therefore, of this increase in the cost

of imported lead are that those who buy lead, principally the

battery, chemical, ammunition and pigment manufacturers in the

United States, must pay more for the imported lead. It will not

be Just the imported lead which will cost more, however. Domestic

producers of lead, if the past is any prologue, will increase

the price of their product by the amount of the increase in duty

of the imported lead. Thus, all lead bought in the United States

will reflect the higher price caused by the increased duty. Those

U.S. companies which purchase this higher priced lead will have to

pass most of their increased purchase costs on to the consumers

of their products. Based on the 1978 import statistics for

TSUSA 624.0350 of 455,715,000 pounds, the estimated additional duty

amount in excess of the 1.0625 cents per pound previously paid

(using current lead price levels of 50 cents per pound) plus the

corresponding increase in the price of all domestically consumed

lead resulting from this additional duty, will result in an

unfavorable impact on the U.S. economy of about $20,625,000 a

year. This estimated annual amount will, of course, change as

lead price levels change. Additional information and estimated

costs resulting from this duty increase are reflected in Exhibit

III. It hardly bears repeating that our beleaguered economy,

already plauged by inflation, does not need this kind of unnecessary

cost increase.
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CONCLUSION

If indeed, the intention and objective of the MTN was to

reduce tariffs, we urge this Subcommittee, the full Committee on

Finance, and the U.S. Senate to pass legislation such as S.

and H.R. 6089, which would suspend for the next 2 years the ad

valorem rate of duty and put back into effect the previously

existing specific rate of duty on unwrought, unalloyed lead.

During the 2 year suspension, the price behavior of lead should be

closely followed so that at the conclusion of the 2 years, a fair

and reasonable rate may be established. If a different ad valorem

equivalent is then deemed more appropriate, the Congress would

then have an opportunity to enact legislation providing a new,

more appropriate ad valorem duty rate.

It is not at all our intention to reduce the previous tariff

protection the domestic lead producers had. Similarly, we do not

believe that we, nor the ultimate consumers in the United States,

should be adversely affected by an Increase in the price of lead

and lead products resulting from a duty increase. After all, an

intended objective of what has been hailed as the greatest round

of international trade negotiations ever concluded was to reduce

tariff rates.

Our position in support of S._ and H.R. 6089 is that the

U.S. lead producers are well protected from foreign competition at

the previous specific duty rate of 1.0625 cents per pound that was
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in effect, and that any additional duty resulting from a change

to the new ad valorem rate would only add to the burden of in-

flation being borne by the U.S. consumers of products containing

lead. We request expeditious action by Congress so that the

specific rate of 1.0625 cents per pound on Tariff Item 624.03 can

be reinstituted effective January 1, 1980.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views to the

Subcommittee in this statement.
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EXHiIBIT I

Price History of Unwrouti. Unalloyed Lead - Quoted Now York Spot Prices (21

Date of
Change

10-12-72

1-12-73
2-08-73
3-01-73
4-30-73

12-10-73

3-26-74
6-17-74

5-15-75
6-02-75
8-13-75

12-1 5-75

3-1 '-76
4-14-76
7-08-76

10-06-76

1-05-77
1-21-77
1-31-77
2-09-77
3-01-77

10-31-77
12-06-77

Price
#l1b.

14.5

15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
19.0

21.5
24.5

22.75
19.0
20.0
19.0

21.0
23.0
24.5
25.5

26.0
27.5
28.0
29.0
31.0
32,0
33.0

Date of
Change

5-04-78
8-14-78
9-12-78

10-06-78
10-31-75

1-02-79
1-18-79
2-07-79
3-20-79
5-24-79
6-29-79
9-28-79

10-09-79
10-31-79
11-30-79
12-17-79

1-03-0
1-07-80
1-1140
1-21-80

Price
_Ulb.

31.0
33.0

35.0
37.0
38.0

40.0
42.0
44.0
48.0
55.0
58.0
58.0-65.0
58.0-63.0
$7.0-63.0
57.0 (3)
53.0-37.0

52.0-55.0
50.0-52.0
48,0-52.0
$0.0-52.0

(3)
(3)
(3)

(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(2) Source Is lead metal prices listed daily In Wall Street Journal.
(3) Increased announced 9-28-79 by several domestic lead producers did

not stabilize. All but one primary producer stabilized on 10-9-79
at 630/lb. until 10-31-79 when two primary producers reduced their
prices to 57/Ib. Prices ranged from S7-59/lb. until 11-30-79 when
price stabilized at 5711b.

(4) Certain primary producers began announcing reductions during
December 1979 and early January, 19S0. Price still has not
stabilized.
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EXHIBIT II

SOEDULE OF EQUIVALENT DUTY RATES
ON CENTS PER PC" BASIS AT VARIOUS AD VALOREM RATES

Range of Relevant Ad Valoren Duty Rates -
Actual and Comparative - TSUS 624.03

Range of
Lead Prices

Cents per pound

20.8333
26.563
30.3572
35.4168

36.0
37.0
38.0
39.0
40.0
41.0
42.0
42.500
43,0
44*0
45.0
46.0
47.0
48.0
49.0
50.0
51.0
52.0
53.0
53.125
54.0
55.0
56.0
57.0
58.0
59.0
60.0
61.0
62.0
63.0
64.0
65.0

5.1% 4.0%6 3.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.0%

1.0625 0.8333
1.0625
1.2143 1.0625
1.4167 1.2396 1.0625

1.260 1.080
1.295 1.110
1.330 1.140
1.365 1.170
1.400 1.200
1.435 1.230
1.470 1.260
1.4875 1.275 1.0625
1.5050 1.290 1.0725
1.540 1.320 1.100
1.575 1.350 1.125
1.610 1.380 1.150
1.645 1.410 1.175
1.680 1.440 1.200
1.715 1.470 1.225
1.750 1.500 1.250
1.785 1.530 1.275
1.820 1.560 1.300
1.855 1.590 1.325
1.8594 1.5938 1.3281 1,0625
1.8900 1.620 1.350 1.080
1.9250 1.650 1.375 1.100
1.96 1.68 1.40 1.12
1.995 1.71 1.425 1.14
2.030 1.74 1.450 1.16
2.065 1.77 1.475 1.18
2.10 1.80 1.500 1.20
2.135 1.83 1.525 1.22
2.170 1.86 1.550 1.24
2.205 1.89 1.575 1.26
2.240 1.92 1.600 1.28
2.275 1.95 1.675 1.30
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EXHIBIT III

ESTIFWTm DOLLAR IMWACT 04 U.S. EC NO,
BASED 04 7h INCREASED DUTY RESULTING FRM

VARIOUS TARIFF LEVELS ASWD CN 1978 IWORTS
OF LROLAGHT UNALLOYED LEAD - TSUS 624.0350

1978 Imports - 455,719M pounds

Specific Duty Rate ?rtor to January 1, 1980 - 1.0625/lb.

Total Duty at Previous Rate - $4,842m

Total Duty at the current 3.5% tariff rate assuming a 509/Ib. lead price:
455,71SM x .50 x .035 w $7,975M

03.0% assuming 50f/lb.: 455,715M x .50 x .030 a $6,836M
62.5% assuming 509/lb.: 455,715M x .50 x .025 - $5,696M
*2.096 assuming 500/lb.: 455,715M x .50 x .020 - $4,557M

03.51% assuming 55f/lb.: 455,715M x .55 x .035 a $8,773M
03.0% assuming 559/lb.: 455,715M x .55 x. 030 a $7,S19M
2. 5116 assuming 559/Ib.: 455,715M x .55 x .025 a 66,266M

02.0% assuming 559/lb.: 455,715M x .55 x .020 a $5,013M

@3.5% assuming 60f9lb.: 455,715M x .60 x .035 * $9,570M
83.0% assuming 60f/lb.: 455,715M x .60 x .030 a $8,203M
02.56 assuming 60/lb.: 455,715M x .60 x .025 a $6,836M
82.0% assuming 60/lb.: 455,715M x .60 x .020 a $5,469M

1. The amount of additional duty that will Impact on the U.S. economy using the
1978 Import quantity as the basis for calculation can be found by taking the
difference between the total duty at the old rate ($4,842M) and the total
duty at the new rate using the applicable price level for lead. At current
price levels of 509/lb., the total duty Is $7,975M or an additional duty
cost of $3,133 based on 1978 Imports of tariff Item 624.0350.

2. The additional dollar Impact of the duty Increase (baled on 1978 Imports)
ranges from a 65% (7,97514,842) Increase In duty at the 3.S%/509/1b. level
up to a 98% (9,57014,842) Increase In duty at the 3.5%160#/lb. level.

3. Based on the total lead consumed In the U.S. annually (approximately 3,000W
pounds) at today's lead prices of 509/lb., the total additional dollar
Impact of the duty increase translates into $20,625MIJ in additional costs
for lead.

4. It Is Interesting to note from these calculations that additional duty
increased costs) would still prevail using the forecasted price of 609/Ib.

and assiuming just a 26 ad valorem duty rate would be applicable.

11 3:000hU a .50 x .035 • $52,500M
,OOCMM x 60.010625 w $31.37

S20,6251
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STATEMENT BY D&LioHT BRIDDOAM, PRESIDENT, BArrERY COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL,
BEFORE THE SUBfCOMMrI9EE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADz, SENATE FINANCE COMMIT-
TEE, FESRUARY 5, 1980'

Mr. Chairman, I am DeLight Breidegam, President of East Penn Manufacturing
Company of Lyon Station, Pennsylvania, and President of the Battery Council
International. My firm is an independent regional battery manufacturer, serving
replacement markets throughout the Middle Atlantic states and west as far as
Illinois.

The Battery Council represents 54 domestic producers of lead-acid storage batter-
ies, including both the majr national firms and many smaller local and regional
battery manufacturers. I have also been authorized to speak on behalf, of the
Independent Battery Manufacturers Association, which represents approximately 60
smaller battery manufacturers. Their membership overlaps with ours, and the two
associations together represent virtually 100 percent of the total U.S. industry. As
battery production is typically located close to markets, these firms are situated
throughout the country.

The Battery Council fully supports H.R. 6089, which would prohibit until January
1, 1982 the conversion of the rates of duty on unwrought lead, other than lead
bullion, to ad valorem equivalents.

The average automotive storage battery contains 22 pounds of lead. Aproximately
60 percent of the total U.S. supply of lead-including both primary and secondary
production and imported lead-is used by our industry. This raw material is the
arrest single cost in the production of a battery.

Other members of this panel have detailed how the tariff on lead has increased
from 1.0625 cents per pound to a current rate of approximately 1.76 cents per pound
as the inadvertent consequence of a round of tariff negotiations which was intended,
overall, not to raise but to lower tariffs.

The tariff increase, amounting to about 65 percent at current prices, has been the
consequence of the sharp rise in the price of lead since 1976. This increased lead
price has already had an impact on our industry. Consumer resistance to higher
prices has been a major factor in a sharp sales decline in 1979-80. Sales are
currently off about 12 percent from last year. The result has been reduced work-
weeks almost throughout the industry, and layoffs in a large number of cities.

The United States, as other panelists have shown, is not and has not traditionally
been self-sufficient in lead. Consumption outruns U.S. production, and tariff in-
creases are not needed to protect U.S. workers or U.S. firms. The only consequence
would be to raise domestic lead prices to the new price level of import costs plus the
tariff.

The increased cost to domestic lead users, at current lead prices and lead use,
would be about $21 million. The battery industry's share of this would be about $12
million.

This extra cost would come at a time when the battery industry is already
suffering from increased lead prices-and facing the prospect of extraordinary costs
for compliance with the rules of two awesome federal regulatory agencies--OSHA
and EPA.

Recent actions by these two agencies, if upheld by the Courts, will place an
immense burden on the battery industry, as it will on all firms and industries which
either produce or use lead.

These rules are under review by the Circuit Court of Appeals, and the final form
which they will take is uncertain. The time frame in which the costs will be
incurred could also change; the OSHA rule, as it now stands, calls for full compli-
ance by the battery industry by March 1984, and by the primary smelters by 1989.

If these standards, and particularly the OSHA standard are upheld, the battery
industry will face costs of compliance which will, at the very least, change the shape
of the industry as we know it today.

When OSHA first proposed a new standard for occupational exposure to lead, the
proposed level was one hundred micrograms of lead per cubic meter of air (100
m). On the basis of this proposal, the consulting firm which prepared the economic
impact assessment for OSHA estimated the capital cost of compliance for the
battery industry at $345 million. The comparable cost for the primary smelting
industry was $56 million. The continuing, annual compliance costs for the battery
industry were placed at $46 million a year; compared to $12.5 million for the
primary smelters. That is, the estimated costs of compliance with the proposed
OSHA rule, for the battery industry, would have been about six times greater than
for the smelters.

'Mr. Robert Wilbur, Director, Washington Office, Battery Council International, will appear
at the hearings on behalf of Mr. Breidegam.
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The OSHA study also concluded that, because of economies of scale, the burden of
compliance would fall disproportionately on the smaller battery firms. For this
reason-in the words of OSHA's contractor-"this makes it hard to escape the
conclusion that the OSHA lead standard is likely to bankrupt many small storage
battery producers, possibly as many as 100 small companies.

These estimates-from OSHA's own consultant-were based on the original
OSHA proposal of 100 ig/rm'. When it came time for its decision, OSHA did not
adopt this proposal. It halved this level-to 60 p.g/mi.

There are no estimates of the cost of compliance with the final 50 pg/m stand-
ard, for the battery, the smelter, or any other affected industry. Almost certainly,
the costs will be far greater than twice the estimates for meeting the 100 pg/m'
proposal. It is even doubtful that the standard is technically feasible-that
is-whether it could be met no matter how much is spent.In addition, the battery industry faces costs of compliance with EPA rules yet
unissued which could be at least as great as the cost of compliance with the OSHA
rule. Last month, EPA issued proposed point source air emission standards for new
or rebuilt battery plants. The EPA-estimated price tag-capital alone-for these
standards is $8.6 million over five years. We think this is about half the real cost.

Next-probably also this year-will come BPT and BAT standards for water
effluent discharges, with full compliance likely to be required by 1983. Since the
rules have not been issued, we know even less about the cost. But one recent EPA
study suggests at least $63 million, again in capital costs alone. The true cost will
probably be far greater.

Despite these staggering sums, it is possible that the smelter industry's cost of
compliance might be even greater than the battery industry's costs.

However, to argue that the smelters need an increased tariff on lead to generate
revenues to meet their costs, would be to stand commonsense on its head. The result
would be that the battery industry-at least whatever battery firms survived-
would bear both their own cost of cornplnce and this part of the smelter indus-
try's. Raising the lead tariff to help the smelters would throw a double cost of
compliance on the battery industry and on our customers-the men and women who
buy storage batteries for their cars and trucks. (One further consequence, of course,
could be increased imports of finished batteries).

There are several ways that the overall problem of meeting the cost of EPA and
OSHA rules could be handled. First, the agencies could withdraw and revise the
rules. Perhaps the courts will help them do this. Second, the Congress might insist
on commonsense changes-such as permitting compliance through the use of respi-
rators, rather than insisting on engineering changes, the most expensive of all
means of compliance. Third, the Congress might help by providing relief through
tax reform, such as a one year depreciation of non-productive investments needed to
meet government-mandated standards.

To try to solve this problem through a tariff increase, which strikes at one
segment of industry-the using industry-is, certainly, the worst of all possible
courses.

STATEMENT DY CONGRESSMAN FRNzIL

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify on H.R. 6089. You are to
be commended for so early in this session of Congress getting down to the business
of the Cor and holding this hearing. I am particularly appreciative that you
have included my bill on the hearing agenda today even though the bill has not yet
been considered in the House. I understand that Senator Nelson will introduce a
similar bill in the Senate this week.

All of us who were involved in the passage of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979
fully expected that there would have to be additional legislation passed to make
technical corrections and to take care of the little matters that fell through the
cracks in the process of enacting the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. That is the
nature of things in this imperfect world.

The matter to which HR. 6089 is directed is perhaps a case in point. However, the
problem of an unintended large increase in the duty on lead brought about by a
conversion and concession exercise under the MTN umbrella meant to reduce tariffs
was brought to the attention of our trade negotiators before the wrapup of the
Tokyo Round. Though it was late in the day, they did not or else believed they could
not cure the problfn.

The problem, to pIt it succinctly as 1 can, is that the duty on unwrought,
unalloy-ed lead, like the duty on so many other import items, was to have been
reduced by the United States as a result of the MTN. Instead, the duty was
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increased over 65 percent, at today's price of lead. It is quite possible that the
increase in lead duties will exceed 100 percent for much of the 1980's if the prices
forecast for lead materialize. The duty increase resulted from a conversion by the
Unitid States of the specific duty on lead to its ad valorem equivalent based on 1976
prices and an unforeseen and unprecedented explosion in the price of lead during
1979.

Therefore, my request to you today is simple: place the import duty on lead, at
least temporarily, at the level it was, 1.0625 cents per pound, before the great trade.
liberalizing effort of the Tokyo Round. H.R. 6089 is designed to do that, It would
suspend until January 1, 1982, the 3.5 percent ad valorem rate and reinstate the
1.0625 cents per pound specific rate. During the two years, lead prices hopefully
would stabilize; but in any evbnt, a decision could be reached on the rate of duty on
lead which would afford reasonable protection for the domestic lead producing
industry without gouging the lead users and the ultimate consumers of lead
products.

Quite frankly, since the United States is necessarily a net importer of lead,
perhaps the duty on lead should be reduced, but at least the rate in ad valorem
terms should be similar to or the same as the specific rate has been.

If the current 3.6 percent rate remains the duty on lead, according to the best
estimates I have seen, it will mean a $21 million additional bill that U.S. purchasers
of products containing lead will have to pay in 1980. I can tell you that the impact
in my Twin Cities area alone of an added cost of imported lead will be substantial.

In producing a pproximately 1 million batteries a year, Twin Cities battery plant
consume about 22 million pounds of lead and use another 20 million pounds of lead
in the making of lead oxide which is shipped to other states to be used in the
manufacture of batteries. About 700 jobs are involved and we are talking about a
payroll of $14 million or more. Battery-makers are having a hard enough time as it
is, with the greatly increased price of lead and other problems. Their sales have
declined. There are layoffs of employees. They just cannot take another substantial
increase in their costs such as the higher duty on lead will mean. And, when the
imported lead price rises because of the increase in the tariff, the nature of pricing
of this commodity is such that the price of the domestically produced lead will rise
by about the same amount. That is why it is calculated that lead users--battery
manufacturers, gasoline additive producers, pigment makers, ammunition manufac-

___ turers--will be paying approximately $21 million more for the purchase of lead in
1980 as a result of the duty increase. They will try to pas that $21 million tab on to
the purchasers of their products, and that means we're all goin; to have to share in
the payment of an extra bill that is not in keeping with the spirit of the MTN, and
is not necessary to the success of domestic lead- producing companies.

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak on my bill, HR. 6089. I hope that
you will order it reported favorably and that the full Committee on Finance and the
Senate will approve it as well. I can assure you that I shall be pursuing its early
passage in the House of Representatives so that the specific rate of duty, 1.0625
cents per pound on lead, can remain, at least from January 1, 1980, until January 1,
1982, the duty on lead.

Senator Rmicor. H.R. 2492.
Senator DoLz. I think there is another panel.
Senator RincovF. Yes, I am sorry. There is another panel. Mr.

Robert Muth, Mr. Charles Carlisle, Mr. Phillip Ruppe, and Mr.
Gary Wickham.Mr. Muth?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MUTH, VICE PRESIDENT, ASARCO,
INC., ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES CARLISLE, VICE PRESI.
DENT, ST. JOE MINERALS CORP.; PHILLIP E. RUPPE, DIREC-
TOt, WASHINGTON SERVICES, AMAX, INC., GARY WICKHAM,
VICE PRESIDENT, BUNKER HILL CO.
Mr. MutH. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert Muth, vice president of

ASARCO, Inc. My testimony this morning is presented on behalf of
four U.S. producers of primary lead. These compares account for
virtually all of the primary lead produced in the United States.
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They are: AMAX, Inc.; my own company, ASARCO; the Buiket
Hill Co., a subsidiary of Gulf Resources & Chemical Corp.; and St.
Joe Minerals Corp.

Each of the four companies is represented on the panel. Present
with me are Charles Carlisle, vice president of St. Joe Minerals;
Phillip Ruppe, director of Washington Services of AMAX, Inc.; and
Gary Vickham, vice president, Bunker Hill Co.

We are also accompanied by Lyn Schlitt of Covington & Burling
and Stanley Nehmer, president of Economic Consulting Services,
Inc.

Mr. Chairman, we have submitted a statement which I would
like to tender for the record.

Senator RInICon. Without objection, the entire statement will go
into the record.

Mr. MuTH. Thank you, sir. I will speak briefly from it.
The four companies represented on our panel oppose enactment

of H.R. 6089 and urge, instead, retention of the recently negotiated
3.5 percent ad valorem duty on imports of unwrought lead. We
oppose H.R. 6089 for the following reasons:

First of all, Mr. Chairman, the recently negotiated 3.5 recent
duty on imported lead metal is low by historic U.S. standards. It is
low by eny standards applicable in U.S. tariff history prior to the
surge of inflation in the late 1970's which rendered the 1.06 cents
per pound specific rate of duty rapidly obsolete.

Throughout the sixties and well into the seventies, Mr. Chair-
man, the ad valorem equivalent of the 1.06 cents per pound ranged
from 5 percent up through 7 to 8 percent.

To assert, as we have heard this morning, that this new duty
represents an increase is to take an exceedingly short view of
history in this industry.

A second point, sir, is we are now on parity in our duty with the
European Community and considerably beiow our second major
international competitor, Japan.

The chart here illustrates the relationships that emerge after the
MTN negotiations.

The 3.5 percent rate for the United States being equal to that of
the European Community and considerably below the 7.5 percent
now applicable in Japan and even below the 4.7-percent rate which
will be the ultimate target of the Japanese tariff reduction.

The 1.06 cents rate which is being urged upon you, as you can
see, is the equivalent today of about 1.8 percent.

[The chart referred to follows:]
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Mr. MutH. We are, already sir, one of the most open markets in
the world for lead in times of long supply. I am afraid what is
being urged today would make us even more vulnerable.

We also believe that we ought to stick to the rate that was
negotiated in the multilateral negotiations. These negotiations
were carried out in accordance with U.S. trade policy. We won
some concessions, or so I am told, for the reductions that were
made.

I do not think it is in the interests of the United States, or in the
long-term interest of free trade, for us to unilaterally reduce our
duty so soon after completion of multilateral negotiations.

The lead industry is cyclical, exceedingly cyclical, but I would
have to take exception to the remark that was made with respect
to the recent lead price increases. Compared with what has hap
pened to the price of copper or silver or gold or molybdenum, the
price of lead has not surged. This is not that unusual. Metal prices
are very strong today through the world. Whether they will be so
this year remains to be seen.

The lead market is already showing significant signs of weaken-
ing. But we are in this regard no different from any of the other
base metals.

H.R. 6089, sir, would have the effect of reinstating a specific rate
of duty and in inflationary times, that simply will not be adequate,
sir.

Senator RwiconT. Let me ask you, do you gentlemen represent
practically the entire productivity of lead in this country?

Mr. MuTH. No, sir.
Senator RjiecoFn. Primary lead?
Mr. MuTH. About 60 percent of the lead produced in the United

States is produced from secondary, or scrap, sources.
Senator RIICOFF. Concerning the lead we are talking about,

unwrought lead, do you represent the basic producers of this com-
modity?

Mr. MuTH. Of the primary lead? Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFn. Is your production equivalent to the basic

needs in this country?
Mr. MutH. We are closer today, Mr. Ribicoff, to 'self-sufficiency in

lead than we have ever been before. Our imports today, our net
imports, run about 14 percent of consumption.

With the increased price that we have seen in the last year there
are now underway plans to expand mine production in Missouri.
We also have an underutilization of primary smelter capacity in
this country.

Senator Rmcovir. How long would it take you to expand mine
production?

Mr. MutH. One major mine expansion is underway now and is
already yielding results and will be completed by 1981.

We do have the capacity to expand production, to do it in the
relatively near term. Particularly if we could manage to attract
more imported concentrates, ores. We have unused smelting capac-
ity in the United States. It is unused, sir, because those of us who
purchase ores in the international marketplace must compete
against our friends in Europe and Japan and that duty schedule
that you see there, sir, does not make it any easier for us.
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Senator RiBcon. The American companies do not export this
product?

Mr. MuTH. Not on a net basis. There are some exports every
year, material moving back and forth from Canada for example.
_Tere are some exports.

Lead scrap flows out of the United States in sometimes unfortu-
nate quantities, again attracted by higher prices overseas.

Senator Ribcono. But here, if it takes you until 1981 to expand
your capacity, this bill only requested a 2-year extension or a 2-
year leeway. That would take you right up to where you could go
into production for self-sufficiency?

Mr. MuTH. I am sorry, Senator. I do not want to mislead you on
that.

First of all, self-sufficiency is a function of not only supply but of
demand and what we are seeing at the moment is a deterioration
of demand in the United States to the point where our-primary
leid industry in December experienced shipments of product at an
11-year low.

We are looking currently at a very soft market for lead. The
prices have reflected this. Prices aredown some 21 percent in the
last 3 months.

Senator Rmicon. In other words, do you feel that, today, your
production is sufficient to take care of American needs?

Mr. MuTH. On a net basis, sir, we are very, very close.
Senator Rmiroo. I am just curious. Are the batteries that go

into foreign cars produced abroad, or are they produced in this
country?

Mr. MuTH. I would have to assume they are produced abroad. I
do not know the answer.

Senator Rmncon. I am just wondering, though about the ship-
ping costs. Would it not pay to purchase a comparably priced
battery in this country for foreign cars?

Mr. CZwaLz. Senator, can I comment? I am Charles Carlisle.
I think most of the batteries coming on foreign cars are produced

abroad. It is important, though, to understand that the American
battery industry has the great bulk of battery sales in this country.
They have -an 8-percent duty protecting them, that is why, and by
my calculations about 2.5 percent or less of the batteries sold in the
United States are foreign batteries and even a smaller amount
incidentally of the gasoline additives which are sold in the United
States are imported.

These industries are, to put it bluntly, effectively sheltered from
-'"e-winds of international competition and we are riot.

The point, I think, of this tariff schedule up here is this. The lead
market is softening. You are right. We do need sorae imports now.
What we are concerned about is if you reduce this tariff further
v- get into a period of surplus and all of the excess of metal

around the world, lead metal around the world, is going to flow
into this market and this has happened before, Senator Ribicoff.
That is why we are up here o posing this legislation.

Senator Rmicov. Senator Dole?
Senator Dom. I have no questions.

_SenatorR icom. Senator Danforth?
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, let me say I am not disinter-
ested in this. As you pointed out, Missouri is a lead-producing
State. As a matter of fact, some 85 percent of the lead produced in
this country is produced in the State of Missouri.

Whole communities are really, for all practical purposes, totally
dependent on the lead industry in Missouri, both in the mining of
lead and in the smelting of lead.

Therefore, clearly, trade policy with respect to lead is something
that is of economic consequence to people who in the case of, say,
Viburnum, Mo. They are not close to any other community. That is
it.

I wonder if it would be possible, Mr. Chairman, if these witnesses
could submit for the record, if they have not already, some sort of
chart or graph which would indicate the cyclical nature of profit-
ability in the lead industry? Would that be possible for you to do?

Mr. MuTH. We would be happy to do that, sir.
[The material referred to follows:]

STATEmET ON CyCUCAL NAruxx or U.S. PoMAy L AD PRODUCING IuuraY

The following three charts demonstrate the cyclical nature of profitability of the
U.S. primary lead industry. Chart I demonstrates the fluctuations in net profits for
the four companies which are the primary lead producers in the U.S., from 1965
through 1977. Chart 2 shows the fluctuations in levels of stocks from 1970 through
the end of 1979 and Chart 3 shows the shifts in price changes for pig lead over the
same period. Both Chart 1 and Chart 3 have been discounted for inflation. All three
charts demonstrate the cyclical nature faced by U.S. primary lead producers and
Charts 2 and 3 indicate that the primary producers are again facing a downturn in
the market.



Chart 1

ANNUAL COMINED NET PROFITS OF U.S. PRIMARY LERD PRODUCER,

DrLAT.D FOR INFLATION, 1965-1977
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Chart 2

PRODUCERS' STOCKS OF REFINED LEAD IN THE UNITED STATES,

1970-1979
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Chart 3

PERCENT CHANGE OF A THREE-MONTH RUNNING AVERAGE IN THE
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Senator Rwicon. That would be appreciated.The thought that develops with this particular type of hearing-
and I would suggest to my colleagues who will be here next year
when I am not and to the staff, that there be a consideration of it
by the Office of the Trade Representative and our staff in this
committee-is that where you have a large import of a finished
product that consists of many components and there are domestic
sources of the components, whether something should not be
worked out so that many of those domestic components go into the
foreign imports.

Certainly when you talk about batteries which are heavy, there
is no reason why the large imports of German and Japanese cars
should not be required in our trade agreements to have American-
produced batteries, or American-produced tires, or American-pro-
duced components which are interchangeable and come up to a
standard that could be delivered by American companies.

And I think this is something worth exploring when we consider
the international factors of trade today.

If there are no other questions-
Senator DANroRTH. Mr. Chairman, if I could just ask a couple

more questions.
I wonder if the witnesses know what the present duties are on

batteries and also on gasoline additives?
Mr. Mutm. Yes, sir.
There was a statement made earlier that the duty on tetroethyl

lead has been cut by 50 percent. I think it is worth pointing out it
has been cut by 50 percent from 15 to 7.5 percent over a period of
the next several years.

Senator DANFORTH. So that the duty on tetroethyl lead for gaso-
line would be more than twice the duty on lead.

Mr. Mtmi. We would be delighted to change places with them in
that regard, yes, sir.

Senator DANFORTH. How about batteries?
Mr. Mum. Batteries vary, according to category, but they run

roughly between 7 and 8.5 percent.
Senator DANORTH. Again, roughly double?
Mr. Mrm. Yes, sir.
Senator D Ho'. Now, just one final question.
For the lead industry in your dealings with the Government in

trying to adjust to changing times and environmental regulations
and so on, has this been a period of stability, smooth sailing for the
industry, or have there been problems which pose real economic
threat to the industry and may pose a more serious threat in the
foreseeable future?

Mr. MuTm. I would like to ask Mr. Carlisle, or anyone else, to
respond to that. Let me sy, our experience is if this is the cavalry,
we did better with the Indians.

Mr. CARJmxS. Senator Danforth as you know, we are confronting
extraordinarily severe EPA and OSHA lead regulations, so severe
that-and I might add, unnecessarily stringent in our judgment--
that the technology does not exist to meet it.

We will have to lay out, as an industry, hundreds of millions, I
dare say billions of dollars, over a billion dollars, before it is all
over to meet these standards.
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Now, the point was made earlier by one of the other witnesses
that, they, too, confront these EPA and OSHA standards and that
is correct. The difference is this.

They have a much higher tariff protection than we have and we
are going to have to take on this task, subject, as I say, to severe
import competition, import competition which they do not have.

Mr. RuPPE. Senator, I am Phillip Ruppe with AMAX
One of the concerns my company has is not really a battle with

another type of industry but our company really feels that the
American tariff is as low as the tariff in any other country, as low
as the European Community, substantially less than that tariff
now exercised by Japan, or even by Japan 7 years in the future
when its own tariffs are reduced.

What AMAX is concerned with, why should we unilaterally cut
the tariff and get nothing from our trading partners? It would be a
unilateral move, and it seems to me it would put the lead industry,
as AMAX perceives it, in a disadvantageous position just shortly
after the MTN negotiations had been concluded and the world
agreed to a uniform tariff schedule.

In our opinion, for the Americans to drop their own tariff at this
particular time and get nothing in exchange from either the Euro-
pean Community or Japan seems to be an unwise move from a
tariff point of view.

We are not competing with another lead producer. Why make a
unilateral cut when no one else is prepared to do the same thing?

Senator RIBicoFF. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. WICKHAM. May I add one comment on stability and environ-

mental cost?
Simply speaking for the Bunker Hill Co. over the past 5 years,

our expenditures on environmental cost-related items have out-
stripped our profits by a factor of 3-to-1.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RwiCoFF. Thank you, gentlemen.
Without objection, there is a statement from Senator Nelson

which will go into the record at the appropriate place.
[The prepared statements of Senator Nelson and Mr. Muth

follow:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GAYLORD NELSON

The goal of the recently-completed Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade Negoti-
ations was to reduce tariff and non-tariff barriers to the free flow of international
trade.

As part of the Tokyo Round, the United States converted specific rates of duty on
a number of imported items to their ad valorem equivalents based on the value of
these imports in 1976. It is my understanding that these conversions were not
intended to significantly increase the actual tariff collected.

As the result of this process, the ad valorem rate of duty on imports of unwrought
lead, effective January 1, 1980, is 3.5 percent.

At about the same time this change was negotiated, however, lead prices in-
creased dramatically. They shot up from 21 cents per pound in 1976 to about 50
cents per pound today. Because the ad valorem tariff is computed as a percentage of
the price, the tariff rose at a similar rate.

This has imposed a great burden on lead users and consumers in the United
States. Prior to the tariff conversion, the duty on unwrought, unalloyed lead was
1.0625 cents per pound. At today's lead prices, it is 1,75 cents per pound, which
represents a 60 percent increase in the tariff.
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Thus, while the whole purpose of the trade negotiations was to lower tariffs and
other barriers to trade, the result in the case of lead imports is a significantly
higher tariff.

The increased tariff will not only cause the price of imported lead to increase, but
will also have the effect of causing the price of domestically-produced lead to rise to
an equivalent level. The net effect will likel, increase costs to the lead-using
industries and their customers by about $21 mIllion a year.

This added burden will come at a time when at least one of the major using
industries, the automotive batter industry, is already experiencing a decline in sales
which appears, in part, to be the direct result of increased prices and is consequent-
ly being forced to cut back production and lay off employees.

Therefore, I introduced legislation yesterday (S. 2250) which will correct this
inadvertent tariff increase. This measure suspends for two years the 3.5 percent ad
valorem tariff and retains for that two-year period the prior specific rate of duty of
1.0625 cents per pound. During those two years, lead price levels can be observed so
as to arrive at a proper rate of duty, one which can achieve a happy medium for
those adversely affected when the price is high and for those who are adversely
affected when the rice is low. If necessary, further negotiations with our trading
partners can provide a rate of duty which may be more appropriate than the 3.5
percent rate.

In my judgment, it is important to emphasize that the United States is a net
importer of lead. U.S. lead requirements considerably exceed U.S. production. A
higher tariff is not, therefore, needed to protect U.S. producers or their employees
from foreign competition.

I was prepared to offer the substance of this bill in the waning days of the last
session of Congress as an amendment to the Windfall Profits Tax bill, but upon the
assurance of the manager of that bill, the Chairman of the Finance Committee, that
a hearing on such a proposal would be held by the Committee early this year, I did
not offer my amendment at that time. I am pleased that the Finance Committee's
Subcommittee on International Trade, chaired b Senator Ribicoff, took testimon
today on the subject matter of this bill, which is also embodied in H.R. 608,
introduced last December in the House of Representatives. After the hearing, I
would hope that the Finance Committee will expeditiously report the measure
favorably to the Senate.

TESTIMONY OF U.S. PRiMARY LEAD PRODUCERS, PRESENTED BY Roxrzr MUTH, Vict
PRESIDENT, ASARCO INC.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

The domestic primary lead producing industry opposes the enactment of H.R.
6089 for the following seven basic reasons:

The recently negotiated 3.5 percent duty on imported lead metal is low by historic
U.S. standards and is at panty with the duty of the European Community and
lower than that of Japan and Mexico, making the U.S. one of the most open lead
markets in the world.

The current 3.5 percent duty was arrived at in recent multilateral and bilateral
negotiations in accordance with U.S. trade policy favoring reciprocal tariff reduc-
tions. Further reduction by unilateral action by the U.S. is not consistent with our
trade policy, or with our long-range national interests, including our interest in
freer trade.

The lead industry is cyclical, and subject to sudden and prolonged periods of slack
demand and depressed price. Even though the price rose in 1979, it has dropped in
the last three months by 21 percent. Domestic lead shipments fell precipitously in
the last two months of 1979 to the lowest level in at least two years. At the same
time stocks at our plants rose substantially to a level at the end of 1979 at least
three times what they were two years earlier.

H.R. 6089 would have the effect of reinstating a specific rate of duty, 1.0626 cents
per pound of lead. The recently negotiated change from a specific rate of duty to an
ad valorem rate was in accordance with overall U.S. trade policy and in agreement
with our trading partners. It was intended to facilitate the maintenance of parity
with our trading partners and competitors. In times of rapid inflation, specific rates
of duty quickly become obsolete. The more to an ad valorem rate was proper and to
shift back to a specific rate of duty would be improper.

The U.S. lead smelting and refin in dustry is facing enormous costs to comply
with recently enacted EPA and OSHA regulations. These regulations are far more
onerous than are those in the principal lead exporting countries. We seriously
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question whether it is in the national interest unilaterally to reduce the U.S. tariff
on lead metal at the very time agencies of our government are demanding that the
domestic industry make major long-term commitments to new plant and equipment,
and to assume the risk of investment in new and untested technology.

H.R. 6089 would impair the ability of non-integrated U.S. smelters and refineries
to bid successfully for raw materials--ores and concentrates-in the world market.
The limited tariff protection helps assure US. producers a sufficient return to bid
competitively.

The U.S. lead industry is closer today to national self-sufficiency than at any time
in the past 40 years. If we are permitted to enjoy a position of parity with our
foreign competition, we have the capacity to increase production and to reduce the
nation's dependence on imported metal.

TwMONV or RoszR, Mum, Vicz PESDENT, ASARCO INc.

INTRODUCTION

I am Robert Muth, Vice President of ASARCO Incorporated. This testimony is
presented on behalf of the following U.S. producers of lead, which companies ac-
count for virtually all U.S. primary refined lead production: AMAX Inc., ASARCO
Inc., The Bunker Hill Co., Subsidiary of: Gulf Resources & Chemical Corp., and St.
Joe Minerae Corp.

Each of the four companies is represented today on our panel. Present with me
are Charles Carlisle, Vice President of St. Joe Minerals Corp.; Phillip E. Ru pe,
Director of Washington Services of AMAX Inc.; and Gary Wickham, Vice President
of Bunker Hill Company. We are accompanied by Lyn Schlitt of the law firm of
Covington & Burling, and Stanley Nehmer, President of Economic Consulting Serv-
ices Inc.

The four companies represented on this panel oppose enactment of H.R. 6089 and
urge instead retention of the recently negotiated 3.5 percent ad valorem duty on
imports of unwrought lead. We oppose H.R. 6089 for the following seven reasons:

The recently negotiated 3.5 percent duty on imported lead metal is low by historic
U.S. standards, and is at parity with the duty of the European Community and
lower than that of Japan, and Mexico, making the U.S. one of the most open lead
markets in the world.

The current 3.5 percent duty was arrived at in recent multilateral and bilateral
negotiations in accordance with U.S. trade policy favoring reciprocal tariff reduc-
tions. Further reduction by unilateral action of the U.S. is not consistent with our
trade policy, or with our long-range national interests, including our Interest in
freer trade.

The lead industry is cyclical, and subject to sudden and prolonged periods of slack
demand and depressed price. Even though the price rose in 1979, it has dropped in
the last 3 months by 21 percent. Domestic lead shipments fell precipitously in the
last two months of 1979 to the lowest level in at least two years. At the same time
stocks at our plants rose substantially to a level at the end of 1979 at least three
times what they were two years earlier.

H.R. 6089 would have the effect of reinstating a specific rate of duty, 1.0625 cents
per pound of lead. The recently negotiated change from a specific rate of duty to an
ad valorem rate was in accordance with overall U.S. trade policy and in agreement
with our trading partners. It was intended to facilitate the maintenance of parity
with our trading partners and competitors. In times of rapid inflation, specific rates
of duty quickly become obsolete. The move to an ad valorem rate was proper and to
shift back to a specific rate of duty would be improper.

The U.S. lead smelting and re'Ining industry is facing enormous costs to comply
with recently enacted EPA and OSHA 1 7 zlations These regulations are far more
onerous than are those in the prince lead exporting countries. We seriously
question whether it is in the national interest unilaterally to reduce the U S. tariff
on lead metal and the very time agencies of our government are demanding that
the domestic industry make major long-term commitments to new plant and equip-
ment, and to assume the risk of investment in new and untested technology.

HR 6089 would impare the ability of non-integrated U.S. smelters and refineries
to bid successfully for raw materials,--res and concentrates--in the world market.
The limited tariff protection helps assure U.S. producers a sufficient return to bid
competitively.

The U.S. lead industry is closer today to national self-sufficiency than at any time
in the past 40 years. If we are permitted to enjoy a position of parity with our
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foreign competition, we have the capacity to increase .production and to reduce the
nation's dependence on imported metal.

THE U.S. TARIFF RATE WAS ALUADY CUT TWICE

The current 3.5 percent rate of duty is low by both historic U.S. standards and in
comparison with international standards. Prior to the recent Geneva trade negotia-
tions, the U.S. duty on unwrbught lead was 1.0625 cents per pound. This specific
rate of duty had been in place for over 26 years, and had afforded substantial
protection to the domestic industry until its effectiveness was eroded by the double
digit inflation of the mid-1970s. In the 1960, after the Kennedy round of tariff
adjustments, the ad valorem equivalent was never below 6.3 percent. From 1965
through 1970 the average ad valorem equivalent was about 7 percent. As late as
1973, with lead selling at what was then a 20-year high of 19 cents per pound, the
old fixed rate of duty amounted to an ad valorem equivalent of 5.5 percent. But in
the late 1970's with metal prices rising to reflect rapid inflation in the U.S. and a
weakening U.S. currency, the ad valorem equivalent of the fixed rate rapidly
dwindled.

It was, therefore, reasonable that our negotiators agreed to a formula that as-
signed to the old fixed rate an equivalent rate of 5.2 percent ad valorem using 1976
as a base year. The further agreement of the U.S. negotiators to a reduction to 4
percent represented a substantial concession, given in exchange for a reciprocal cut
in the Japanese tariff. Moreover, the Japanese opted for an eight-year phasing of
their new lead tariffs, while the U.S. determined to begin the tariff for lead on
January 1, 1980.

No sooner had agreement been reached at Geneva when the 4 percent U.S. rate
was cut again, this time in bilateral negotiations with Mexico, to 3.5 percent. The
U.S. industry was consulted during these negotiations and did n obtect to the
further reduction to 3.5 percent because it put the U.S. duty at parity with the EC.

By January 1, 1980 when the 3.5 percent rate became effective, it represented the
lowest sustained level of lead duties in modern U.S. history. And, at 3.5 percent, the
U.S. is now on a parity with the European Community, and is substantially below
the level of Japan, and Mexico.

H.R. 6089 would require a further tariff cut to approximately 1.8 percent ad
valorem for two years. This would mean that the U.S. would reduce its tariff overall
by more than 66 percent a much more substantial cut than that negotiated in the
MTN. In effect, the U.A. would be granting further concessions to our foreigncompetitors without reciprocity. The total intention of the MTN was to reduce
tariffs reciprocal. Afte ral the hard negotia 'ting done in Geneva, including the
work contributed by this Committee, is this sound trade policy?

We think not. Any unilateral cut of the tariff on this item is totally unwarrented.

THE U.S. LEAD MART I8 HIGHLY CYCLICAL AND PRICU ARE CURRENTLY DROPPING

The lead market has been strong throughout the world for the past couple of
years. It is, however, like many other metals, highly cyclical, and the future is
uncertain. Periods of depressed demand, low prices, and in the United States, rising
imports, are not uncommon in lead metal business. For example, the average price
as quoted by Metals Week for U.S. producer prices of lead dropped from63 cents
per pound on October 26, 1979 to 50 cents per pound as of January 8, 1980, a decline
of 21 percent in the past 3 months, a period also marked by falling demand and
increasing stocks of lead.

Domestic lead shipments fell precipitously in the last two months of 1979 to the
lowest level in at least two year. At the same time stock level at our plants rose
substantially at the end of 1979 to at least three times what they were two years
earlier.

Lead is a homogenous product, a true commodity. There are no major variations
in the qualities of the metal produced in different nations. The result is that
consumers are able to switch easily among suppliers on the basis of price. Any
decrease in the price of lead imports, no matter-iow small, can cause injury to the
domestic industry, and can set off a rapid downward price spiral. To deprive the
industry of the current tariff which, while modest, partly offsets the effects of the
cclical imbalances in the international lead market, would be unjustifiable, espe-
cially in light of the virtual certainty that the price of lead will continue to
fluctuate through up and down cycles.Uncertainty prevails even in the very short term, due to the impact on the
supply-demand balance of buying by the Eastern bloc nations. It is widely accepted
that unanticipated Soviet purchases were in large measure responsible for the price
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levels reached in 1979. No one in the industry is capable of predicting what actions
the Soviets will be taking this year, or even this month.

AD VALOREM RATES ATTEMPT TO COMPENSATE FOR INFLATION

H.R. 6089 would have the unhappy consequence of reinstating a specific rate of
duty in place of an ad valorem rate. The total inadequacy of specific rates of duty in
periods of rapid inflation is well illustrated by what happened to the U.S. duty on
lead in the late 1970s.

In the MTN negotiations, an agreement was reached that all countries change
their specific tariff rates for most items under negotiations to ad valorem rates.
Because most nations used ad valorem rates, the change in tariff structure was
desired in order to make it easier to compare tariffs among trading partners, and to
facilitate the tariff equalization policies of the United States and other govern-
ments. The U.S. change to ad valorem rates was made in consultation with U.S.
producers, consumers, and government advisors on each product classification and
category.

Ad valorem rates have the important advantage of automatic adjustment to
changes in price levels, compensating for inflation and price depression, and avoid-
in the confusion and inequities caused by specific rates and fluctuating currencies.
With present projections of a continuing rate of inflation in the U.S. of 10 percent
and higher, there is no justification for a return to specific duties.

THE U.S. LEAD INDUSTRY 18 ALREADY SEVERELY IMPACTED BY iPA AND OSHA
REQUIREMENTS

The domestic lead industry bears an unusually heavy burden in costs to comply
with pollution control regulations. The industry has already invested large sums to
comply with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements for emissions of
sulfur dioxide and particulates-in the form of both capital costs, which are still
being amortized by individual plants, and increased operating costs. In addition, the
industry faces substantially higher future costs posed by recently enacted EPA and
OSHA lead standards. These new standards are widely recognized as technologically
and economically unattainable, requiring a virtual recapitalization of the entire
primary and secondary lead industries. Some estimates place the cost of attempting
to comply at something in excess of $1 billion. In promulgating the standards, EPA
and OSHA acknowledged the significant costs of i,..ict compliance, which could
result in the demise of the industry. EPA Administrator, Douglas Costel declared
that it may be necessary to seek congressional relief to prevent severe dislocations
in the industry.

During the last year, the agencies have indicated a willingness to cooperate with
industry in resolving this dilemma; EPA and OSHA have commissioned a major,
two-year study to evaluate the nature of lead exposure and to analyze technology
and economics of compliance, and several companies have indicated an intention to
cooperate in the study.

In the end, we believe that common sense will prevail, and that the industry will
not be required to do the impossible. There can be no doubt, however, that we will
be called upon to spend large sums to minimize environmental and employee
exposure to lead. It would be self-defeating indeed for the nation, as well as for the
industry and its customers, to reduce the minimal protection offered by the 3.5
percent ad valorem tariff just at a time when our financial resources are to be taxed
in this way.

SPECIAL COMPETITIVE PROBLEMS OF NON-INTEGRATED SMELTERS WOULD BE
EXACERBATED BY DUTY REDUCTION

HR. 6098 would be especially harmful to the two companies represented here
that are custom smelters and refiners of lead: i.e., those companies that are noninte-
grated, and must compete in highly competitive, international markets for a limited
world supply to lead ores and concentrates to feed their smelters. The outcome of
this competition should be dependent upon the individual plant's ability to bidsuccessfully for lead raw materials based on its production costs. Unfortunately,
U.S. lead smelters and refiners have been unable to attract sufficient feed to
maintain operations in recent years because other industrialized nations such as
Japan impose a higher tariff on refined lead while importing ore duty free. This in
turn, enables their processing industries to bid more aggressively-and successful-
ly-for lead ores and concentrates. The practice, which is particularly prevalent in
Japan but which also exists in the EC, is a direct result of a clearly defined policy
on the part of competing nations to encourage their own domestic smelting and
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refining industry and to assure stable sources of refined metals to their domestic
fabricating industries.

The evidence is that U.S lead smelters and refineries are in fact competitive from
the standpoint of costs and technology with other nations. Yet, the contrast in-
attitude and policies affecting competitiveness between other industrialized nations
and our own country could not be greater. For example, the United States remains
the only industrialized nation to maintain a tariff on imported metal bearing raw
materials, while at the same time minimizing tariffs on refined metal. Government
regulations enacted in recent years have substantially added to U.S. smelting costs,
which combined with the effect of price restrictions on domestically sold refined
lead metal have hampered the ability of the nonintegrated industry to compete
effectively for lead raw materials.

Without the minimal 3.5 percent ad valorem duty the U.S. lead custom smelting
and refining industry will be hard-pressed to compete for raw materials in the face
of higher tariffs enjoyed by our competitors in other nations.

GIVEN REASONABLE TARIFF TREATMENT, U.S. LEAD PRODUCERS CAN COMPETE
SUCCESSFULLY

The U.S. today is closer to being self-sufficient in lead than at any time in recent
history. With the opening up of mines in the new Missouri lead belt in the late
1960's net imports of lead in ores, scrap, bullion and refined metal dropped from the
400,000 to 500,000 ton range that prevailed in the mid-1960s, to about 200,000 in the
mid-1970s.

The recent upward price movements in lead, and a more or less balanced outlook
for supply and demand in free world markets, has prompted some companies to
actively consider, and at least one actually to undertake, substantial new invest-
ments in increased mine production in Missouri. Recent high silver prices will mean
the reactivation of older silver-lead mines in the Western U.S. Moreover, U.S.
custom smelting capacity is presently underutilized by a substantial margin. In the
case of my own company, ASARCO, we have publicly stated that pressures from the
Council on Wage and Price Stability to hold down the domestic lead price last year
resulted in our being unable to bid successfully for a sufficient supply of raw
materials in world markets. As a result, operations at our lead smelters at El Paso,
Texas and at Helena, Montana were severely curtailed throughout the year, and
our refinerey at Omaha, Nebraska operated at only 60 percent of its capacity, the
lowest level of operations for a non-strike year in 40 years.

With the proper incentives, with some stability of expectations, and despite the
prospect of substantial costs for environmental controls, the U.S. primary lead
industry can bring the nation to a level much nearer self-sufficiency in this vital
raw material.

Senator RIBICOFF. I see Senator Riegle is here, so we will skip
H.R. 2492 and go to H.R. 2535.

STATEMENT OF DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator RiEGLE. Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling myself and
the witnesses who are with me to the table. I will very shortly
introduce them to you. They come with a real problem where I
think some remedy is in order.

Before commencing with the introduction, I might, if I may,
having heard the preceding discussion, make a comment. If the
chairman would indulge me, that is in response to my suggestion
that we might want to consider in the automobile trade area some
possible requirement of the use of American made batteries or tires
and foreign imported cars coming into the United States.

I think that is an important idea, worth serious consideration.
As the chairman knows, today in our balance-of-payments deficit,

our second biggest problem after oil is in the motor vehicle ac-
count, the deficit in that area running in excess of $8 billion a year
and worsening at the present time, and virtually every other indus-
trial nation who has domestic automobile production has estab-
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lished ways and means to see to it that they are not innundated in
the same fashion that the United States has been in recent years
particularly by Japanese imports.

I would hope that that would be an issue that I, and others in
the Senate, could give future consideration to, as you have raised.

My purpose in coming here today is to introduce to the commit-
tee two expert witnesses from my home State of Michigan and, as I
say, they come in a response to a real problem that they face for
which I hope we can construct a remedy.

They are Mr. Pete Ebbing, president of Detroit Edge Tool Co. He
will testify today on behalf of the Machine Knife Association. As
president of the association, he will discuss the views of the tool
companies represented in the association. With him is Mr. John
Halloran, president, Michigan Knife Co., which is located both in
my home State of Michigan and in the State of Oregon.

Chipper knives represent over 90 percent of his company's $6
million annual sales and I commend them to you and I know they
will be given every consideration by the committee.

STATEMENT OF IL IL EBBING, PRESIDENT, MACHINE KNIFE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. EBBING. Thank you, Senator Riegle and Senator Ribicoff.
I am Pete Ebbing. Our association members are located in more

than a dozen States. Our membership list is attached to my written
statement. On my right, we have a chipper knife.

Chipper knives are used in heavy machinery to chip trees and
other wood into chips for the production of pulp, paper, corrugated
boxes, particle board, landscaping, sewage treatment, and most
recently for wood energy.

This knife is basically a bar of tool steel, machined, heat treated,
and sharpened into a knife with great durability, strength, and
cutting performance. The steel in this knife is a special analysis
useful only for the manufacture of chipper knives. The domestic
supply of chipper knife steel has been grossly insufficient to meet
our demands. Thus, American knife manufacturers have relied
heavily on imports of chipper steel.

I must emphasize that chipper steel is unlike other standard tool
steels which our members purchase in large quantities from Ameri-
can steel producers for other items.

Since American knife manufacturers import most of our chipper
steel we must pay a 13-percent duty on our raw material. However,
the duty on finished chipper knives, against which American man-
ufacturers compete, is only 5 percent.

Since chipper steel is a major cost of producing chipper knives, a
duty on the steel which is two and one-half times the duty on the
knives places American knife manufacturers at a serious disadvan-
tage against foreign competition.

As a result, foreign chipper knives are taking over the American
market. Twenty years ago, nearly all chipper knives sold in the
United States were produced here.

We estimate that today imports hold more than 60 percent of the
American chipper knife market.

Enactment of H.R. 2535 could dramatically reverse this loss of
American jobs, production and business opportunities.
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Our industry represents in excess of 1,000 employees involved in
the manufacture of machine knives.

Senator Riniconr. How big is the volume of chipper- knife steel
consumed in the United States.

Mr. EBBING. Oh, roughly about 10 million tons.
Senator RrimcoIr. Why do not American producers of steel pro-

duce this quality of steel for the American industry?
Mr. EBBING. They have said repeatedly that it is not-it is mar-

ginally profitable and not worth their time. They have been in and
out of the market. Many of the steel producers have been in and
out of it, taking cracks at it for 6 months or a year at a time.

Senator RIBICOFF. You think their position is justified?
Mr. EBBING. Well, I suppose if I was looking at it from their

standpoint, I would not be too much interested in making the
product either.

Senator Riomon. From your standpoint, you-feel you have no
alternative but to go abroad to assure yourself of supply?

Mr. EBBING. Absolutely.
The suspension of the duty on chipper steel will hIve no signifi-

cant impact on the domestic steel industry. The Commerce Depart-
ment figures show that chipper steel imported last year was less
than 0.3 percent of domestic specialty steel production for the
specialty steel industry.

This is a drop in the bucket. For the chipper knife manufactur-
ers, it represents our life blood.

In 1978, the President exempted chipper knife steel from the
specialty steel quotas. Without that exemption, some of our mem-
bers would have been forced to leave the chipper knife market. The
same reasons which supported the quota exemption also support a
suspension of the duty on chipper steel.

Mr. Halloran had some remarks to make, and I would appreciate
it if you could extend him a couple of minutes in view of the
questions that were asked of me.

Senator Raicon. Where do you get the chipper knife steel, from
what countries basically today?

Mr. EBBING. Basically from Germany and Sweden.
Senator Rmicon. Does somebody else want to make a comment?
Mr. HALmLOW. I can attest it is basically Germany and Sweden

at this time.
Senator RiBicon'. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLz. I have no questions.
Senator RiBicon. I think we understand it. As we understand it,

the opposing position will be taken by Mr. Williams and Mr. de-
Kieffer, is that correct? They are opposed to this?

Mr. RmcHwuyr. Senator, because of the questions, would it be
possible for Mr. Halloran to give his comments?

Senator RmrooFn. Sure.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HALLORAN, PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN
KNIFE CO.

Mr. HAwrA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is John
Halloran, president of Midchan Knife Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and Springfield, Oreg. Our principal line of business is the produc-

s9-253 0 - 80 - 8
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tion and sale of chipper knives. Our company faces fierce competi-
tion from foreign knives.

As I explained in my written testimony, the disparity between
the duty on chipper steel and the duty on chipper knives gives our
foreign competitors a significant cost advantage, simply as a result
of U.S. tariffs.

The 13-percent duty on chipper steel would not be a problem for
us, if we did not have to import the bulk of our raw materials, but
we must. I can testify firsthand that domestic steel producers have
not been a consistent and sufficient source of supply for Michigan
Knife.

Over the years, I have asked a number of domestic steel produc-
ers to supply chipper steel. Only two companies have done so. The
others indicated either they are not interested or their prices
would be far in excess of world market.

Recently our latest domestic supplier announced drastic price
increases. We cannot pay such high domestic steel prices and sell
our knives at a profit in the face of foreign competition.

Therefore, Michigan Knife now relies exclusively on foreign im-
ports of chipper steel. History shows that the domestic steel indus-
try does not have a strong interest in manufacturing chipper steel.

The steel industry experts have indicated chipper steel is only
marginally profitable. Domestic steel producers will make it only
when their orders of other grades are low.

When the demand for other grades increases, domestic steel
producers delay their production of chipper steel.

Recently, Bethlehem Steel announced its intention to manufac-
ture chipper steel. However, the Bethlehem analysis is not the
traditional chipper knife steel analysis described in H.R. 2535, but
a skinnier analysis that has had, at best, mixed results in its
limited field tests and is priced above the world market price for
chipper steel.

Because of our past problems dealing with domestic steel produc-
ers as well as the experimental nature and high price of Bethle-
hem's product, we cannot rely on their recent promises as a basis
upon which to plan our production for the next 2 years.

If H.R. 2535 is not enacted and American knife manufacturers
continue to lose ground to foreign imports, there will be no one to
buy chipper steel from the domestic steel producers.

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 2535 was passed by the House of Representa-
tives and has the support of the executive branch. On behalf of my
company, my workers, and the other manufacturers, I urge you to
report this favorably to the full Senate.

Senator Rwicol . What is the annual production value of chip-
per knives in the United States? What is the size of this market?

Mr. HALLORAN. I would venture the size of the entire chipper
knife market is $28 to $30 million.

Senator RiBicoFF. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statments of the preceding panel follow. Oral testi-

mony continues on p. 172.]
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SDetroitnS"'m' EDGE TOOL COMPANY

NE KNIVES
NE WAYS January 15, 1980

The Honorable Russell B. Long
Chairman, Committee on Finance
U. S. Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

As you probably know, H.R. 2535, a bill to suspend the import
duty on chipper knife steel, passed the House of Representatives
on December 3, 1979.

As President of the Machine Knife Association, which represents
companies involved in the manufacture of chipper knives, and as
President of Detroit Edge Tool Company, manufacturers of machine
knives, I am writing to request your support for this bill when
it is ready for Senate approval.

Enclosed is a copy of testimony on H.R. 2535 which was given by
Mr. Jay Halloran, President of Michigan Knife Company, and me
at a hearing held by the House Subcommittee on Trade on July 27,
1979.

Briefly, the points that were brought out in our testimony are
as follows%

1. Duty on chipper knife steel is approximately 2-1/2 times
the duty on finished chipper knives.

2. This grade of tool steel is practically unobtainable
from domestic producers.

3. Chipper knife imports represent nearly 80% of the
domestic chipper knife market.

4. Chipper knives are essential to basic industries, such
as; paper, corrugated boxes, particle board, sewage
treatment.

5. Wood chips are being seriously considered as an energy
source.
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Chipper knife steel has already been exempted from the
Specialty Steel Import Quota, as the International Trade
Commission accepted evidence that there was insufficient
production of domestic chipper knife steel to meet the
demand. The two domestic manufacturers of chipper knife
steel indicated in testimony before the International
Trade Commission that this particular grade of steel is
not an important factor to the U. S. specialty steel
producers.

I respectfully request your cooperation and support both
in passage of this legislation and in obtaining quick
committee action when it comes before your committee. If
you have any further questions, or if I can be of additional
assistance, please let me know.

Yours very truly,

DETROIT EDGE TOOL CO.

R. R. Ebbing
President

RRE/clm

Encl.

cc G. Reichardt
J. Halloran
T. Dolan
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Before The
Subcommittee On Trade

Ways and Means Committee
United States House of Representatives

STATEMENT OF
MR. R. R. EBBING

President
Detroit Edge Tool Company
6570 East Nevada Avenue

Detroit, Michigan 48234
(313) 366-4120

ON BEHALF OF THE

MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 2535

TO SUSPEND THE DUTY ON

CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

July 27, 1979
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STATEMENT OF R. R. ("PETE") EBBING

MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

Su.-iary of Principal Points

(1) Domestic chipper knife manufacturers rely

heavily on foreign imports of chipper knife steel because

the U.S. supply of this particular alloy steel has been

grossly insufficient and inconsistent. In this regard,

chipper knife steel is quite unlike the many other grades of

specialty steel which domestic knife manufacturers can and do

purchase from American specialty steel companies in large

quantities.

(2) The rate of duty on chipper knife steel --

including the duties on special metals contained in this

alloy -- is approximately 13 percent, whereas the duty on

finished chipper knives is only 5 percent.

(3) Since chipper knife steel accounts for a

major portion (50 to 70 percent) of the cost of producing

chipper knives, the substantial disparity between the duty

on the steel and the duty on the knives places domestic

knife manufacturers at a serious disadvantage in competing

against foreign knife imports.

(4) The domestic share of the chipper knife

market has decreased dramatically during the past 10 to 20

years, in major part because American chipper knife manufac-

turers have been caught between the restrictions and rela-

tively high duties on importation of chipper knife steel

from abroad and the insuf-ficient supplies of such steel from

U.S. sources.
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(5) The President determined last year that it

would be "in the nat:ina interest" to exempt chipper knife

steel from the import quotas on specialty steel. The Pres-

ident made this determination after receiving advice from the

U.S. International Trade Cor.iission, the Office of the

Special Trade Representative, and the Cabinet Departments

represented on the interagency trade policy committee.

Representatives of both the chipper knife industry and the

specialty steel industry urged the President to exempt

chipper knife steel from the import quotas! This exemption

was made more than a year before the President decided to

phase out quotas on specialty steel generally.

(6) Imports of chipper knife steel are insignificant

in comparison to domestic specialty steel production and

foreign imports of all specialty steels. According to the

U.S. Department of Commerce, average monthly imports of

chipper knife steel since the removal of the quotas last year

have been less than 300 tons. During that same time period,

average monthly shipments of specialty steel by U.S. producers

were almost 100,000 tons, and average monthly imports of

specialty steel were approximately 13,000 tons.

(7) Firms throughout the machine knife industry

consume large quantities of steels other than chipper knife

steel from domestic specialty steel companies. We seek

a suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel--and chipper
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knife steel only--because of the difficulties our members

have had in obtaining adequate supplies of this particular

alloy analysis from domestic sources at prices knife manu-

facturers can afford to pay in the face of competition from

imported chipper knives.

(8) The high duties on chipper knife steel severely

disadvantage domestic chipper knife manufacturers without

providing any significant advantage to domestic specialty

steel producers. Indeed, the steel imports which these high

duties are intended to discourage are merely entering the

United States in the form of finished knives--to the detriment

of both the steel and the machine knife industries.

(9) Enactment of H.R. 2535 will directly benefit

the manufacturers of chipper knives, their employees, their

customers (who ultimately pay the steel duties), and their

suppliers (who will profit as the domestic chipper knife

industry expands). In addition, the suspension of the duty

on chipper knife steel will encourage more knife manufacturers

to enter or re-enter the American chipper knife industry.

(10) Therefore, I strongly urge the Members of

this Subcommittee to report H.R. 2535 favorably to the

Committee on Ways and Means as soon as possible.
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STATEMENT OF R. R. EBBING

I. INTRODUCTION

My name is Pete Ebbing. I am the president of

Detroit Edge Tool Company of Detroit, Michigan. I appear

before you today on behalf of the Machine Knife Association,

of which I am president, in order to request your swift

approval of H.R. 2535, a bill to suspend for a temporary

period the duty on certain alloy tool steels used to make

ch-ipper knives.

The Machine Knife Association was created in 1882

and currently represents 10 companies from around the country

which are engaged in the manufacture and sale of machine

knives for the wood industry. Our members have manufacturing

and distribution facilities in many states, including Indiana,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York,

North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,

and Washington. A list of our members and the locations of

their facilities is attached to my statement. /

I have personally been engaged in the machine

knife industry for 24 years all of which have been with

Detroit Edge Tool. Detroit Edge Tool manufactures a wide

variety of machine knives, ways and other products for the

wood, metals, paper, plastic, and machine tool industries.

Although our production and distribution facilities are

equipped to manufacture chipper knives, we ceased production

_/ Appendix A
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and sale of such goods in 1976. Like some other members of

the Machine Knife Association, Detroit Edge Tool left the

chipper knife market when it became extremely difficult to

compete against imports of foreign chipper knives. A major

cause of this difficulty was the extremely high cost and

unreliable supply of domestic chipper knife steel. If

international trade conditions improve, Detroit Edge Tool

could reenter the chipper knife market, thereby increasing

our production and employment. I believe -- both as president

of the Machine Knife Association and as the president of a

knife manufacturer which would like to reenter the chipper

knife market -- that enactment of H.R. 2535 is a necessary

step toward increased domestic chipper knife production and

employment.

II. THE CHIPPER KNIFE INDUSTRY

Chipper knives are wood-related industrial knives

which are used in heavy machinery to chip wood into pulp,

chips, and other wood fiber products. The chipper knife

market has tremendous potential for expansion since wood

chips and wood fiber are being put to an increasing variety

of uses in order to utilize more fully our trees and forests --

one of our only naturally renewable resources.

Wood chips are used to manufacture paper,

corrugated boxes and particle board, to treat sewage, in

landscaping, and for an increasing variety of other purposes.
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Wood chips are also used as an energy resource -- an alternative

fuel with potentially great benefits. The market for knives

to produce wood chips promises to increase rapidly in response

to our nation's concerns over conservation and energy.

The current domestic share of the chipper knife

industry is at its lowest point in history. At one time,

American chipper knife manufacturers supplied over 95 percent

of domestic chipper knife demand. However, that market

share has decreased steadily during the past 10 years in the

face of low-price foreign imports and the poor availability

of chipper knife steel. Many companies which previously

manufactured substantial quantities of chipper knives have

eliminated or sharply curtailed their production of such

knives during the past 10 years. However, in almost every

case, those companies are likely potential entrants into the

chipper knife market if the terms of international trade

improve. An important step toward this improvement would be

suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel.

III. THE INADEQUATE AND UNRELIABLE SUPPLY

OF DOMESTIC CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

The production of chipper knives reazires a special

analysis alloy tool steel which is not now'manufactured in

the United States in sufficient quantities to even approach

the demand requirements of chipper knife manufacturers.

In this regard, chipper knife steel is quite unlike other

specialty steeIs w ich are supplied by domestic sources in
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sufficient quantities and with respect to which we seek no

relief. As I shall explain more fully below, both our industry

and the Government--in specifically exempting chipper knife

steel from the specialty steel quotas--have considered

chipper knife steel to be an anomolous commodity.

Chipper knife steel is a particular analysis of

alloy tool steel which is designed for one purpose only

the production of chipper knives. Moreover, chipper knife

steel is produced and sold only in shapes and sizes which

make it amenable to the production of knives. The chemical

analysis of chipper knife steel, as it is described in the

Tariff Schedules of the United States and in H.R. 2535, is:

alloy tool steel which contains, in addition

to iron, each of the following elements by

weight in the amount specified:

(i) carbon: not less than 0.48 nor

(ii) manganese:

(iii silicon:

(iv) chromium:

more than 0.55 percent;

not less than 0.20 nor

more than 0.50 percent

not less than 0.75 nor

more than 1.05 percent:

not less than 7.25 nor

more than 8.75 percent
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(v) molybdenum: not less than 1.25 nor

more than 1.75 percent;

(vi) tungsten: none, or not more than

1.75 percent; and

(vii) vanadium: not less than 0.20 nor

more than 0.55 percent.!/

At an ITC hearing in 1977 regarding specialty steel

quotas, Richard P. Simmons -- president of Alleghany Ludlum

Steel Corporation and a spokesman for the specialtypteel

industry -- described chipper knife steel as "a combination

of both an unusual analysis and an unusual product form." *5/

Mr. Simmons noted that:

"Such unusual analysis, first, is generally
melted only at infrequent intervals and, .
second, only rolled at infrequent intervals
because of the necessity of setting a rolling
mill not to roli a round but to roll in an
unusual cross-section . . ." */

Speaking as a qualified metallurgist, Mr. Simmons stated

that -- for these reasons -- chipper knife steel is *a

product that is not only undesirable for American manufacturers

to produce but undesirable for foreign manufacturers to

produce." */

* Statistical Headnote l(f) to Schedule 6, Part 2 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States. This chemical
description of chipper knife steel was developed by com-
modity specialists at the International Trade Commission
after imports of chipper knife steel were exempted from the
quotas on specialty steel in 1978.

!*/ Statement of Richard P. Simmons before the U.S. Inter-
national Trade Commisston on September 9, 1977. A copy of
Mr. Simmons' remarks is attached as Appendix B.
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For whatever reason -- and despite the protection

of-relatively high duties -- domestic specialty steel companies

have in fact demonstrated little enthusiasm for producing

chipper knife steel. There has been no consistent and

substantial long-term domestic supplier of chipper knife

steel during the past dozen years. Mr. John E. Halloran,

President of Michigan Knife Company, will describe these

domestic supply problems in more detail in his testimony.

The problems created for domestic chipper knife

manufacturers by the inadequate and inconsistent supply of,

domestic chipper knife steel have received considerable

attention from the U.S. International Trade Commission and

the Executive Branch during the past few years. As part of

its reexamination of specialty steel quotas in 1977, the ITC

received testimony and other information which demonstrated

the heavy reliance of domestic chipper knife manufacturers

on imports of chipper knife steel because of inadequate

supplies of such steel from domestic sources. After consider-

ing this evidence, the Chairman of the Commission recommended

that the President terminate the import quotas on chipper knife

steel and stated that such termination would not adversely

affect the domestic specialty steel industry. */ Similarly,

Commissioner Ablondi advised the President of the hardships

'I Report of the U.S. International Trade Commission to the
President on Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel (Investiga-
tion No. TA-203-3) (October 1977), at p. 7. A selection of
relevant excerpts from the ITC report is attached as Appendix C.
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suffered by domestic consumers of certain special analysis

alloy tool steels - such as chipper knife steel -- because

"Id]omestic producers of stainless steel and alloy tool

steel have in some instances been unable, or find it unattra-

ctive, to supply end-product manufacturers with necessary

specialty steel." A/ Even the specialty steel industry recog-

nized the special problems of chipper knife steel consumers,

and joined chipper knife manufacturers in urging President

Carter to exclude chipper knife steel from the specialty

steel quotas. */

After considering the advice offered by the ITC,

and the recommendations of agenices throughout the Executive

Branch, the President determined "that the exclusion of

certain steels . . . known as chipper knife steel . . . from

. . . quantitative restrictions is in the national interest. */

Our Association believes that the same reasons which

the President found persuasive when he decided to exempt

/ Id. at 9.
**/ Letter to the President dated November 25, 1977, from
the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee and Michigan
Knife Company. A copy of this letter is attached to this
statement as Appendix D.

***/ Presidential Proclamation 4559, 43 Fed. Reg. 14433
(April 6, 1978). A copy of the President's proclamation is
attached to this statement as Appendix E.
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chipper knife steel from the specialty steel import quotas

should also be persuasive to the Congress in deciding to

suspend the relatively high duty on chipper knife steel.

IV. U.S. IMPORT DUTIES UNFAIRLY AND

U7REASONABLY DISCRIMINATE AGAINST

U.S. CHIPPER KNIFE MANUFACTURERS

A1D THEIR EMPLOYEES

The crux of the problem facing domestic chipper

knife manufacturers is that the duty on chipper knife steel --

which must be imported in large quantities from abroad -- is

almost 13 percent whereas the duty on finished chipper knives

against which American manufacturers must compete is only

5 percent.

Chipper knife steel constitutes the predominant

cost of manufacturing chipper knives. For some knives, the

steel represents 70 percent of the cost of the finished

product. Therefore, even a minor difference in duties on

the steel versus the knives would offer a major competitive

advantage to foreign imports.-/But when the duty on the

steel is approximately two-and-one-half times the duty on

*/ The tariff reductions resulting from the multilateral
trade negotiations will only further increase the disparity
between the duties on chipper knives and chipper knife steel
in the next few years. Although the duty on the steel will-
eventually be reduced to 6 percent, that reduction will not
begin to be phased in until January 1982, whereas the reduc-
tion of the duties on the'knives to 3.7 percent will begin
next year. The duty suspension which we seek would terminate
before 1982, when the MT) tariff reductions on chipper knife
steel would begin to take place.
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the knives, the competitive advantage to the foreign producers

puts them almost beyond reach.

This great discrepancy in the duties -- in favor

of foreign knife manufacturers -- has no rational basis.

Strictly as a theoretical matter, the imposition of higher

duties on raw materials than on finished goods is cozitrary to

American economic interests. Such a duty structure necessarily

penalizes domestic manufacturers and workers by favoring the

imports against which they must compete. Moreover, this same

disparity effectively vitiates the objective of the high duty

on the raw material by encouraging its importation in the form

of finished products. In this manner, the imposition of higher

duties on raw materials than on finished goods results in no

benefit to the domestic raw material industry while unneces-

sarily damaging the domestic finished product industry.

In fact, the relative duties on chipper knives and chipper

knife steel have had precisely this effect. They have not

discouraged the importation of chipper knife steel. On the

contrary, this steel is imported into the United States at

the lower duty by first manufacturing it into finished knives.

The result is injury to the domestic knife industry (which

must pay high duties on the steel it imports) and no correspond-

ing benefit to the domestic specialty steel industry.

59-253 0 - 80 - 9
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V. SUSPENDING THE DUTY ON CHIPPER KNIFE

STEEL IILL GREATLY BENEFIT THE AMERICAN

CHIPPER KNIFE INDUSTRY AND WILL NOT

ADVERSELY AFFECT TAIE DOMESTIC SPECIALTY

STEEL INDUSTRY

Domestic specialty steel companies have not taken

advantage of the protection of the high duty to increase

their production of this particular alloy tool steel.

Similarly, there is no reason to believe that suspension of

the duty will have any impact on domestic specialty steel

production. This same high duty, however, is a major disadvantage

to the chipper knife manufacturers who must depend on foreign

imports of steel to survive. Suspension of the duties on

the steel will certainly increase the ability of American

companies to compete against foreign knife imports, to

expand production, to hire more employees, and to pay more

taxes. The balance of equity and reason clearly is on the

side of suspending the duty.

To put this problem in perspective, consider the

following facts. The Commerce Department has reported that

chipper knife steel imports sLice the removal of the quotas

last year has averaged less than 300 tons per month. During

this same time period, domestic specialty steel companies

made shipments of almost 100,000 tons per month and foreign

imports of all specialty steels averaged approximately

13,000 tons per month. !/ In other words, chipper knife steel

/ U.S. Department of Commerce Newss Twelfth Quarterly Report
to Ail Review of U.S. Specialty Steel Industry (ITA) 79-112)
(Jane 21, 1979) at p. 3. A copy of the Commerce Department data
is attached as Appendix F.
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imports are less than 3/10 of one percent of domestic specialty

steel production and approximately 2 percent of all specialty

steel imported into the United States. Obviously, from the

perspective of the specialty steel companies, chipper knife

steel imports are an insignificant drop in the bucket.

However, chipper knife steel represents 100 percent of the

raw material for producing chipper knives. To chipper knife

manufacturers, such steel is the lifeblood of their existence.

The suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel

will not prevent domestic specialty steel producers from

participating in this market. Domestic specialty steel

companies have one significant advantage over their foreign

competitors that has nothing to do with the high duty on

specialty steel. This advantage is the relative proximity

of the steel companies to the knife manufacturers. Given a

choice between a domestic supply and a foreign supply of

steel -- at prices which are reasonably competitive -- a

knife manufacturer will favor the domestic steel company

because shipment times can be lower and, as a result, the

inventories of steel which the knife manufacturer must

maintain (at high cost) can be reduced. Domestic knife

manfacturers would prefer not to depend on steel shipments

from Europe since those shipments take much longer than

shipments from domestic steel companies and since they can

be delayed by port congestion, dockworker strikes, and

customes clearance.
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Unfortunately, domestic specialty steel companies

have not taken advantage of these natural advantages over

their foreign competition to provide chipper knife steel in

large quantities on a consistent basis. Moreover, the

prices sought by most domestic specialty steel companies

have ranged up to 100 percent higher than the prices offered

by foreign steel companies. Indeed, the prices which domestic

specialty steel companies seek to charge would effectively drive

domestic chipper knife manufacturers out of business. The

existing duty on chiper knife steel imports of approximately

13 percent does not offset these other factors which have

forced chipper knife manufacturers to purchase the great

bulk of their ateel from foreign sources. Thus, maintenance

of the high duties on chipper knife steel will not result in

more domestic chipper knife steel production, nor will the

elimination of the duties necessarily reduce it.

We believe there can be no doubt that suspension

of the duty on chipper knife steel will not adversely affect

the domestic specialty steel industry. However, it would

permit expansion of the highly labor-intensive domestic

chipper knife industry, which has great potential if our

Government will just remove import barriers that discriminate

in favor of foreign knife manufacturers.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

On March 13, 1979, our Association petitioned --

by way of a letter to Chairman Vanik -- this Subcommittee to

take prompt, affirmative action to suspend the import duty

on chipper knife steel. We have now presented evidence to

show that our members -- and domestic chipper knife manu-

facturers in general -- are seriously disadvantaged by high

duties on chipper knife steel which do not offer any corresponding

benefit to the domestic specialty steel industry. The fact

that our Government imposes a duty on chipper knife steel

which is approximately two-and-one-half times as large as

the duty on finished chipper knives has only negative con-

sequences: a loss of American market shares, a loss of

American production capacity, a loss of American jobs, and a

loss of American opportunities.

By suspending the duty on chipper knife steel,

the Congress can directly benefit chipper knife manufacturers,

their employees, their suppliers and their customers in the

woodland paper industries. In addition, a duty suspension

will indirectly benefit the overall economy by reducing

prices and increasing domestic employment.

For all these reasons, we respectfully urge you to

report H.R. 2535 favorably to the Ways and Means Committee

as soon as possible.

I would now be glad to answer any questions you

may have.
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APPENDIX A

MEMBERS OF THE MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

ASKO, INC.
Homestead, PA

BOLTON-EMERSON, INC.
Lawrence, MA.
Philadelphia, PA.
Seattle, WA.

DETROIT EDGE TOOL CO.
Detroit, MI.

DISSTON, INC.
Greensboro, NC
Seattle, WA.

INTERNATIONAL KNIFE
(HANNACO KNIVES & SAWS, INC.)
Florence, SC.'
Eugene, OR.

(AMERICAN CUSTOM METALS)
Covington, KY.

LANCASTER KNIVES,
Lancaster, NY.
Portland, OR.

Inc.

MICHIGAN KNIFE CO.
Big Rapids, MI.-
Springfield, OR.

THE OHIO KNIFE CO.
Cincinnati, OH.
Aurora, IN.

•/ R. HOE & CO., INC.
Scarsdale, NY.
Portland, OR.
Birmingham, AL.

SIMMONDS CUTTING TOOLS
Fitchburg, MA.
Portland, OR.
Boosier City, LA.

THE WAPAKONETA MACHINE COMPANY
Wapakoneta,' OH.

/ WISCONSIN KNIFE WORKS
Beloit, W1. -

MACHINE- KNIFI ASSN.
Thomas D. Dolan

Executive Secretary
1717 Howard Street

Evanston, 111. 60202

o Prospective member which has announced its intention to
oin the Association at its next meeting.

I
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APPENDIX D

STATEMENT

OF

MR. RICHARD P. SIMMONS

PRESIDENT, ALLEGHANY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

IN RESPONSE TO THE TESTIMONY

OF

MR. JOHN E. HALLORAN

PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN KNIFE CO.

BEFORE

THE UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

September 9, 1977
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American domestic producers.

First, it is in unusual analysis,

Mr. Ilalloran have pointed out. By the way,

does not provide this product. So I am not

I feel, in discussing it.

Secondly, it is a product form in

call flats. These are rectangular bars and

co.mbination of bothan unusual analysis and

as Mr. Engman and

Allegheny Ludlum

in any violation,

the form of what wi

so we have a

4n unusual product

r.'DPEnr. ce 'rEoP1"NC. IN4C,

180

912

with a little bit of information and, of course, it would be

ar nable -- it is not argumentative. It is strictly informa-

tional.

CHAIP.JWM MINCIHEW: I think it might be helpful if Mr,

Simmons could outline for the Commission and then maybe if Fir.

Halloran or Mr. Engman or the Commission or other parties coulc

ask Mr. Simmons questions.

MR. S IP:a4, First, let me clearly point out I am

not an adversary. I am here in suonort of your *articular casm

I am s _oathetic to it.

HR. ENG4AI. Do I understand that as removing this

particular type of steel from import restrictions?

MR. SIVIONS: Well, I did not go quite that far.

I thought it might be appropriate because this is

such an unusual situation that it might be of some benefit for

us to try and give the Commission soMe additional technical

insight into why this product micht be difficult to obtain fror
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I LQ._.. Such unusual analysis first is generally melted only at

2 infrequent intervals and second only rolled at infrequent

3 intervals because of the necessity of setting a rolling mill

4 not to roll around but to roll in an unusual cross section and

S without looking through all the sizes there was more than one.

6 There was a series of cross sections.

.7 The final point that I thought might be of some Intel

6 est is that when you look at Exhibit 1i, which is the foreign

9 chipper knife manufacturers, the first thing that strikes us

to is the fact that many of Mr. Halloran's competitors are also

it his suppliers of steel, his foreign suppliers of steel. I

12 think-the fact, at least to some degree, might well reflect sor

13 of the problems Mr. Halloran faces and with which we in the

Id special steel industry sympathize with greatly..

5s It has never been the intention of the specialty

16 steel industry to put anybody out of business. It is not our

17 intention today. I would hcue administratively wLthin the con

Is text of the existing quotas and with the assistance, I am sure

19 of your very able staff, that %here might be some way of

2 accommodating the particular problem that Mr. Halloran faces.

21 I am not suggesting that I know what that solution

22 is at this moment, but I do sympathize with his problem.

23 I would point out, however, that in his Exhibit VII

24 even Roechling points out in the last paragraph that the price

25 is most competitive Now, I speak not as a producer of this

11-ID DENC RPORTIN , INC.
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I product. I now, speak as a metallurgist, that the analysis of

2 this grade would- suggest th3t under normal circumstances this

3 product would be much higher priced, both for foreign or domest

4 than the price that I was surprised to see, which I'do not

5 question but which appears to me to be a reflection of a ore-

6 duct that is not only undesirable for American manufacturers

7 to prcduca but undesirable for foreign manufact urers to produce

0 as evidenced by the fact that they indicated that they wished'

* to upgrade to more desirable items within the quota.'

1O I simply wanted to place on the record the fact that

11 outside of all the legal language that we go through, we c&e-

i2 tainly have no desire in any way to injure a small American

13 manufacturer.

14 Thank you. If there are any questions I certainly

is would attempt to answer them.

6 CPAIPMI MINCHEW: Are there any questions from the

17 Commission? Mr. Engman? Mr. Halloran? Other parties of

Is record?

i9 HR. ENGCYANt Mr. Simmons, are you aware of what hai

20 happened 'to the price -- to the foreign price for what I call
9

21 chipper knife steel, which you define much more exotically,

2 since the imposition of the quota?

23 MR. SIM) ONS: No, I am not, sir-

24 FR. EVGMAN: Thank you.

25S CHAIR IAP MINCIIEWi Are there further questions of

INDEPEN DNCR RWPOf11."h, I.C.
Tel: IMI I,.IV5
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APPENDIX C

RELEVANT EXCERPTS FROM REPORT
OF

THE UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
ON

STAINLESS STEEL AND ALLOY TOOL STEEL

October 1977

CHAMNIAN MINCHEW:

am . . . of the judgment that the termination of import relief
with respect to the chipper knife blade steel . . ., covered by
TSUS item 923.26, would not have a serious adverse economic effect
on the domestic industry." (page 7) (emphasis supplied)

the [import) restraints have caused some difficulties to
U.S. consumers which can be rectified without adverse economic
effect on the U.S. industry. In my opinion, shifts to hiqher
priced products have placed a hardship on importers of chipper
knife blade and band saw steel, who must compete with foreign manu-
facturers who export the finished product. I do not believe ter-
mination of the restraints on these items would have a serious
adverse economic effect on the U.S. industry concerned.* (page 9)
(emphasis. supplied) I

COMMISSIONER ABLONDI:

"Testimony before the Commission established that quotas
have imposed hardships on numerous domestic consumers. Traditional
supply patterns have been disrupted causing both uncertainty of
supply and increased inventory costs. These conditions caused
upward price pressures which in turn have an adverse effect not
only on consumers but also on the competitive position of end-
product manufacturers. Domestic producers of stainless steel and
alloy tool steel have in some'instances been unable or find it
unattractive, to supply end-product manufacturers with necessary
specialty steel." (page 12) (emphasis supplied)

THE COmmISSION STAFF:

"There are . . . indications that foreign suppliers have
upgraded their product mix to export as many high value products
as possible to maximize their earnings on quota restrained arti-
cles and to dampen the impact of quota categories which are rapidly
filled. The reduction in imports of steels used in the manufac-
ture of cutting blades, one of the many items imported as alloy
tool steel, is one such example. ..

"A change in product mix has also occurred wherein the
foreign suplier of specialty steel rtems under quota reduces
epotts of'these items and. increases exports of end products made
from specialty steel." (page-A-36) (emphasis supplied)
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APPENDIX D

Xov,:' Ler. 2S, 1;77

The Presidtnt
The White I;csee

.fashinstcn, D.C. 20500
Re: specialty Steel Quotas

- --TA-203-3

Dcar Vr, Presidents

behalf of the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Cow-
mittee (TSSIC) and Mich!qan Knife Co., we urge you to consider
the following in making your determination with regard to con-
tinuation of the quotas cn specialty steel products.

1. The Tool and Stainless Steel industry Coirmittee was
the original petitioner before the International Trade Com-
mission with respect to specialty steels.. TSSIC was also
the sole representative of the domestic industry before the
ITC with respect to reconsideration of the tuotas which you
had requested and is the spokesman for the Aserican specialty
steel industry.

2. Michigan Knife Co. is a manufaciurer of cher
knives. It appeared at recent hearings bcfoce the 11C ;:,
urged that chipper knife steel be excluded from the qLtct..s
on specialty steel.

3.' Chipper knife steel is currently covered by the
quotas under the definition of alloy tool steel.

4. The Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee and
Michigan Knife Co. jointly urge you to exclude chipper knife
steel (as defined in Appendix A attached) from the quotas
on specialty steel products. We also urge that there be a
reduction in the balance of the quotas for alloy tool steel
ccmmensurate with historic shipments of chipper knife steol.

5. We estimate that imports of chipper knife steel for
the past severa:'.years have been approximately 2,500 tons
per ytor. These imports have been divided on the average
between Sweden (1,725 tons) and the European Economic Com-
munity (775 tons). We urge, therefore, that the alloy tool
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steel quota for Sweden be reduced by 1,725 tons and for the
EEC by 775 tcns to compensate for the removal of chipper
knife steel front the existing quotas.

This action would benefit all parties concerned. The
Michigan Knife Co. and other United States chipper knife nanufac-
turers would have increased access to raw materials they require.
The United States specialty steel industry would be protected
f'cn a flood of tnol st.Pl i- -ts which -4'Jht occur and the
Europeans would be able to increase their exports of this product
while not suffering any effective reduction in other tool steel
lines. We urge you to incorporate these changes in any announce-
ment you make regarding continuation of the quotas.

Sincerely. yours,

Donald E. deKi offer
CounselI
Tool and Stainless Steel

/ .stry Co ittee -

Counsel
Michigan Knife
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APPENTDI X Z

THE PRESIDENT

13195-011

Proclamation 1559 , April 5, 1978

Modittcation of Temporary Quantitative Umitations on the Imporlotion unio the United
States of Certain Artides of Alloy Tool Steel

By the Presint of the United States of Amerika

A Proclamation

1. Proclamation No. 4443. of June II, 1976. as modified by Proclamation
No. 4477 of November 16. 1976. and Proclamation No. 4509 of June 15,
1977, imposed quantitative restrictions on the importation of certain articles
of specialty steels. Section 203(h)(4) of the Trade Act of 1974 (the Trade Act)
(19 U.S.C. 2253(h)(4)) permits the President to reduce or terminate any such
relief if, after taking into account advice received from the United States
International Trade Commission (USITC) and after seeking advice from the
Secretaries of Commerce and Labor, the President determines that the reduc.
tion or termination is in the national interest.

2. 1 have sought and received adice from the USITC and from the
Secretaries *of Commerce and Labor concerning the effects of reducing or
terminating import relief provided by Proclamation No. 4445. as modifed by
Proclamation No. 4477 and Proclamation No. 4509. on steel provided for in
item 923.26 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). I have
determined, after considering that advice, that the exclusion of certain steels
provided for in item 923.26 of the TSUS. known as chipper knife steel and
band saw steel, from such quantitative restrictions is in the national interest.

3. Accordingly, the purpose of this proclamation is to terminate in part
Proclamation No. 4445 of June 11, 1976. as modified by Proclamation No.
4477 oF November 16. 1976. and Proclamation No. 4509 of June 15, 1977,.so
as to exclude so-called chipper knife steel and band saw steel provided for in
item 923,26, TSUS, from the present quantitative restrictions for the remain.
der of the restraint period which began on June 14, 1977 and the entire.
restraint period beginning on June 14. 1978. and to make an appropriate
reduction in the quota quantities for item 923.26. TSUS. applicable to the
European Economic Community and Sweden for the restraint period begin-
ning June 14, 1978 to reflect the exclusion of so-called chipper knie steel and
bind saw steel. The authority for this action is set forth in section 203(h)(4)
(19 U.S.C. 2253(h)(4)), and section 125(b) (19 U.S.C. 2134(b)) of the Trade
Act.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, JIMMY CARTER, President of the United States
of America. acting under the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
the statutes of the United States, including sections 125 and 203 of the Trajfe
Act (19 U.S.C. 2135 and'2253, respectively), do proclaim that-

A. Subpart A, part 2, of the Appendix to the TSUS (19 U.S.C. 1202) is
modified as follows:

(I) by modifying headnote 2(a)(iii) to read as. follows:
"(W Te nem "*Odw ieJae" it .em 9232 refers to sUoY tied WJhh eoeUimse reollwing

comb atiom ofr elments in the qua",4e. by wee respectively indkited-
es sh t.0% carbon as over 11 .05 c omaim: orf knoles thOn 0 30 urbon and 1.2 , to tt.O0% inctww chrominm; orwo tis hu 0.5S, carbon sWd 1,$ to 1.8% mlduwve mangpnew or

11012A t IA, VO 4& NO. 6-IUOAY, AVtL 6. We
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THE PRESIDENT

09% to i 2re inclusive chromium and 0.97, to 1.4% inclusive molybdeir ior
not lest than O.5% carbon and nog less than $.5,7 molbWestum; or
not less than 0 57. carbon and not less tssn 5.57 tuigsten;
bus does not include ,he lhee foUoting tyPes of alloy tool sleel whch Contain. n sddition sto

iron. each of she sperctied elements by weighi an the amounts indated.

(I) carbon-
macnmese:
sulfur.
phosphorus-
sl&on-
chromium
nickel'
copper
molybdenum:

(2) carbon:
man~snese:
silicon:
chromium.
molibdenum
tungsten:
vanadium:

(3) -cbk rs:

manganese.sulJw.

phosphorus;
Silicon:
chromum:
nickel:
mol)bdenum
Vanadium

not less than 095 not oee than 1.13 percent:
not less than 022 nor more than 0.48 percent;
none. or not mote than 0.05 percent,
none, or not more than 0.03 percent;
not les than 0.18 nor more than 0,37 percent
not less than 1.25 nor more than 1 65 percevnt
norte, or Wo more tan 0.23 percent
none. or no more than 0.38 percent
none, or not more tian 0.09 percen; or

not less tian 0.43 not' moa than O.S5 percent;
not less than 0.20 nor more than 0.50 percent;
not less than 0.75 nor mote than 1.05 percent:
not less than 7.11 nor aiore. than 8.75 percent;
not less slim 1.25 nor more than 1.75 percent
none. or not more than 1.75 percent:
not less than 0.20 nor more than 0.55 percent; or

not less than 0.47 nor more tian 0.35 percent;
not leis than 0 60 nor more t an 0.90 percent
none. O not more than 0.01S percent;
none, or not more ttan 0 025 percent
no less than 0.10 nor more than 0.25 percent;

ot lets than 0.90 nor mor ilan 1.10 percent
not less than 0.50 nor more titn 0.70 percent
not less than 0.90 nor mote than 1.10 percens
not less than 0.08 percent nor more tan 0, IS per-

(2) by inserting "'3,167" and "8,295" in lieu of the existing quota quanti-
ties applicable to the European Economic Community and Sweden, respective..
ly. in the quota quantity column headed June 14. 1978, for item 923.26.

B. The modifications of subpart A of part 2 of the Appendix to the TSUS.
made by this proclamation, shall be effective *as to articles entered, or with.
drawn from warehouse, for consumption on and after the second day follow-
ing the date of publication of this proclamation in the Fwvu,. RzlSTU.

IN WIT ESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this fifth day of
April. in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-eight, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and second.

"~7
(FR Doe. 78-9408 1iled 4-5-78: 12:04 pMi .
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APPENDIX F
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U.S. Department of Commerce NOv$ Twelfth Quarterly Report to Aid

Review of the U.S. Specialty Steel Industry (ITA 79-112)(June 21, 197j,
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STATEMENT OF R. R. ("PETE") EBBING
MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

Summary of Principal Points

(1) H.R. 2535, which would suspend until June 30,
1982, the duty on chipper knife steel, passed the U.S. House
of Representatives on December 3, 1979. This legislation

has the support of the Executive Branch, including the
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative. The Machine Knite
Association strongly urges the Members ofithe Finance
Committee to report H.R. 2535 favorably to the full Senate
as soon as possible.

(2) Domestic chipper knife manufacturers which
are members of the Machine Knife Association rely heavily on

foreign imports of chipper knife steel because the U.S.
supply of this particular alloy steel has been grossly
insufficient and inconsistent. In this regard, chipper
knife steel is quite unlike the many other grades of
specialty steel which domestic knife manufacturers can and
do purchase from American specialty steel companies in large
quantities.

(3) The rate of duty on chipper knife steel
--including the duties on special metals contained in this
alloy -- is approximately 13 percent, whereas the duty on

finished chipper knives is only 5 percent.
(4) Since chipper knife steel accounts for a

major portion (50 to 70 percent) of the cost of producing

chipper knives, the substantial.disparity between the duty
on the steel and the duty on the knives places domestic
knife manufacturers at a serious disadvantage in competing
against foreign knife imports.

(5) The domestic share of the chipper knife

market has decreased dramatically during the past 10 to 20
years, in major part because American chipper knife manufac-
turers have been caught between the restrictions and rela-
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tively high duties on importation of chipper knife steel
from abroad and the insufficient supplies-of such steel from
U.S. sources.

(6) In 1978 the President determined that it
would be "in the national interest" to exempt chipper knife
steel from the import quotas on specialty steel. The Pres-
ident made this determination after receiving advice from
the U.S. International Trade Commission, the Office of the
Special Trade Representative, and the Cabinet Departments
represented on the interagency Trade Policy Committee.
Representatives of both the chipper knife industry and the
specialty steel industry urged the President to exempt
chipper knife steel from the import quotas! This exemption
was made more than a year before the President decided to
phase out quotas on specialty steel generally.

(7) Imports of chipper knife steel are insignifi-
cant in comparison to domestic specialty steel production
and foreign imports of all specialty steels. According to
the U.S. Department of Commerce, average monthly imports of
chipper knife steel since the removal of the quotas in 1978
have been less than 300 tons. During that same time period,
average monthly shipments of specialty steel by U.S. producers
were over 100,000 tons, and average monthly imports of
specialty steel were less than 13,000 tons.

(8) Firms throughout the machine knife industry
consume large quantities of steels other than chipper knife
steel from domestic specialty steel companies. We seek a
suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel -- and chipper
knife steel only -- because of the difficulties our members
have had in obtaining adequate supplies of this particular
alloy from domestic sources at prices knife manufacturers
can afford to pak in the face of competition from imported
chipper knives.

(9) The high duties on chipper knife steel
severely disadvantage domestic chipper knife manufacturers
without providing any significant advantage to domestic
specialty steel producers. Indeed, the steel imports which
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these high duties are intended to discourage are merely

-entering the Urted States in the form of finished knives --
to the detriment of both the steel and the machine knife
industries.

(10) Enactment of H.R. 2535 will directly benefit
the manufacturers of chipper knives, their employees, their
customers (who ultimately pay the steel duties), and their
suppliers (who will profit as the domestic chipper knife
industry expands). In addition, the suspension of the duty
on chipper knife steel will encourage more knife manufacturers

to enter or re-enter the American chipper knife industry.
THEREFORE, I strongly urge the Members of this

Committee to report H.R. 2535 favorably to the full Senate
as soon as possible.
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STATEMENT OF R. R. EBBING

I. INTRODUCTION

My name is Pete Ebbing. I am the president of

Detroit Edge Tool Company of Detroit, Michigan. I appear

before you today on behalf of the Machine Knife Association,

of which I am president, in order to request your swift

approval of H.R. 2535, a bill to suspend for a temporary

period the duty on certain alloy tool steels used to make
chipper knives.

The Machine Knife Association was created in 1882

and currently represents a dozen companies from around the

country which are engaged in the manufacture and sale of

machine knives for the wood industry. Our members have

manufacturing and distribution facilities in many states,

including Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,

Michigan, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, and Washington. A list of our members and

the locations of their facilities is attached to my

statement. /
I have personally been engaged in the machine

knife industry for 24 years, all of which have been with

Detroit Edge Tool. Detroit Edge Tool manufactures a wide
variety of machine knives, ways and other products for the
wood, metals, paper, plastic, and machine tool industries.

Although our production and distribution facilities are
equipped to manufacture chipper knives, we ceased production
and sale of such goods in 1976. Like some other members of

the Machine Knife Association, Detroit Edge Tool left the

chipper knife market when it became extremely difficult to

compete against imports of foreign chipper knives. A major

cause of this difficulty was the extremely high cost and

unreliable supply of domestic: chipper knife steel. If

international trade conditions improve, Detroit Edge Tool

could reenter the chipper knie market, thereby increasing

!/ Appendix A
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our production and employment. I beleve -- both as president
of the Machine Knife Association and as the president of a
knife manufacturer which would like to reenter the chipper
knife market -- that enactment of H.R. 2535 is a necessary
step toward increased domestic chipper knife production and

employment.

II. THE CHIPPER KNIFE INDUSTRY

Chipper knives are wood-related industrial knives
which are used in heavy machinery to chip wood into pulp,
chips, and other wood fiber products. The chipper knife

market has tremendous potential for expansion since wood

chips and wood fiber are being put to an increasing variety
of uses in order to utilize mor, 'lilly our trees and forests --

one of our only naturally renewable resources.
Wood chips are used to manufacture paper, corrugated

boxes and particle board, to treat sewage, in landscaping,

and for an increasing variety of other purposes. Wood chips

are also used as an energy resource -- an alternative fuel
with potentially great benefits. The market for knives to

produce wood chips promises to increase rapidly in response
to our nation's concerns over conservation and energy.

The current domestic share of the chipper knife

industry is at its lowest point in history. At one time,

American chipper knife manufacturers supplied over 95 percent
of domestic chipper knife demand. However, that market

share has decreased steadily during the past 10 years in the

face of low-priced foreign imports and the-poor availability

of chipper knife steel. Many companies which previously

manufactured substantial quantities of chipper knives have
eliminated or sharply curtailed their production of such

knives during the past 10 years. However, in almost every

case, those companies are likely potential entrants into the
chipper knife market if the terms of international trade
improve. An important step toward this improvement would be
suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel.
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I1. THE INADEQUATE AND UNRELIABLE SUPPLY
OF DOMESTIC CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

The production of chipper knives requires a special
analysis alloy tool steel which is not now manufactured in
the United States in sufficient quantities to even approach

the demand requirements of chipper knife manufacturers.
In this regard, chipper knife steel is quite unlike other
specialty steels which are supplied by domestic sources in

sufficient quantities and with respect to which we seek no
relief. As I shall explain more fully below, both our industry
and the Government -- in specifically exempting chipper knife
steel from the specialty steel quotas -- have considered
chipper knife steel to be an anomolous commodity.

Chipper knife steel is a particular analysis of
alloy tool steel which is designed for one purpose only:
the production of chipper knives. Moreover, chipper knife
steel is produced and sold only in shapes and sizes which
make it amenable to the production of knives. The chemical
analysis of chipper knife steel, as it is described in the
Tariff Schedules of the United States and in H.R. 2535, is:

alloy tool steel which contains, in addition

to iron, each of the
weight in the amount

(i) carbon:

(ii) manganese:

(iii) silicon:

(iv) chromium:

(v) molybdenum:

(vi) tungsten:

following elements by
specified:

not less than 0.48 nor
more than 0.55 percent;
not less than 0.20 nor
more than 0.50 percent;

not less than 0.75 nor
more than 1.05 percent;
not less than 7.25 nor

more than 8.75 percent;
not less than 1.25 nor
more than 1.75 percent;
none, or not more than
1.75 percent; and
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(vii) vanadium: not less than 0.20 nor

more than 0.55 percent.!/

At an ITC hearing in 1977 regarding specialty

steel quotas, Richard P. Simmons -- president of Alleghany
Ludlum Steel Corporation and a spokesman for the specialty
steel industry -- described chipper knife steel as "a
combination of both an unusual analysis and an unusual
product form." !V Mr. Simmons noted that:

"Such unusual analysis, first, is generally
melted only at infrequent intervals and,
second, only rolled at infrequent intervals
because of the necessity of setting a rolling
mill not to roll a round but to roll in an
unusual cross-section . . ." !

Speaking as a qualified metallurgist, Mr. Simmons stated
that -- for these reasons -- chipper knife steel is "a
product that is not only undesirable for American manufac-
turers to produce but undesirable for foreign manufacturers
to produce." !/

For whatever reason -- and despite the protection
of relatively high duties -- domestic specialty steel companies
have ia fact demonstrated little enthusiasm for producing
chipper knife steel. There has been no consistent and
substantial long-term domestic supplier of chipper knife
steel during the past dozen years. Mr. John E. Halloran,
president of Michigan Knife Company, will describe these

domestic supply problems in more detail in his testimony.
The problems created for domestic chipper knife

manufacturers by the inadequate and inconsistent supply of
domestic chipper knife steel have received considerable

attention from the U.S. International Trade Commission and

Statistical Headnote l(f) to Schedule 6, Part 2 of the
ariff Schedules of the United States. This chemical descrip-

tion of chipper knife steel was developed by commodity
specialists at the U.S. International Trade Commission after
imports of chipper knife steel were exempted from the quotas
on specialty steel in 1978.
=/ Statement of Richard P. Simmons before the U.S. Inter-
national Trade Commission on September 9, 1977.
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the Executive Branch during the past few years. As part of
its reexamination of specialty steel quotas in 1977, the ITC

received testimony and other information which demonstrated
the heavy reliance of domestic chipper knife manufacturers

on imports of chipper knife steel because of inadequate

supplies of such steel from domestic sources. After consider-

ing this evidence, the Chairman of the Commission recommended
that the President terminate the import quotas on chipper
knife steel and stated that such termination would not
adversely affect the domestic specialty steel industry. _/
Similarly, Commissioner Ablondi advised the President of the
hardships suffered by domestic consumers of certain special
analysis alloy tool steels -- such as chipper knife steel --
because "[domestic producers of stainless steel and alloy

tool steel have in some instances been unable, or find it
unattractive, to supply end-product manufacturers with

necessary specialty steel." !/ Even the specialty steel
industry recognized the special problems of chipper knife
steel consumers, and joined chipper knife manufacturers in
urging President Carter to exclude chipper knife steel from

the specialty steel quotas. !2/

After considering the advice offered by the ITC,
and the recommendations of agencies throughout the Executive

Branch, the President determined "that the exclusion of

certain steels . . . known as chipper knife steel . . . from
• . . quantitative restrictions is in the national

interest."
Our Association believes that the same reasons which

the President found persuasive when he decided to exempt

V Report of the U.S. International Trade Commission
to the President on Stainless Steel and Alloy Tool Steel
(Investigation No. TA-203-3) (October 1977), at p. 7.

Id. at 9.
Utter to the President dated November 25, 1977,

rom the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee and
Michigan Knife Company.

S Presidential Proclamation 4559, 43 Fed. Reg. 14433
1Apil 6, 1978).
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chipper knife steel from the specialty steel import quotas
should also be persuasive to the Congress in deciding to
suspend the relative.. high duty on chipper knife steel.

IV. U.S. IMPORT DUTIES UNFAIRLY AND
UNREASONABLY DISCRIMINATE AGAINST
U.S. CHIPPER KNIFE MANUFACTURERS

AND THEIR EMPLOYEES
The crux of the problem facing domestic chipper

knife manufacturers is that the duty on chipper knife steel --

which must be imported in large quantities from abroad -- is
almost 13 percent whereas the duty on finished chipper

knives against which American manufacturers must compete is
only 5 percent.-/

Chipper knife steel constitutes the predominant
cost of manufacturing chipper knives. For some knives, the
steel represents 70 percent of the cost of the finished
product. Therefore, even a minor difference in duties on

the steel versus the knives would offer a major competitive
advantage to foreign imports. But when the duty on the
steel is approximately two-and-one-half times the duty on
the knives, the competitive advantage to the foreign

producers puts them almost beyond reach.
This great discrepancy in the duties -- in favor

of foreign knife manufacturers -- has no rational basis.
Strictly as a theoretical matter, the imposition of higher
duties on raw materials than on finished goods is contrary to
American economic interests. Such a duty structure necessarily
penalizes domestic manufacturers and workers by favoring the
imports against which they must compete. Moreover, this same

*/ The tariff reductions resulting from the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations (MTN) will only further increase the
disparity between the duties on chipper knives and chipper
knife steel in the next few years. Although the duty on the
steel will eventually be reduced to 6 percent, that reduction
will not begin to be phased in until January 1982, whereas
the reduction of the duties on the knives to 3.7 percent
will begin next year. The duty suspension which we seek
would terminate in 1982, when the MTN tariff reductions on
chipper knife steel would begin to take place.
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disparity effectively vitiates the objective of the high duty
on the raw material by encouraging its importation in the form
of finished products. In this manner, the imposition of higher
duties on raw materials than on finished goods results in no
benefit to the domestic raw material industry while unneces-
sarily damaging the domestic finished product industry.

In fact, the relative duties on chipper knives and chipper

knife steel have had precisely this effect. They have not
discouraged the importation of chipper knife steel. On the
contrary, this steel is imported into the United States at
the lower duty by first manufacturing it into finished knives.
The result is injury to the domestic knife industry (which
must pay high duties on the qteel it imports) and no correspond-
ing benefit to the domestic specialty steel industry.

V. SUSPENDING THE DUTY ON CHIPPER KNIFE
STEEL WILL GREATLY BENEFIT THE AMERICAN
CHIPPER KNIFE INDUSTRY AND WILL NOT
ADVERSELY AFFECT THE DOMESTIC SPECIALTY

STEEL INDUSTRY
Domestic specialty steel companies have not taken

advantage of the protection of the high duty to increase
their production of this particular alloy tool steel.

Similarly, there is no reason to believe that suspension of
the duty will have any impact on domestic specialty steel
production. This same high duty, however, is a major dis-

advantage to the chipper knife manufacturers who must depend
on foreign imports of steel to survive. Suspension of the
duties on the steel will certainly increase the ability of
American companies to compete against foreign knife imports,
to expand production, to hire more employees, and to pay
more taxes. The balance of equity and reason clearly is on
the side of suspending the duty.

To put this problem in perspective, consider the
following facts. The U.S. Commerce Department has reported
that chipper knife steel imports since the removal of the
quotas last year have averaged less than 300 tons per month.
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During this same time period, domestic specialty steel
companies made shipments of over 100,000 tons per month and
foreign imports of all specialty steels averaged less than
13,000 tons per month. !/ In other words, chipper knife
steel imports are less than 3/10 of one percent of domestic
specialty steel production and approximately 2 percent of
all specialty steel imported into the United States. Obviously,
from the perspective of the specialty steel companies,
chipper knife steel imports are an insignificant drop in the
bucket. However, chipper knife steel represents 100 percent
of the raw material for producing chipper knives. To chipper
knife manufacturers, such steel is the lifeblood of their
existence.

The suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel
will not prevent domestic specialty steel producers from
participating in this market. Domestic specialty steel
companies have one significant advantage over their foreign
competitors that has nothing to do with the high duty on
specialty steel. This advantage is the relative proximity
of the steel companies to the knife manufacturers. Given a
choice between a domestic supply and a foreign supply of
steel -- at prices which are reasonably competitive -- a
knife manufacturer will favor the domestic steel company
because shipment times can be less and, as a result, the
inventories of steel which the knife manufacturer must
maintain (at high cost) can be reduced. Domestic knife

manufacturers would prefer not to depend on steel shipments
from Europe since those shipments take much longer than
shipments from domestic steel companies and since they can
be delayed by port congestion, dockworker strikes, and

customs clearance.

/ U.S. Department of Commerce News: Fourteenth Quarterly
Report to Aid Review of U.S. Specialty Steel Industry (ITA)
(79-112) (December 14, 1979) at p. 3. A copy of the Commerce
Department data is attached as Appendix B.
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Unfortunately, domestic specialty steel companies
have not made good use of these natural advantages over
their foreign competition to provide chipper knife steel in
large quantities on a consistent basis. Moreover, the
prices sought by most domestic specialty steel companies
have ranged up to 100 percent higher than the prices offered

by foreign steel companies. Indeed, the prices which domestic
specialty steel companies seek to charge would effectively

drive domestic chipper knife manufacturers out of business.

The existing duty on chipper knife steel imports of
approximately 13 percent does not offset these other factors
which have forced chipper knife manufacturers to purchase
the great bulk of their steel from foreign sources. Thus,
maintenance of the high duties on chipper knife steel will

not result in more domestic chipper knife steel production,
nor will the elimination of the duties necessarily reduce

it.
We believe there can be no doubt that suspension

of the duty on chipper knife steel will not adversely affect
the domestic specialty steel industry. However, it would
permit expansion of the highly labor-intensive domestic

chipper knife industry, which has great potential if our
Government will just remove import barriers that discriminate

in favor of foreign knife manufacturers.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
On March 13, 1979, our Association petitioned

Congress to take prompt, affirmative action to suspend the
import duty on chipper knife steel. At a hearing held
before the House Subcommittee on Trade last summer, we
presented evidence to show that our members -- and domestic
chipper knife manufacturers in general -- are seriously
disadvantaged by high duties on chipper knife steel which do
not offer any corresponding benefit to the domestic specialty
steel industry.

The U.S. House of Representatives responded to our

legitimate needs by passing H.R. 2535 on December 3, 1979.
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This legislation also has the support of the Carter
Administration, including the Office of the U.S. Trade

Representative. By their actions, the House and the
Executive Branch have agreed that the imposition of a duty
on chipper knife steel which is approximately two-and-one-half

times as large as the duty on finished chipper knives has
only negative consequence for America: a loss of American

market shares, a loss of American production capacity, a

loss of American jobs, and a loss of American opportunities.

By suspending the duty on chipper knife steel, the
Congress can directly benefit chipper knife manufacturers,
their employees, their suppliers and their customers in the
wood and paper industries. In addition, a duty suspension

will indirectly benefit the overall economy by reducing

prices and increasing domestic employment.
For all these reasons, we respectfully urge you to

report H.R. 2535 favorably to the full Senate as soon as
possible.

I would now be glad to answer any questions you

may have.
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APPENDIX A

CHIPPER KNIFE MANUFACTURERS
AND MEMBERS OF THE MACHINE KNIFE ASSOCIATION

WHO SUPPORT H.R. 2535

Soltoft-Emerson, Inc.
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Seattle, Washington

Detroit Edge Tool Company
Detroit, Michigan

Disston, Inc.
Greensboro, North Carolina
Seattle, Washington

Bannaco Knives & Saws, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Greenville, Mississippi
Eugene, Oregon
Florence, South Carolina

Lancaster Knives, Inc.
Lancaster, New York
Portland, Oregon

Michiqan Kife Company
Big Rapids, Michigan
Springfield, Oregon

The Ohio Knife Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
Portland, Oregon

R. Hoe & Co., Inc.
Birmingham, Alabama
Scarsdale, New York
Portland, Oregon

Simmonds Cutting Tools
Chicago, Illinois
Shrevesport, Louisiana
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

The Wapakoneta Machine Company
Wapakoneta, Ohio

MACHINE KNIFE ASSN.
Thomas 0. Dolan

Executive Secretary
1717 Howard Street

Evanston, Ill. 60202
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February 8, 1980

The Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: H.R. 2535 -- Suspension of the Duty

On Chipper Knife Steel

Dear Senator Ribicoffs

Last Tuesday, February 5, 1980, 1 testified before the
International Trade Subcommittee in favor of H.R. 2535. A
one-page summary of my oral testimony is enclosed. In
addition, I submitted a 15-page written statement to the
Finance Committee in favor of H.R. 2535.

Since I did not have an opportunity at Tuesday's hear-
ing to rebut the testimony in opposition to H.R. 2535, I
have prepared and enclosed a memorandum for this purpose. I
would be glad to discuss in greater detail the information
contained in this memorandum.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (313)
366-4120, or the Association's Washington attorney, Glenn
Reichardt, at 457-0904. Thank you for your consideration of
this matter which is of vital importance to American mazu-
facturers of chipper knives.

Sincerely yours,

R. R. Ebbing

President

RRE/ram

Enclosures

59-253 0 - 80 - 11
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SUMMARY 07 TZSTD4OUT
UZIORE. Te

8EMATh SUBCOMMITTEE O9 IMMTRXATIONAL TRAD
fa'su S, 1910

The machine Knife Association represents a dozen companies
from around the country which are engaged in the manufacture and
sale of machine knives. The Association vigorously supports
.R. 2535, a bill to suspend for two years the duty on certain

alloy tool steels used to make chipper knives.
1. Chipper knives are used in heavy machinery to chip

trees and other wood into pulp and wood chips for
the production of paper and corrugated boxes, land-
scaping, sewage treatment, and fuel.

2. Domestic chipper knife manufacturers rely heavily on
foreign imports of chipper knife stdel because the
U.S. supply of such steel has been grossly insuf-
ficient and unreliable.

3. The rate of duty on chipper knife steel--including
the duties on special metals contained in this
alloy--is almost 13 percent, whereas the duty on
finished chipper knives is only 5 percent.

4. Since chipper knife steel accounts for a major
portion (S0 to 70 percent) of the cost of produc-
ing chipper knives, the substantial disparity between
the duty on the steel and the duty on the knives
places domestic knife manufacturers at a serious
disadvantage in competing against foreign knife
imports.

5. Chipper knife steel is an insignificant portion of
both domestic specialty steel production (2/10 of
1 percent) and foreign imports of specialty steel
(less than 2 percent).

6. Enactment Of .R. 2535.will directly benefit chipper
knife manufacturers, their employees, and their customers
in the forestry, paper, and wood industries.

We appreciate your support. Please contact me if you have any
questions.

R. R. bbing
President
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XXMOPANDUM IV RISPONSI TO
TIE TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO N.R. 2535

On February 5, 1980, the International Trade Subcomittee
of the Comnitee on Finance held a hearing on l.R. 2535, a bill
to suspend for two years the duty on chipper knife steel. At
that hearing representatives of the Machine Knife Association
and of Michigan Knife Company, a member of the Association,
testified in favor of 1.R. 2535. In addition, representatives
of Guterl Special Steel and Bethlehem Steel Company testified
in opposition to .R. 2535. Since we did not have the opportunity
at the hearing to rebut the arguments in opposition to H.R. 2535,
we offer the following responses in this smmorendum.

1. Domestic Production of Chipper Knife Steel
Is Inadeoute.

As we testified at the hearing, the .U.S. supply of chipper
knife steel has been grossly insufficient and unreliable for
American knife manufacturers. As a result, domestic chipper
knife manufacturers rely heavily on foreign imports of steel.

The U.S. International Trade Commission has reported to
the Congress that domestic steel companies have not supplied
more than about 25 percent of the demand for chipper knife
steel. Indeed, the Guterl representative admitted that his
company, which he identified as the sole existing domestic
producer of chipper knife steel, only supplied 20 percent of
domestic chipper knife stool demand in 1979.

But even 20 percent overstates the proportion of chipper
knife steel which can be supplied by domestic sources in the
future. Guterl's sales of chipper knife steel are likely to
be substantially lower in 1910 because they have recently put
into effect a price increase which makes their product con-
sLdorably more expensive the foreign steel -- even with the
existing 13 percent duty. Therefore, the projected d©mastic
supply of chipper knife steel in 1960 is substantially less
than 20 percent.

2.* Domestic Supply of Chipper Knife Steel
Bas Been Incowsistent.

As we testified at the hearing, several domestic specialty
steel producers have flirted with the production of chipper
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knife steel, only to leave themarket when the opportunity
arose to produce a more profitable grade. Mr. Halloran's
written statement described in detail the occasions on which
domestic specialty steel producers terminated their production
or sharply raised their prices on short notice.

The Bethlehem representative admitted that his company
has gone in and out of the chipper knife steel market during
the past. He admitted that Bethlehem left the market before
because it could not compete against foreign chipper knife
steel. Guterl's production of chipper knife steel has been
similarly sporadic. Although, the Outerl representative
testified that Guterl's production of chipper knife steel
has increased five-fold since 1977, he failed to disclose
that Guterl was effectively not in the chipper steel market
in 1977, so that the large percentage increase is computed
on a very small base year. The fact is that Gutorl has also
been in and out of the chipper knife steel market over the
past twenty years. Guterl made substantial chipper steel
sales in the mid-1960's but left the market by the early 1970's.
Guterl's increase in sales since 1977 only replaced the portion
of the chipper knife steel market which a previous domestic
supplier gave up when it too left the chipper knife steel
market on short notice.

In other words, no domestic specialty steel producer has
been a consistent and stable source of supply of chipper knife
steel over the past twenty years. American chipper knife
manufacturers, for whom chipper knife steel is our principal
raw material, cannot survive if we must depend on such in-
consistent production by domestic specialty steel producers.

3. Domestic Chipper Knife Steel is Priced
Substantially Above The World Market Price.

As we testified, the prices which domestic specialty steel
producers seek to charge for chipper knife steel would force
American knife manufacturers to sell their chipper knives at
a loss. Given the fierce foreign competition American knife
manufacturers face from knife imports, we cannot afford to
pay much higher prices for our raw materials than the prices
paid by our competitors abroad.

Because of the present duty, American knife manufacturers
are now forced to pay at least 13 percent more for our steel
than our foreign knife oopettors pay. 'Domestic specialty
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steel producers seek to charge a price which is even higher.
The prices quoted to Michigan Knife Company, one of the
Association's largest chipper knife producers, by domestic
specialty steel producers are from 10 percent to 20 percent
higher than the price of foreign. steel -- including the
13 percent duty. In effect, domestic steel producers would
force American knife producers to pay approximately 25 percent
more for our raw materials than our foreign c€mpetitors must
pay for theirs.

4. The Experimental Analysis Recently Developed
by Bethlehem is Not a Proven and Reliable
Alternate Source of Supply.

As ye testified, Bethlehem Steel recently announced its
intention to market a substitute for chipper knife steel.
The experimental Bethlehem analysis, which was first offered
last spring, has had limited field tests and the results have
been mixed.

The major difference between the new Bethlehem ansalysis
and traditional chipper knife steel is that the Bethlehem
product contains substantially less chrome . It is, no doubt,
only because of the reduction in the proportion of this expen-
sive ingredient that Bethlehem.can afford to offer chipper
knife steel at a price even close to the world market price.
But even with less chrome, the Bethlehem analysis is priced
above foreign chipper knife steel.

We find it hard to understand how an alloy which contains
less of an important constituent element can perform as well
as traditional chipper knife steel. In effect Bethlehem is
asking American knife manufacturers to "pay more for less."

We certainly support research and development efforts
which will lead to a superior chipper knife steel. However,
we are not convinced that Bethlehem's recently developed
analysis is a superior raw material. Given our foreign com-
petition, American knife manufacturers cannot risk their entire
futures upon the optomistic promises of a single steel producer.
If the Bethlehem analysis proves Its value, we will buy it.
We should not be forced to buy it for lack of any alternative.

5. Conclusion.

Given the extremely small percentage of specialty steel
Production devoted to chipper knife steel, it is beyond reason
for steel manufacturers to suggest that the enactent of
i.R. 2535 will have a significant effect on the steel industry,
especially sine the duty on chipper knife steel would be
suspended for only two years. On the other hand, the
suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel is crucial to
American chipper knife manufacturers.
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Before The
Subcommittee On international Trade

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

STATEMENT OF

MR. JOHN Z. HALLORAN

President
Michigan fnife Company

120 Par* Marquette Street
Big Rapids, Michigan 49307

(616) 796-4658

IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 2535

TO SUSPEND THE DUTY ON

CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

February S, 1960
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STATEMENT OF JOHI . (wJAY") H RAN
MICHIGAN KNIFE COMPANY

Suseary of Principal Points

(1) For the past six years Michigan Knife Company
has been forced to rely on foreign imports of chipper knife
steel for at least 75 percent of our raw material requirements
because domestic sources did not supply large quantities of
steel on a consistent long-term basis.

(2) Currently ichigan Knife Company relies on
foreign suppliers for 100 percent of our raw material needs
because our most recent U.S. supplier will not furnish steel
at a price which is competitive with foreign sources -- even
though the foreign steel prices include the existing duty on
chipper knife steel.

(3) Michigan Kife Company has had disappointing
supply relationships with several domestic specialty steel
companies during the past six years. In each iQstance the
domestic source discontinued production of chipper knife
steel with little or' no notice to Michigan Knife.

(4) Even with the protection of a 13 percent
duty, domestic specialty steel companies apparently regard
chipper knife steel as a marginally profitable product which
they will produce only when their orders for other grades of
steel are low. When the demand for other grades increases,
the domestic specialty steel manufacturers discontinue their
production of chipper knife steel.

(5) Rocently yet another domestic specialty steel
company, Bethlehem Steel, announced its intention to manufacture
and supply chipper knife steel. However, the steel Bethlehem
offers is not the traditional chipper knife alloy described
in H.R. 2535, but a "skinnier" analysis which has had, at
best, mixed results in its limited field tests, yet is
priced above foreign supplies of traditional chipper knife
steel.
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(6) Given the previous history of domestic pro-
duction of chipper knife steel, Bethlehem's recent promises
are not a reliable basis upon which American knife manufacturers
like Michigan Knife can plan production-in the next two
years.

(7) The prices at which domestic specialty steel
companies seek to sell us chipper knife steel are so high
they would force Michigan Knife to sell our knives at a
loss.

(8) Competition in the chipper knife industry is
fierce. In such a price-sensitive market, the great disparity
between the duty on chipper knife steel (almost 13 percent)
and the duty on imported chipper knives (only 5 percent)
gives foreign knife manufacturers a major competitive advantage --

particularly since steel represents approximately 70 percent
for our cost of manufacturing most knives.

(9) The duty advantage which presently favors our
foreign knife competitors is surprisingly large. The duty
we pay to manufacture a knife with imported steel is from 64
percent to 94 percent greater than the duty that would be
assessed on the same knife if it were imported in its
finished state.

(10) The suspension of the duty on chipper knife
steel would open major opportunities for the chipper knife
industry to increase production, employment, and domestic
market share. The failure to enact B.R. 2535 would result
in increased imports of foreign knives; lower American
domestic specialty knife production, and no benefit to
steel producers.

TmEFORE, I strongly urge the Members of this
Committee to report H.R. 2535 favorably to the full Senate
as soon as possible.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HALLORAN

I. INTRODUCTION

My name is John E. Halloran. I am the president
of Michigan Knife Company of Big Rapids, Michigan, and
Springfield, Oregon. Michigan Knife, which was organized in
1974, employs about 100 American workers, to whom it pays
wages and salaries which exceed $ 1,200,000 annually. Our
annual sales are approximately $6,000,000. More than 80
percent of these sales are of chipper knives and related
knife products. Although Michigan Knife is proud of its
record of development, we believe that the enactment of H.R.
2335 will enable our company, and other U.S. producers of
chipper knives, to increase dramatically our sales and the
number of U.S. jobs which we provide.

I have been the president of Michigan Knife since
its creation. My previous experience includes an additional
10 years in the wood knife industry with United Shoe Machinery
Corporation of Medway, Massachusetts.

Chipper knives are wood-related industrial knives
which are used in heavy machinery to chip wood into pulp and
wood chips. The chipper knife market has great potential

for expansion since wood chips and wood fiber are being used
for an increasing variety of purposes in order to utilize

more fully our trees and forests -- one of our nation's only
naturally renewable resources. For example, wood chips are
used to manufacture paper and corrugated boxes, to treat
sewage, and for landscaping. Wood chips are also now being
used as an energy resource -- an alternative fuel with
potentially great benefits. The market for knives to produce
wood chips promises to increase rapidly in response to our
nation's concerns for conservation and energy.

Michigan Knife supplies almost 1,000 customers
across the nation in the forestry, paper, and mill supply
industries. These customers include such major corporations
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as Champion Building Products, International Paper, Boise
Cascade Corporation, Georgia-Pacific, and Weyerhauser, Inc.
Customers for chipping machines range from major paper
processing companies, such as Boise Cascade and Union-Camp,
to small towns and villages, which purchase small chipping
units for tree-limb removal.

II. FIERCE COMPETITION IN THE
CHIPPER KNIFE INDUSTRY

Our company faces fierce, competition -- primarily
from foreign chipper knife manufacturers who benefit from
the low duty on finished knives. This sad situation can be
illustrated by the following example.

Assume, for the sake of illustration, that the la-
bor and material costs of domestic and foreign knife manu-
facturers are approximately the same. This assumption is
reasonable since most imported knives are made of steel
obtained from the same sources which supply American knife
manufacturers and since imported knives come principally
from European countries whose labor costs are similar to
those in the United States.

For example, the knife I have in front of you,
which is one of our most popular knives, has an estimated
import cost of $11.65, resulting in 58 cents duty at a 5
percent rate. The current cost to import the steel necessary
to make that knife is $7.27, plus a duty of 95 cents at a 13
percent rate. The 37 cent difference between the 58 cent
duty assessed on the imported knife and the 95 cent duty
assessed on the imported steel represents a net duty advantage
to our foreign competitors of 63.8 percent. I would like to
emphasize that the net duty advantage to foreign competitors
is even higher for other knife sizes. In fact, we estimate
that the duty advantage to our foreign competitors, with
respect to another one of our leading knives, is 94 percent.

These duty advantages have helped foreign knife
imports to increase their share of the UI.S.chipper knife
market from a small fraction 20 years ago to the lion's
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share today. We estimate that foreign knives presently
account for over 60 percent of the U.S. chipper knife market.
At one time, U. S. producers supplied over 95 percent of
this market. This drastic and demoralizing turn-of-events
has resulted in the loss of American Jobs, production capacity,
tax revenues, and investment.

III. THE UNRELIABLE AND INSUFFICIENT
DOMESTIC SUPPLY OF CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL

The manufacture of chipper knives requires only
one raw material: chipper knife steel. Such steel has a
specific chemical analysis and shape which is designed for
use solely to manufacture chipper knives.

In his testimony to the Subcommittee on behalf of
the Machine Knife Association, Mr. R. R. Ebbing noted that
previous Government studies have found that chipper knife
steel is not available from domestic sources in sufficient
quantities to meet domestic demand. Mr. Ebbing also cited
statements made by Richard Simmons, the president of
Allegheny-Ludlum Steel and a representative of the specialty
steel industry, which explain why chipper knife steel is not
an attractive product for the specialty steel industry.

I can testify--from first-hand experience--that
domestic specialty steel producers are not and have not been
a consistent and sufficient source of supply for Michigan
Knife. Despite my company's repeated efforts, we have not
been able to establish a satisfactory long-term supply
relationship with any American specialty steel producer.
The facts are that:

-- at no time have domestic specialty steel
companies supplied more than 20 to 25 percent
of our raw materials;

-- no more than one domestic specialty steel
company has supplied us at any one time;

-- neither of the two domestic specialty steel
companies which have supplied my company made
deliveries for more than 18 months before
terminating us with little or no notice;
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-- despite their initial promises, domestic
suppliers regularly developed huge backlogs
of orders and extended delivery times to over
14 weeks, causing us substantial unexpected
manufacturing difficulties and customer
inconvenience because of the disruption in
our flow of raw materials;

-- the domestic prices offered for chipper knife
steel are often 50 percent or more above the
world market price, making it impossible for
us to buy domestic steel and remain competitive
with foreign manufactured knives imported
into the United States;

-- when we have submitted orders to domestic
suppliers for increased quantities of chipper
knife steel, those orders have often gone
unfilled, or their delivery was substantially
delayed, because the domestic mills were
operating at full capacity producing more
profitable grades of steel.

I would be happy to supply the Subcommittee with
documented evidence of each of these facts. But for present
purposes, I will only summarize the specific supply problems
our company has had.

When Michigan Knife was formed in 1974, we approached
eleven domestic specialty steel companies with requests that
they supply us with raw materials. Only two domestic companies
have ever supplied us with chipper knife steel. The others
have indicated either that they are not interested in producing
chipper knife steel, or that they would produce such steel
only at prices which are far in excess of the world market
price.

In 1977 we faced serious raw material shortages
because of the then-existing import quotas on specialty
steel. At the time Universal-Cyclopm Specialty Steel Company
was supplying us with limited quantities of chipper knife
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steel. Shipments from Cyclops supplied approximately 15
percent of our steel requirements. Despite our pressing
need for even more steel, Cyclops informed us in late 1977
that it was not in a position to continue to supply any
chipper knife steel because their production facilities were
operating at near capacity levels making other grades of
steel. I was told that chipper knife steel was a marginally
profitable product which domestic specialty steel producers
would prefer not to manufacture if orders for other grades
of steel could keep their mills full.

As a result our domestic chipper knife steel
supply was cut off abruptly. A Cyclops salesman has not
approached us to solicit an order since 1977. The lesson of
1977 is clear. Despite our need and willingness to deal
with domestic suppliers, neither Cyclops nor any other U.S.
specialty steel manufacturer will supply us with more than a
small portion of our chipper knife steel requirements on a
long-term basis. Fortunately, the U.S. International Trade
Commission and President Carter responded to our problem by
exempting chipper knife steel from the specialty steel
quotas in April 1978. This exemption has at least enabled
us to obtain necessary supplies of raw materials, although
subject to a 13 percent duty which we believe is unnecessary
and unfair.

The bitter lesson of 1977 was repeated in 1979
when another domestic source of supply unexpectedly left the
chipper knife steel market. In early 1978, after Cyclops
discontinued chipper knife steel production, Simonds Steel
Co. of Lockport, New York (a division of Guterl Special
Steel Corp.) began to express more interest in producing our
alloy. We were happy to find a domestic source to replace
Cyclops anA placed an increasing proportion of our orders
with Simonds during 1978--from approximately 5 percent of
our requirements to almost 25 percent by early 1979. Simonds
encouraged our interest and dependence on them by promising
to maintain prices which were within a competitive range of
%,orld chipper knife steel prices.
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Last June Simonds informed us that their price for
chipper knife steel would increase by over 50 percent--
effective immediately. We cannot afford to pay such prices
and continue to compete against foreign knives. Apparently
Simonds Steel went through a major change in management
during early 1979 which changed the company's attitude
toward chipper knife steel. But, whatever the reason, it is
the recurrence of exactly this kind of treatment by the
domestic specialty steel industry which has forced us to
rely on foreign sources of steel.

Recently yet another domestic specialty steel
company, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, announced its intention
to manufacture and supply chipper knife steel. However, the
steel Bethlehem offers is not the traditional chipper knife
alloy described in B.R. 2535, but a "skinnier" analysis
which contains significantly less chromium than the traditional
grade of chipper knife steel. Because of these differences
in chemical composition, the product Bethelehem offers is
not "chipper knife steel" as described in H.R. 2535.

The chemical analysis of chipper knife steel is
crucial to its suitability for making chipper knives. The
combination of elements in traditional chipper knife steel
is the one which has been found -- after years of experience
-- to give a chipper knife the necessary qualities of toughness
and durability which are required in the wood chipping
process.. The new analysis which Bethlehem has begun to
steel is virtually untested in field applications. Indeed,
I have received complaints from knife customers about knives
which have been made with the new Bethlehem alloy.

In our highly competitive market, we cannot afford
to rely on an untested raw material which, at least in
theory, should not perform as well for our customers.
Nevertheless, since we always like to encourage efforts
which might lead to the development of a superior chipper
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knife steel, and since we seek a true domestic source of
supply, Michigan Knife Company has been prepared to cooperate
with Bethlehem by purchasing test samples of their new
material. Indeed, twice last year I offered to purchase
2,000 pound samples from Bethlehem at a price which would be
competitive with the world price for chipper knife steel.!/
However, Bethlehem refused to cooperate on these terms, and
insisted that Michigan Knife purchase much larger production
lot quantities of their new analysis at a price approximately
20 percent above the price charged by foreign sources for
traditional chipper knife steel. As I told Bethlehem,
Michigan Knife Company -- which is a much smaller firm than
Bethlehem -- cannot commit itself to such large orders at
such high prices until we have had the opportunity to test
the new anaylsis. My pleas to Bethlehem for a more flexible
attitude were to no avail. Instead, Bethlehem has not made
the least attempt in the past 6 months to sell its new
analysis to Michigan Knife.

Given Bethlehem's posture last year and our long
history of disappointment with other domestic specialty
steel producers, Michigan Knife cannot consider Bethlehem's
new chipper knife analysis to be a reliable source of supply
-- at least not in the foreseeable future. If Bethlehem
continues to insist upon prices for its experimental analysis
which are substantially in excess of the world market price
for traditional chipper knife steel, I seriously doubt that
Bethlehem will be a major supplier of chipper knife steel to
any American knife manufacturer. Certainly Michigan Knife
Company is not prepared to depend upon Bethlehem as its sole
source of supply.

The history of domestic production of chipper
knife steel and the independent analyses done by the ITC and

Letters rom John E. Halloran to Lawson Ainsworth on
May 23, 1979, and July 13, 1979. I would be glad to make
copies of these letters available to the Committee.
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the Executive Branch in 1977 and 1978 led to the same

conclusion: the American specialty steel industry does not

have a strong continuing interest in manufacturing chipper

knife steel. Chipper knife steel appears to be the last

product domestic steel companies want to produce, and the

first product they want to drop. My company -- and the

chipper knife industry generally -- cannot survive if we
depend upon insufficient and inconsistent domestic sources

of supply. we must plan on importing the bulk of our raw

materials from abroad.

IV. THE UNFAIR AND UNREASONABLY HIGH
DUTIES ON CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL DISCRIMINATE

AGAINST AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS AND AMERICAN WORKERS
The present high duties (almost 13 percent) on

chipper knife steel do not benefit the specialty steel
industry. However, they do discriminate against American
chipper knife manufacturers which must compete against
imported foreign knives which are subject to only a 5
percent duty.

The domestic market for chipper knives is highly

competitive. Small price differences can be decisive in the

purchase decisions of chipper knife customers. As I previously
described in Section I, the high duties on chipper knife
steel--which are more than two-and-one-half times as great
as the duties on foreign chippper knives--give our foreign
competitors a decided advantage in the chipper knife market.

Yet they offer no corresponding benefit to the American
economy in the form of increased steel production, since

even in the presence of high tariff protection, American
specialty steel producers have not been a major factor in

the chipper knife steel market. There is no reason to

expect steel companies to increase their participation in

this market in the near future. On the contrary, history
suggests that domestic steel companies will be producing
less chipper knife steel in the future, even if the duty on

this steel remains at its current levels.
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On the other hand, suspending the duty on chipper
knife steel will give domestic chipper knife manufacturers a
substantial opportunity to regain much of the market share
which they once had. We believe that if Congress suspends
the duty on chipper knife steel--by enacting H.R. 2535--the
domestic share of the U.S. chipper knife market could increase
substantially over a short period of time. Such an increase
in production would mean more jobs for American workers,
since the production of knives is very labor-intensive.

The alternative result--by not enacting H.R.
2535--would be a continued decline of the domestic chipper
knife industry. More and more knives will be imported and
more and more jobs will be lost--not as the result of fair
competition, but as a direct result of U.S. tariff policy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I-would now be glad to
answer any questions you or the other Members of the Sub-
committee may have.

59-253 0 - 80 - 12
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Senator Rimcoo. Mr. Williams and Mr. Saxman?

STATEMENT OF DONALD F. WILLIAMS, MANAGER OF SALES,
BETHLEHEM STrEEL CO.

Mr. Wmuws. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Donald F. Williams and I am manager of the tool steel
sales department for the Bethlehem Steel Corp.

I have been engaged in the production of the metallurgy and the
sale of tool steels and other special analyses at Bethlehem for 38
years.

I have held my current position as manager for the past 11
years.

You have my prepared statement which I would like to summa-
rize, and, in so doing, testify in opposition to the proposed bill, HR
2535, suspending the duty on chipper knife steel.

The Bethlehem Steel Corp. has produced special analysis knives
for use in many varieties of cutting, chopping or chipping knives
for over 70 years. This includes analyses Tfin within the chemis-
try specified in H.R. 2585.

I would like to insert here that inadvertently Mr. Ebbing stated
that the consumption of chipper knives last year was 10 million
tons. He may have meant $10 million. Ten million tons would be 10
percent of gross steel production in the United States.

During the period 1970 to 1974, Bethlehem was forced out of
active solicitation of this market because of rapidly increasing costs
and price oriented competition from foreign producers of specialty
steels. Imported steel selin prices were approximately 25 percent
below the levels we required for a nominal return.

To retain some portion of this market and provide work for our
mill at Bethlehem, Pa., which is ideally suited to its production,
Bethlehem instituted a research program to develop a competitive
analysis having lower production costs and improved physical prop-
erties.

This program has been successful to the point where the current
selling value for our chipper knife stock is only 5 percent greater
than that of the imported product.

I submit that in the face of worldwide inflation, the declining
value of the dollar, cost increases and availability problems with
alloying elements, the only factor restraining the prices of import-
ed specialty steel generally, and the price of chipper knife steel in
particular, is the existence of a domestically produced, competitive
material.

Whether this material is produced by Bethlehem or other domes-
tic producers and whether its analysis is the same as, or different
from, the traditional analysis, is unimportant. Under unsettled
world economic and political conditions, the essentiality of competi-
tive domestic sources of supply is the real key to economic and
reliable supply for the knife industry.

Putting these domestic sources at a hopeless disadvantage by
legislation awarding a price advantage to foreign steel producers is
not in the long term best interest of the knife industry, the special-
ty steel industry, or the country as a whole.
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We do not feel that it is the intent of Congress to discourage
competition or inventiveness on the* part of domestic industries by
such legislation.

I hope that the members of this subcommittee will not deprive
the domestic specialty steel industry of an opportunity to compete
with foreign steel by ap roving H.I. 2535.

Your interest in, anf consideration of, our viewpoint is greatly
appreciated. Thank you.

Senator Rmicon. What response do you have to the contention
of the knife manufacturers that the American steel industry has
been indifferent toward manufacturing this particular type of
steel-that they figure it is unprofitable and they do not bother
with it?

Mr. W AwS. Well, the fact that the imported price has got to
be 25 percent below our best efforts, even going for-pardon the
expression-a black figure, a nominal profit-the 25 percent was
something we could not overcome. That is when we challenged our
R. & D. department to do something, but theyr do not give us
something that is the same as. Give us something that is better
than, hopefully with lower costs, and our R. & D. people have done
this.

The people that we have worked with intensely on our trials
have found nothing but equal-to results, or much better than, far
superior properties and performance. Like anything it takes awhile
to get something off the ground and we are in the process of doing
that. We are getting repeat orders and we have plenty of space in
our mail to take more.

Senator Rmicon,. I think I understand the problem. Do you
gentlemen want to add anything?

STATEMENT OF MARK SAXMAN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
GUTERL STEEL CORP., LOCKPORT, N.Y.

Mr. SAmAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Mark Saxman, execu-
tive vice president of Guterl Steel Corp., of Lockport, N.Y. I was to
testify in opposition to H.R. 2535 which would suspend the current,
duty on chipper knife steel.

Chipper knife is an alloy, a specialty steel. More than 95 percent
of the domestic production of chipper knife steel is used to make
industrial or chipper knives. These knives are used primarily to
chop wood in the production of paper and other lumber products.

Chipper knife steel is a product that any specialty steel company
has the ability, to produce, yet because of foreign competition, only
one U.S. steel company, Guterl Steel Corp., presently produces this
chipper knife steel. Other companies, like Bethlehem St(%el Corp.,
wish to resume production but will not do so if the duty on these
imported products is suspended.

The current market for domestic chipper knives is fairly good.
Guterl has expanded its production fivefold since 1977 and its
present output supplies approximately 20 percent of the domestic
demand for chipper knives.

Even with the inflation of the last 5 years, Guter's prices for
this steel have remained relatively constant and currently are
competitive with foreign producers.
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At present, the equivalent of 30 persons are directly involved in
the production of chipper knife steel and another 15 workers indi-
rectly involved are the production force of 450 to 500 workers.
There is a capacity existing in our plant to double the output of
chipper knife steel.

The company has plans to expand and modernize the mills, to
substantially increase the capacity for this and other steels.

The chipper knife, one, is a very valuable bread and butter item
in our particular mills, which makes it economically feasible to
operate these mills for other steels and alloys. Some of these have
significant strategic importance, such as high temperature alloys
for aircraft engines and nuclear alloys for naval reactors.

My opposition to the passage of this duty suspension bill rests on
the fact that passage will eliminate the last domestic producer
from domestic chipper knife steel markets. Passage of this bill will,
it follows, eliminate the opportunity for others who may be inter-
ested in producing chipper knife steel to commence production.
Indeed, the passage of this duty suspension would represent, in my
view, another step toward the dismantling of the domestic steel
industry.

If companies are not able to produce various specialty steel prod-
ucts, the strength of the entire steel industry is diminished.

I urge your vote against this duty suspension on this basis.
Thank you very much.

Senator RmicoF. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
H.R. 2492. Mr. Buchman.
Mr. DzKJKrim. Mr. Chairman, if I could make one final state-

ment, I am Donald E. deKieffer, representing the specialty steel
industry of the United States. The Tool and Stainless Steel Indus-
try Committee represents 17 producers of specialty steels who are
capable of making chipper knife steel and we fully concur with the
statements of Mr. Saxman and Mr. Williams.

Senator Rmicon. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dwir. Mr. Chairman my name is James Dwyer, president

of Local 2857, United States 8teelworkers of America. On behalf of
the United States Steelworkers, I would like to express our strong
agreement with the statements of Mr. Williams and Mr. Saxman.

Imports of chipper knives are allowed to expand and scores of
jobs will be lost in Lockport, N.Y., since the Trade Adjustment
Assistance Act has not been acted upon by the Senate.

The prospects for steelworkers injured by imports are extremely
dim.

I urge you to defeat H.R. 2535.
Senator Runmoo. Thank you, gentlemen.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Williams follows:]
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STATEMENT BY

DONALD F. WILLIAM
MANAGER OF TOOL STEEL SALES
BETHLVIEM STEEL CORPORATION

BEFORE THE

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

HR 2535
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MY NAME IS DONALD F. WILLIAMS, I AM MANAGER OF TOOL STEEL

SALES FOR BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION. I HAVE BEEN ENGAGED IN

THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF TOOL STEELS AND OTHER SPECIAL ANALYSES

AT BETHLEHEM FOR 38 YEARS. DURING THAT TIME, MY RESPONSIBILITIES

HAVE ENCOMPASSED MILL OPERATIONS AND -ETALLURGY AS WELL AS SALES.

I HAVE HELD MY PRESENT POSITION SINCE 1969.

I WISH TO TESTIFY IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSED BILL

SUSPENDING THE DUTY ON CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL, AND RESPOND TO

PREVIOUS TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF THE MEASURE.

IT HAS BEEN SAID ON THE HOUSE SIDE T"'HAT "THE DOMESTIC

SUPPLY OF THIS PARTICULAR KIND OF SPECIALTY STEEL IS FAR TOO

LIMITED AND INCONSISTENT TO MEET THE SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF

DOMESTIC DEMAND REQUIRED FOR THIS SORT OF PROTECTION."

THAT IS THE RECURRENT THEME OF THOSE WHO SUPPORT THE BILL,

ALONG WITH COMPLAINTS THAT THE PRICES OF DOMESTIC CHIPPER KNIFE

STEEL ARE TOO HIGH, THUS PUTTING DOMESTIC MANUFACTURERS OF THE

FINISHED KNIVES AT A DISADVANTAGE WITH RESPECT TO THEIR FOREIGN

COMPETITORS.

I RESPECTFULLY TAKE ISSUE WITH BOTH OF THOSE ASSERTIONS.

BETHLEHEM'S PRINCIPAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES FOR HIGHLY

ALLOYED STEELS, SUCH AS THOSE USED FOR MACHINE KNIVES AND

SHEAR BLADES OF MANY KINDS, ARE IN THE TOOL STEEL AND SPECIALTY
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METALS DIVISION OF THE BETHLEHEM PLANT AT BETHLEHEM, PENNSYL-

VANIA. OUR BETHLEHEM MILL ALONE COULD PRODUCE OVER 75% OF'

THE REQUIREMENT FOR CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL.

AT PRESENT, THIS DIVISION EMPLOYS 254 PEOPLE DIRECTLY.

PLUS 192 PEOPLE IN THE ELECTRIC FURNACE MELTING DEPARTMENT.

THE ELECTRIC FURNACE MELTING DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES THE ROLLING

AND FORGING OPERATIONS WITH STEEL INGOTS.

IT IS ALSO WORTH NOTING THAT MANY FORMER EMPLOYEES OF

THIS DIVISION ARE RECEIVING FEDERALLY FUNDED SUPPLEMENTAL

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS BECAUSE THEY WERE LAID OFF AS THE DIRECT

RESULT OF THE IMPACT OF IMPORTED STEELS ON THEIR JOBS.

FOR OVER 70 YEARS, BETHLEHEM HAS PRODUCED SPECIALTY .STEELS

OF MANY DIFFERENT ANALYSES USED IN THE CUTTING, CHOPPING,

SHEARING AND CHIPPING OF MANY MATERIALS -- FROM SUGAR BEETS

TO STAINLESS STEEL. THIS LIST INCLUDES SEVERAL DIFFERENT

VARIATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS "CHIPPER

KNIFE STEEL". THESE VARIATIONS WERE COMMON PRIOR TO 1970.

INDIVIDUAL KNIFE MANUFACTURERS OFTEN DEVELOPED THEIR OWN

PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL ANALYSES AND SOLD THEIR END PRODUCTS

ON THE BASIS OF THEIR SUPERIOR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND SERVICE

LIFE. IN PRIOR YEARS, BETHLEHEM AND OTHER DOMESTIC PRODUCERS

SOLD THESE STEELS IN COMPETITION WITH FOREIGN PRODUCERS AT

COMPETITIVE LEVELS.
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SINCE 1970, HOWEVER, EVER-INCREASING COSTS OF ALLOYING

ELEMENTS, LABOR AND ENERGY HAVE PUSHED UP THE SELLING PRICES

OF THESE STEELS TO THE POINT WHERE, BY 1974, THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED MILL PRICES WAS APPROXIMATELY

25%. BETHLEHEM COULD NOT ABSORB THAT DIFFERENTIAL AND CONTINUE

IN THE CHIPPER KNIFE BUSINESS.

ACCORDINGLY, SINCE THE MARKET WAS MAJOR -- OVER 3,000

TONS A YEAR -- AND SINCE THE FORM OF THE PRODUCT -- THIN

RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTIONS -- IS WELL-SUITED TO OUR 12-14 INCH

MILL AT BETHLEHEM, WE INITIATED A RESEARCH PROJECT WITH THE

FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES.

FIRST --

DEVELOP A NEW ANALYSIS TO REPLACE THE VERY HIGHLY ALLOYED

MATERIALS THEN IN USE. OUR PURPOSE WAS NOT ONLY TO LOWER

COSTS, BUT ALSO TO IMPROVE AVAILABILITY AT TIMES OF CRITICAL

SUPPLY. THE POSSIBILITY OF IMPROVED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES WAS

ALSO TO BE EXPLORED.

SECOND --
STUDY OUR PRODUCTION FACILITIES TO ASSURE OUR ABILITY TO

PRODUCE A FULLY COMPETITIVE ROLLED BAR IN TERMS OF SIZE,

TOLERANCES AND SURFACE CONDITIONS (DECARBURIZATION LEVELS).

I WOULD LIKE TO 'POINT OUT HERE THAT WHILE A 3,000-TON

MARKET DOES NOT APPEAR MAJOR IN LIGHT OF THE NATIONAL STEEL

MARKET FOR ALL PRODUCTS, IT IS APPROXIMATELY 3% OF THE TOTAL
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TOOL STEEL SHIPMENTS OF ALL THE DOMESTIC PRODUCERS IN 1979

AND, MORE IMPORTANTLY, 30% OF THE TOTAL SHIPMENTS OF SPECIAL

PURPOSE, LOW ALLOY TOOL STEELS DURING THE SAME PERIOD. THE

RETURN OF THAT PRODUCTION TO DOMSIC SOURCES WOULD BE AN

IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO EMPLOYMENT LEVELS.

WITHOUT GOING INTO GREAT DETAIL, OUR RESEARCH PROGRAM

WAS A SUCCESS. BY MID-1977 WE HAD AN ANALYSIS THAT APPEARED

TO HAVE THE DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS OF BOTH RELATIVE ECONOMY

AND IMPROVED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES. FIELD TESTS DURING 1977

AND 1978 CONFIRMED THE LABORATORY WORK.

LATE IN 1978, A SMALL PRODUCTION HEAT WAS ORDERED BY

A KNIFE MANUFACTURER AT A PRICE LEVEL APPROXIMATELY 10% HIGHER

THAN THAT OF THE IMPORTED PRODUCT.

THIS MATERIAL HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED AND THE

KNIVES PLACED IN SERVICE WITH GOOD RESULTS. WE HAVE RECEIVED

A SECOND AND LARGER ORDER FOM THE SAME MANUFACTURER.

IT IS WORTHWHILE TO NOTE THAT WHILE IT IS TRUE THAT THE

SELLING PRICE OF OUR MATERIAL HAS INCREASED DUE TO INCREASED

COSTS SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION IN 1978, THE CURRENT DIFFERENTIAL

BETWEEN IT AND THE IMPORTED PRODUCT -- AS WE UNDERSTAND IT --

IS ONLY ABOUT 5%. APPARENTLY THE IMPORTED PRODUCT HAS INCREASED

GREATLY -- BY OVER 25% WITHIN A 2 YEAR PERIOD -- IN SPITE OF

THE REMOVAL OF THE ELEMENT TUNGSTEN FROM THE ANALYSIS BY FOREIGN

PRODUCERS.
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I SUBMIT THAT IN THE FACE OF WORLD-WIDE INFLATION, THE

DECLINING VALUE OF THE DOLLAR, COST INCREASES AND AVAILABILITY

PROBLEM S WITH ALLOYING ELEM S, THE ONLY FACTOR RESTRAINING

THE PRICE OF IMORETD SPECIALTY STEEL GENERALLY -- A1D THE

PRICE OF CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL IN PARTICULAR -- IS THE EXISTENCE

OF DOMESTICALLY PRODUCED, COMPETITIVE MATERIAL. WITHOUT

DOMESTIC PRODUCERS, I.T APPEARS THAT IMPORTS OF THIS PRODUCT

WILL BE LIKELY TO ESCALATE GREATLY, TO THE INJURY OF DOMESTIC

MAKERS OF FINISHED KNIVES AND THEIR CUSTOtERS.

WHETHER THIS MATERIAL IS PRODUCED BY BETHLEEM OR OTHER

DOMESTIC PRODUCERS, AND WHETHER ITS ANALYSIS IS THE SAME AS,
ORt DIFFREN FRm THm DTIONALm, is NOT IMPORTANT. THE

ESSENTIALITY OR COMPETITIVE DOMESTIC SOURCES OF SUPPLY -- IS
THE REAL KEY To AN scoNomc, RELIABLE SUPPLY FOR TIE KNIFE
INDUSTRY.

PUTTING THOSE VITAL DOMESTIC SOURCES AT A HOPELESS DIS-

ADVANTAGE BY LEGISLATION AWARDING A PRICE ADVANTAGE TO FOREIGN

STEEL PRODUCERS ISN'T IN THE LONG-TERM BEST INTEREST OF THE

KNIFE INDUSTRY, THE SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY OR THE COUNTRY

AS A WHOLE.

I HAVE STATED EARLIER THAT OUR 12-14" ROLLING MILL AT

BETZHD(f IS PARTICULARLY WELL-SUITED TO THE PRODUCTION OF

THE THIN, RECTANGULAR SECTIONS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

CHIPPER KNIVES. THERE ARE SD4IIAR FACILITIES OPERATED BY
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SEVERAL OTE DOMESTIC PRODUCERS. THERE IS NO LACK OF DOMESTIC

PRODUCTION CAPACITY. THERE HAS BEEN ONLY A LACK OF POTENTIAL

RETURN ON INVESTMENT AS LONG AS FOREIGN PRODUCERS WERE

APPARENTLY UNAFFECTED BY WORLD-WIDE COST INCREASES IN THEIR

PRICING PRACTICE. APPARENTLY, THIS PHILOSOPHY HAS CHANGED

AND =Y ARE ATTEMTING TO ESTABLISH A PRICE ADVANTAGE BY

LEGISLATIVE ACTION. BETHLEHEM CAN BE A VERY RELIABLE SOURCE FOR

THE IFE INDUSTRY WITH A PRODUCT THAT MIGHT EVEN COMMAND A 5%

PREMIUM.

CONSIDERING THE PRESENT STATE OF WORLD ECONOMICS AND

POLITICAL INSTABILITY, ANY PROGRAM THAT INCREASES OUR NATION'S

DEPNDUNCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES FOR AN.Y MATERIAL IS QUESTIONABLE.

DURING ANY EMERGENCY, THE PROCESSING OF TIMBER INTO CONSTRUCTION

MATERIALS; COMMUNICATION MATERIALS; FUELS, EITHER AS WOOD OR DIS-

TILLED INTO ALCOHOL; INSULATION; ETC. BECOMES AN IMPORTANT PART

OF OUR NATIONAL EFFORT.

WHILE IT IS TRUE THAT THE PARTICULAR BILL IN QUESTION DEALS

WITH ONLY ONE ANALYSIS, THE PRINCIPLE OF LIMITED EXCEPTION COULD

EASILY BE EXPANDED TO INCLUDE "CHIPPER KNIVES" AS A GENERIC TERM.

THEN, IF PRECEDENT IS ESTABLISHED; THE EXCLUSION COULD BE EXTENDED

TO SCRAP CHIPPER KNIFE STEEL, AND PLASTIC GRANULATOR KNIFE STEEL,

AND SHEET METAL SHEAR KNIFE STEEL.

ONCE A PRECEDENT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED, THIS TACTIC COULD

BE APPLIED TO ANY IO'RTED PRODUCT WHEN AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS
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HAVE ATTEMPTED TO BREAK THE FOREIGN HOLD ON THE MARKET THROUGH

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW, IMPROVED PRODUCT. OR, WHENEVER

FOREIGN PRODUCTION COSTS HAVE RISEN TO THE POINT WHERE DOMESTIC

SOURCES BECOME COMPETITIVE.

WE DO NOT FEEL THAT IT IS THE INTENT OF CONGRESS TO

DISCOURAGE COMPETITION OR INVENTIVENESS ON THE PART OF DOMESTIC

INDUSTRIES BY SUCH LEGISLATION.

THE QUOTAS COVERING IMPORTED SPECIALTY STEELS WILL BE

LIFTED THIS Ml)NTH. THERE WILL NO LONGER BE ANY RESTRICTION ON

THE AMOUNT OR TYPE OF THESE MATERIALS THAT CAN COMPETE IN OUR

DOMESTIC MARKETPLACE. BETHLEHEM. LIKE OTHER SPECIALTY PRODUCERS,

WILL STRIVE AND INVEST AND EMPLOY WORKERS TO OFFER OUR CUSTOMERS

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY IN THE FACE OF THAT COMPETITION.

I HOPE THAT THE CONGRESS WILL NOT DEPRIVE THE DOMESTIC

SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY OF AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE WITH

FOREIGN STEEL BY APPROVING FURTHER ACTION ON HR 2535.

YOUR INTEREST IN AND CONSIDERATION OF OUR Vii".WINT IS

GREATLY APPRECIATED. THANK YOU.
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Mr. Buchman?

STATEMENT OF ALEX BUCHMAN, PRESIDENT, BARCLAY HOME
PRODUCTS AND VICE PRESIDENT FEATHER & DOWN ASSOCI-
ATION, INC.
Mr. Bucm u. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

my name is Alex Buchman. I am president of Barclay Home Prod-
ucts in New York City and am appearing today on behalf of the
Feather & Down Association. I am accompanied by Ben Ludin of
York Feather & Down Corp. I would like my complete written
statement included in the record.

In 1974, Congress passed legislation suspending the rate of duty
applicable to crude feathers and downs. That legislation expired on
June 30, 1979. Consequently, immediate action by this committee is
necessary to continue this suspension that corrects an anomaly in
our tariff law that discriminates against American companies by
making it cheaper to manufacture outside the United States.

On behalf of the association, I urge the immediate continuation
of the suspension in the rate of duty. This action will permit the
members of the association and their customers to compete effec-
tively against imported products that contain foreign processed
feathers and downs.

Our association urges that the Finance Committee and the
Senate take immediate action to continue the suspension of duty
that has expired. We strongly support H.R. 2492 as reported by the
Ways and Means Committee and currently awaiting full House
consideration.

That bill contains two crucial parts: One, it continues the suspen-
sion of duty until June 30, 1984, and two, it includes a provision
that allows a refund of duty paid in the interim between June 80,
1979, and enactment of the continuation.

The association also strongly supports legislation-S. 1581-in-
troduced almost 1 year ago by my Senator, Senator Moynihan. A
great number of the association members are from New York and
greatly appreciate the interest the Senator has shown in this issue.
These member companies employ thousands of persons.

It should be noted that the association also has members or
member operations in Senator Talmadge's State, Senator Bentsen's
State, and Senator Bradley's State. Senator Moynihan's bill contin-
ues the suspension of duty and while it does not contain the techni-
cal refund language of H.I 2492 as reported, it is our understand-
ing that Senator Moynihan desires his legislation to be effective for
periods beginning after June 80, 1979, the date the suspension
expired. The administration has no objection to the continuation of
the suspension.

All the unions and associations of our industry support our posi-
tion. The United States must import about 80 percent of its total
demand for waterfowl feather and down. The primary suppliers are
Eastern and Western Europe and China.

Waterfowl feathers and downs are used in pillows, comforters,
sleeping bags, and outerwear garments such as parkas and skiing
jackets and coats.

The members of the association import and produce most of the
waterfowl feathers and downs brought into and produced in this
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country. They also manufacture the vast majority of the feather
and down pillows and comforters sold in this country and sell
processed feathers and downs to manufacturers of other finished
down products.

There are many reasons why the suspension of duty must be
continued: One, the imposition of a duty significantly increases the
probability o f la offs among procesn and production employ-
ee, the vast mjorit--approxmately 95 percent-of whom are
lower income, minority groups working in high unemployment
areas.

Two, the current legislation situation has caused tremendous
confusion in business planning affecting processors, manufacturers
and retailers. It has been traditional practice, based on the original
1974 legislation to quote prices for goods, make purchase commit-
ments and publish catalogs far in advance.

This can no longer be done because of this hiatus.
The immediate continuation of the duty suspension would lessen

inflation by making unnecessary the higher cost adjustments at
every phase of the manufacturing and retailing process.

The 1974 legislation encouraged expansion of facilities and great-
er exports, thereby expanding the work force and helping the
balance of payments.

A low duty on feathers and downs lessens the American energy
problem and enhances our national defense. The suspension cor-
rects an anomaly in the tariff law.

Prior to the 1974 suspension, raw products were subject to a
much higher duty than Unfinished items made with feathers and
downs and this currently is the case. The duty structure discrimi-
nates against American processors and manufacturers.

Without continuation of the suspension of duty, American com-
panies will give serious consideration to establishing processing

-plants overseas. In addition, China now uses their pr feath-
ers and downs to manufacture and export finished products.

The suspension of duty on feathers and downs has not adversely
affected domestic producers of waterfowl feathers and down. In
summary, the current law of suspension is due to expire in June
1979. For reasons I stated, the suspension should be continued.

We strongly support legislation that would continue the suspen-
sion of duty retroactive to June 30, 1979,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your attention and support.
Senator Ricorr. Thank you very much. I understand the prob-

lem.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Buchman follows]
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STATEMENT OF ALEX BUCHMAN

ON BEHALF OF THE FEATHER & DOWN ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

The following is a brief summary of the testimony of Alex

Buchman, President, Barclay Home Products, New York, New York,

on behalf of the Feather & Down Association, Inc. concerning the

continuation of the suspension in the rate of duty applicable to

crude feathers and downs:

In 1974, to correct an anomaly in our tariff laws that

assessed component parts at a higher duty than finished

products, Congress enacted legislation suspending the rate

of duty applicable to crude feathers and downs. That

legislation expired on June 30, 1979. The Feather & Down

Association urges the Congress to promptly enact a simple

continuation of this suspension to be effective July 1, 1979.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is Alex

Buchman. I am President of Barclay Home Products in New York City

and am appearing today on behalf of the Feather and Down

Association.

-q In 1974, Congress passed legislation suspending the rate of

duty applicable to crude feathers and downs. That legislation

expired on June 30, 1979. Consequently, immediate action by this

Committee is necessary to continue this suspension that corrects

an anomaly in our tariff law that discriminated against American

companies by mil~ing it cheaper to manufacture outside the U.S. On

behalf of the Association, I urge the continuation of the

suspension in the rate of duty. This action will permit the

members of the Association and their customers to compete

effectively against imported products that contain foreign

processed feathers and downs.

Our Association urges that the Finance Committee and the

Senate take immediate action to continue the suspension of duty

th4t has expired. We strongly support H.R. 2492 as reported by the

Ways & Means Committee and currently awaiting full House

consideration. That bill contains two crucial parts: (1) it

continues the suspension of duty until June 30, 1984 and (2) it

includes a provision that allows a refund of duty paid in the

interim between June 30, 1979 and enactment of the continuation.

The Association also strongly supm)rts legislation (S. 1531)

introduced almost one year ago by my Snator, Senator Moynihan. A

great number of the Association members are from New York and

greatly appreciate the interest the Senator has shown in this
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issue. These member companies employ hundreds of persons. It

should be noted that the Association also has members or member

operations in Senat-i Talmadge's state, Senator Bentsen's state,

and Senator Bradley's state. Senator Moynihan's bill continues

the suspension of duty and while it does not contain the technical

refund language of H.R. 2492 as reported, it is our understanding

that Senator Moynihan desires his legislation to be effective for

periods beginning after June 30, 1979, the date the suspension

expired. The Administration has no objection to the continuation

of the suspension.()

This urgent problem concerns only waterfowl feathers and

downs, that is, ducks and geese. The United States is far from

self-sufficient in waterfowl feathers and downs and must import

about 80% of total demand, the primary suppliers being Eastern and

Western Europe ar.d China. Only about 20% is produced domestically

by those who grow ducks and geese for meat.

Waterfowl feathers and downs are ideal for the manufacture

of products such as pillows, comforters, sleeping bags, and outer-

wear garments such as parkas and skiing jackets. Chicken

feathers, 'which are produced in huge quantities in this country,

are far less suitable for such purposes.

The members of the Association import most of the waterfowl

feathers and downs brought into this country. They also process

virtually all of the imported and domestic waterfowl feathers and

downs utilized in the United States. In addition to processing,

the members of the Association manufacture the vast majority of

the feather and down pillows and comforters sold in this countiy.

5g-2S3 0 - 80 - 13
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They also sell processed feathers and downs to manufacturers of

srch products as sleeping bags and outerwear garments.

There are many reasons why the suspension of duty must be

continued: (1) The imposition of a duty significantly increases

the probability of "layoffs" among processing and production

employees, the vast majority (approximately 95X) of whom are lower

income, minority groups working in high unemployment areas.

Basically, this disruption of a stable workforce would be caused

by "cash flow" problems resulting from the duty. The duty cannot

be covered from operating revenues; consequently, feather and down

processors must borrow at interest rates above the prime rate or

finance from working capital. Either course of action leads to

probable layoffs in the minority work force. (2) The current

legislation situation has caused tremendous confusion in business

planning. It is the traditional practice, based on the original

1974 duty suspension legislation, to quote prices for goods and

make purchase commitments far in advance. This tradition which

leads to stable employment practices on a year around basis, can

no longer be followed by the processors. Of course, retailers of

goods also suffer from the disruption because they are also unable

to price their goods, publish catalogues,.etc. (3) The temporary

imposition of a duty worsens the problems of inflation. The

immediate continuation of the duty suspension would lessen

inflation by making unnecessary the higher cost 'adjustments at

every phase of the manufacturing and retailing process. (4) The

1974 legislation encouraged expansion of facilities and greater

exports, thereby expanding the workforce. While immediate
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legislation action will diminish the probability of "layoffs", it

should also create employment opportunities among these minority

workers in high unemployment areas. (5) A low duty on feathers and

downs lessens America's energy problem. A low duty assures that

down filled products are more competitive with polyester (a

petroleum product) filled products. In addition, use of down

filled articles, such as comforters, in the home allows the home

to be kept at the President's suggested 650.

To understand the need for immediate action to continue the

suspension in the rate of duty, it is also useful to discuss the

situation prior to the 1974 legislation. Prior to that

legislation feathers and downs were subject to a 15% duty.

However, finished items made with waterfowl feathers and downs

(such as pillows, comforters, sleeping bags, and outerwear

garments) were separately classified in the tariff schedules. The

duty on these finished items was significantly lower than the 15Y

duty on feathers and downs. Even after the recent Presidential

action lowering the duty on some imported feathers and downs, the

duty on finished products is lower. For example, the duty on

comforters (6%) and outerwear garments (4.7%) is substantially

lower that the duty on feathers and downs (7.5%).

The anomaly under prior and current law is clear; the rate of

duty on the component parts was and is substantially higher than

duty on the finished product of a sleeping bag' or outerwear

garment. As the administrative agencies' reports and the

legislative history enacting the original suspension recognized,

"domestic manufacturers of sleeping bags and outerwear garments
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are placed in the position of competing against foreign suppliers

of finished products who pay about 1/2 the duty rate imposed on

feathers and downs. This duty structure therefore encourages US.

imports of manufactured articles. Thus there is a built-in

incentive for U.S. manufacturers to establish facilities abroad."

House Report 93-993. Further, the law prior to the 1974 suspension

was unusual in that Congress has generally provided that the duty

on finished articles is higher than the duty onr component parts.

Unless the suspension is enacted, this anomaly of past and current

law will continue.

Further, the Association knows of substantial new investment

abroad in plants designed to process waterfowl feathers and downs

and to use them in the manufacture of finished products. Without a

continuation of the suspension -of duty, American companies will

give serious consideration to establishing processing plants

overseas. In addition, it is probable that the Russians and

Chinese will use their processed feathers and downs to manufacture-

and export finished products. Without timely Congressional action

to continue the suspension of duty these foreign processing plants

will have a distinct advantage in fulfilling the domestic and

foreign markets now enjoyed by U.S. processors.

The suspension of duty on crude feathers and-downs has

encouraged the export of processed feathers and downs and American

made sleeping bags and outerwear garments. le., the duty free

treatment of raw materials makes it easier to compete overseas. A

continuation of the- suspension would allow the export potential of

American manufacturers to be fulfilled and create an expansion of
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employment opportunity. This, of course, improves the American

balance of payments.

Finally, the current law suspension of duty on crude feathers
,--andowns has not adversely affected domestic producers of

waterfowl feathers and downs. The approximately 200 domestic

suppliers raise birds primarily for meat and due to expanding

demand for outerwear garments, the suspension of duty has little

effect on them. American producers are currently exporting

feathers and downs.

In summary, the current law suspension of duties expired on

June 30, 1979. Unless this Committee and the Senate takes prompt

action to simply continue the suspension, the curious anomaly

evdenced in old law would again be present, employment

opportunity will be diminished, business practices will be

disrupted, inflationary trends will be encouraged, foreign

manufacturers will gain an increasing dominance in the market,

domestic manufacturers will be encouraged to establish facilities

abroad with the comensurate loss of American jobs, and the export

potential of American companies would be severly jeopardized at

the time we need help-with our balance of payments.

we strongly support legislation that would continue the

suspension of duty retroactive to June 30, 1979 and once again

thank-Senator Moynihan for his assistance.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee for your

attention and support.
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Mr. Berkman.

STATEMENT OF IRVING J. BERKMAN, PRESIDENT, WYCKOFF
STEEL DIVISION, AMPCO.PITTSBURGH CORP.

Mr. Bimu'iw. Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied by Mr. Murray
Belman, counsel for the Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to address the
committee. My name is Irving J. Berkman and I am president of
Wyckoff Steel Division of Ampco-Pittsburgh Corp. I am also a
member of the executive board of the Cold Finished Steel Bar
Institute.

I am here today to speak in support of S. 1275, a bill to correct
the present misclassification of cold finished steel bar imports.

Cold finished steel bars are made by taking hot rolled steel bars
or rods and drawing them through a carbide die. This process
increases the strength of the product and supplies a smooth surface
and close dimensional tolerance.

The uses of cold finished bars require extremely high standards
of straightness. To preserve this straightness and the smooth sur-
face and dimensional accuracy of the cold finished bar, it is sold in
cut lengths and carefully protected in storage and in shipping.

Wire is also a drawn product, but it is produced at much higher
speeds and has a lower degree of dimensional accuracy. Wire is
used for products where straightness is not required.

For these reasons, wire is invariably sold in coiled form which is
cheaper and easier to produce and ship.

The Tariff Schedules of the United States do not adequately
differentiate between cold finished bars and wire. Instead, any
drawn product up to a diameter of 0.703 inch is considered wire,
whether it is in coil form or cut to length.

Conversely, a product can only be considered a cold finished bar
if it is over 0.703 inch in diameter.

In effect, the tariff schedules have not recognized that cold fin-
ished bars can be produced with a diameter of 0.703 inch or less.
Yet, such products account for a substantial portion of the Ameri-
can market.

Some 20 to 30 percent of total cold finished bar imports each
year are incorrectly counted as wire because of this classification
anomaly. S. 1275 would cure this problem by limiting the definition
of wire to products in coil form. It would thereby insure that
smaller diameter cold finished bars are properly classified.

Other Government entities have already corrected the anomaly.
The Commerce Department has modified export schedule B so
definition of wire is limited to coil products.

We understand that the International Trade Commission staff
has favorably considered this proposed change in tariff nomencla-
ture. In addition, the International Customs Cooperation Council,
the European communities, and the Government of Japan have
proposed similar limitations to the definition of wire in the Brus-
sels Tariff Nomenclature. The proposal has been endorsed by the
American Iron and Steel Institute.

Finally, the House adopted the legislation last fall.
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The administration has opposed this legislation. They do not
dispute that cold finished bar imports are being improperly classi-
fied but they do not wish to see any duty changes.

We do not believe that their position is a compelling one since
S. 1275 is aimed at closing a loophole that is acknowledged by all
objective observers. Moreover, since the higher duty in question
has not prevented record import in recent years, it would not
significantly impact existing trade.

However, in the spirit of compromise, our industry accepted an
amendment in the House that would result in no net duty impact
until 1982, thereby gving the executive branch time to discuss the
matter with our trading partners.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I should be happy to answer any
questions you may have for me.

Senator Rmicon. I think we understand the situation, Mr. Berk-
man. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Berkman follows. Oral testimo-
ny continues on p. 207.]
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STATEMENT OF
IRVING J. BEPKAN

TO THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF TSE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITT4

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

Mr. Chairman, my name is Irving J. Berkman. I

am President of Wyckoff Steel Company of Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania. I am also a member of the Executive Board of the

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute, an association of 29

North American producers of cold finished steel bars. In

addition, ten integrated mills, two of which produce cold

finished bars, are associate members of our Institute.

(A list of members and associate members is found as

Attachment 1.)
I

The American Cold Finished Bar Industry

In the United States, the greatest share of cold

finished bars are made by relatively small, nonintegrated

companies, often family owned. Member companies of the

Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute have plants in fifteen

states. About 12,000 American workers are directly em-

ployed in the production of cold finished bars, and about

another 12,000 produce the raw material from which cold

finished bars are made.
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The Characteristics and Uses of Cold Finished Bars and Wire

C.Id finished bars are made from hot rolled bar
and rod. These raw materials are first treated to remove

their heavy surface scale; then they axe drawn throi.gh a

carbide die. This process increases the strength of the

product, provides a smooth surface and creates very close

dimensional tolerances. For example, one inch round cold

finished bars are customarily made to a tolerance of plus

zero and minus one or two thousandths of an inch.

Cold finished bars are used principally as shaft-

ing in motors and transmissions and as a feedstock for the

production of screw machine products. Both uses require

extremely high standards of straightness to reduce vibration

and undue parts wear. Consequently, cold finished bars are

ordinarily made with less than a 1/8 inch curvature over Ony

ten foot portion of a bar's total length.

In order to preserve the surface finish, size

tolerance and straightness of cold finished bars, they are

invariably sold in cut lengths and are carefully protected

in storage and shipment.

Wire is also a drawn product, but it is produced

at much higher speeds than cold finished bars. Consequently,

it is made to significantly wider dimensional tolerances.

Wire is made into a great variety of products like coat

hangars, fasteners, fencing, and springs. But it is very
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rare that an end use of wire will require the straightness

or close tolerance of a cold finished-bar. For these

reasons, wire is invariably sold in coiled form, which is

easier and cheaper to produce and ship.

The Present Anomaly in the Tariff Schedules

The Tariff Schedules of the United States define

"wire" as a drawn product not over 0.703 inch in diameter./

"Bars", including cold finished bars, are defined as products

of solid section not conforming to the definitions for other
2

specified products, including "wire. Thus, the definition

of *wire" takes precedence over that of "bar". Since the

definition of wire includes any drawn product up to .703 inch

in diameter, whether in coiled form or cut to length, cold

efull definition is:

A finished, drawn, non-tubular product, of any
cross-sectional configuration, in coils or cut-
to-length, and not over 0.703 inch in maximum
cross-sectional dimension. The term also includes
a product of solid rectangular cross section, in
coils or cut-to-length, with a cold-rolled finish,
and not over 0.25 inch thick and not over 0.50 inch
wide. (Schedule 6, part 2, subpart B, headnote 3(i)]

2/ The full definition is:

Products of solid section not conforming com-
pletely to the respective specifications set
forth herein for blooms, billets, slabs, sheet
bars, wire rods, plates, sheets, strip, wire,
rails, joint bars, or tie plates, and which
have cross sections in the shape of circles,
segments of circles, ovals, triangles, rectangles,
hexagons, or octagons. (Schedule 6, part 2,
subpart B, headnote 3(d)]
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finished bar imports now fall into this category. Only

products over .703 inch can be considered to be cold fin-

ished bars.

The result is that the Tariff Schedules do not

recognize the existence of cold finished bars below .703

inch. Yet such products account for a substantial portion

of the American market. Many companies produce cold fin-

ished bars with diameters as small as 1/8 inch. We estimate

that at least 201 of domestic production of cold finished

bars are at .703 inch or less in diameter.

In 1972, the Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute

sought to determine what percentage of imports were being

incorrectly classified as wire. Working with the govern-

ment's Committee for Statistical Annotation of Tariff

Schedules, we developed statistical breakouts within the

wire categories to determine the amount of cut-to-length

product that was being entered as "wire". These breakouts,
3/

which were established on January 1, 1973, show that

between 20-30% of our cold finished bar imports are now

being improperly classified as "wire". (The statistics

are appended as Attachment 2.)

Support For the Proposed Change of Definitions

When we learned of the large amount of cold

finished bar being misclassified as wire, we discussed

3/ TSUS items 609.4105, 609.4305 and 609.7005.
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the problem with U.S. Government agencies responsible for

these matters. During 1976, we provided substantial informa-

tion on the matter to the Department of Commerce, the Inter-

national Trade Commission, and the Customs Service. As a

result, the Commerce Department changed it? Export Schedule

3 on January 1, 1978 to limit the definition of "wire" to

coiled products. In addition, the ITC staff agreed to pro-

pose the rev!.sed definition in draft technical amendments

aimed at harmonizing import definitions with those used

in export, domestic production and international trade

classifications. Due to the press of other business related

to the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, the ITC was, un-

fortunately unable to go forward with this proposed legis-

lation.

Internationally, the same proposal has been made

independently by other governments and organizations. For

example, the Connon Market has proposed limiting the

definition of "wire" to products in "wound coils, rolls

4/ The new definition is:

A finished, drawn, non-tubular product, of-any
cross-sectional configuration, in coils and
not over 0.703 inch in maximum cross-sectional
dimension. The term also includes a product
of solid rectangular cross section, in coils
with a cold-rolled finish, and not over 0.25 inch
thick and not over 0.50 inch wide. (Schedule 6,
part 2, subpart B, headnote 3(h)]

Before January 1, 1978 "wire" had been defined as a product
in coil or cut-to-length form.
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or reels." The Government of Japan has endorsed this

approach, and the international Customs Cooperation Council

has proposed a simple definition of wire: "Cold-drawn

products, of any cross-sectional shape, in coil form."

The American Iron ans Steel Institute Was proposed a

similar definition for wire:

A finished, drawn, non-tubular product of
any cross-sectional configuration, in coils
only, not over 25 mm (.999 inch) in a~xI
cross-sectional dimension. I/

Proposed Modification of Tariff Schedules

Enactment of S. 1275 would cure the present

misclassification of smaller diameter cold finished bars

by deleting the words "or cut-to-length" in the present

definition of wire. Thereafter, only products imported

in coil form would be considered to be "wire". Drawn

products in cut-to-length form would be correctly classi-

fied as cold finished bars without regard to their dimen-

sion.

§/ Customs Cooperation Council, Harmonized Commodity Des-
cription and Coding System, Chapter 72: P Iron, Iron and
Steel, Doc. 24.240 E, Sept. 25, 1978, App. p. 6. (See
KEEtcm ent 3.)

6/ Ibid., p. 23, emphasis added. (See Attachment 4.)

7/ Attachment dated November 15, 1976 to letter dated
November 19, 1976 from E. S. Florkoski, Jr. to Mr. Eugene
Rosengarden, USITC, p. 7, emphasis added. (See Attach-
ment 5.)
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The Administration opposed E.R. 4309, a compan-

ion bill to S. 1275, when it was considered by the Ways

and Means Conmittee. While they recognized that a tariff

classification problem exists and were willing to support

legislation to remedy that situation, they opposed any duty

increase. They also argued that such an increase should be

subject to negotiation with supplying countries before it

is implemented.

We believe that those objections are not compelling.,

First, S. 1275 is simply aimed at closing what all sides

acknowledge to be a loophole. It is not an increase in

protection so much as an end to an improper denial of pro-

tection. Moreover, the increase in duty would only bring

the newly reclassified products up to the level of other

cold finished bar. Since the higher suty has not pre-

vented record imports in recent years, we do not believe

that the equalization would significantly impact existing

trade.

Nonetheless, in the spirit of compromise, our

industry accepted an amendment to H.R. 4309 that would

limit the mediate duty increase on reclassified (smaller

diameter) product and would reduce the present duty larger

diameter product. The result would be that there would be

no net duty increase until January 1, 1982. This delay

would give the Executive Branch ample time to notify our
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trading partners and discuss the matter with them.

Mr. Chairman, this proposal would cure an ob-

viously faulty definition in our Tariff Schedules. The

correct approach has been recognized in our own government

and by those of the principal countries supplying steel

to the United States. It has been endorsed by an objective

international organization of experts in customs matters

and by the American Iron and Steel Institute. It has been

adopted by the House. We respectfully urge that your

Committee give it prompt consideration and endorsement.
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TE COLD TZNTSE STEEL RU 1 ISTZ7TRT

MGME

ALAUMA METAL IDUSTRIES CORPORATION-
Greenville, South Carolina

Am C DRAWN STEEL CORPORATION
Allison Park, Pecnsylvania

ATLAS STEELS
Welland, Ontario, Caneda

IAN DRAW STEEL CORPORATION
Toledo, Ohio

BLISS & LAUGHLfI INDUSTRIES, IC.
Oak Brook, Illinois

COREY STEEL COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois

CUMBERLAND STEEL CAN
Cumberland, Maryland

FlZSmO4S ST=~ COMPANY, INC.
YougsoCon, Ohio

GEDM METALS CORPORATION
Elk Grove, Llinois

GENERAL STEEL & WIRE CO., INC.
Lynvood, Cal f ornia

J. HARIT & SONS LnC=E
Stoney Creek, Oncario, CanAa

HERCULES DRAWNi STEEL CORP'ORATION
Toledo, Ohio

HOOVER UNIVERSAL
Solon, Ohio

INTERCNTNENTAL STEEl CORPORATION
South Holland, Illinois

MEWSE COLD DRAWI STEEL CWANY
Woodbridge, New Jersey

KRZGER AND COMPANY
glohurs, Ilinois

LAISALLI STEEL COt GAY
Chicago, W.inois

ue STEEL WIRE COMPANY
Maryville, Missouri

DLTRUP STEEL PRODUCTS CO@ANY
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania

NELSEN ST1M. & WIW COMPANY
Franklin Park, Illinois

PRCISIO-= STEE COMPANY
Aliquippa, Penasylvenia

RAMCO STEEL INC .
Buffalo, Nev York

ST. LOUIS COLD DRAN, IC.
St. Louis Missouri

SAX STEEL COMPANY. INC.
ChicagoHeiShts, Illinois

SUPERIOR DRAW STEEL COMPANY
Monaca, Pennylvania

TEEDYNZ C0LUM1A-STMKZRXLL
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

UNIVERSAL METAL SERVCE CORPORATION
South Holland, Ilinois

WESTERN COLD DRAW STEEL
Elyria, Ohio

WYCKOFT STEEL DIVISION
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



COLD FINISHED STEEL BAR ZZ4PORTS
CLASSZFIZD AS "WIRE"

PERCENTAGE OF
YEAR TONS TOTAL WZ4ORTS

1973 39,000 22%

1974 39,000 29%

1975 20,000 21%

1976 25,000 23%

1977 46,000 26%

1978 48,000 21%

59-253 0 - 80 - 14
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Excerpt from Customs Co-Operation Council, Harmonized Commodity
Description and Coding System: Chapter 72: PiT iron, iron
and Steel, Doc. 24.240 E, Sept. 25, 1978, p. 23:

Beading 72.21 - Wire of iron or non alloy ordinarysteel . . .

71. The (European Economic Community] has pro-
posed the following definition for wire:

"Cold-drawn products, of any solid cross-
sectional shape, in regularly or irregularly
wound coils, rolls or reels."

The present 13 mm limit for wire has been deleted
and a clause relating to coils, rolls or reels has
been added. Thus, under this definition wire
differs from colddrawn bars and rods only in that
the former is presented in coils, whereas the
latter are not in coils.

72. This proposal conforms with views expressed
by the Japanese Administration that a demarcation
line based on a cross-sectional dimension seems
irrelevant in the light of actual commercial prac-
tice. The Japanese Administration has also stated
that, with the development of wire-drawing tech-
nique, cold-drawn wire, in coils, with a cross-
sectional dimension exceeding 13 mm is now pro-
duced without difficulty. Indeed, the definition
proposed by the United States includes a dimen-
sional criterion of 25 mm, but includes also a
provision for the inclusion of such cold-drawn
products presented other than in coils with a
minimum length criterion of 215 mm.

73. The Technical Team would certainly recommend,
for the purpose of the CCC Nomenclature, the
adoption of a definition which avoids arbitrary
dimensional criteria. Referring, however, to the
(EEC] definition at paragraph 71 above, the
Technical Team suggests that the words "regularly
or irregularly wound" add nothing to the precision
of the text and that reference to "coils, rolls
or reels" might be unintentionally limitative.
The following alternative is proposed:

"Cold-drawn products, of any solid cross-
sectional shape, in coiled form."
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Excerpt from Proposals Submitted by Members of the European
Communities; Pig Iron, Iron and Steel, Appendix to CCC Doc.
74.240, Sept. 45, L978, p. App. 6:

(w) Wire (headings No*. 72.28, 72.48, 72.68
=-72.88):

Cold-drawn products, of any solid cross-
sectional shape, in regularly or irregularly
wound coils, rolls or reels (see also Note 3
to Chapter 73).
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Excerpt from American Iron and Steel Institute, proposed
Revised Brussels Tariff Nomenclature for Pig Iron and Steel
Kill Products, attachment to letter dated November 19, l576
from E. S. Florkoski, Jr. to E. Rosengarden (U.S.I.T.C.),
p. 7:

Wire

A finished, drawn, non-tubular product of any
cross-sectional configuration, in coils only,
not over 25 mm (.999 in.) in maximum cross-
sectional dimension.
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Senator RIBICOFF. S. 1851. Mr. Bowland, Mr. Felando, and Mr.
Lasea.

STATEMENT OF JACK BOWLAND, UNITED STATES TUNA
FOUNDATION

Mr. BOWLAND. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Jack Bowland
from the United States Tuna Foundation.

On my left is Mr. August Felando, president of the American
Tuna Boat Association; on my right, Capt. Joe Medina, president of
the United States Tuna Foundation from San Diego.

We are here in support of S. 1851. We have submitted written
testimony to the committee which we would like incorporated into
the record and we would like to state that, in our written testimo-
ny, you will find two amendments that we would like to have
incorporated into S. 1851.

Those amendments are a result of long discussions and compro-
mise with the domestic net manufacturers. I would like to apolo-
gize for Mr. Burney, who was originally scheduled to testify this
morning, but he is ill and was unable to appear-if you have any
questions on our behalf, I would like them to be directed either to
Mr. Felando or Mr. Medina.

Senator RinicoFn. I think we understand the situation. If any-
body would like to add a comment, you still have a few minutes to
do so.

Mr. F=ANDo. Yes. I am August Felando, president of the Ameri-
can Tuna Boat Association located in San Diego. There are 130
U.S.-flag vessels engaged in catching tuna with nets. A hundred of
them are represented by the association.

This legislation, this proposed bill, came about as a result of the
Panama Canal Treaty. This is to let the committee know, and you,
Mr. Chairman, that our membership supports the compromise
modification that has been worked out.

Thank you very much.
Senator RmicoFF. You are trying to be placed in the same posi-

tion that you were in before the treaty?
Mr. FALLANDo. That is correct. Recognizing that this would be

for a limited period of time.
Senator RIBICOFF. We understand the problem. Thank you gen-

tlemen for coming.
Yes, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Burney follows:J
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statement of David G. Burney
Counsel for United States Tuna Foundation

Before the
Senate Subcoimttee on International Trade

February 5, 1980

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcomittee on Interrational

Trade:

On behalf of the United States tuna industry, I welcome this

opportunity to testify in support of S. 1851, a bill which would

amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to continue the duty-free status of

repair parts, materials, and equipment purchased and repairs made

in Panama for vessels documented under the laws of the United States.

The United States Tuna Foundation was formed in May 1977, and

its membership comprises all segments of the United States tuna

industry. Membership includes all tuna processors, tuna vessel

owners and operators, and the labor force which works on board

tuna vessels and in tuna processing facilities.

In introducing S. 1851 Senator Allan Cranston stated that,

8S. 1851 is a straightforward attempt to resolve what I believe

to be a prohibitive situation for our tuna industry---a situation

that has occurred unwittingly through passage of the Panama Canal

implementation legislation". Needless to say we agree with Senator

Cranston's statement.

As background it is important to note that prior to October 1,

1979, vessels documented under United States law were permitted to

purchase equipment and initiate repairs in the Panama Canal Zone

without payment of the 50 percent duty imposed by the Tariff hct

of 1930. As a result of passage of the Panama Canal implementation

legislation on October 1, 1979, the duty-free status of the Canal

Zone was terminated.
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The Canal Zone is extremely important to the United States

high seas tuna fleet because of its adjacency to the historical

tuna fishing grounds located in the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean.

Most tuna net installation and repair takes place in the Canal

Zone since additional fuel costs for travel to ports located in

the United States would be prohibitive. In addition, netting

manufactured in the Canal Zone has been the only netting available

which meets the requirements of the Marine Mammal Protection Act.

Recently representatives of the United States tuna industry met

with representatives of the domestic net manufacturers in an effort

to explain their concern over the transfer of the Canal Zone to

Panama. Assurances were given by the domestic net manufacturers

that they were capable of producing a purse seine net which would

meet the XMPA specifications and be of comparable quality to netting

presently utilized by the international tuna fleet. While express-

ing confidence in their ability to manufacture an acceptable purse

seine net, the domestic net manufacturers admitted that some *at

sea" testing was necessary. Representatives of the tuna industry

agreed to place domestically produced webbing in U.S. tuna nets

in order to compare the webbing with that presently being utilized.

As a result of the meetings between the tuna industry repre-

sentatives and the domestic net manufacturers, the parties agreed

that a 27 months continuance of the duty-free status of the Canal

Zone would permit the domestic net manufacturers to Ogear up" to

meet the total needs of the United States tuna fleet. This agreement
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was reached with full realization of the fact that to remain

competitive in the international tuna fishery, the U.S. tuna fleet

must be permitted to purchase netting in the Canal Zone without

fear of a 50 percent tariff retribution. Since tuna nets cost

upwards of $200,000, a 50 percent add-on would be substantial.

The United States tuna industry presently has 22 vessels under

construction or contracted for construction. Because of the untimely

transfer of the Canal tone, these vessels face the dubious distinction

of having to pay a 50 percent tariff on the purchase of their nets.

Many of these vessels contracted for the purchase of their webbing

from the Canal Zone long before October 1, 1979. Something should

be done to insure that these vessels are not penalized unnecessarily.

It was certainly never the intent of those who supported transfer

of the Panama Canal to penalize our last distant water fishing

fleet.

It is the position of the United States tuna industry that

until such time that the domestic net manufacturers can demonstrate

an ability to produce netting of comparable quality to webbing now

used by the international tuna fleet, and in addition be prepared

to supply the total needs of the U.S. tuna fleet, the 50 percent

duty should not be imposed. We are convinced that the domestic

net manufacturers are making a genuine effort to produce acceptable

webbing, and with proper time lag, will be in a position to supply

the total needs of the United States tuna fleet. We therefore

support a limited exemption from the Tariff Act of 1930.
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After considerable discussion with representatives of domestic

net manufacturers, we have agreed that S. 1851 should be amended

to read as follows:

To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by creating until December 31,

1981, a duty-free status for repair parts, materials, and

equipments purchased in Panama for, and repairs made in

Panama to, vessels documented under the laws of the United

States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

that Section 466 of the Trade Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1466)

is amended by adding at the end thereof, the following new

subsection:

"(g) The duty imposed under subsection (a) shall not apply

to the cost of repair parts, materials, and equipments

(including fish nets and netting) purchased in Panama or

to the cost of repairs made in Panama, during the period

commencing October 1, 1979, and ending December 31, 1981R.

We would appreciate anything you and your subcommittee can

do to help expedite final passage of S. 1851, as amended. During

the limited period of exemption from the Tariff Act of 1930, the

United States tuna industry will continue to work closely with the

domestic net manufacturers to insure that the quality and quantity

of netting necessary to sustain the future of our last distant water

fishing fleet will be available on January 1, 1982. Thank you for

your consideration.
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STATEMENT OF HOWARD C. LOSEA, PRESIDENT, BROWNELL
NET CO. ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN NETTING MANIFAC.
TURERS ORGANIZATION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM K.
INCE, ESQ., WILLIAMS & KING
Mr. Losm. My name is Howard Losea, president, Brownell Net

Co., of Connecticut. I -have a short statement.
I am here on behalf of the American Netting Manufacturers

Organization, a group of manufacturers that produce approximate-
ly95 percent of all the fish netting in the United States.

As can be seen by the attached list, our members are scattered
throughout the Nation. We are represented in Washington, D.C. by
the firm of Williams & King, and Mr. William Ince of that firm is
with me toda.

I want to thank ou for this opportunity to testify with regard to
S. 1851, a bill which would amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to,
"Continue the present duty-free status of repair parts, materials,
and equipment purchased in Panama for, and repairs made in
Panama to, vessels documented under the laws of the United
States." The true purpose of this bill is to perpetuate an adminis-
trative loophole in the law imposing a duty on purchases of foreign
goods and services by U.S. vessels in foreign countries. This loop-
hole has been taken advantage of by the U.S. tuna fleet which has
for over 10 years been buying Japanese and Taiwanese fish netting
in the Panama Canal Zone without paying any duty on such pur-
chases when the vessels return to home port in the United States.

The loophole exists because U.S. Customs has, until recently,
considered the Panama Canal Zone not to be a foreign country
within the meaning of section 466 of the Tariff Act of 1930, the law
imposing a duty on foreign purchases by U.S. vessels. As a result of
the loophole, Japanese and Taiwanese fish netting distributors
have set up shop in the Panama Canal Zone, and by this means
they have over the last 10 years succeeded in capturing virtually
the entire U.S. market for tuna netting.

Far Eastern manufacturers of netting have several advantages
over U.S. manufacturers, not the least of which are lower laborrates in a labor-intensive industry and integrated production that
yields lower raw material costs than ours. The U.S. tariff on im-
ported fish netting has been roughly 45 percent ad valorem equiva-
lent, and, because of the import sensitivity of this industry, was
one of the. few tariffs not reduced during the Kennedy round of
multilateral trade negotiations.

We were unable to again hold out against duty reductions during
this latest round of tariff negotiations and the duty is scheduled to
be reduced to 17 percent ad valorem in 1989. However, the fact
remains that for the time being, at least, the tariff is helpful in
offsetting the economic advantages enjoyed by Far Eastern manu-
facturers.

This has not been the case with trade in tuna netting which,
because of the administrative loophole I have just mentioned, is
effectively able to completely avoid any duty. AS a result, with the
exception of a small amount of netting produced for the inshore
tuna fleet in southern California, there has been no tuna netting

produced b American manufacturers for the last 10 years or more.
might ad that the textile quota agreements which have been
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negotiated under the multifiber arrangement in the last several
years have left completely untouched the trade in tuna netting
through Panama because, strictly speaking, this netting is never
actually imported into the United States.

Nevertheless, the Panama tuna sales represent a very large seg-
ment of total fish netting consumed in this country-by our calcu-
lations valued at as much as $4 million or fully 18 percent of the
total U.S. fish netting market, including tuna netting.

The intent of section 466 was to prevent precisely what has been
allowed to happen here, namely, an end run around the tariff
structure of the United States. Nevertheless, it has been exceeding-
ly difficult to convince U.S..Customs that its failure to recognize
purchases in the Panama Canal Zone as subject to the law has
rustrated congressional intent.

After many years of discussion with Customs on this matter, the
American netting manufacturers were given to believe that the
loophole would be closed. A letter from Customs to Senator Maryon
Allen on July 24, 1978, indicated that Customs was considering
changing its position in regard to the dutiability of vessel repairs
and eql uipment purchases effected in the Panama Canal Zone to
provide that such repairs and equipment purchases would be con-
sidered as having been made in a foreign country.

This intention was never carried out. In the spring of 1979,
Customs informed us that in view of the fact that the Panama
Canal Zone would become a foreign country by any definition on
October 1 of that year by operation of the Panama Canal Zone
Treaty, Customs would not have to make a irnal decision since the
issue would automatically be settled by the change in status of the
Canal Zone when it was taken over by the Republic of Panama.
October 1, 1979, has come and gone. Presumably Customs has been
enforcing section 466 with regard to vessel purchases in the Canal
Zone since that date.

Now, S. 1851 seeks to perpetuate the loophole which we have
described that has virtually shut American Netting Manufacturers
out of the lucrative tuna netting market for many years. Obvious-
ly, as presently written the bill is unacceptable to us.

However, we are willing to agree to a reasonable compromise
whereby the loophole is allowed to remain in existence for a lim-
ited period of time, after which it is finally and irrevocably closed.

We recognized that since the domestic industry has not produced
tuna netting to any great extent in recent years because it had no
share in the market, we will require some leadtime to manufacture
this type of netting in any great quantity.

In addition, the tuna industry informs us that orders for new
netting have already been entered with foreign manufacturers for
1980 and 1981. In view of these things, we have reluctantly agreed
with the U.S. tuna fleet that S. 1851 could be modified so as to
provide a limited period of time within which duty-free purchases
of netting by the tuna fleet could continue in Panama. While we
believe that we will be able to sup ly a good portion of the tuna
fleet's requirements for netting within a matter of months, after
much negotiation we have agreed to a longer period on the under-
standing that there will be no extension of this period for any
reason.
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Accordingly, we offer an amended version of S. 1851 that can be
supported by the U.S. tuna fleet and the American Netting Manu-
facturers Organization as follows:

To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by creating until December 31,
1981, a duty-free status for repair parts, materials, and equipments
purchased in Panama for, and repairs made in Panama to, vessels
documented under the laws of the United States, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section 466 of the Tariff Act of 1930 Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

(g) The duty imposed under subsection (a) shall not apply to the cost of repair
parts materials, and equipment (including fish nets and nettin*) purchased in
Panama or to the cost of repairs made in Panama, during that period commencing
October 1, 1979, and ending December 31, 1981.

During this 2-year period we seek to work closely with the U.S.
tuna industry to develop and produce netting closufficient quantity
and of adequate quality to substantially supply the needs of the
U.S. tuna fleet. We will make our best efforts in this regard, and
we earnestly hope that the U.S. tuna industry will also use its best
efforts to the end that both industries can survive and prosper free
of any foreign dependency.

With the modification stated above, we can support the bill.
Senator RInicol. How many employees does Brownell have?
Mr. Los&A. 171 in Moodis.
Senator RInicor. I never saw that plant. I thought I knew every

plant in Connecticut. Where is it located?
Mr. LosLA. Directly in the center of Moodis, on Route 149, down

from Jack Banner's place.
Senator Rircon. In other words, you people who are the tuna-

fishermen, and they who are the suppliers, have come to an under-
standing at the present time that the American industry does not
supply all of your needs. Is that it?

You want to give them the opportunity to bring their production
up to supply your needs so you can buy American insteadof buying
Japanese?

Mr. FALLANDo. That is right.
Historically, Mr. Chairman, U.S. net manufacturers did supply

most of our needs. For some reason, mainly perhaps because of the
aggressiveness of the Japanese in the midsixties, this sort of
changed.

They, I guess, set up joint ventures in the Canal Zone and
became much more competitive and for a long period of time U.S.
net manufactuers have not been able to supply the netting that we
need, and without that location in the Canal Zone, we would not
have been able to compete with the other fishermen in the world
today.

Senator RlmicoFF. Let me see. What is the quality of the Ameri-
can netting in comparison with Japanese netting?

Mr. MEDINA. I can answer that.
The main thing was the dye. They had a dye that held up. We

buy the nets. They have to last for quite a few years. The Ameri-
can netting did not have the hold and it turned a lighter color and
it would fray.
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Right now, I might say we are working with American netting.
On my vessel right now, we are trying out eight different bales of
webbing to come up with the best dye so they can get geared up to
where they can manufacture and supply us with the webbing.

Senator RIBioOFF. It is very encouraging to know of the coopera-
tion between the American consumer and the American producer
for their mutual benefit. Usually everybody is at counterpoint with
one another. The fact that you are trying to work this out together
is very commendatory for both the consumer and the producer.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Losea follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 226.]
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BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE

S. 1851

STATEMENT OF HOWARD C. LOSEA

PRESIDENT, BROWNELL NET COMPANY

MOODUS, CONNECTICUT

ON BEHALF OF

ERICAN NETTING MANUFACTURERS ORGANI ZATION

Washington, D.C.
February 5, 1980

Williams & King
1620 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

THE A
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Before the
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate

February 5, 1980
Statement of Howard C. Losea
President, Brownell Net Company

Moodus, Connecticut
On Behalf of

The American Netting Manufacturers Organization

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Subcommittee on
International Trade:

I am here on behalf of the American Netting Manufacturers

Organization, a group of manufacturers who produce approximately

7 95 percent of all fish netting in the United States. As can be

seen by the attached list, our members are scattered throughout

the nation. We are represented in Washington, D.C., by the law

firm of Williams & King, and Mr. William Ince of that firm is with

me today.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to testify with

regard to S. 1851, a bill which would amend the Tariff Act of 1930

to "continue the present duty-free status of repair parts, materials,

and equipment purchased in Panama for, and repairs made in Panama

to, vessels documented under the laws of the United States." The

true purpose of this bill is to perpetuate an administrative loop-

hole in the law imposing a duty on purchases of foreign goods and

services by U.S. vessels in foreign countries. This loophole has

been taken advantage of by the U.S. tuna fleet which has for over

ten years been buying Japanese and Taiwanese fish netting in the
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Panama Canal Zone without paying any duty on such purchases when

the vessels return to home port in the United States.

The loophole exists because U.S. Customs has, until recently,

considered the Panama Canal Zone not to be a "foreign country"

within the meaning of Section 466 of the Tariff Act of 1930

(19 U.S.C. 1466), the law imposing a duty on foreign purchases by

U.S. vessels. As a result of the loophole Japanese and Taiwanese

fish netting distributors have set up shop in the Panama Canal

Zone, and by this means they have over the last ten years succeeded

in capturing virtually the entire U.S. market for tuna netting.

Far Eastern manufacturers of netting have several advantages

over U.S. manufacturers, not the least of which are lower labor

rates in a labor-intensive industry and integrated production that

yields lower raw material costs than ours. The U.S. tariff on

importid fish netting has been roughly 45 percent ad valorem

equivalent, and,, because of the import sensitivity of this industry,

was one of the few tariffs not reduced during the "Kennedy Round"

of multilateral trade negotiations. We were unable to again hold out

against duty reductions during this latest round of tariff negotia-

tions and the duty is scheduled to be reduced to 17 percent ad

valorem in 1989. However, the fact remains that for the time being,

at least, the tariff is helpful in offsetting the economic advantages

enjoyed by Far Eastern manufacturers.

This has not been the case with trade in tuna netting which,

because of the administrative loophole-I have just mentioned, is

effectively able to completely avoid any duty. As a result, with

the exception of a small amount of netting produced for the inshore
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tuna fleet in Southern California, there has been no tuna netting

produced by American manufacturers for the last ten years or more.

I might add that the textile quota agreements which have been

negotiated under the Multifiber Arrangement in the last several

years have left completely untouched the trade in tuna netting

through Panama because, strictly speaking, this netting is never

actually imported into the United States. Nevertheless, the Panama

tuna sales represent a very large segment of total fish netting

consumed in this country--by our calculations valued at as much

as $4 million or fully 18 percent of the total U.S. fish netting

market, including tuna netting.

The intent of Section 466 was to prevent precisely what has

been allowed to happen here, namely, an "end run" around the tariff

structure of the United States. Nevertheless, it has been exceed-

inglyiilfficult to convince U.S. Customs that its failure to

recognize purchases in the Panama Canal Zone as subject to the law

has frustrated Congressional intent.

After many years of discussion with Customs on this matter,

the American netting manufacturers were given to believe that the

loophole would be closed. A letter from Customs to Senator Maryon

'Allen on July 24, 1978, indicated that Customs was "considering

changing its position in regard to the dutiability of vessel repairs

and-equipment purchases effected in the Panama Canal Zone to provide

that such repairs and equipment purchases would be considered as

having been made in a foreign country." This intention was never

carried out. In the spring of 1979 Customs Informed us that in

view of the fact that the Panama Canal Zone would become a foreign

59-253 0 - 80 - 15
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country by any'definition on October 1 of that year by operation

of the Panama Canal Zone Treaty, Customs would not have to make a

final decision since the issue would automatically be settled by

the change in status of the Canal Zone when it was taken over by

the Republic of Panama. October 1, 1979, has come and gone.

Presumably Customs has been enforcing Section 466 with regard to

vessel purchases in the Canal Zone since that date.

Now, S. 1851 seeks to perpetuate the loophole which we have

described that has virtually shut American Netting Manufacturers

out of the lucrative tuna netting market for-many years. Obviously,

as presently written, the bill is unacceptable to us.

However, we are willing to agree to a reasonable compromise

whereby the loophole is allowed to remain in existence for a limited

period of time, after which it is finally and irrevocably closed.

WL recognize that since the domestic industry has not produced

tuna netting to any great extent in recent years because it had no

share in the market, we will require some lead time to manufacture

this type of netting in any great quantity. In addition, the tuna

industry informs us that orders for new netting have already been

entered with foreign manufacturers for 1980 and 1981. In view of

these things, we have reluctantly agreed with the U.S. tuna fleet

that S. 1851 could be modified so as to provide a limited period

of time within which duty-free purchases of netting by the tuna

fleet could continue in Panama. While we beleve that we will be

able to supply a good portion of the tuna fleet's requirements fuw

netting within a matter of months, after much negotiation we have
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agreed to a longer period on the understanding that there will be

no extension of this period for any reason. Accordingly we offer

an amended version of S. 1851 that can be supported by the U.S.

tuna fleet and the American Netting Manufacturers Organization as

follows

To amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by creating until

December 31, 1981, a duty-free status for repair

parts, materials, and equipments purchased in

Panama for, and repairs made in Panama to, vessels

documented under the laws of the United States,

and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of America

in Congress assembled, that Section 466 of the

i Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1466) is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new

subsection:

'(g) The duty imposed under subsection (a)

shall not apply to the cost of repair parts,

materials, and equipments (including fish nets

and netting) purchased in Panama or to the cost

of repairs made in Panama, during the period

conmmencing October 1, 1979, and ending December 31,

1981.0

During this two-year period we seek to work closely with the

U.S. tuna industry to develop and produce netting in sufficient



quantity and of adequate quality to substantially supply the needs

of the U.S. tuna fleet. We will make our best efforts in this

regard, and we earnestly hope that the U.S. tuna industry will

also use its best efforts to the end that both industries can-

survive and prosper free of any foreign dependency.

With the modification stated above, we can support this bill.
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SUMMARY

Statement of Howard C. Losea
February 5, 1980

S. 1851

1. 1 am testifying on behalf of the American Netting Manufacturers
Organization, whose members produce approximately 95 percent
of all U.S. fish netting.

2. We are opposed to S. 1851 as presently written because it will
perpetuate a legal loophole that has allowed Far Eastern
manufacturers, mainly Japanese, to capture virtually the entire
U.S. market for tuna netting.

3. Because of U.S. Customs' interpretation of the law (19 U.S.C.
1466) imposing a duty on foreign purchases by U.S. vessels,
over the past ten years the U.S. tuna fishing vessels have
been allowed to purchase foreign netting in the Panama Canal
Zone, without paying any duty on such netting when they return
to home port in the United States.

4. Far Eastern netting manufacturers have the advantages of lower
labor rates and integrated production, and U.S. producers need
a tariff in order to compete on an equal footingi Section 466
of the Tariff Act of 1930 is designed to prevent avoidance of
the U.S. tariff structure on imports by assessing a 50 percent
duty on purchases and repairs made by U.S. vessels in foreign
countries. When the Canal Zone became part of the Republic of
Panama on October 1, 1979, the legal loophole regarding foreign
netting producers was closed. S. 1851 seeks to open it again
forever. We cannot accept this course of action.

5. The U.S. netting manufacturers have agreed to a compromise with
the U.S. Tuna Foundation whereby the duty-free purchases of
netting in Panama will be allowed for a limited period of time
on the understanding that they will be forever ended after
December 31, 1981. This period of time will allow the U.S.
netting manufacturers to begin, and increase, their production
of tuna netting so that they can adequately supply the require-
ments of the U.S. tuna industry.. Accordingly, we support
appropriate language to modify S. 1851 in accordance with the
compromise.
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A?*KT Mcnbers

Bayside Net and Twine Company, nc.
P.O. Box 3160
Brownsville, TX 78520

Blue buntain Corporation
Blue Mountain, AL 36201

The Brownell Net Company
Moodus, CT 06469

Carron Net Company, Inc.
1623 Seventeenth Street
Two Rivers, W[ 54241

FABLOK Mills, Inc..
140 Spring Street
Murray 11111, NJ 07974

First Washington Net Factory, Inc.
P.O. Box 310
Blaine, WA 98230

FNT Industries
927 First Street
Menominee, HI 49858

ilagin Frith & Sons Company
Wyandotte Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090

Harbor Net and Twine Company, Inc.
1010 J Street
Iloquiem, WA 98550

Koring Brothers, Inc.
2050 West 16th Street
Long Beach, CA 90813

Mid Lakes Manufacturing Co.
3300 Rifle Range Road
Knoxville, TN 37918

Northwest Net F, Twines, Inc.
1064 East Pole Road
Everson, WA 98247

Nylon Net Company
7 Vance Avenue
Memphis,-TN 38101



AN1N3 Associate Members

A. B. Carter Company
Carter Traveler Company
208 Ifamilfon Drive
West Point, GA 31833

Farrell-Calhoun, Inc.
400 North Front Street
Memphis, TN 38103

Flexabar Corporation
140 Walnut Street
Northvale, NJ. 07647

Samson Ocean Systems
99 Iligh Street
Boston, MA 02110
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Senator Rmicon. H.R. 3317. Mr. Devine and Mr. Wenzlau.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAMUEL L DEVINE, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Representative DvmNi. Senator, I am Sam Devine, a Member of
Congress from the 12th District of Ohio. My purpose here this
morning is in support of H.R. 3317. I would like to introduce to
you, Mr. Chairman, the president of Ohio Wesleyan University,
Mr. Thomas Wenzlau.

I would say parenthetically, Mr. Wenzlau was a teacher at Con-
necticut Wesleyan during the time that you were Governor of
Connecticut.

Senator RIBICOFF. It shows the good judgment that he has. He
goes from one good school to another.

Representative DzVm. That is right. I am happy to introduce
Mr. Wenzlau.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. WENZLAU, PRESIDENT, OHIO
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

Mr. WzNzLAu. Thank you, Senator Ribicoff.
As Mr. Devine said, I am Tom Wenzlau, president of Ohio Wes-

leyan University in Delaware, Ohio and I am here this morning to
testify on behalf of House bill 3317 which was introduced in the
House by Representative Devine. I thank you very much for this
opportunity to be here.

I have submitted written testimony and I would like to request
that that be submitted.

Senator RIBIcoF. Without objection.
Generally, the committee is very sympathetic to this situation

for special instruments needed. What is the cost of an instrument
like this?

Mr. WzNZLAu. We anticipate that the total cost installed will be
about $420,000. We are fortunate enough to have bought some
German marks forward when we bought this 2years ago. Other-
wise, the cost would have arisen to close to $600,000.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am curious, because I have a church in
Connecticut now that wants similar treatment. The American man-
ufacturers do not manufacture these type of organs?

Mr. WzNZLAU. In this case, I do not know whether your church
is similar, we set some specific criteria for this instrument because
it is a teaching instrument as well as a performance instrument as
would be the case in a college. It needed to be musically versatile
so that it could play the lovely organ repertoire from earliest times
to the present.

American manufacturers have tended to specialize in instru-
ments that play particular parts of this repertoire, but have not
been as versatile.

The other thing is that this particular organ is a tracker organ, a
mechanical action, as distinct from an electric or electropneumatic
type of organ. As for American manufacturers, about 95 percent of
the products they produce, are of the electric or electropneumatic.

Senator RilBon. How long does it take to manufacture one of
these?
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Mr. WzNZIAu. We placed this final order on March 8, 1978, it
has been under construction since that time.

However, it was in the planning stage for several months before
that. You really do not buy an organ, you buy an organ builder. It
is more like commissioning a work of art. We chose the builder,
really in 1971, and this was before American manufacturers had
had very extensive experience. He visited our campus and working
with our professor of organ really created this instrument for this
specific auditorium. It is the largest auditorium in the community
of Delaware, Ohio and it is going to be a unique contribution to the
general culture of the area.

Senator Rmiconv. In other words, each one of these organs is
custom made, not mass-produced. You cannot go into a factory and
pick one off the floor?

Mr. WRzxaLu. It is clearly a unique instrument. This one has
some 4,600 piMes ranging from 16 feet high to not more than a
quarter of an inch.

Senator Rircomi. Do you have an organist who is good enough to
play it?

Mr. WzNzLA. I hope so, sir; I think we do.
Senator Rzromr. I imagine it would be a very thrilling experi-

ence for the Ohio Wesleyan community to have the organ.
Mr. WzNzLAu. Yes, sir.
Senator Rinicor. I understand the problem. I am grateful to

Congressman Devine and yourself for coming here.
Thank you very much. We understand your problem.
Mr. WENzLAu. Thank you, sir.
Senator Rirncon'. Good luck, to you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wenzlau follows:]
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SUMWOAY STATEMENT

Witness: Thomas E. Wenzlau

Address: 135 Oak Hill Avenue, Delaware, Ohio 43015

Position: President, Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio 43015

Representing: Ohio Wesleyan University

Concern: Support for H.R. 3317

Outline of Arguments

1. Ohio Wesleyan seeks tax exemption froftariff duty on the purchase
of a German-built concert organ that was ordered on March 8, 1978.

2. The organ will be used for educational and cultural purposes only.

3. The major general requirement for the instrument is musical versa-
tility so that organ music of all types and musical eras can be
performed.

4. Specific criteria included:

a) mechanical (tracker) playing action,
b) the organ must be a york of art,
c) the builder should have an international reputation,
d) the builder must have experience in building a versatile

instrument,
e) the builder must be financially sound.

5. Utilizing the stated criteria, in 1971 Ohio Wesleyan selected
Johannes Klais Crgelbau as the builder.

6. Generalizations about American-built organs:

a) Ninety per cent are electric or electric-pneumatic.
b) Only two or three tracker organs of the size Ohio Wesleyan

University planned had been built in the U.S. before 1972.
c) The best American builders build smaller musically specialized

instruments.
d) No single American builder could match the Klais qualifications.

7. Negotiations with Klais have been direct rather than through a
sales representative or agent. The organ was delivered in January
1980 and is being installed with completion expected by mid-April
1980.
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Senator Ribicoff and Members of the Suboommittee:

My name is Thomas E. Wenzlau, 135 Oak Hill Avenue, Delaware, Ohio
43015. I am President of Ohio Wesleyan University also located in
Delaware, Ohio. I am appearing today representing the University, to
testify in support of H.R. 3317, a bill introduced in behalf of Ohio
Wesleyan by Representative Devine.

Ohio Wesleyan is an independent liberal arts college related to the
United Methodist Church. Since we are a bona fide tax exempt educational
institution, we do not see our request as seeking "special interest"
legislation. We view it, rather, as an attempt to have the University's
recognized tax exempt status confirmed to include a project clearly
within the educational and cultural functions for vhich that basic
exemption was established and has been maintained.

For more than a century Ohio Wesleyan has been a leader in provid-
ing organ Music and instruction within its music curriculum. Since its
completion in 1893, Gray Chapel -- the University's major auditorium -
has been the center of cultural programs for Ohio Wesleyan. As the largest
auditorium in the Delaware comunity it is also used extensively for large
public assemblies, and as the performance venter for the local community
symphony and the community chorus.

About ten years ago, the University decided that it must replace
the forty-year-old electric action instrument then in Gray Chapel. It
was badly in need of a complete overhaul and refurbishing. More serious
was its severely limited repertoire which made it inadequate as a teach-
ing and recital instrument.

Before Ohio Wesleyan University could begin to select an organ
builder, it was necessary for us to establish the musical needs, func-
tions and requirements which must be met in a nev organ. In a school
which has the kind of educational program we have, it was essential that
a new instrument be as musically versatile as possible. It would be used
primarily as a teaching tool and therefore must allow for the interpre-
tation of the broadest possible range of organ literature. In addition,
the organ would be used for recitals, daily practice, as an accompani-
mental Instrument for choral concerts, and for use with other instru-
ments, band and orchestra. Since the new organ would be housed in Gray
Chapel, the University concert hall, it would be in every sense a true
concert organ.

From the outset, several more specific prerequisites were set down:

(1) The organ must have mechanical (tracker) playing action, which
allows for the most sensitive communication between organist and
instrument, and which has, by far, the longest life expectancy with
resultant lowest maintenance costs;

(2) The organ must be a true work of art; that is, it must be built
with the very finest materials, craftsmanship and aesthetic appeal;
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(3) The builder must be of the highest personal integrity, have had
vast experience, and have acquired an acknowledged international
reputation based on the quality of organs he has built;

(4) The builder's personal philosophy of organ building must include
electric tonal design, steady wind pressure (essential for the
versatility to perform romantic and modern organ music), and tuning
in equal temperament;

(5) The builder must be of unquestioned financial stability.

As a result, we approached the selection of an organ builder with a
view to the entire world market. In 1971, following a thorough study of
the credentials of both foreign and domestic forms, the University
selected Johannes .Klais Crgelbau of Bonn, West Germany. The firm of
Klais has had experience continuously since 1882. The president, Hans
Gerd Klais, is the third generation of the founding family and is a
musician, a scholar, the author of several internationally known books
and treatices, and a man whose experience and broad views are reflected
in the tonal design and voicing of his instruments. He uses only the
very highest quality materials. His staff of over 50 highly skilled
workers ensure impeccable craftsmanship. His assistant, Josef Schafer,
is among the most brilliant organ design architects in the world. Al-
though the Klais firm builds organs of all sizes, it is especially
acclaimed for outstanding and beautiful large organs, such as those
found in the European cathedrals of Trier, Wurzburg, Limburg, Graz and
Berlin. Therefore, the firm brings experience and expertise to the dif-
ficult task of designing and building large mechanical action organs,
such as the one for Gray Chapel. Finally, the Klais firm is financially
very stable.

To be sure judgment does play a role in the selection of an organ
builder, Just as it does in the commissioning of any artist. However,
several objective generalizations are appropriate:

(1) Perhaps 90 per cent of all pipe organs built in the United States
are electric or electro-pneumatic action instruments. America's
best known builders -- Austin, Moller, Schantz and Reuter - had
built a total of only two tracker action instruments prior to 1972;

(2) Only two or three tracker organs as large as the OWU instrument had
been built by any U.S. builder prior to 1972;

(3) The quality American builders of tracker organs; e.g., Brombaugh,
Fisk, Holtkamp and Noack had little experience prior to 1972 and
that experience was primarily with small and specialized instru-
ments designed to play Baroque music. Our specifications required
a versatile instrument that could play romantic and modern organ
music as well. No American builder could present the overall
strength of qualifications of Klais Orgelbau.
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All of our negotiations with Klais have been direct. Klais has no
American sales representative or agent. We asked to be placed on the
KIais production list in March of 1972. Our final contract was signed
March 8, 1978. The organ arrived in the U.S. in January and is being
assembled in our Chapel. Ve expect to dedicate the organ with a recital
concert in the late spring of 1980.

We ask the Subcomittee to recommend passage of H.R. 3317 to exempt
the University from tariff duty on this unique instrument which will be
used exclusively for educational and cultural purposes at the University
and in the Delaware, Ohio, community. Thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you today.
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[The following letter was submitted for the record by Senator
Byrd on H.R. 3317:]

FisT PRMsBrrERIN Cmmcm,
Waynamboro, VL, January 10, 1980.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Russell Buildin,Washington, D.

DER SENATOR By=: It has come to my attention that St. Paul's Episcopal
Church in Greenwich, Connecticut, is seeking to be exempted from payment of the
import duty on their new European pipe organ, and that several other institutions
are doing the same regarding imported and largely mechanical action organs
(organs built in the "classic" style). The proposal has already received approval from
the House Ways and Means Committee.

As a church musician and Dean of our local chapter of the American Guild of
Organists, I wish to convey to your my opposition to this measure which would have
a harmful effect on our fine domestic pi=eorgan builders.

You may be aware that one of the organ builders in the United States, and
certainly one of the leaders in the world in this area, has recently located in
Swoope, (near Staunton) here in Virginia. Taylor Organbuilders, headed by Virginia
native, George Taylor, and John Boody, have built and will continue to build some
of the very finest classic mechanical action organs to be found anywhere, here or in
Europe. The workmanship and sound of these organs is equal to, if not surpassing,
any comparable European firm.

iFurthermore, there are many superior small and large builders in the United
States which are fully capable of servicing the needs of our country in this regard.
While there was a timo in the past when many of us looked to European builders
for fine organs, it is no longer the case today. We are now fully competitive with
any organ the European builders may offer. In fact, oftentimes our organs are
superior to the European types.

bur own fine builders deerve protection from the sort of proposal now being
considered. The need is even more pressing when our builders must pay substantial
import duties should they wish to sell to Europea buyers.

Please consider opposing the cancellation of import duties in the above mentioned
case. If the opportunity should present itself, you may feel free to pass this informa-
tion on the appropriate persons.

Thank you for representing the people of Virginia so well in Washington.
With very best regards.Sincerely, EDWARD ZDMMERMAN.

Senator Rrlcon. The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee recessed to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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hefideten rw9 too*"o& . "s hoe*
551so sbe I M1 ee~sin

6 30 January --
Senator David Durenburger Re: HR 3317
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Durenburger

Your committee will be having a hearing on the above bill on February
5th. Unfortunately I will be unable to attend, but hope that you will
be able to consider some objections to sections in the bill relating
to the waiver of import taz on two.pipe organs.

Ohio Wesleyan University wishes to import a pipe organ from the Klais
Organ Co. of West Germany, and a church in Riverside, Conn.
wishes tb import an organ from the Hradetsky Co. (I believe in Austria).

I, naturally, have no objections to these institutions wishing to purchase
an instrument from overseas, but I strongly object to their being granted
exemption from import tax. It appears from the information presented
to the house committee that they are requesting exemption from tax
on the grounds that no American Builder could produce such instruments,
or produce them quicW enough for the purchasers. This is a very
false fabrication based on limited data, and I can assure you that there
are firms in this country which could build such instruments within the
time span of a reasonable contract.

I object that these firms are being allowed to import without tax on
an uncontested assumption that no American firm can do equal work.

It is all the more objectionable when we realize that because of the
restrictions and purchase methods utilized in most European countries,
it is almost impossible for any American builder to be considered for
sales in exporting to these countries. The number of pipe organs sold
to European countries by American builders is almost zero. It is not
possible that any American firm could ever pose a competitive tLreat
to a European firm on their own ground.

Even though I am too small a firm to build an instrument of the size
that Ohio Wesleyan is purchasing from Germany, I am close to it, and
many other American firms have the staff and facility to do so. I cduld
certainly build an instrument of the size for the Connecticut church.

Many American firms do import some pipe organ materials from Europe#
and are taxed accordingly for these materials, and we do not object to
this.

uhavery truly,

Charles endri'ckson
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STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN ADAM BENJAMIN JR.

AND SENATOR BIRCH BAYH BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

February 5, 1980

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Trade Subcommittee. Thank

you for the opportunity to testify in support of S. 1275, a

bill proposing to amend the United States Tariff Schedules to

provide for the proper classification of cold finished steel bars.

It is our contention that there is an obvious anomaly in the

United States Tariff Schedules which misclassifies approximately

20-30% of the total imports of cold finished steel "bars" as

*wire." In 1978, 48,000 tons of cold finished steel bar was

classified for tariff purposes as wire. Since wire is generally

dutied at $6 per ton compared to $40 per ton for a comparable

ton of cold finished steel bar, the revenue loss to the United

States exceeded $1.6 million.

More important than the revenue losses are the distortions

in import statistics and the inequity within the cold finished

steel bar industry which is characterized by less protection for

more processing. In other words, contrary to custom and common

usage, the tariff schedule simply but categorically states that

any cold finished steel bar less than .703 inches (17.8MM) in

cross-section dimension is "wire" even if all of its characteristics

indicate to every normal human being that it is a "bar."

We don't know of any magic in a cross-section dimension of

.703 inches. However, we do know that wire and bars can be

59-253 0 - 80 - lb
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distinguished logically, distinctly and r&tionally and that its

manufacturing process is different and that it ought to be

treated for tariff purposes as it is for commercial purposes.

Very simply - S. 1275 proposes that drawn products sold in

coil form should be considered wire. If cut to length - it

should be considered bar.

We find this distinction to be logical, as well as technically

correct. Some of our government agencies agree. The Commerce

Department has modified the Export Schedule B so that the definition

of "wire* is limited to coiled products. (See headnote 3(H) to

subpart B, Part 2, Schedule 6.) The International Trade Commission

staff has also accepted the proposed change in tariff nomenclature.

In addition, representatives of the European Communities have pro-

posed a similar limitation to the definition of *wire" in the

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature. (See, Doe. #1833/71 E Rev. 8,

English Version, Page 7.) This proposal has also been endorsed

by the Anerican Iron and Steel Institute.

On the other hand, as is often the case in government, policy

considerations supercede rationale and logic. The Special Trade

Representative, through his capable and cooperative staff,

apparently believes that there are policy considerations that

disuade the adoption of this remedial proposal. The Special

Trade Representative believes that any modification of the

trade schedule which would place items in a higher classification,

even if properly so, would invoke GATT Article 28. While we do

not necessarily agree, we believe that this can be accornodatod.



The Special Trade Representative also cautions that any

change could impact on the Specialty Steel Quotas. Again, we

do not necessarily agree.

However, in both instances, the problem, if any, can be

properly handled. First, in the spirit of compromise, the

industry agreed to an amended bill which provides a trade

weighted average adjustment in duties immediately and an increase

to a constant duty level of 1982 for all dimensions of cold

finished steel bar. This timing would allow the Administration

to deal with any tariff issues that might arise in the context

of multilateral customs negotiations now planned. Secondly,

the Committee Report can exempt this from any conflict with

the Specialty Steel Quota.

It is essential that Congress provide the legislation which

explicitedly expresses the Congressional intent to remove this

loophole in our tariff schedules. The Special Trade Representative's

office must be forced to negotiate foreign trade agreements from

a position of strength, keeping the domestic producers foremost

in their minds.

This bill would correct a mistake that is acknowledged by all

objective observers -- including those representing the supplying

countries. Closing this kind of loopholes should not create any

obligation to pay compensation under Article 28.

Also, the duty in question would only be raised to equal the

rate applied to other cold finished bar. Since the higher duty

has not prevented record imports in recent years, that equalization
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would be vexl unlikely to result in iny sfgnificant reduction

in existing trade.

We urge that S. 1275 be considered favorably by your

Subcommittee. Thank you.



+ THE HOLTKAMI? ORGAN +

february 6, 1980

Mr. Michael stern,
Staff Director,
Committee on Finance
PA= 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Stern#

As an American orgqnbuilder whose firm has been in
business in this country since 18SS I wish to express the
strongest possible objection to Bills H.R. 3755 and 1.1.
3317 to exempt two private institutions, Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware, On, And St. Paul's Episcopal Church,
Riverside, CT, from paying import duties on their large
European tracker organs plus components (Kis end Nradetsky
respectively).

This Is in no sense an objection based on fear of
foreign competition. I am happy to compete vith any organ-
builder in the world today. Both of these European firms
are good firm and build good instruments. Better instru-
ments are available in the united States from American
firms. I simply object mast strongly to this attempt on
the part of European firms to encourage their Aerican
clients to seek to avoid lawfully imposed Import Duty.

I expressed my feelings to the Honorable Charles Vanik,
Improentative from Ohio, who headed the Comittee on Trade
that originally looked at these bills. oth Mr. Vanik and
his staff gave me full assurance these bills would never
leave his committee. Obviously other voices wore heard and
Mr. Vnik changed his mind. He wrote me to say that since
these two institutions (a church and a university) had not

Established 1853
THE HOLTKAMP ORGAN COMPANY * 2909 Meyer Avenue s Clevel&&d Ohio 44109
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Mr. Michael Stern

February 6, 1980

budgeted m ey to pay the duty it was unfair to ask them
to do so. This kind of specious arqment from a man of
Mr. vaniks caliber is exceedingly disappointing to me as
an American and as a taxpayer. Mr. Vanuk's argument would
excuse us all from paying taxes. I enclose a copy of Mr.
vanLk's letter. It is just this kind of chicanery that
makes Aericans doubt their government.

4incerely,

"IN HOLTKAMP OM0M COH3UT

IU/ay

Wi.
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Mr. Walter Holtkamp
Presiden-t
Holtkamp Organ Company
2909 Meyer
Cleveland, Ohio 44109

Dear Hr. Holtkamp:

As you know, my Subcommittee on Trade has had before it
this year two bills which would provide tariff relief to two
institutions for the Importation of organs.

In our discussions of these bills, it came clear that,
riohtly or wrongly, these twp non-profit Insitutions hag cose
to teyg on hejr jj jo. he bills were heavily supported by
CTe U0oYr9e5en from the areas concerned, and on November 27
they passed the House by voice vote. During the hearings on
these bills, however, as a result of my staff's discussions
with you, I brought out in the hearing record that there is,
indeed, sufficient domestic production capability, and that
the rather routine way in which organ bills have beeB introduced
and considered In the past Is not acceptable.

We have included in the Committee's report on this legislation
a very clear warning that we do not want to consider any re
bills of this nature, because domestic suppliers are avail ble.
While the two bills which have been Introduced will probably be
enacted, I do believe we have established guidance (barring major
changes in domestic capabilities) against the consideration of
any more bills providing tariff reductions for organs in the
future.

ely your IV&

Charles A. Vanik
Chairman

CAV:WXVe
Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WashNlgtA. O.C. 20520
lo'bruarxY 2. 3, :.-oo

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Delegation of the Comission of the
European Communities has delivered the enclosed
Aide-Memoire concerning S 1275 to the Department
of State. The Delegation has asked that the
Note be made part of the public record on this
Bill.

Sincerely,

Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations

Enclosure:
Aide-Memoire from the
European Communities.

The Honorable
Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman,

Subcommittee on Trade,
Committee on Finance,

United States Senate.
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OELEGATIOLo FEB IS p I: 03
OF THE

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

A I D E - M E M 0 I R E

The Delegation of the Commission of the European

Communities wishes to draw the attention of the U.S.

authorities to proposals in the Congress for amendments

of the tariff classification of wire products. The U.S.

Senate will organize a hearing on these proposals (S 1275)

on 5 February, 1980.

In particular, the U.S. Senate proposes that

headnote 3 (i) to sub-part B of part 2 of schedule S of

the tariff schedules of the U.S. be amended-by deleting

the words "or cut to length". The effect of this change

will be that steel round wire over 0.60 inches and not

over 0.25 % carbon content, presently entering the United

States under TSUS item 609.41, will be classified under

TSUS 608.50. The actual rate of duty for this type of

round wire is 0.3 cents per pound with an actual ad valorem

equivalent of 1.8 %; the proposed tariff reclassification

would result in a duty of 5 %. This not only constitutes a

substantial duty increase but also means a reconversion of

specific duties into ad valorem duties outside the framework

of Article XXVIII of GATT.

Moreover, it is proposed that on 1 January, 1982 the

U.S. tariff schedules be amended by inserting a general rate
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of 7.5 % ad valorem for all cold formed wire products

under TSUS item 608.50. The Commission of the European

Communities reminds the Department of State that in the

multilateral trade negotiations the United States agreed

to reduce the tariff rates for wire products that fall

presently under TSUS items 609.20 to 609.76 to rates well

under 7.5 % ad valorem. The Commission of the European

Communities would therefore strongly welcome comments from

the Department of State on the incidence of the U.S. Senate

reclassification proposals on the agreed MTN rates.

The Commission of the European Communities invites

the Department of State to present at the forthcoming

hearing on S 1275 as its viewpoint that any proposal for

tariff reclassification of wire products that would entail

a change from specific to ad valorem duty should be done in

the framework of Article XXVIII of the GATT and that any

reclassification of wire products that would result in a

modification of existing ad valorem rates should not result

in an increase in tariff rates as agreed in the multilateral

negotiations.

(J~ WASI 7 10., D.C.

Washington, D.C.
February 4, 1980
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national grange
Edward Ardcrscn. Master

January 31, 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Grange continues to be concerned over the short-
age of railroad hopper cars necessary to move the grain production
from the nation's farms. It once was a problem only at harvest,
but in recent years, with heavy movement overseas of U. S. grain,
the railroad hopper car shortage is year-round.

Even with big increases in domestic production of hopper cars,
we still find the demand far exceeding the supply. This causes
delay in the movement of grain from the farm to domestic and over-
seas customers. The anticipated increase in demand for U. S. grain
by foreign buyers will only complicate an already serious problem.

All during this time of boxcar shortage our government assessed
a tariff on boxcars imported from Mexico. We have been informed
that if our government would remove the tariff the supply of box-
cars from Mexico would be substantially increased. Bills have been
introduced by Senator Bentsen and others (S. 1004), and Rep. Fithian
and others (H.R. 3046), that would suspend the present tariff on
cars imported from Mexico.

There are strong and compelling arguments to support such
legislation:

1. Nearly half of the value of the Mexican cars, both for
export and for domestic Mexican consumption, consists of parts
manufactured in the U.S., essentially eliminating any adverse
effects on the U. S. trade balance from the import of Mexican
cars. In fact, many American jobs are dependent on the Mexican
railroad industry.

2. Because of the 184 duty, it has become economically un-
feasible for Mexico to supply the U.S. market demand at a time
when the United States desperately needs railroad cars. Two major
railroads have stopped buying cars from Mexico. Other companies
which had anticipated buying cars called off negotiations.
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3. The price of the smaller number of Mexican cars which
are sold in the U. S. market will increase significantly, thereby
increasing inflationary pressures which the Administration wants
to reduce. -

4. There is no need for duties to protect domestic producers
of railroad cars, because the domestic industry cannot possibly
meet the demand durirg the next several years. The domestic com-
panies have a backlo, of 120,000 cars, up from 37,000 cars a year
ago. Only two percent of U. S. railcars are imported.

S. Mexico is neither a short nor long-term threat to the
U. S. car manufacturing industry, since it would have a capacity
to ship only about 2,000 cars a year to the United States for the
two-year period of the proposed duty suspension.

We urge speedy adoption of S. 1004 to suspend the tariff on
railroad boxcars imported from Mexico. Please see that this
letter is included in the hearing record. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Andersen

Master

EA:mm

cc: All Members,
Finance Committee
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*FARM BUREAU*

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE SENATE CO@I"ME ON FINANCE
RE S. 1004 and H.R. 3046, SUSPENSION OF IMPORT DUTY

ON RAIL FREIGHT CARS

Joseph W. Ayres,
Presented by

Assistant Director. National Affairs

February 5, 1980

WmNneen Offics-421. 13et SW. N.W.. Waddapno, D.C. 20004. Mwe 2024374500
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SUBCOM1ITTEB ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THS SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
RE s. 1004 and H.R. 3046, SUSPENSION OF IMPORT DUTY

ON RAIL FREIGHT CARS

Presented by
Joseph W. Ayres, Assistant Director, National Affairs

February 5, 1980

Farm Bureau is a voluntary, dues-supported organization repre-
senting more than 75 percent of the commercial farmers and ranchers
in this country with a membership of more than 3 million in 49 states
and Puerto Rico.

The broad base of Farm Bureau membership requires that we
constantly monitor transportation problems and issues, as Farm Bureau
members produce virtually every agricultural commodity produced on a
commercial basis in this country, and are directly or indirectly
involved with shipping and receiving freight as a part of their
farming operations.

Farmers and ranchers have a growing concern about the availa-
bility and dependability of transportation services, particularly by
rail. During the past 25 years we have witnessed a massive shift of
agricultural freight from rail to truck. Last summer's protest shut-
down by the independent truckers amply demonstrated the vulnerability
of agriculture to motor carriers, and we are therefore more aware
than ever of the need to shift a considerable amount of agricultural
freight back to the railroads.

That shift is not possible in most areas of the country because
of the severe shortage of railcars and locomotive equipment. In 1978
we experienced the worst shortage of railcars in recent memory.
Shippers of grain found it impossible to meet delivery agreements,
purchase contracts were cancelled and prices to farmers suffered.
This severe shortage, which affects not only shipment of grain and
other commodities from farms to market but also the shipment of vital
production inputs such as fertilizer and limestone to farms, has
become a serious problem that not only affects agricultural producers
and others in the agricultural community but will inevitably have an
effect on agriculture's ability to produce and market a growing ton,-
nage of grain and other product for domestic consumption and the
expanding export market.

While we do not view the passage of S. 1004 and H.R. 3046 as a
simple solution to the railcar shortage, we see much to gain and
little to lose by temporarily lifting the 18 percent import duty on
railcars so as to make it possible for Mexican and Canadian manufac-
turers to provide some of our needs.

Objections to this legislation by some American manufacturers of
railcars are not valid as these manufacturers admittedly are two
years behind in filling actual orders by rail carriers and other
purchasers of railcars.

The enactment of B. 1004 and H.R. 3046 is clearly in the public
interest and will not harm domestic manufacturers or workers. We
urge this Subcommittee to report a bill to the full Committee as
rapidly as possible and urge the full Committee to send the bill to
the floor of the Senate for the earliest possible enactment.

We appreciate the opportunity to present Farm Bureau's views.
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MICHAEL STERN STAFF DIRECTOR 8EATE COMMTTE
ON FINANCE
WASHINGTON 0C 20Si1

WE REQUEST THE SENATE FINANCE COMITT[E OPPOSITION TO SILL$ iRSISS
AND HR3317, DEFEAT OF THESE BILLS IS VITAL TO TE PROTECTION Of T141
UNITED STATES PIPE ORGAN INDUSTRIES AND IME IN EXPLOYEES IN ITe WE
REQUEST YOU TO ADVISE THE COMMITTEE OF OUR POSITION AGAINST THESE
BILLS&

A 0 SASOL PRESIDENT REUTER ORGAN CO
PO BOX 486
LAWRENCE KS 66Oi

10s EST

MGMCOmP MGM

TO REPLY SY MAJLGPA. lE REVERSE SlOE FOR WEST AN UNIONS TOLL - D.A PHOE MU""
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w. Zimmer & Sons, Inc.
pipe organ builders

Facbry & Omce.. N. Uons rd Fbeoe
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6 February 19POT~oPO5M1X

Yr. Yichael Stern, Staff Director
Committee on Finance
Room 222? Dirkeen Building
Washington, DC ?0510

Dear Yr. Sterni

HU 3755
HR 3317

While these matters were being considered before the House several months
ago, we wrote to our own Congressman, James ?Vartin-RUC in this regard,
expressing the simple fact that while some particular individuals may
like the instruments one or another European builder designs and builds,
there is nt question that there are domestic pipe organ builders with all
the qualifications that one could possibly desire, except with the difference
in national origin.

To be more specific, there are very high quality American pipe organ builders
who have sufficient capacity and short enough delivery time to build any one
of the instruments which are being considered for tax relief. The fact is
that it is not at all fair for European pipe organ builders to have the
advantage of no import duty, when that is certdnly not the case on any
American instrument being imported into Germany. This same situation even
applies with Canada and the several pipe organ builders there whose main
business is exporting to the US.

We think it quite unfair to legislate against the pipe organ workers and
builders here in Aperica by allowing foreign instruments to be Imrported
without duty. Tnhe production capability is here, the quality is here, and
the interest is certainly here as well. 'Ye appreciate your efforts on our
behalf and on the behalf of other pipe organ builders here in America.
Sincerely,. I, Inc.
Mo Is , forFranzJ. gner, fPresident

P7./as
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Raymond Garner and Company
MECHANICAL- ACTION PIPE ORGAN SPECIALISTS

Mr. Michael Stern
Staff Director
Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Big.
Washington, D.C. 20610 February 11, 1980

Dear Mr. Sterns

I an taking this opport'i-ity, as long as I am here in
Washington personally for business reasons, to writ* this
letter to you and to deliver it to your office in person In
the hope that it Is not yet too late to prevent the passage
of bills H.R. 3756 and H.R. 331" respectively, which deal with
exemptions from paying import duties for two private institutions.

These bills have apparently passed the Rouse by a voice vote, and
now are pending before the Senate Subcommittee on International
Trade of the Finance committee.

Although these are supposed *one-time" bills for the particular
institutions involved, the implications (not to mention the
precedent which may be established) are enormous and will stifle
the encouragement and growth of the domestic pipe organ industry
In a fair competitive environment. With the passage of these
bills, who will guarantee that further bills of this sort will not
be requested by many more institutions in the future?

If tariff relief Is granted In this area of industry, then why
not also for the foreign oar market? The claim that good* efficient,
small automobiles are not made in America is not entirely spurious,
and opens an entirely fresh can of worms. If foreign organs can
be exempt from duty, what product which is produced abroad will
be exempted next? I'm sure that the case can be made for other
products as well.

Our company frequently purchases organ components from Oermany,
bujt only those which are not made in our own country. Although
these components are not made here, we still must pay the duty
(which Is steep). May we be exempted from import duty, as there
is no domestic competition?

I hope that reason will prevail, and that our country will not

P.O. BOX 4478 TELEPHONE:
CRESTLINE, CALIFORNIA 92325 (714) 338-3751

59-253 C - 80 - 17
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I IRaymond Garner and Company
MECHANICAL- ACTION PIPE ORGAN SPECIALISTS

institute one more policy which encourages the balance of trade
deficit, and discourages American production*

If you have any questions, I will be in Washington through Tuesday
(the twelfth), and may be reached through the off ice of Washington
Cathedral Music Department, oare of either Mr. Richard Wayne Dirksen
or Mr. Douglas Major.

-Iaes Garner
V Raymond Garner and Company

P.O. BOX 4478
CRESTLINE, CALIFORNIA 9"232

TELEPHONE.
(714) 830-3751



GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
1660 L STREET, N. V.

VASHINGTON. D.C. 20036

ROLAND A. OUELLITE

... O 12 February 1980

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We have been advised that you have scheduled hearings on
S. 1004, a bill that would suspend the duty on foreign
freight cars imported into the United States. We would
like to include in your hearing-record our support for
enactment of this legislation. General Motors Corporation,
in addition to being a strong supporter of the free trade
concept, is a significant user of American railroads and
from either standpoint would support the prompt enactment
of the proposed legislation.

GM, as a shipper, is indeed adversely affected by rail car
shortages when they occur. A significant portion of our
automobile production is transported throughout the country
by the railroads. In addition, many of our plants are
greatly dependent on railroads to ship the parts and com-
ponents used to assemble the final product. Altogether,
about fifty percent of all GM shipments go by railroads at
an annual cost of about'--.4 billion. (Our total freight
bill is about. $3 billion annually.)

GM has 130 plants in 23 states. Twenty-six are car assembly
plants linked to 104 widely located facilities that provide
components and parts. These comprise a highly sophisticated
and tightly controlled manufacturing and distribution process
with the nation's railroads serving as a veritable moving
assembly line. As a result, any delay or interruption in
railroad service can generate repercussions throughout the
entire GM manufacturing and distribution mechanism to the
detriment of the consumer.



When railroad management faces a problem over which it
has little or no control -- such as adverse weather con-
ditions, wildcat strikes and the like -- car supply
continuity is at best difficult and costly to maintain.
When faced with a lack of rail cars, we try to route as
much as possible of our rail traffic to other modes --
usually at greater expense and inconvenience. Without
railroad service our entire operations would be shut down
within two to three days. There is no substitute service
available adequate to keep our entire manufacturing and
distribution system going.

Generally speaking, the railroads have been able to meet
our needs over the years. Furthermore, railroads have been
making a praiseworthy effort to upgrade and modernize
their equipment and facilities. Rail car maintenance,
replacements and additions -- which are essential to main-
tain quality of railroad service -- have been among their
most serious problems.

In recent years, domestic rail car manufacturers have been
producing at capacity and experiencing delivery backlogs
running well into 1981. It has become extremely difficult
for railroads needing new cars to meet short-range demands.
Without access to foreign manufacturers it would be impos-
sible. It is our belief the railroads and their shippers
should not be penalized by an import tax as a result.

Last year, in written testimony submitted to the House
Committee, it was stated that, although the rail car
shortage was critical in nature, the manufacturing industry
was only *temporarily experiencing high demand for their
products, During 1979 that shortage and the production
backlog was still significantly high. And while the car
supply has been ameliorated during the current downturn in
automotive sales, we believe, nevertheless, that passage
of S. 1004 can have significant benefits.

With the Federal Government greatly concerned about, and
in some cases directly involved in, upgrading weakened seg-
ments of the nation's railroad system, it stands to reason
that S. 1004 represents a common sense approach. Car
shortages make it more difficult for the railroads to improve
their service. The mechanism embodied in S. 1004 to ease
the shortage can therefore serve the long-term interests
of the producers themselves by helping to preserve their
customers. We support this bill as a reasonable method for
easing the shortage.
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It should be noted that General Motors is a member of the
Railway Progress Institute which opposes this legislation.
On this issue, we differ with RPI as does the North
American Car Company. This should be viewed as an honest
case of opposing views among the RPI membership and nothing
more. On almost all other issues, we support RPI positions
along with the majority of other members.

We urge this Trade Subcommittee to report favorably the
bill to the full Committee for eventual passage by the
Congress.

Since rely

Roland A. Ouellette
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sweett Briar-. Depaftmento(MUjk
sweet Briar. Virginia 2459S January 31, 1960

Senator Harry Byrd* Jr.
Room 417
Russell Building

4;ghk$nton, D.C, 2A591S

Iear Senator Byrd:

It is my understanding that you are a member of the Sub-
Commttee on International Trade of the Senate Committee
on Finance. I an writing to ask that you vote against
two measures: HR 3317 which will allow the Klais Organ
Company to import an organ into this country duty free and
HR 3755 which will allow a sittilar privilege for the
Hraddesky Organ Company. The first instrument is to go
to Ohio Wesleyan University in Delaware, Ohio and the second
to St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Riverside, Conn.

I keep close contact with several small organ shops through-
out the country. High quality pipe organs can be produced
only by expensive handworkmanship. It is a time consuming
and expensive undertaking, and those who are comaitted to
it operate on the slightest of profit margins. I understand
that American builders suffer an eight percent tariff when
they export an instruent to European countries. Yet our
tariff on imported organs, which the above measures are
designed to circumvent, is a mere two percent. I urge you
to use your influence to protect American builders by
upholding the present modest tariff restrictions.

Very sincerely yours,

John R. Shannon
Professor of Music
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POTTER-RATHBUN ORGAN COMPANY
&AW N e h 3 MD eN * Id. 4S0P46M1 - Wn
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February 8, 1980

The Hon. qVhn H. Chafe*
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Shstees

It has come to our attention that the two *private"
bills, H. R. 3755 and H. R. 3117, for tariff relief
for two Europeon tracker organs, at Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware. Ohio and St. Paul's Episcoapl
Church, Riverside, Connecticut, Elsie and Hradetzky
respecticely have come before the U. S. Senate Sub-
Committee on International Trade.

These bills were passed by the House in November by
voice vote and are now pending before the Senate.
We strongly take except ion to the favorable passage
of these bills. These bills will move from the
Senate Sub-Committee to the Senate Finance Committee,
chaired by Russell Long, D-LA.

We feel strongly that any foreign imports of pipe
organs or pipe organ parts must not receive any favor-
able relief from tariffs because the implication is
precendent setting and will seriously Jeopardize the
American pipe organ industry and related Jobs. Churches
and Universities are both hnvin difficulty in provid-
Ing the needed money to carry out their goals and this
is affecting new organ rurchases and we believe that
every hel pis needed for the survival of the American
Organ Builder. Including the tariffs on foreign organs
and parts.
We would appreciate your consideration in this matter.
Thank you.

Very truly yours.

POTTMR-RATHBUM ORGAN CO.

Arnold C. Rathbun

ACR/or

sUVi M. P. MOL.ER, INC. 6&U
KIAT~IOWN. MARYLAND
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POTTER-RATHBUN ORGAN COMPANY 1
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Pv'truary A, ",;

The Hon. Cl. 'rrr P^i
11nited S*Pte:; -#o
lashinr.t i, D. )-or

Dear SenA*.r Pe} ,

It h3; c:r.e to ,,;r frt'er tnat the two~private"
b{li, P. R. 3_"', And 1. R. %M?, for tariff relief
for twe 1uropein rrii', rp ra., at Ohio Werleyan
'7niversltv. Delqwire, Ohi-,:. and St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Riveru ie. onnectirut. Flats and Hredetzky
respeft!vely h ve co. b F-ire the U. S. Senate Sub-
Cosmwltee nn r;tr,ari.a! Trade.

These bills were viased ,hy the HFc-.se in November by
voice votp an4 are now rend~nr, ,foro the Serate.
We etrontly thke exf-ntl"n to the favorable rissage
of the e bill'. Phase hIlls w1l eenve fror, the
Senate Sib.Cori.itee to the Sena'e Pinar-e remvittee,
chaired by RtuseM,' Long. ':-iA.

We feel strunr'y thet %i. lcorpivn or.rt: rf rtpe
organs or ri, c-r -.in part. mo,! n-t rerelve hr,% favor-
able relief: fir laziff. ba',a'- - ir.]icat'i is
precendent nettinr ,,r.1 w " sr' ,jiy ,eriurdize the
American cre orra nr, in r'." z,'. lated .ob.t. hurehes
and Univet.iti.- are t--h niv). :i'iculty in provid-
in, the reotii r.-iv . . ir pnais -nd th;s
is affoctirin new Linr or- ., r,, ' :.-e." and w' b.jileve
that every nrlp '.: .nr.n-o f, -n,- vr',ival ol the
American Organ BD|lud.r, incijr"- *e tariffs on
foreipr organs arid p;-t.

We would apF!( , i. ."- i: ri ' r. in thi' matter.
Thank y ou.

Very tru.-i ye".,

Afrrd I -thI.n

AC /c r

.. vKE M. P. MOLLER. INC. SMIS
KACSTOWPM. MAXYLANO
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rebruary 7, 1980

Kc. Kichael Stern Staff Director
Sonata ComiLttee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir,

This letter Is written in reference to #HR 3755 and
*HR 3317 which would exempt aome institutions from paying im-
port duties.

The claim is that there are no American organbuilder.
that can build what Is supposedly available only from European
builders. This is. just a lame excuse. The tracker organ building
Industry In America was perhaps late in being revived but I
believe that It is every bit as good or better than the European

"school". Now every organ builder has & somewhat different approach
and philosophy of organbuilding and perhaps a particular customer
likes a particular style of instrument# but any organbuilder of
skill Is able to bend his style slightly to better suit a cust-
omer.

Quite frankly, European organs are expensive, it would
seon to me that If the partica e Institution has the money to
first of all go shopping in Europe for an instrument and then
buy it, they ought to have the money to pay an import duty. When
Xt buy a part or some componants or materials from abroad for use
£' my Instruments, I have to pay a duty. I have to pass this on
to my customers. Are we to write a special bill far each church
that happens to buy some etic wood parts or happens to have
a set of pipes or two that were built in a fordn country?

4R3755 and MR3317 should not be passed. If they are
then they should be rewritten t include organbuilders in this
country so we don't have to pay duties on things we buy abroad.

his-mAar Amwksa hoOM&t of Own luBiar

59-253 0 - 80 - 18
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THE WICKS ORGAN COMPANY
PIPE ORGAN CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1906

HIGHLAND. ILLINOIS 62249
TALIPHON14 654-2191 - AIDA COD 616

February 8, 1980

Mr. Michael Stem, Staff Director
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Stem:

Bills H.R. 3755 and H.R. 3317 have been passed In the House of Representatives
and are now being studied by the Senate Committee on Finance. These bills
are intended to exempt pipe organs which two institutions have on order from
foreign manufacturers from import duty upon arrival. The institutions have claimed
that the organs required cannot be obtained from any domestic organ builder.
This claim Is patently untrue, since there are a number of domestic organ
builders who can provide any type of Instrument required and have done so
repeatedly in all styles and types of construction.

If these two bills pass, not only will this Increase our balance of trade deficits,
by encouraging Imports without corresponding benefits to our exporters, but
Congress will be beseiged with applications from every church and school in
America wanting this some exemption from duty.

It appears to us that these bills are not In the national interest of the United States
of Amerioa, they are an insult to the domestic organ building Industry, and they
are simply an attempt to avoid the payment of taxes for the special benefit of
certain purchasers. We strongly urge you to take this Into account when these bills
come before the Senate Committee on Finance, and to enter these objections into
the Committee's report.

Sincerely yours,
WICKS ORGAN COMPANY

M. M. Wick
President

mmw:ims
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February 5, 1980

10r. oaichaol Stern, Staff Director
Committee on Finance, Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Puilding
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear 'r. Stern;

It has come to our attention that
35O,O00. organ for Ohio Wesleyan

Riverside, Conn. is scheduled for
bills jHR3755 and HR3317.

Tele. 111) 536.0090

a bill to exempt from duty a
Universityand a Hradetsky organ for
hearing in committee. These are

'de, along with -any other A-erican orgnbuilders, are objecting
to this exemption. For -any years our industry was legging
behind the European in development, but this is no longer true.
There are a number of American builders capable of building a
product or similar construction and quality for these customers.

At the sae ti-e, eo-e parts and -aterials are still only available to
us from Europe and we are required to pay duty on these. These pro-
posed exemptions seem particularly unequal and we ask you to take
note of our opposition.

Sincerely,

Roy A. Red-an

Fort Worth, Taxes 76105

0
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e-**tj fs. 488

February 10, 1930

Oear Ar. Stern.

As taxpayers we are definitely opposed to te enclosed
siutatlon being pornitted or even contemplated to be of
consideration. Ho will appreciate anything you do to
block this rediculous request from exemption from import
duty.

your supDort of tie American
am.

Thanking you in advance for

smallbu iness co m unity, I

ar H ay-

-1--4ow C-oy, / 823 Maccu-Vsw Ave, / InJ~,nopoI. 4i~n.'6204 /P"of 317/057-2W29

I
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To All American Organ-builders:

You may already be awere that two "private" bills are being
considered by the U.S. Congress with a direct bearing on you
as organ-builders. These are bills H.R. 3755 and H.R. 3317
to exempt two private institutions, Ohio Weslsyan University,
Delaware, OH, and St. Paul's Eplecopal Church, Riverside, CT,
from paying import duties on their large European tracker organs
plus components (flais and lradetsky respectively).
The present status of these bills is as follows. They passed
the House on 27 November 1979 by voice vote, and are now pend-
ing before the Senate Subcommittee on International Trade of
the finance. Committee. Testimony is nov being taken.
The arguments for these bills run generally as follows large
tracker organs of the highest quality are not available from
American builders, and even if one or two companies are able,
the waiting period is so long as to be prohibitive for pros-
pective buyers. Further, as 'private" bills, they are -one-
time' propositions for particular relief of particular insti-
tutions.
Perhaps I need not .tell you the implications involved, nor that
only two American builders were contacted by one of the insti-
tutions involved. But I can tell you that as an organist, I
an particularly desirous that Congress hear from our already
quite outstanding tracker organ-building industry, so that a
climate of encouragement and growth In a firJ.competitive en-
vironment will be secured for the future. (ith the passage of
these bills, who is willing to absolutely guarantee that further
bills of this sort will not be requested by many more insti-
tutions, both past and future?
If you feel that the situation being considered Is unfair, I
would urge you to write: Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director
Committee on Finance. Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Wasgington, DC 200510, o recee e than I45 Febro.- M g3, a evla te a

may well have passed before you receive this. There is still
time to let your voice be heard, however in written protests.
It is advisable also to send a copy to the Senator from your
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state who sits on the committees Ribiooff (Con.,."h.). Tal-+
madge (a.) Byrd (Va.)g ,Gravell (Alaska). Moilihan (N hY.)
Baucus (Hont),, radley (N.J.'), Roth (DelO.), Daforth (Ko.j,
Hines (Pa.), Dole (Kans), Chaffee (R.I.).
If you are opposed to these bills, the arguments behind then,
and/or the possible implications,.! must tell you that Wash-
inston has not heard enough from American organ-builders.
If aU of you voico your concerns, then perhaps Congress will
takeheeds. 
I would remind you once' more of the deadline of 15 February.
With every, go". vtih.

sincereoy r

w ar
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MR MICHAEL STERN# STAFF DIRECTOR
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
USS SENATE BUILDING
WASHINGTON DC 30SIO

DEAR HA STERN

THE FOLLOWING MAILGRAMS HAVE SEEN SENT TO MARYLAND SENATORS MACK
MATHIAS# JR AND PAUL SARSANKE
I1 RESPECTFULLY DRAW YOUR ATTENTION TO MR SILLS 3?S AND 3317 FOR THE

EXEMPTION OF IMPORT DUTIES ON TWO SPECIFIC PIPE ORGANS TO SE IMPORTED
FROM EUROPlE THE SILLS ARE SCHEDULED FOR REVIEW ON FED It# If THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

THE CONTENTIONS OF THE IMPORTERS AND OF THE SUSSEGUENT ABOVE HOUSE
SILLS IS THAT THESE ORGANS CANNOT SE OBTAINED FROM U0S. DOMESTIC
ORGAN BUILDERS.

THE FACT IS THAT THESE ORANI CAN SE OBTAINED FROM ANY NUMBER OF U.S.
DOMESTIC MANUFACTURERS, IT IS CLEAR THAT THE IMPORTING INSTITUTIONS
ARE ATTEMPTING IMPORT TAX AVOIDANCE AND I URGE YOU TO LEND EVERY
EFFORT TOWARD THE DEFEAT OF CORRESPONDINS SENATE LEGISLATION.'

YOURS VERY TRULY

DONALD G ANDERSON EXEC VICE PRESS, REI8NER INC

1TI25 MST

HMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY SY MALGA.K SEE REVERSE Sl)E FOR WESTERN UNIOS TOLL • FREE PHONE NUMBERS

Mailgram
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kh~$hORGAN COMPANYLeh 8 , 4 PIK STRIU--- P.O. BOX 44

Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D.O. 20510

215 0053061

215 9643.0

MACLNWJ PLENNSYVANIA IS062

February 9, 1980

Dear Sir;
I am particularly distressed upon hearing of the introduction

of Bills ARM3?55 and jB331? into Congress.
It is not justifiable to exempt complete Nuropean pipe organs

from import duty when American builders must pay duty, as well as
brokerage fees, etool on imported parts and basic materials*

The argument has been advanced in support of these bills that
certain types and styles of pipe organs are unavailable from
American builders. This is patently false.

There are numbers of American pipe organ makers who are able
and willing to build whatever style and type of instrument the
customer may desire. ( Prospective purchasers moy obtain informatione

from: The American Institute of Organbuilders
P. 0. Box 3132

Blida, Ohio 45807
Associated Pipe Organ Builders of America

252 Fillmore Avenue
Tonawanda, New York 1L150

The American Guild of Organists
630 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2010

New York, N.Y. 10020 )
I must, therefore, vigorously protest this flagrant favoritism

of foreign pipe organ manufacturers - and request your NO vote on
these, and similar future bills.

Respectfully your

" hn . us7 1

General Manager

J0/r
8 UI L Rft00F OP Tu 0 #A P IPE a ONC0A H

I
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6 February 1980

Mr. Michael Stern Re: H.R. 3775
Staff Director H.R. 3317
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Michael Stern:

The American Pipe Organ Industry has become very interested in the movement
of these two bills which waive import duties for 2 European pipe organs
currently ordered by Ohio Wesleyan University and St. Paul's Episcopal
Church of Riverside, Conn. Efforts to have these waivers of duty eliminated
in the house proceedings by the American organ builders were unsuccessful,
and I am hoping that you and the people involved with these might be able
to help us in your senate deliberations.

The American pipe organ industry is too small to have lobbyists and lawyers
and both of the professional organizations (Am. Institute of Organbuilders AIO,
and Assoc.. Pipe Organ Builders of America A POBA) are dedicated to the
improvement of our craft but are without hired staff or executives operating
these associslons. We must, therefore, make our ideas known thesugh the
individual efforts of our members, and these recent bills have prompted our
collected effort as no other legislation has in over 30 years.

We do not object to these institutions (a college and a church) buying pipe
organs from overseas, but we certainly object to the waiver of duty for
such instruments. The American pipe organ industry is large enough and
competent to build the instruments that these inttdia want, so that the
reasons put forth by these institution. as to our inability to build such instruments
are completely false. The supposed glamor and fame that a 'abel "Imported
from Europe" might give to these instruments is mostly the basis for their
being purchased overseas, and that is all the more reason that the duty should
be imposed on their importltion.

The objection that these are tax exempt institutions buying the organs and are
therefore worthy to receive a waiver of duty is even more offensive when the
fact that 90% of all American pipe organs are built for tax exempt instituttions
and if an American firm has to import certain organ parts from Europe for his
own production, the duty is most certainly imposed. American organ builders
have paid many thousands of dollars in import duties on those things which
are routinely imported from overseas.

I realize that the approximate 30 million dollars in sales that the American
pipe organ industry generates each year is too small by any standard to
warrant the protection of any government agency; there is hardly an industry
in the country smaller than we are, but growth will certainly come hard
if such anti-competitive waivers of duty are made available to our possible clients.

0
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A disappolnUng secondary issue has always been the near ImpossibliUty
of the American organ industry being able to compete for the European
market. Because of the method of purchase and financing utilized in
most European countries, it is almost impossible for any American firm
to ever be considered for such work. The number of organs exported
to Europe Is so small as to be counted on one hand over the past years.

What could be more offensive to an American firm than to have his
products excluded from the European market but to find his own market
in this country taken over by duty free imports?

Hoping that you might be able to help us in this matter, I remain,

Chaur s v ey ruly.

Charles Hendrickson

M
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LAWMEMM L SCH0Ei,,1 JACK f rmAios rERiMC9P SC,,OcSTlJN

3101 #TwmNI~ ItRlEIT 0 TEL (4114 Mow ?41l32
O~AMANCH= , CALI,,rs~A 8141 W0

February 6, 1980

r. Plabs OtO
wteff Dmrector

Committee th Faaet Roam 22r7
Dirks o ismte Oflee B bold inWashingto, D.C. 20510

Is: 1igj forq ISMmo Dutles

t... 37n dhd RN, aUe 7
Dear Ur. stern:

l-was asolutoly appalled to bear that two lastl-
tutiona maky neo"" a waiver as Import duties. I cum am

o reason wth e ver for the e a tion. e s owner of the third
oldest pipe ogn fir in the ntion nd t hele t i theWesterntatesu, I must register a vehmt protest.

Our firm has be" bilding organs for five gmors-
tioss. In addition to this prac~tical expe~rile I wroteinm-
seater's thesis as tie eonomic apects of the pip; orga s -
dustry at the Univesty of California at Berkluey. It is
cimmomly aceptod today that American orgabuilders Includin

makers of tracker action litrnmests are far and mny 81on
the finest in the world. There Is o Justificatioa cm im-
tic or workmanship arsdo for the imortation of foreign ia-
etnmeuts. Furthermore, Amricam orgambuilder an well
vered in sdapting nstrents to car requireuets whic
vastly different from those in hurpe. A to delivery time,
many of our finest Americas builders a match or beat the
lead time of luropean builders.

On the other side of the coL, the American pipe
organ Industry is being faced with the worst aost spiral of
its history. This situation is not of its making but rather
I feel, due to the inflticm-4mccurgia policy of the Umitea
states government, Must our mall industry be placed at still
another disadvantage throuh reductioa of import duties?

You may aot be awae that may American builders
buy component parts from urpe. We pay import duties. Why

/ comt'd ...

ORGAN AftDING ANO AUTHENTIC AfSTORATrON OF MISVO*C INSTfMPTg TLJMmG 4 NTRACTL MPAJRS
IN4TALLATiO$, TONAL S ACTION REV4ION, ADOITON PARTS SUPPLEI PLAhN a DESIGN. COA.rATOP
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In the world should we pay them when a Iuuope builder
can buy these oomponet parts without duty la garage mad
then tranship thm to the Doited Stat*e -&&in without
duty? The situatlca. Is obviously LaequLtub e.

I urge the Comittee to comoider this teetlay.

Tours since rly,

"A sn~. o

JvB:sW

cc: Mr. Edwsrd Znrian
First Presbyterian Church
P.O. Box 677
laysesboro, Virgials 22960

Coagreesm Jobs Barton
5th Coagressional District
Longworth Building
Washington, D.C. 20506

Congremsesa Philip Burton
6th Congremeiomal District
Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20602
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STEINER Factory 0 1138 Carvin Place

O RGANS Loisille, Kentucy 40203

Incorporated February 8, 1980 Phone (502) 583-5032

Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director
Committee on Finance. Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Sir:

This letter is in regard to two bills currently being considered; H. R. 3755
and H. R. 3317, which would exempt two private institutions, Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware, Ohio, and St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Riverside,
Connecticut, from paying import duties on European tracker organs. We
must strongly protest these bills even being considered for passage

We find it totally unfair and irresponsible to consider these bills for
the following reasons:

(1) If either of these bills should be passed, one would have to expect an ever-
increasing number of organizations applying for similar bills.

(2) There is absolutely no reason for these particular institutions to be exempt
from import duty, while thousands of others have paid the same over the last
25 years.

(3) While it may not have a large-scale economic impact on this country to see
our tracker organ industry being treated unfairly, it is the very reasoning for
these bills (in essence, that larger tracker organs of highest quality are
supposedly not available, or at least not within a reasonable amount of time
that is an insult to the large number of fine organ companies in this country
who have long surpassed the state of organ building in Germany or Austria.
Having learned the trade in Germany, I can readily attest to this fact.

(4) We certainly appreciate any fair competition from anywhere in the world,
but we must voice our strongest protest against a bill that will allow foreign
companies to sell their products in this country without any sales tax or duties.
while all non-profit organizations in Germany, for example, are being penalia-
ed for buying products of our organ industry by having to pay 8% import duty,
plus 15% sales tax -- and similar regulations are prevalent in other countries!

Continued..
Partners: Phares L Steiner/ Gottfried C. Reck
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Passage of these bills would represent unfair treatment to everyone involved
in the organ industry of this country.

In order to provide an environment which will continue to encourage the kind
of artistic and progressive organ building that we have witnessed in this country,
it is imperative that bills such as these are not passed.

We are enclosing a List of American organ companies who build tutatanding
tracker organs, most of which could easily build either of the organs in question
within optimum time.

In closing, we wish to impress upon you the far-reaching consequences in-
volved in this matter, and to urge you not to pass these bills.

Most sincerely,

1?rGottred. Rek
Vice-President

STEINER ORGANS, INC.

GCR/lw

Enclosure

cc: Hon. Romano Matzoll
2246 Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515
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LIST OF AMERICAN ORGANBUILDERS

Abbott and Sieker
C. F. Adam.
Aeolian-Skinner
James F. Akright
Andover Orgai. Co., Inc.
Philip A. Beaudry & Co.
Gene R. Bedient Co.
Berkshire Organ Co., Inc.
Joseph E. Blanton
Richard L. Bond
Bozeman-Gibson and Company
John Brombaugh & Assoc.
Joseph Chapline
Kenneth Coulter
Jeremy Cooper
Jan van Daalen
Lynn A. Dobson
C. B. Fisk, Inc.
Rubin Frels
Steuart Goodwin & Co.
Paul Gunz elrnan
Richard Hamar
Hartman-.Beaty Organ Co.
Harvey & Zimmer
Hendrickson Organ Co., Inc.
Otto Hofmann
Hollender Organ Co.
The Holtkamp Organ Co.
Kinzey-Angerstein Organ Co.
Dewey W. Layton
Lewis & Hitchcock
Michael Loris
McManis Organs, Inc.
M. P. Moiler
A. David Moore & Co.
The Noack Crgan Co., Inc.
Edwin Alaz Ohl
Olympic Organ Builders
Martin Ott
George L. Payne
Lawrence Phelps and Assoc.
Daniel F. Pilzecker & Co.
Roy Redman
Reuter Organ Co.

Los Angeles, California 90025
New York, New York 10014
Randolph, Massachusetts
Baltimore, Maryland 21217
Methuen, Massachusetts 01844
Lowell, Massachusetts 01851
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
West Springfield, Massachusetts 01089
Albany, Texas 76430
California
Deerfield, New Hampshire 03037
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19119
Eugene, Oregon 97405
Concord, New Hampshire 0.3301
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
Lake City, Iowa 51449
Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
Victoria, Texas 77901
Redlands, California
Washington, DC
Collinsville, Connecticut 06022
Englewood, New Jersey
Dallas, Texas
St. Peter, Minnesota 56082
Austin Texas 78704
Fresno, California
Cleveland, Ohio 44109
Wrentham, Massachusetts 02093
Florence, Colorado 81226
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Barre, Vermont
Kansas City, Kansas 66104
Hagorstown, Maryland 21740
North Pomfret, Vermont 05053
Georgetown, Massachusetts 01833
War~ington, Pennsylvania 18976
Seattle, Washington 98109
St. Louis, Missouri 63124
Richmond, Virginia
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512
Toledo, Ohio 42609
Fort Worth, Texas 76105
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Continued .....
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List of American Organbuilders - Continued

Roche Organ Company, Inc.
Roderer Organ Company
Cktle _-M. Ruggles
N-rith Ryan
St. Thonas Orgn Company
Schlicker Organ Co., Inc.
Robert L. Sipe, Inc.
Si pe - Ya rb rough
Steiner Organs. Inc.
Stuart Organ Company
Michael Hartman Swinger
Visser- Rowland Associates
Ronald Wahl
Charles R. Ward
Wicks Organ Co.
W. Zimmer & Sons, Inc.

Taunton, Massachusetts 02780
Evenston, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Gardner, Massachusetts 01440
Buffalo, New York 14217
Dallas, Texas 72531
Dallas, Texas
Louisville, Kentucky 40203
Springfield, Massachusetts 01100
Caroll, Ohio 43112
Houston, Texas 77055
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
Berea, Kentucky
Highland, Illinois 62249
Charlotte, North Carolina 28207
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pr MANUEL ROSALES AND ASSOCIATES - ORGAN BUILDERS
160 NORTH GLENDALE BOULEVARD I LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 00026 * (213)662-3222

FEBRUARY 5, 1980

MR. MICHAEL STERN, STAFF DiRECTOR
COI9ITTEE ON FINANCE - ROOM 2227
DIRKSEN SENATE OFF CE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 70510

DEAR MR. STERN:

IT HAS RECENTLY BEEN BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTI ON THAT THO "PRIVATE BILLS
ARE BEING CONSIDERED BY CONGRESS (H3R1 3755 H R 3s17) WHICH WOULD
EXCEPT OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY AND SAINT PAUL'S CHURCH IN RIVERSIDE,
CONNECTICUT FROM PAYING IMPORT DUTIES ON THE LARGE MECHANICAL-ACTION
ORGANS WHICH THEY HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED FROM EUROPEAN FIRMS.

THE ARGUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN FAVOR OF THESE BILLS, THAT AMER-
ICAN ORGANBUILDERS CANNOT PRODUCE LARGE ORGANS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY
WITH REASONABLE DELIVERY TIMES IS ABURD. I N ENCLOt INs A LIST OF
BUILDERS WHO COULD HAVE PRODUCED THESE INSTRUMENTS. I AM ACQUANTED
WITH ERHARD HRADETZKY, THE BUILDER OF THE CONNECTICUT ORGAN, AND I
KNOW THAT HE HAD NEVER BEFORE BUILT AN ORGAN AS LARGE AS THE ONE IN
QUESTION. IT MAKES NO SENSE FOR AN AMERICAN INSTITUTION TO TRUST AN

USTRIAN FIRM WITH LESS EXPERIENCE THAN SEVERAL AMERICAN COMPANIES
WHICH COULD EASILY AND WILLINGLY PRODUCE AN ORGAN OF HIGHER OR EQUAL
QUALITY. HOWEVER, SINCE THESE INSTITUTIONS DECIDED TO PURCHASE FOREIGN
INSTRUMENTS., THEY SHOULD PAY THE PROPER DUTIES,

S

MOST AMER UAN ORGAN COMPANIES PURCHASE SMALL PARTS FROM EUROPEAN-SUPPLY
HOUSES, (IHEY ARE THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD, AND MANUFACTURE MANY ITEMS
NOT MADE IN THIS COUNTRY.) EACH TIME WE RECEIVE A SHIPMENT, WE PAY
THE DUTY. IF THESE BILLS ARE PASSED, WILL WE BE A4LE TO IMPORT PARTS
DUTY-FREE IN THE FUTURE ON THE GROUNDS THAT THE AMERICAN SUPPLY HOUSES
DO NOT MAKE THESE PARTS AND THEIR DELIVERY TIME IS TOO LONG?

PLEASE DO NOT ALLQW THESE BILLS TO PASS. IT WOULD BE A LARGE STEP
BACKIWARD FOR THE AMERICAN ORGANBUILDING COIUNITY AND FAIR TRADE IN
GENERAL.

now orgns, restOration, rebuilding. service

59-253 0 - 80 - 19
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S ELY,

L .ROSA~

DAVID J4 ICNSMHxK, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ORGAM ILDERS

41A440 6O)4 UHv
STEUART GOODWIN
MIEMBER, AMERICAN INSTITUT~

KEviN 6ILCIRIST/

DOUoLAs SA.XON

WILLIAM A VISSCHER

RICK CELESTINO

4E "E

OF ORGAN UILDERS

aRIC INSC T ITUTE OF RRGANB UII.)R
ASSOCIATEDIPIPE GA6N UILDERSLOF ERICA
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TRACKER ACTION ORGAN BUILDERS IN THE
Builders that have constructed orpos of 30

AM OTT & SIEKER ORGANBUILDERS
207 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

ANDOVER ORGAN COMPANY, INC.
P. 0. Box 36
METHUEN, MASS. 01844

OL EAN-GIBSON AND COMPANY, INC.

DEERFIELD, N.H. 03037

& .ROMBAUGH a Assoc., INC.
INDGATE

EUGENE, OREGON 97401
JAN VAN DAALEN
6809 MEDICINE LAKE ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNFSOTA 55427

Cp :FISK*28NC.

GLOUCESTER, MASS. 01930

RaIN S. FRELS
7 NORTH VINE STREET

VICTORIA, TEXAS 77901
HENDRICKSON ORGAN COMPANY, INC.
1403 NORTH STH STREET
ST. PETER, MINNESOTA 56082

TTO HOFMANN
610 CARDINAL LANE
AUST IN, TEXAS 78704

TgE HOLTKAMP ORGAN COMPANY
2909 MEYER AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109

THE NOACK ORGAN COMPANY, INC.
MAIN AND SCHOOL STREETS
GEORGETONN, MASS. 1833

CHLICKER ORGAN CO., INC.
M30 ILITARY ROAD

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14217
RQBERT L. SIPE, INC.
Z307 FENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 72531

UNITED STATES OF ERICA
rJihm ard ler r, d uvi the pet 5 years.

STEINER ORGANS, INC.
1138 GARVIN PLACE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40203
W. ZIMMIER & SON INC
P. 0, BOx 1102i
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA 28209
STEUART 6OQDWIN & CO.
231 OUTH CARONDOUET STREET
LOS AGELES,LA 9I07
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McMANIS ORGANS, mrc.
TELE tION: (213) 321466 TENTH AND GARFIELD

KAN&AS CITY, KAN S
66104

Feb. 6, t960

Mr. Highest Sterm, 8teff Director,
Comittoo on Vlaoceltoo 2327,
Dirkom 8outs Office RIBS.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Steru;

Pu"poe Of this letter is to protest poles&e of bills
U 3755 and U 3317 which vowld exempt two private tstit-
tions, Ohio Wesleyan University of Delaware, Ohio, end
St. Paul's Ipiecopal Church, Rivorside, Cons., froe psying
import duties on their laSe Karepoen tracker organs.

a As 6 member of the Aseociatoed Pipe Organ guildors of
America, tho America% Institute of Orgenbuildors ad preso
ident of thio fire I object strongly to the p4ndta oemp-
tio for these roososet
1. At least a dotom American orgesbuildere are capable of
building noteworthy Instrumente of the calibre dostredovIth
the obvious benefits to our American economy and balsane of
trade problems, and
2. In failing to protect Americas orgenbuildors with right-
fully bnpoed import duty the Treasury loees $29,750 in
texes at a time when it needs all the tax dollars It ca Set.

Preomablp n 3317 has passed the lose Committee by
voice vote but is sew pending before the Snte lubcommittee Oe
International Trode of the FJVAIC9 C(OII??Z.

I strongly urge that the Congres encourage rather thou
destroy a climate of growth in LIU competitive enviroemet
for ito outstodig American org8WWlldoro.

lest wishes to you end your Committeee is their deliberatione.

Cherles W. Necmasis$ Preset
Mcane Organs, Ihe.

cce Senator tbolrt Dole
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CHARLES M. RUGGLES
M OROAN tLOER

mft" Bla. Clavebad ON. 44113s

February 6, 1980

Mr. Michael Sterne 9toff Director
o.ommittee on Pinance

Room 2227
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Sterns

I have recently become aware of two "private" bills being
considered by the U.S. Congress which hove direct bearing on the
Amerlon organ-bulldlng industry. These are bills R.R. 3755 and
W.R. 3317 to exempt two private Institutions. Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Delaware, OR. and St. Pouleo Episcopel Church, Riverside,
CT, from poying Import duties on their large European tracker organs
plus components (builders Klal and Hradetzky respectively).

The arguments for these bills run generally as follows. large
tracker organs of the highest quality are not available from the
American builders, end even If one or two companies are able, the
welting period is so long As to be prohibitive for prospective
buyers. Further, as private" bills, they are 'one-time" propo-
sitions for partioular relief of partloular Institutions.

The allegation that large, quality Instruments are not nvail-
able from Pmerloan organ-buildere Is simply not true. I have en-
closed a list from The Takerg O n Revi1l in .Aerlee. compiled
.nd edited by Uwe Pops, 13BN 3-921l0-16-1, ot firms building
tracker organs in Canada Pand the United States. While I have not
heard or played organs by all of these builders. I can vouch from
personal experience for the high quality of the instruments built
by at least twenty of the Pmerican builders. Many of these builders
are constructing organs of much higher quality then the two firms
Klais and Hrsdettky. There are five builders In Ohio p lone, who
sight hove been considered to build the Ohio Wesleyan University
organ. (See the enclosed list) To the best of my knowledge none
of them were contacted.

Not all of the builders have waiting periods which would be
considered *prohibitive" by any standards. In this business It
is normal to expect a 6,!'tmig period of one to four years. I know
two American builders ," -sily who have waiting periods of four

Tnad wAWW eo ,u, ,
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years or more. However, most of the others with whom I have spoken
have waiting periods of one to three years. Most of the European
builders have waiting periods of at least eighteen months.

I do not object to institutions in this country buying Imported
products. This Is a free country and we ought to be able to purchase
equipment from whatever source we may desire. I import certain parts
for organ building, as do many other American builders. We ell pay
Import duty on these parts.

I feel that it is fair to allow certain organizations to pur-
chase imported organs duty-free, simply because of the false claim
that large tracker organs of the highest quality are not available
from American builders, and that delivery times are prohibitive. It
Is important to me that Congress hear from our already quite outsand-
ing tracker organ-bullding industry, so that a climate of oncourage-
ent and growth in a fr competitive environment will be secured forthe future. We should t-y to support our American economy by encour-

aging our own builders, rather than promoting more Imports. With
the passage of these bills, who is willing to quarantee absolutely
that further bills of this sort will not be requested by many more
institutions, both past end future?

I hope that you will give this matter serious thought before
you consider encouraging Americans to buy foreign org-ns instead ofdomestic ones. Perhaps the low Import duties on foreign automobiles
and steel have caused the American Industries to be unable to compete
with foreign prices* resulting in layoffs, unemployment sad a slump
in our economy. I suggest we support our own economy. .

Sincerely yours.

Charles X. Ruggles

Richard L. Rugg es, partner
cc. Ribiooff

Talmadge
Byrd
Gravell
Moynihan
Baouus
Bradley
Roth
Denforth
Nines
Dole
Chaffee
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Opus I" al Amerimea sa C101S. Osdders

Opus Lists of American and Canadian
Organbuilders

The Opus Litsof American and Cn&mdinnorpbuidert contais in Wormati-os much
as the would release - about all organs italled in the USA with slider-chests and
mechanical key-oction. Orpa with other types of chests or thoe with al-elecrk acio
such as electrspneumaeic key-action, and Instruments stalled outside the USA, for
eumple in Canada or Europe. are not contained as the following list.

The arrangement of the it and the abbreviatim used are the same in Pan fL Me
reader is referred go the introduction of Pan 11.

The (folowi% firms are kwvwn to build mechanical orps:

Abbo and Sieker
C. F. Adus
Aeolian-Skinner
James F. Aliht
Andover Organ Co., Inc.
Philip A. Besudry & Co.
Gee R. Bediam Co.
Berkshire Organ Co.. Inc.
Joseph E. Blaston
Richard L Bond
Boeman-bm and Company
John Bromnsuh & Asaoc.
Casavant Frrea
Joseph Cisapline
Kenneth Coul er
Jeremy Cooper
)anvmn Daaen
Lynn A. Dobon
C. 3. FIA. Inc.
Rubi Freb
Simin Goodwin & Co.
hast GMIMARea
Richard Hamr
Harman-Beaty Orga Co.
Haney & Ziminer
Hendrickson Orn Co. Inc.
Ono H-kinusm

Hollender Oran Co.
-, The Holeaaup Oan company

Krsaey-Angesaie OrgnG Co.
Gabrie Kney & Co.

e wey W. LaySlo
Lewis A Hitchcock
166IACI Loris
McManis Organs, ncl.
X P. Miacer

Los Anele Caliornia 90025
New York. New York 10014
Randolph. Massachsetts
Baltimore. Maryland 21217
Metbsen. Masaachuseus 01844
LotveU, Ma Msacs tOIl
Linon. Nebraska 68506
Wes Sprifl Massachuetts 01089
ARmy. Texs 76430
Cahornis
Deciareld. New Hampshire 03037
Eugene. Oregon 97401
St. Hyacisshe. Ouebec. Canada
Philadelphia. Pennsylvanla 19119
Eugene, Oregon 97405
Concord, New Hampshre 03301
Mi-eapis MiN 55427
Lake City. laws 51449
Gloucester, Massacheuset 01930
Victoria. Team 77901
Redlans. Caliornia
WasIton. D.C.
Collinsville. Conecim 06022
Ensgwood. New Jersey
Della. Texs
St. Peter, Mannesota 56082
Austin, Tean 78704
Fresno. Califonia
Cieveiand, Ohio 44109
Wrentham, Massuchuws 02093
Londo Ontaro NSW 4Z.2. CAnda
Florence, Colorado 81226
Sivr Sp n Maryland 20910
Bane, Ve mont
Kansas City. Kansas 66104
Haers* Maryland 21740

StudwI
Adam of Dbbs. 1,, 9
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Ojm LUN cl Amveias ad Cam" OW*WdMM

A- DaMi Moore & Co.
Te Noeck Orpm Co, Inc.
Edwin Aln Od

Georse L hyne
L&awm Pbelps ad Ass

"Dankl F. Psecker & Co.
Roy Redman
peuter Orpm Co.
Roche 0rpm Company, inc.
Rodera 0rp Company

-4Chark NU Rulea
Normas RyaN
St Thom rpm Coman
Scicke rp Co., Inc.
Roben L Sipe. In
Sipe-Yarbroelm
Steimr Orpnk Inc.
Sturt Orpm CompY

-Mc ai4m Swinger
Vumn-eRoiand Aodaws
Rona WaN
Charle A. Ward
Wicks Orpm Co.
Kau womb. Inc.
Hellmuth Welf
W. Zmmee & Soot. In
7 t4 S.P.LEiK

North Poalem Venmas 0053
Georget .Mam, baM 0133
Warrinpon. Pemsvaal 11976

,Senk. Washifto 96109
'St Lovia. Mimourl 63124
Richmond. Vbsii
iE* Ntneqkin 16512

Toledo. Ohio 4360
Forh Worth. Team 76105
Lomem. Kamm 66044
Taunon. Mammeas 02780EvemsmIlini

Wmstoo-Salem North Carina 27106
Gardner. nchasem 01440
Buffalo. New Yok 14217.
Dalla Tam 72531
Does Texa
Loumvk. Kessky 40203
Spr*i4k el. Idmi mwumesl 01200
Carol. Olio 43112
1H4otn0 Tern ?055
Appleion Wiacommla 54911
Baem, Keotucky
Hihland, Mio 62249
Mkm SL. Hilare, Qvetc JO 4Sl, Camada
Lavad, Oaebec 2ME 4P4, Canada
Chadoe. Noar Combam 29M

06 h1.i V401'

Some of the orpm hailed svae the name o( Amulcaaorpbdde&nuere builta elyby
A. L~xnuw, Gen
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H4. Jo EBR T .,-..--,..pip Organ
NO" ma ... Fjowo mw~ I wo Wit .. MM411-flW

Feb. 10, 1980

er. Michael Stern, Staff Director
senate, Coitte on Flnane
Vashington, D.O. 21510

Dear Hr. Ste rn,

rt has o to my attention that there are two
bil e fJR755 and fM3)17 being Introduced Into
Congress that will allow pipe organs to be imported
into this country duty free. r el that this would
be serious mistake. -rt has been claimed by tbose
who are Iaportin tet pipe brgans that the orowns
required annot obtained frs domestic organ builders.

This Is not the case. There are at least six major
organ builders and most likely ten to fifteen of the
smaller builders that could buldA any kin of pipe organ
required.

Please r istar my opoaition to the passage of these
bills wS your committee.

Thank you for your attention in this matter, I remain,

Yours truly,
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0140P- 412) M6-2352
CtARINCI GOULD 1412)03-306

STEVE LETMHTZ 012)u$341O

. 1K. Gould and ,*ns, lite.
PIPE ORGAN BUILDERS / 3820 FOSS ROAD I MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55421

February 9 980
Senator Dave Durenberger

fear Senator Durenbergers

I am writing to you to ask you to consider votqg against
bills H.R. 3755 And H.. 3317.

These bills favor the foreigner and give the tax paying
hardworking middelcass american another kick in the face.
A mail brake for the American people would be nice for
a change.

Sincerely

Clarence No Gould

mo/cg

Mafactures RtPmmte0w of A. P. M6Uwr, Incorq ovd
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A Qxarteriy for Thfee with a Serios 1trea ix the Omn ,ARO jAN
POWl 0F13R' 3X IM. ALSN. TIW NU

wI7o01"
6O"P--C. w 10 February 1980

P90 of FWA sone rS"

ALIAV. 7,1*8 ?$AS*

Odom"1 L ,BOWMAN. JN. Committee on Finance
",MA^1 A.0mW United States Senate

A20PO'". MA,.. C/o Mr. Michael Stem, Staff DirectorTo"" mcs" Washington, D.C. 20S10
P1,beeNo. NJ "Oft Gentlemen:

It has coe to my attention that two private bills, H.R.3317 cad
R.R.375S, are now in your committee for consideration. I am informed that these
bills provide for the exemption fTam customs duties of two organs to be imported
from Europe, such exception being on the claim of the importers that the organs
required cannot be obtained from any domestic organ builder.

I can testify unequivocally that there is no type of pipe organ built by
foreign builders which cannot be built as well by organbuilders in the United
States. The passage into law of these bills would not only set a dangerous and
pernicious precedent but also would reward the importers for contributing to
this country's current unfavorable balance of trade.
M qualifications as an "expert witness" are: I have conducted research on the
subject of pipe organs for twenty-five years; I m the author of TM ORGAN IN
(HRCH DESIGN (1957) and THE REVIVAL OF 7M ORGAN CASE (c1965), both of which
books are in many libraries abroad as well as throughout the United States; I was
senior editor of the quarterly magazine, "Art of the Organ" (no longer published
due to inflation and exorbitant postal rates); I have built in my own shop two
experimental pipe organs; I have been invited to address the coming Congress of
the International Society of Organbuilders which is to meet in the United States
and Mexico for its first meeting-outside of rope in the existence of that
highly respect professional organization.

I respectfully urge your committee not to report these bills favorably to the
Senate.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph E. Blanton

4"
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TheUniversity 5TOM.0CO4NECTICUT 06Wof all
Af SCHOOL OF FINE ARTSConnecticu -v Vo.et 6Ft,,

82 Willowbrook Road
Storrs, Conn. 06268
29 Janar7 198

Senator Abraham Ribicoff
United States Senate
Vahington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoffs

I am writing to you in my capacity as University Organist at the
University of Connecticut and Director of Music at St. Mark's Chapel.
It has come to my attention that St. Paul's Episcopal Chucoh in River-
side, Conn. has a bill before your committee [ill I B. R. 37551
in which they are attempting to avoid the payment of import duty on
their EMBNO I .- - It Is NeJ true that they could not
have purchased as fine an instrument in this country. As a matter of
fact the American organ builders compare in quality with any in the
world. If import duty was, of such consoquence, why did they not buy
an organ from an Amarian builder. Why should they object to a
mere 2% duty when, it is my understanding, our own organ builders
amt pay 14% duty when they export to Austria. I see no reason why
this church should be granted special privileges. The sme reasoning
applieseto Dfill R.R."73 whichIalikeinst-necomingfrom
Ohio Velyan University.

I understand that these measures are coming before the Senate

on February 5th and I can only hope that you will vote appropriately
so that all institutions in our country will pay the same import duty.
Thak you for your consideration. I am a long time admirer of your
outstanding record n our state and nation.

Virginia R. oirrmnn
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TESTIMONY

OF

EUGENE A. MARCH, CHAIRMAN

TOOL AND STAINLESS STEEL INDUSTRY COMMITTEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

BEFORE

THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
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My name is Eugene A. March, and I am a group vice

president of Colt Industries and chairman of the Advisory

Committee for the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee,

an association of America's major specialty steel producers. I

wish to testify in opposition to H.R. 2535, the duty suspension

bill on chipper knife steel.

My opposition, and the opposition of the specialty

steel industry, to H.R. 2535 rests on the proposition that a

duty suspension on individual steel products, like chipper

knife steel, is an attack on the specialty steel industry of

the United States. Indeed, duty suspension bills on individual

steel products weaken the competitiveness of the United States

steel industry in general.

For thcse unfamiliar with chipper knife steel, it is

a specialty steel used to make industrial knives known as

"chipper knivPs". These industrial knives are used to process

wood in the production of paper and & lumber of products.

Any specialty steel company is capable of producing

this fundamental alloy steel product.- Presently, only one U.S.

specialty steel producer, Guterl in Lockport, New York, produces

chipper knife steel. Yet only a decade ago, there were three

American producers of this steel product. Two of them, Bethlehem

and Cyclops, have discontinued production on chipper knife

steel because of the strain of foreign competition.
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Guterl serves a substantial portion of the domestic

market for this steel. Guterl has served domestic consumers

well by expanding its production better than five times siroe

--1977. During this period, Guterl's cost for the production of

this product has Increased with inflation; yet, their prices

have remained relatively stable.

The American specialty steel industry, Is technologically

competitive. It is, as a consequence, capable of competing on

fair terms with any Specialty steel producer in the world.

Suspension of the duty on this steel product would radically

alter the terms of competition on this product and provide

foreign producers of this product a distinct advantage. On

behalf of the specialty steel industry of the United States, I

urge you to reject H.R. 2535, and in so doing, afford the specialty

steel industry a chance to retain its capacity to product a

wide variety of products for domestic and International consumers.

Thank you.
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February 29, 1980

Chairman Harry F. Byrd
Senate Finance
Taxation and Deot. Management

Subcommittee
2221 DSOB
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Byrd:

We understand that your subcomittee is considering S1900, a
bill to amend the International Revenue Code of 1954 with
respect to the treatment of casualty losses in the cases of
fruit and nut trees.

Western Growers Association strongly supports this legislation.
We request that this statement be made a part of the hearing
record.

Thank you for your consideration of this most important matter.

Sincerely,

Thomas A. Hammer
Western Growers Association-
Washington Representative
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WESTERN GROWRS ASSOCIATION

S1900 - A Bill to Amend the International Revenue Code of 1954
MEth R epect to the Treatment of Casualty Loases in the

Cases of Fruit and Nut Trees.

Western Growers Association is a trade association which represents
growers and shippers of fresh fruit and vegetables in Arisona and
California.

Among the 1600 members are citrus growers in both states, as veil
as growers of many other fruit and nut crops.

The fact that the heavy rain and high waters of the past few weeks
did not cause permanent damage to trees only serves to point up
the constant threat of natural disaster that hangs over farmers.
This near miss threatened thousands-of acres of tree. crops in both
Arizona and California, most of them mature groves# particularly
in the Ventura County area of California.

Only a few more inches of high water could have breached levees
with a resulting flood sweeping through citrus groves in the area.

Western Growers Association strongly supports 81900, a bill allowing
fruit and nut producers a tax deduction for a casualty loss incurred
to nut and fruit trees. Such a deduction will be equal to their
"fair market value' on the date on which this loss occurred. Cur-
rently, the tax laws allow a person who suffers a casualty loss
to deduct the loss from the current years' income; but, the deduc-
tion is limited to the lesser of the "fair market value' of the
items destroyed or the persons basism in such property. Generally
no basis is acquired in fruit and nut trees other than the initial
planting cost. This cost is often minimal because the trees were
planted by the individual grower many years earlier. As a result,
the basis or book value may approach zero. Additionaly, the grower
may have chosen to "capitalize" his grove and after taing the al-
lowable depreciation the book value may be zero.

Also 81900 would permit an individual to carry back the excess loss
deduction ten years and if necessary he could carry the loss forward
an additional four years in the event that the tax payers loss were
greater than his income for the loss year. Liberlizing the carry-
back and carry-forward provisions of the tax code would allow the
fruit and nut producer who experienced the loss to be able to gen-
erate a 'pool of capital* by means of tax refunds which would enable
the grower who suffered the economic loss caused by a disaster to
get back on his feet and reestablish his grove.

Western Growers Association recognized that 81900 would make a special
exception to the Internal Revenue Code in the case of casualty losses
to fruit or nut trees. However, due to the unique situation regard-
ing nut and fruit production, we believe that such consideration
are entirely justified. As we stated earlier, there is enormous

59-253 0 - 80 - 20
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capital investment in such trees. There is no insurance available.
It takes, in most cases, zany years to nurture the trees into prod-
uction. Many times trees planted years ago, have a basis or book
value equal to zero.

Natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods, or heavy rains can
destroy in a matter of hours what it has taken years to develop
Into productive groves. For these reasons, Western Growers Associ-
ation feels that the provisions in 81900 are well justified. Nut
and fruit producers operate under enormous risk. The passage of
S1900 would go a long way toward resolving one of the major risks
and enable a producer to replant his groves after a disaster, and
thus continue to provide high quality and reasonably priced produce
to the consumer.

Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. We
urge your adoption of 81900.

f
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January 29, 1980

The Honorable Walter D. Buddleston - i
Dirknen waste Office building - 18W
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Haddleston:

This is written to ask your support for Globe-Union Inc.
and the lead conuming industry in legislative efforts to
repair a damaging increase in the rate of duty onq uUet:
lead Imports (TSUSA 624.0350).

Effective January 1, 1960, as a result of charges nego-
tiated in the "Tokyo Round" of multilateral trade ngotiaton.,
the duty on uurouht lead was converted from the specific
rate of duty of 1.0625 cents per pound to an ad volorem rate.
Unfortunately for lead consumers, the price of lead rose pro-
cipitously from approximately 21o to over 60 cents per pound.
The application of an ad valorem rate to so price sensitive a
comnodity is a severe blow to consumers of lead.

On December 11, 1979, Congressma renzel introduced
MR4M which would delay the conversion of the rates of duty
on lead until January 1, 1952. On the same day. Senator
Nelson, in a colloquy with Senator Lon8, ia dcated his support
for a change which would provide relief from the excessive in.
crease. We ewqect a Senate bill similar to the House bill will
he offered early In the Senate session.

Olobe-Union is a significant consumer of lead, with a
battery mnufacturing plant in your district. We ask that
you contact the office of Congressman Frenzel and/or Senator
Nelson for their viev on this issue. We are confident that
you will support legislative actions which will be taken to
return the duty on led to a fair and equitable level.

Sinc6rely,

Plant Maser
GW5OR-MIOU INC.

300 F|PAN VALL6V ROAO * LCOUSVILi. KNYUCOKY 4 513
C€N qw LAs -vW I OLONS SATTIRY
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I'-h. low Decemr 28. 1979

The honorable Walter 0. Huddleston
U. S. Senate
W ington. D.C. 20610

Dear Senator Huddleston:

Barring a sudden reversal of plans, the tariff on Imports of !irogt lea
will rise on Jnuary 1 by approximately oe cent per pound, to about dule th
current rate

This Is the unintended result of a change In the way In which tfi tariff is
calculated. In the recent Tokyo round of tariff negotiations, the United States
Trade Representative (STR) decided to change the present lead tariff of 1.0625# per
pound to an *ad yalorm' tariff. This was originally set at 4.0 percent In the
expectation that It would be a triff reduction. In the coUrse of bilateral
negotiations with Mexico, this has been further reduced to 3.5 percent. But IMshmm tncaelse in lead 8rfcas, Ibis Xill still be a doalim of tg.¢-rcg
Joel"f. Wen It~m becoctn Own emda.

This radical tariff Increase will affect not only the lead industry, but
ultmaely the merican conkser, on wham the total adverse impact vill exceed
thirty million dollars annually. This Is hardly the kind of *tariff reductions
envisioned In the Tokyo round.

Efforts to persuade the STR to reduce the lead tariff to a we reasonable
level proved unavailing. Accordingly, Congresmen Frenzell, Gibbons. Moore and
Vento Introduced H.R. 6089 in the House on Decaber, 11. On the same day Senators
Long an Nelson made clear-on the Senate floor that this effort would receive early
Senate action next year. (See attached Congressional Record excerpts.)

As your constituents, we strongly urge you to support this legislation and
would very much app ce having your views on this issue.

Sincerely yours,

Alan Noble
Plant Manager
Exide Comany~
RiclvOnd, Kentucky

Attachtent
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WASHINGTON. PCNNSYLVANIA 1S 301
(418) 33s-4000

February 14, 1980SENk[gT SAC K t

The Honorable Russell 5. Long
217 Russell Senate Office Bldg.'
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

I have just read the statements made to the Senate Finance
Committee on February 5 by representatives of Bethlehem Steel Corporation
and Guterl Special Steel Corporation, both of whou expressed opposition to
R.I. 2535. a bill to suspend the duty on chipper knife steel. I hope you
will be interested in Jessopas view of this bill.

Until the early 1970's Jessop Steel produced chipper knife
grades at its steel mill in Washington, Pa. Because of intensive price
cutting from foreign producers Jessop stopped making and selling chipper
knife steel at that tine, since it was no longer able to sell at a profit.

During the lost three years Jessop has made a multi-million
dollar Investment in facilities. We have recently determined that a portion
of this new equipment is capable of making chipper knife steel by a differ-
ent process than we formerly used. We have taken trial orders from two
domestic users of chipper knife steel, at a selling price comparable fo
imported steel, in order to verify our capability to produce this product.
At this price we expect the trial orders to result in breakeven performance.

We are willing to entertain a certain amount of business at
breakeven today because 9.4% of our union work force of 670 was on layoff
last week, We prefer to have these men working at breakeven. rather than
run the risk of permanently losing some highly skilled steelworkers. Tn
the long run, however, if our customers are satisfied with Jessop's chipper
knife steel, we must sell at a profit. Our policy in this regard is simple.
If we break even or better, we will produce; if we must sell at a loss we
will get out of the business.

Suspension of the duty on chipper knife steel as proposed by
H.R. 2535, will almost certainly have the effect of eliminating Jessop as
a born-again supplier of chipper knife steel. Neither we nor our workers
want to see that happen. I therefore urge you to vote against VI.I. 2535 in
the interests of our participation in this business, the increased employment
it will generate in Southwestern Pennsylvania, and the opportunity it will
provide for Jesop to earn some money with which to continue nodernsling Its
facilities in order to assure our long-term survival.

Sincerely,

DMnett Sack
BS/pc

PL"AWS 4WD 5se"Ce C"T9". C c4 0 1 o . "NOAT0 . LOS AIMP4LI WMnsOOv. KY. •PmIw.LA • madmseWO,.M.
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VISSER- ROWLAND ASSOCIATES
OR BAW1L1ERS J; "INaWRPM'KTD

S2033 JOHANNA
SUITE B

HOUSTON, TEXAS
77055 USA

29 February 1980713/887346

Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman
Senate Comittee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

Two private bills. HR 3317 and HR 375S, are now pending action In your
committee. These bills provide for the relief of custom duty from
organs purchased from European firm for private institutions, a chur
in one case, and Ohio Wesleyan U. In the other.

Our industry strongly objects to this relief. Contrary to prior testimony,
there has been a very viable, albeit struggling pipe-organbuilding industry
in this country since days before the 1776 Revolution. Since the mid 60's,
we have been equalling the quality available from Europe, and now there is
absolutely no question that most of us builders surpass it by a great margin.
While some of us do have relatively long deliverys (attesting to our qua ltyl),
some of us can copte for spitd of delivery with the Europeans.

Much of the testimony for passage of these two bills In the House Report on
Miscellaneous Trade and Tariff Bills of 27 July Is misleading, exaggerjted,
or downright false. I hesitate to enumerate exactly which Is false, as It
would require the virtual 4uoting of half the testimony and refuting each
piece in turn. However, I certainly stand ready to do this if you request.

Unfortunately, our industry Is not rich enough to permit many, If any of us
to coma to Washington to testify. Indeed, we learned of the deadline for
doing so only two days before the datel It appears to most of us that we
are "getting the short end of the stick" and we urge you to do what you can
to stop the passage of these bills, as they have no just basis.

Further, some parts of organs are manufactured only In Germany, and we have
to pay duty on these Items for our own domestic production. It seem doubly
unjust, then, that others should be able to get complete Instruwints duty-free.
The organ Industry In this country very much needs the protection of duty on
complete imported organs, and more.

Your attention to these matters will be very much appreciated by a growing
number of excellent American craftsmen and small businesses

SI ")rely, Photooples: Each Sen. Fin. Coin. imter
Z 9 Z YEach POPA imeter

Selected AIO members1 0 4 4The President of the-MIited States
Jan Roland, Vice Ident

Wt la 1cYat&frL~
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BERKSHIRE ORGAN COMPANY
40 SOUTH 9OULVAR@ a WUTESTPHOFlIO • MA 5ACHU6TWTS 0 010 . (d1S)T74411

ef Gig" f.iWAS b& mu

March 10. 190

Senator Russell L Long, Chairman
Senate Committee on Finaace
2227 Dlrksen Buildlng
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long,

We are much concerned about two private bills, HR3317 and HR 3755 which we under-
stand await action by your committee. These bills would excuse customs duty on two pipe
organs being purchased from German and Austrian firms by Ohio Wesleyan University and
a church In Connecticut.

We have read the testimony given In support of these bills and find It untrue and mis-
leading. The statements made by ThomAs B. Wenzlau, President of Ohio Westyan Univ-
ersity and The Honorable Samuel L. Devine, Representative of Ohio may contain outright
lies that are not even arguable. The specifications for the organ laid down by Ohio Wee-
leyan-are completely obtainable In the highest degree of quality in the world by a number
of American organ builders here in the United Stwtes and they are also available at rea-
sonable delivery times and are more than competitive with any Butropeanosource. There
is absolutely no legitimate reason whatever for anyone in this country to buy organs else-
where- for artistic, musical, functional, reliability, durability or economic - all of which
features can be achieved In a superior way In this country by at leas a dozen builders and
within the same time frame.

Further, the artisan organbulding Industry In this country is hard pressed to main-
tain itself because of lack of state or government controls upon organbuilders. The Amer-
ican market Is exposed to a vast number of self-styled or untrained builders offering their
chap work at cut-rate prices. This makes it difficult for the quality builder to maintain
an adequate volume of business especially when Buropea.us are allowed also to compete
easily. The nucleus and artistic core of the American organ building industry is therefore
substantially threatened by these. bills especially considering that a high percentage of parts
and materials employed by American artisan organ builders also are Imported and also are
taxed by duty to the American manufacturer.

We have seventeen (17) builders In New England alone, most of whom could have built
both of these organs In a superior, more artistic way and at a lower cost than the European
firms have selected. There are also other organ builders throughout the United Stites
that could have done the same- and I am referring specifically to the five (5) prerequisites
outlined by Thomas Wendlau for an organ.

b@343&r MAGZICAN 130T11M 0 O MAXNVWAL (AIO)INT84VP(fIOgAt 00C1870 O OAI0t1iW5R5 (4O)
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We migts make the point also that perhaps the American market meeds a bit of pro-
tectio from self-serving repreentatlves and previous purchasers of European organs
who constantly tell lies sad misrepresent these matters. I am convinced, for example,
that Mr. Wenzlsu probably was reciting statements made to him by a faculty member who
also happenito be a sales representative of the European firm from whom be pir,-ased
the organ and not information of his own knowledgp. While the organ he has purchased
Is without question everything he expects It to be, he has been duped Into spending far
more than necessary to obtain such an inunment because be could have purchased an
equal or better instrument in this country If be had been guided by objective advisors.

The excellence of instruments now available in this country may be somewhat new
because the Industry here has experienced re-education about organ building standards
only in the last fifteen years, although this has to do only with matters not effecting re-
liability or durability which have always been superior tn European work. Our industry
is one of the few remaining vestiges of true individual craftemanship and creativity It
needs to be nurtured, honored, and supported by our government not stamped on, ignored
and denied as Mr. Wenzlau teaches.

We urge you to recommend defeat of these bills to recognize the interests of a small
and impoverished industry, defiantly staying alive since before the American Revolution.

Sincerely.,

David W. Cogswel4 Master Organbuilder
President and Artistic Director

(Founder of the American Institute of Orn Builders)
(Member of the OrU Historical Socet and

- •the American Guild of Ormanists and
the International Society of Organbullders)

cc: Senate Finance Committee Member
Senator Tsongas (MA)
Senator-Edward Kennedy (MA)
Thomas B. Wenzlsu

Selected Members of the American Institute of Orman Builders
The President of the United States

MOM r OVOLqAVW1A XocI rOF ORAMU (W)
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1amaica, New York 11435
Tel. 207-223

March 3, 1990

Senator Russell Long
Senate Office Building
Msshington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Longs

It has been brought to oar attention that bille X.R. 3046
and S. 1004 are presently before the Senate Plnance Committee.

On behalf of the members of this organization z strongly
urge you to oppose l.X. 3046 and S. 1004. rhose bills vii
eliminate the 19% duty on imported freight cars thereby
transferring this Industry out of the United States.

At a tine vhen unemployment Is rising, these bills viii
cause many thousands of railroad crafteon to lose their
jobs. rhes bills must not reach the Senate floor.

this erosion of a United States industry is occurring at a time
vhen otker manufacturing jobs are shrinking - because of energy
related problems which this Industry can help reduoe. hoe
railroad Industry Is increasingly Important In the future as
the United States faces energy problems in the 100's. We have
the vorkforce to supply our needs. Many of our jobs are at
stake If these bills are passed. '

to reiterate, it is impezative that you vote against these
bills. Attached is a Pact Sheet for your information.

Anthony J. Rus&o
General Chairman

AiRtAs
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$O1 FACVS AND MYTHS AIOUT TMI FRBICNI? CAt DUTY DILL (N.. 3046)

Lyat suspeneos of the 162 duty oa freight care for two years won't produce ome
additional freight car end won't mWoe one additional toe of cargo. There to no
way say foreign supplier can [*treats hi. capacity define the Coming twe yar period.
The duty auepneisoo will give railroad car leadere ad car purchasers a $9 million
windfall.

FACT: The U. S. freight ca" producing Industry I a stable, efficient iduatry
that provides 65,000 jobs to steelworkers. machinists, electrical workers, canes,
botlermekars and otherswhich has net all previous obortageb and is no expandig
to meet U. S. needs.

FACT: W hn a duty muapenaion ie voted, it has bee% hietoricelly a eletar leat to
mltinational corporations and foreign producer to expand their capacity in that
industry; it has also been a signal to domestic firm to abandon any expansio
plans and to consider relocation abroad.

FACT: The duty suspension bill io not for the relief of Vlexico. It will be a bonasa
to Cenda (a larger exporter to the U.S.) and to all other exporters of railroad
equipment to the U.S., including Rmania, Brazil, cnd Xorea, end could, in the tons
run, hurt the balanced U.S.-Mexican Trade.

FACT: The U.S. is buying every freight car that Mexico has for export - at 181
duty. 4exicosa car building i duetry is booked to capacity, so is Canada's. Iv
fact, Mexico is now receiving critically scarce freight car parts from the U.S.,
reducing the U.S. ability to manufefture additional freight car.

FACT: The U. S. car-building industry La cyclical and today's record demand cam
evaporate tomorrow in the recession, as car orders are cancelled. Alredy now car
orders have levelled off. As recent as 1976, iaduatry orders were approximately
44e half of capacity. (See attached chart). Novever, once overes*e expansion is
encouraged by this bill sad imports soar, U.S. plants villa close and jobs will
disappear.

FACT: Mexico baa enjoyed a unique perfTerence whereby its freight car exports were
allowed to enter the U.S. duty free. Hoever, the preference limits were exceeded
and Mexico lost chat advantage. There ie strong likelihood that elco will re ulify
for preference later this year. Such an action would confine The benefits of duty-free
entry to Mexico alone - a greater benefit then duty suspension and in line with the
goals of 4he U.S. trade law.

TACT: The domestic car building industry has sa tet ate4 production capacity of
15O0 to 90,000 car*-& year; core than ample to satisfy the sustained denand for
freight care which has averaged 6?,000 care par year since 1966.

FACT: Canada has a car building capacity of 12.000 cars per year of which approsx-
nitely 6,000 are used domestically. Mexico has a capacity of 5000 cars per year.
Both Coutries can sell into the U.S. every car 0ade - with the UX duty. Increased
exports to the U.S. will worsen the U.S. balance of payments deficit.

FACT: U. S. builders are comitted to Increased capacity, Net duty auspen iom will
discourage expansion. The 7)4 plant in Oregon be annountco a plant exp:aaioe of
501 capacity; many U.S. plants - if the heavy demand reainOs - tan tool up to increase
production of roller bearings and castings - thus enabling U.S. raLcer oanufactarers
to add additional shifts and Increase daily output.

PACT, In every buper grain year - including the years of record graim shipments
to S'aild - the freight car nads have been met. There have been delays but so
agriculture crops or other bulk cergoee have beeon lost.

FACT: U. S. freight care help meat the energy need of America and the freight car
construction is an industry that will expand to provide more - not fewer - jobs
In the 1980s. thus lessening the need for federal dollars io C9TA program nd
displacement paymets to discharged workers.
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February 29. 1980

The Honorable Russell Long
U. S. Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

_Pear Senator Long:

It is my understanding that on February 5, 1980, the
Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade held
hearings on a bill to suspend the duty on imported freight
cars (H. R. 3046 and S. 1004).

In my opinion this bill is an attempt to do on the
Senate side what supporters of this bill were unable to
accomplish on the House side. That is, eliminate the 18%
duty on imported freight cars and bring about the transfer
of this industry out of the United States.

The United States freight car producing industry is a
stable, efficient industry that provides 100,000 jobs to
Steelworkers, Machinists, Electrical Workers, Carmen, Boiler-
makers, Blacksmiths and others. The Brotherhood Railway Car-
men represent approximately 65,000 members on the railroads
and in contract shops who will be directly affected by this
bill.
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When a duty suspension is voted, it has been histor-
ically a clear signal to multinational corporations and
foreign producers to expand their capacity in that indus-
try; it has also been a signal to domestic firms to aban-
don any expansion plans and to consider relocation abroad.

The duty suspension bill is not for the relief of
Mex .o. It will be a bonanza to Canada (a larger exporter
to the U. S.) and to all other exporters of railroad equip-
ment to the U. S., Including Romania, Brazil, and Korea,
and could, in the long run, hurt the balanced U. S. - Mexi-
can Trade.

The United States is buying every freight car that
Mexico has for export -- at 18% duty. Mexico's car build-
ing industry is booked to capacity; so is Canada's. In
fact, Mexico is now receiving critically scarce freight car
parts from the United States, reducing the U. S. ability to
manufacture additional freight cars.

The United States car-building industry is cyclical and
today's record demand can evaporate tomorrow in the recess-
ion, as car orders are cancelled. Already new car orders
have levelled off. As recent as 1976, industry orders were
approximately one half of capacity. However, once overseas
expansion is encouraged by this bill and imports soar, U. S.
plants will close and jobs will disappear.

The domestic car building industry has an estimated
production capacity of 85,000 to 90,000 cars a year; more
than ample to satisfy the sustained demand for freight cars
which has averaged 67,000 cars per year since 1966.

Canada has a car building capacity of 12,000 care per
year of which approximately 6,000 are used domestically.
Mexico has a capacity of 5,000 cars per year. Both coun-
tries can sell into the United States every car made --
with the 18% duty. Increased exports to the U. S. will wor-
sen the U. S. balance of payments deficit.
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United States builders are comitted to increased
capacity, but duty suspension will discourage expansion.
The IC plant in Oregon has announced a plant expansion
of 50% capacity; many U. S. plants - if the heavy demand
remains - can tool up to increase production of roller
bearings and castings - thus enabling U. S. railcar manu-
facturers to add additional shifts and increase daily out-
put.

In every bumper grain year - including the years of
record grain shipments to Russia - the freight car needs
have been met. There have been delays but no agriculture
crops or other bulk cargoes have been lost.

U. S. freight care help meet the energy need of Amer-
ica and the freight car construction is an industry that

-will expand to provide more - not fewer - jobs in the
1980s, thus lessening the need for federal dollars in CETA
programs and displacement payments to discharged workers.

With the unemployment rate in the United States over
6% I am sure that the members of the Congress of the United
States will not consider such a bill as H. R. 3046 and
S. 1004, and respectfully request your opposition to these
bills.

Very truly yours,

W0O u 'Assistant Generaf.
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]KING COUNTY LABOR~ COUNCIL

WAOI 115.U 6.- ,PL. , February 14, 19 0 Till.e A5 o20

the Honorable RuMll Long
- United States Snor,

Senate Office SAOlin
Washingon, D. C. A10

Door Senator Longl

We Ore extremely Concerned about the Possibility of spending the duty on
IPOrted feigh cars, re H.R. 3046 and S. 004.

-This would in ence take On 18% duty off of Imported freight cars andIf
It happened It woul wfously Impact the employment oF ftny people In our are
as wll * ter prts of the United States. -this would be disadvantageous'to,the United Stess In cmpltilon with Canada and Mexico as they are not removing
their tariff ogainet the United States.

The United States has been Importing railroad freight cars at on accelerating
rate despite the U.S. tariff. Foreign subsidies and low wages affect the foreign
trade. imports from both Mexico ond Canada have Increased since 1977.

If these bills were to pass It certainly would be devstating to he Amorlcn-
freight car Industry, putting a lot of out people out of work.

We strongly request that you do not support H.R. 3046 or S. 1004.

AMES K. BENDS
Excutive Socretary,

ogellue0 CIO
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... ruary 2?, 1980

Dear Sirse

Please be advised that I am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills H.R. 306 and S. 1004.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effeoted. Also,. it will bring great damage to the rail-

road oar construction industry and the loss of thousp.ds

of jobs at a time when we are eliding into a recession

and railroad oar orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Finance Con-ittee

Members to oppose H.R. 304 and S. 1004 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes

,AQ4 kind 8t ards,
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" brary 27, 1980

Dear Sirs.i

Please be advised that I am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills H.R. 306 and s. 1004.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into lavt, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected, Also, it will bring great damage to the rail-

road oar construction industry and the lose of thousands

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad oar orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Finae Committee

Ienbers to opposs H.R. 3044 and S. '004 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes
and kindest regards,
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February 2?, 1900

Dear Sire,

Please be advised that I am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills H.R. 306 and S. 100t.

I feel that if these Bills ae enacted Into law, our

---- oountry balance of trade would beoome more adversely

effeoted, Also, it will bring great damage to the rail-

road oar construction industry and the lose of thouserds

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad oar orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Fina.nwe Comittee

Members to oppose H,R. 304A and S. .004 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes
and kindest regards,

\~*4*~ a

59-253_0 - S0 - 21
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Dear Sirst

Please be advised that I am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills H.R. 3046 and g. 1004.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected. Also, it will bring great damage to the rail-

road car construction industry and the loss of thousands

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad car orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Finance Committee

Members to oppose H.R. 3046 and S. 004 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Tharc you.

With best wishes
and kindest regards,
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February 27, 1980

Dear Sirs,

Please be advised that r am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills HR. 3046 and S. 1004.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected, Also, it will bring great danege to the rail-

road car cor.struotion industry and thq loss of thou. ,rds

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad car orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I "rgo the Senate Fitanaoe Co., ittee

Members to oppose M.R. .nd S. tOOU and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank :%ou.

With best wishes
and kirdest regards,

(o/fiA ' (~YX. 2 32 L/
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FebrAr 27?, 1980

Dear Sirse

Please be advised that I am of total opposition to

the legislation of Bills H.R. 3046 and S. t04.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into laws our

country balance of trade would beoome more adversely

effected. Also, it will bring great damage to the rail-

road oar construction industry and the loss of thouq.rds

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad car orders are diminishing.

Therefore. I ,rge the Senate Finance Committee

Members to op."se H.R. 3144 and S. 004 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes
kindest ra4d
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Hon. Russell Lon [ lE iWI. V,,ddm efmtrn I
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February 13, 1980

Senate Office Buf ilding

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sentor Long:

The Senate Finance Committee has presently under
consideration S. 1004 which deals with the suspension of
the duty on imported freight cars.

Ile have witness a steady deterioration of our position
in balance of payments. All this bill will do is to trans-
fer out of the U.S. this industry.

A transfer which we can ill afford with its potential
loss of thousands of Jobs and its Irreparable damage to the
railroad car construction industry. An industry whose
record is so important in this period of energy crisis.

We know that you will want to protect the American economy.
A destruction of the work potential of so many workers, will
not be helpful in attaining this goal. Our domestic economy
needs strengthening and not weakening. We urge you to give
this measure your serious attention, a vote against this
legislation will be an effective measure of strengthening the
American economy.

Sincerely yours,

Raymond R. "orbett
President

00

B. Howard Molisani
Secretary-Treasurer
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February 12, 1980

Honorable Russell Long
c/o Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

At the regular Council meeting of the ultnoaah County Labor Council,
An.-CIO, Portland, Oregon, held Mond , February 11, 1980. a motion
Vas passed unanimously opposing EHR 6 and 8. 1004 which, as you
veil know, eliainates the 18% duty on imported freight cars and
will coat the United States many thousands of Jobs.

We think that enough of our work has been sent to foreign countries,
damaging the labor movement here in the United States. In our opinion,
charity begins at home and ve.sincerely oppose HER 3046 and S. 1005.

Seeking your support and consideration of our position on these Bils,
we remain

Sincerely,

MULTIOIMH COUNTY eAEoH COUl , CIO

Thomas J. Baker, Execu)
4

e Secretary

TJB: gh
opeull
afl-cio
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CALIFORNIA LAOR FEDERAION, A FL- C I 0
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February 13, 1980

The Honorable Russell Long, U.S. Senator
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Longs

The Senate Finance Committee has.before it S. 1004
and H.R. 3046 to suspend the 18 per -int duty on
foreign built freight cars.

This proposal would transfer a major industry out of
the United States, eliminating thousands of jobs for
skilled American workers at a "time when we are on the
brink of a national recession and when railroad car
orders are in a decline.

Freight car production directly affects tho jobs of
car men, electricians, machinists, boilermakers,
steelworkers and others. In an industry so vita) to
our nation's economy the proposed duty elimination
would also impact seriously on the jobs of railroad
maintenance and service employees whose skills are
essential to maintaining an effective rail transportation
system in this country.

On behalf of 1.7 million members of the AFL-CIO in
California, represented by this Federation, I urge that
you oppose H.R. 3046 And S. 1004 and that you act in
committee so that the proposal-. Ml.not be reported
to the Senate floor.

JOHN F. HU@ 4

ALIIN J. GIURN

~a -AM

Dkca Me I

Olul N& 5h.l Mll.

Dbr Ma 5l

Iow Fina-l-

MUM No, I

CA.Grow

Nori N. 9

Wa .D I
uw No, 0

Cu K. Gift

Maioa N& II

. c

Dia We4

N . 15

vi .PISMM
At Lwss

Wd~in L b~ess

Frd .Flasbe
Can Alvis
Anal TCSMl

ope--afl-cio131

S= u -4

400,Executive Sertr-Treasurer
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LOGAN F. JONES

A. A. OR~S DAVID J. GREENE

IFsbruery 12, 19110

Dear Seuator Longs

Ths rater Camtos Af l-O Gomoll , rew rating 5
loe"l MIloMs In the Greater Cantia area, vith an OVViros-
mate mer hip of 30,000, urges you as member of the
Smate FLamos comlttee to oppose bragig H.R. 304 ml
I. 1004 oato the oaste floor.

2hes bills woull eliminate the 1" duty an imort"
fr eight oarsa uldl bring about the trmsfs of this
industry out of the U.S., t itch would mage the railroel
oar ostxruotio ladustry md mn the loss of thousand ofJobs$

hsik you or your osmlretion m oooprata .

On7w -c oowa
IBBM CWKM

PH4ONE 48,3-3684 C..,I . Ohio 447141330 Mftet Awwnu. I .
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93 Main Street (2nd Floor)
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F 24

February 12p 1980

Honorable Russell Long
ULited States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510

oear Senator Longt

It is our understanding that the Senate Finance Subcamittee on Inter-
national Trade recently held hearings on a bill (S. lOO).to suspend
the duty on ported freight cars. The purpose of this letter Is to
urg that you, as a member of the Senate Finance Camitte 'oppose thlik
bMrl .e.e of the dage It can do to the railroad car construction
industry and the loss of thousands of Jobs.

We believe this bill could permanently export production and jobs from
a U. S. industry vAich Is essential for U. S. energy and aricultural
needs. Freight car production directly affects the Jobs of car men,
electricians, mchnists, boilermakers, steelworkers and many other
workers, as well as minors and farmers, tdose output is shipped on the
cars. The Integrated. Industry affects the Jobs of maintenance and service
employees, swhos skills are essential to maintain an effective rail system
and rail repair and production.

Freight car production s pports the U. S. transportation system, the Jobs
that go with it, and the ability of the U. S. to serve its national needs.
The railroad industry is increasingly Important in the future as the U. S.
faces energy problems in the 1980's. The U. S. has the workforce to
supply our needs.

Tax avoldance, special Incentives of foreign governments for exports,
nationalied rail systems abroad, plus protected markets abroad are already
encouraging expansion of foreign capacity. What S. 1004 would accomplish,
therefore, is an extra tax break to wpn production abroad of a product
vitally needed In the United States.

For these reasons, we urge your support In opposing this legislation.

Sincerely,

OcInic N. Fornaro
President

oW/t
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4 4 14 ?ebruary 2?, 1980

Dear Sirs,

Please be advised that r aLa of total opposition tce

the legislation of Bills H.R. 3046 and S. 10.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected, Also, It will bring great damage to the rail-

road oar construction industry and the loss of thousinds

of Jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad car orders are diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Finance Co.nmittee

-Marmbs to oppose .. R. 3046 and S. 10O4 and not report

theae Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes
and kindest regards,
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February 27p 1980

Dear Sirs,

Please be advised that I am of -total-opposition t

the legislation of Bills H.R. 3046 and'S O0*.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into~law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected, Also, it will bring great damage to the rail

road car construction industry and the loss of thous-.rds

of jobs at a time when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad oar orders are diminishing.,

Therefore, I ..rge the Se'nate Finance Committee

Member to oppo.s H.R. 3044 ard S, tOO4 and not report

these Bills to the Senate floor. Thank you,

With best wishes
and kindest regards,
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February 27 1980

.. -..i ,,,*,

Dear Sirsi

Please be advised that I an of total opposition tr

the'legislation of.Bille 'f.R, 30J.and S. 100.

I feel that if these Bills are enacted into law, our

country balance of trade would become more adversely

effected. Also, it will bring great damage to the rail-

road car construction industry and the loss of thousands

of Jobs at a tine when we are sliding into a recession

and railroad car orders are-diminishing.

Therefore, I urge the Senate Fina-ce Committee

Members to oppose H.R. 3046 and S. 1004 and not report

these Billis to the Senate floor. Thank you.

With best wishes
and kindest regards,

e7*hir 917&
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FeMbuca7 20, 1990

Setoe tAssel L0
5.mWf OffIe Balire
Wahiatoo, D. C. 010

Dear SeoAtor Ltos

In bobalf of the 2,200 awmeo I ropvfe t, wo wp tNt ya epees b
I. 10 md I.t. M6 whioh would oeupmed the duty a impWod tUlbt
*ar, sed tt yew Comittoe eat revert it to thi Sents fl~o.

. S. freight ear podwig teduety poyd de6,00 5,, Not mly to
the Cae I sepeentg, aon with 0ashan ~ ther toe, but also steet-
wwksroe mobiaivtsr oteltril weobere, bilamakewe, e other. At a
tim wbn m q luont Is this oeatUy impel lst month by $,00, trfm
5.9% to 6.:M, it is oitteal that a bill sob " S .100and R.I. )W46
whioh would *rote o"m am umpldant not be psed.

O' domeste ew tuilding t a ba an etimtel probtlem ca"palty
of 5,0O0 to 90,000 oa# a las, ae then ample to ity the f klud
I-s-l for fre t oam whioh ba averad 6700 eam pew p as to 1966.
TMe repotd fohnaqso of freigh ear ea f" mo"Wh agoea som
eem a an Imtld retiree for laerin .s. triff. TbM PLOe" a
1.1. 046 ad 8. 10" would mMmt to milatasal aStion te an o "Moee
that doam "ot est.

We uretly req at ra opceitIon to S. 104 and a R.I. 316.

Toe tuMl,

IU/Pab

act 11r. 0. 1. Jecobeos, cAsral trestFA
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February 20, 1980

The Honorable Russell B. Long
United States Senate
Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

On behalf of the members of this Joint Board,
all of whom are 6mployes of Railroads, I would liketo
inform you of 41loeL,¢o .to ER 3016 and S lO0f, and
other legislation that would eliminate the 18% duty on
imported freight cars.

This legislation would result in the loss of
thousands of jobs in the Railroad and other related in-
dustries throughout the United States if allowed to pass.

As a member of the Senate Finance Committee,
you are respectfully requested to oppose HR 3046 and
S 1004 and not report it to the Senate floor.

Sincerely, 2

Edward Schlining
General Chairman

ES:gj
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VebXuay 20, 1940

Honorable Abraham RLibooff# CaImn
lubocMitte on International ?rade
18ato Finance Committee2 DirkecsfMoto 09110o Ruildng
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riblcof 9
* I an written to Ad the voice of the International

Union of IlOotrioa, 2s41o and Machine Workers to that ofthe 211-CdO and other %mLon in opoeitioa to 8.1004 end
fRi04gh bills Web would a =ped tariffs on imported4

frozght ca~re. I members produce bearings, oasge and
other parts and machiery used in freight oar aUefotur-
LAg. We belisv the 4S,O00 Jobs in the freight oar industry,requirng great LnMesmjnt n skills and, -jrs of service,would be jeoperdise4 by passage of this legislation.

The U.I. freight oar-industry ii currently healthy.it has provided, ad oontinues to-provide, the care needed
for the tcansportatLon of essential energy and agricultural
products with little delay o: Lnooamiene, while demand
for freight oars has fluctuated widely.

The current strong demand for freight oars, which isalready beginning to subside, is being met by domestic pro-
duction and Importo (almost exclusively from emioo and
Canada). fte III tariff on freight cars has not prevented

from entering the .S. market, as the rising value ofimport. over the last two years shove, In response to
this sLtuation, U.S. freight oar producers are expendir.,
their capacity.

A supension. of the tariff on freight oars, by chang-
Sthe conditions of trade and production for only the U.S.

ndtrys could cause a wide range of problems. While thetariff suspension would be temprary, we 11UW have seen
trmndous daer done to en tr tr pya flood of Imports
for a shorter period than the tims specified by 5.1004 and

5M WIR1

&W141MM
rwe pw wWm mw IWI IW
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X.R.3046. Other countries producing freight cars would
800, not 4 or.ry change i the tariff, but a declaza-
tion of gopen season on the U.S. iladtry. could be
envoted to use the current domestic situation to establish

market for their produo, and then, when demd lack s,
as it has already started to do, to attempt to undevot
domestic todurs. If Such a attempt were suocesel',
there WO05 be no Increase in the availability of freight
care, just a replacment of domestic output by imports.

Another possible result of tariff Suspension would
be a rto-se*mnet by U.S. producers of their ex paw on
plane. They would onsider whether overseds investment
would be more profitable, with no tariff on Iorts, then
continued ot menaned V.I. production. We believe thq
ismortne of this industry. as a provider of thua=snds of
Jobs and a a produce of goods essential to our energy A
agricultural goods producers, makes the risk of this takng
plae undesirable. 1t has been affected whon U.S. .&pro
ducers Moed overuse for this reason, Such moves co
serious problem for workers and ocmmities Around the
country, they undermine workers' skills ad the matios's
apacity to make important products,

MUS believes that the continuing importation of
freight cars into the U.S. at the current tariff lel indi-
cates thet no action to suspend the tariff Is necesary
We have pointed out s e of the problem such a susposon
could have. he good of the nation would not be served by
reporting 5.1004 and 1..3046 out of o9nittoe. We there-
fore ask that you join us in opposing tWis legislates.

Sincerely yours,

David S isatopresident

opise to Senate MnAW Coemittee

0


